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H.R. 1400-THE V,ETERA/1S' EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1981

TUESDAY, MARCH 24, 1981 *-

-,

. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND

. EMPLOYMENT,
. COMMITTEE ON .VETERANS' AFFAIRS,
I

_ . Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:01 a.m., in

room 334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon._ Bob Edgar, (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present:, Representatives Edgar, Boner, Daschle, Heck-
ler,'Sawyer, Jefferies, and Denny Smith.

Mr- EDGAR. The Subcommittee on Education, Training, and Em-
ployment will come to order. , c

ORENI,NG STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN EDGAR

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. 'Poday begins the third day
of hearings on H.R. 1400, the Veterans' Educational Assistance Act
of 1981. r-.On the first 2 daof hearmgs, we beard from representatives of
the Department of Defense concerning the state of the All-Volun-
teer Force and the need for a new GI bill.

We heard very strong evidence on how certain provisions of H.R.
1400 coup sublstantially assist the military recruitment and retain
active duty military,personnel.

'As a carryover, I understand we will be hearing fiom the Depart-
meat of Defense repiasentatives from thelArmy today, who was not
able to testify last Thursday.

Also with us today are representatives of the Reserve= and 'the.
National Guard. Unlike other education and training bills current-

' ly before the Congress, H.R. 1400 incorporates a twotiered compo -.
neht which grants benefits for a combination of active duty and

r Reserve service.
For the basic entitlement, H.R. 1400 offers a maximum benefit of

36 Months entitlement at 050 per month after completion of 3
years active duty service. However, also under thedill, an individu-
al can receive the same benefit for only 2 years active duty fol.'
limed by 4, years in the Reserve or National Guard.

,For the supplemental benefit designed to encourage retention,
military personnel can receive a maximum of $550 per month after
6 years Of active duty, luit they can receive the same benefit after
serving. only 4 years active and 8 years, Reserve, for a total of 12
years of service to our country.

(1)4
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This unique feature calls attention to the value and the necessity
of maintaining manpower levels within the Reserve and National
Guard units. The total force concept is vital to the defense of this
Nation, and we look forward to hearing the views of the Reserve
chiefs as well as those Reserve and National Guard associations.

We will also hear today from representateves of the Disabled
American Veterans and the Paralyzed Veterans of America, con-
cerning their views on reenacting a new GI bill.

These two great organizations represent thousands of veterans
who have faithfully served their country in the past, and who have
been dfsabled in that service. It is very fitting that they should
have an opportunity to review the new proposal intended to assist
those who serve or may have to serve their country in years to
come..

We are privileged today to have as our first witness Hon.
Norman Dicks of Washington. Congressman-Dicks is a strong sup-
porter of the defense of this country, arid we look forward to
hearing his testimony.

Norm, we welcome you here this morning, and we wi.11 make
your total statement part of the record,' and ask you to proceed in
any way you see fit, We appreciate your taking the time this
Morning to focus o this issue.

STATEMENT OF HON. NORMAN DICKS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS' FROM' THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

Mr. DICKS. Mr: Cliairmant 1 deeply appreciate the opp-ortunity to
testify before your committee in its deliberations' on H.R. 1400. As
you know, I am a member of the Defense Appropriations Subcom-
mittee in the House that has been trying to come to grips with the
question of compensation.

So, it is a pleasure to appear before the committee today, and
provide my wholehealled endorsement of the effort to reestablish
appropriate educational benefits for our military Community
through enactment of H.R. 1400.

I am proud to be a cosponsor of this legislation and hope that
with the leadership of this committee and the full committee chair-
man, Congressman Montgomery, who is the sponsor of this legisla-
tion, that we can see it enacted in this Congress.

You are well aware of the continuing challenges we face in
attracting and retaining the number and !quality of personnel nec-
essary for ,the effective operation of our Armed Forces.

In the disastrous recruiting year of 1979, nape of the services
met their objectives. Six Army divisions were recently rated unfit
for service due to shortages of noncommissioned officers.

The Navy must juggle crew assignments in order to offset ;the
shortage of 22,000 petty officers. All the services face an'exodus of
pilots, health personnel, and trained maintenance people. These
are the real world consequenbes of our failure to provide pay and
benefits at adequate levels and in needed'areas to meet our force
requirements.

Last year, the Congress enacted. measure's that were an impor-
tant first step in correcting this problem. The provisions of the
Nunn-Warner amendment and the 11.7-percent pay raise sent the

0

'See p. 119.
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signal to the military that d2ongre ss was aware of the problem and
was willing to take the actions needed to correct it.

Thus far this year we are seeing the fruits of this beginning.
Recruitment quotas are being met and retention is up. For exam-
ple, reenlistment rates in the Army thus far in fiscal 1981 for
midgrade personnel are up nearly 10 percent from 1979 level, but
we must avoid the false conclusion that these encouraging develop-
ments mean the problem is over. It most crtainly is not.

Shortages in critically needed. technical skills persist. More im-
portantly, the sheer demographics of our population will mean a
continually smaller base of Americans in the prime recruitment
age bracf&ts.

Implications can be seen in the conclusion of a recent Congres-
sional Budget Office study, indicating that the percentage of Army
recruits with at high school education or its equivalent will decline
to 52 percent by 1986, compared to a target of 65 percent, without
major changes i incentive.

-I think we have to be realistic, too. SQme of the increases in,
retention that we see today are directly ?elated to the economic
conditions that wdt face in our country. Obviously recruitment and
retention are better when we have an economy where employment
prospects are not as bright.

While efforts to bring overall military pay and benefits to compa-
rable levels with the civilian economy are continuing, there a
special need to target benefit increases into areas that will provide
the greatest retutti per dollar invested.

I am Convinced that the area of educational benefits is an espe-
cially fertile field for such, a return. The Department of Defense
last year testified that termination of the GI bill has resulted in a
decline of up to 25,000 high school graduate enlistments each year.

We have reached a point where last year only 25 college gradti-
ates enlisted 'in Army combat arms, out of a total of over ,100,000*
volunteers. The reason for this total lack of attraction for those

. who seek higher' education, or have already gained it, can be seen
in the fact that while the current °veterans educational assistance
program receives annual Fecleral contributions on the order of $100
million, the cost oPcivilian Federal college aid programs was $4.4
billion in 1980. In other words, we are doing a lot more for people
who are not interested in the military than we are for those who
are.

This situation exists despite the fact that the percentage of jobs
requiring technical skills .in the armed services is roughly twice
that of the 'economy as a whole.

The need for individuals with the skills and aptitude to.adapt to
complex weapons systems was recognized as early as 1957, in the
report of the Defense Advisory Committee on professional and
technical compensation when it stated:

Only marked increases in the level of competence and experience of the men in
the force can provide for the effective economical operation required by the chang- °
ing times and jational needs.

-These factors have led Mae` military leaders to call for a rees-'
tablishment of the GI bill. Armyi Chief of Staff General Meyer,
stated he believed that bringing back a modified GI bill will do
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more to attract young people to the Army than any amount of
dollars we could'throw into the recruiting effort.

As attractive as the GI bill was to military personnel, it was not
the perfect vehicle for dealing with the problems we face today; in
particular, its structure was skewed against retention of career
personnel.

hi order for an individual to take advantage of the benefit, he or
she would have to leave the service. This legislatiort recognizes
those problems and includes provisions that will turn the bias of
the old GI bill around:

The -bill will riot only promote recruitment of those desiring
higher education, it will help retain them as well..;This bill does
this in several ways:-First, it provides a far greater monthly bene-_
fit,-$550 compared to $250, for those who complete 6 years of active
service and commit to 8 years of Reserve service, as compared to
those who only make a 3-,year commitment.

Perhaps of greatest importance, it allows transfers of educational
entitlements to spouses or deVendents by, those who have served
between -8 and 12yearsor Have- retired- after--2&-years of-service:.
And I, really think this is important.

I was, this weekend, in my dAtrict. I liad.an oppqrtunity to talk
to many people who are in the :fictive military, .and I outlined to
them the provisions of this bilk i .

They told me, person after persdr, that this was something that
they were very worried about. How :were they going to take care of
educating their children, particulaily since they don't have the
highest level of income. And a progeam like this, I think, would be
a very, very -powerful incentive for someone to stay in the military,
at the time when they are approaehing. the best part of their
career and can do the most fo,r the viability of our service.

No longer would a servicq/person be forced to give up his career
to take advantage of benefits. The ability to provide a -college
education for one's children is an integral part of the American
'dream, all too often denied to those who presently choose to serve
their country in the military.

Allowing that dream to be fulfilled will be an important incen-
tive to those considering that sacrifice and commitment.

Another positive aspect of this bill is the provision that will
encourage those who have already received. higher educational
training to come into the service.

We spend $3 billion per year, roughly 10 percent of the ertire
military personnel appropriation, to maintain the enlisted training
pipeline. When we can recruit individuals who have already re-
ceived valuable training, the time and expense presently borne by
the services,can be substantially reduced.

The provisions for student loan forgiveness and giving the Secre-
tary of Defense authority, to provide assistance to individuals
before they enter service can be especially helpful if they are
applied to individuals whose educational, training has a direct mili-
tary application.

In establishing a new and viable educational assistance program,
we should be sure that the Secretary of Defense is provided suffi-
cient flexibility to target the tools the program provides to chang-

jo
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ing situations in the manpower area, while maintaining a basic
program that can be depended upon by the service person:

This-is a difficult balancing act; but it is one for which I believet the bill provides the necessary basis. Let me make a few observe-
, tions on areas where the committee may wish to add to the bill's

provisions, to further the goals of establishing a stable and ade-
\ quake career force.

The first area deserving review is the need to attract veterans
back into the active service. This is particularly true of the thou-
sands who.left. the service the last few years because of compensa-
tion

They have already benefited from the training and are. the only
pool that can quickly help, us overcome our NCO shortages. Imme-
diate transferability of benefits for such individuals who agree to
rettrn to the service if their term of commitment would bring
the into the'8- to 12-year category and who 'Possess skills in short
suppl should be examined, in my judgment.

Other, methods to provide special inducements to this group,
perhaps at OSD discretion, should also receive consideration.

A second area that may need to be included are incentives to
allow use of,, educational benefits while an indivichial remains j41
the active service either thi-ough temporary changes in duty assigi
ment or other means,

The Congress authorized $75 million to test many of the provi-
sions contained In this bill lasts year, including loan forgiveness,
transferability of benefits, and a noncontributory benefit program

The preliminary results of these pilot programs have been most
favorable, according to field commanders and recruiters. We cer-
tainly should examine the lessons of this pilot program, and. incor-
porate them into any legislation that we do enact, but I do not feel
we should be compelled to wait until long after the test is complete
and evaluated to move.

Our manpower problems threaten to grow wase without prompt
action. I hope thisommittee will act in recognition of this situa-
tion. I honestly believe, Mr. Chairman and members of tWcommit-
tee, that our personnel problems are absolutely critical in the years
ahead; We have got to do something about the retention problem.
We have got to do something about keeping the good people in.

I believe that one of the most cost-effective ways to do thift is in
the area of educational benefit's because it is targeted and, quite
frankly, it doesn't add to longer term fetirement cost commitments
that have becom' very, very large in terms of the overall defense
budget:,

I'd like to say one final think. As we all know, today we spend a
lot more of our defense dollar on personnel than do our principal
adversaries. And so, Comingoup with a targeted means of assisting
and helping people, which may be a little less expense in overall
terms is an important way to give us the kind of defense dollars
that we need for procurement end, other items as well. I applaud
this committee for having 3 days of hearings on this legislation. I
think it is essential, and I think it can do us a lot to give us the
kind of people we need and allow us to retain them.

Mr. EDGAR. Leif me thank you for your statement. Wa are going
to have 4 days of hearings, rather than 3, and some field hear--
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ings, and I partictilarly appreciate your statement +because I know
how much work you've,_done out in the, field talking with people
who are in the active 'military and who would be the ones that

-would benefit most' from this particular bill: .

We had, last week,. 2 days of hearings. On the first day, we had
the higher officers within the military. Top-ranking representatives
oT all branches of the military appeared, including Gen. Edward
Meyer, Chief of Staff of the Army, and he testified before this'
subcommittee 'last week that in his opinion, there now exists a
critical need to enact a new GI bill,, to help alleviate what he called
the turbulence prevalent in the All-Volunteer Army.'

Then on Thursday, we heard from the civilian side, and Robert
Stone, Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for -Manpower, I
serve Affairs and Is,ogistics, stated an opposite point of view. "M
this time, we do not support a new comprehensive program_ of
educational benefits, a new GI 15i11, for military service."

Now, to- be fair to Mr. Stone, he indicated that his interest was to
wait until sonde test programs came through, and that sometimein
the future we would, in fact, devise a GI bill.

I wonder if you might comment on which position you would
prefer, either the position of General Meyer indicating the necessi-
ty to move now in a consistent, comprehensive GI bill for recruit-
ment, retention and rehabilitation needs, or the position of the=

Mr. Dicks. Well, there is no question, in my judgment, at. all. The
civilian leadership of the department is operating under a direc-
tive, 4 think, frOm the Secretary Of Defense and I have asked him
about thisthat nothing :be done, on the question of educational
benefits until the test of last year is completed.

Now, in my view, the problem exists today. When you look at the
number. dt category 4's that we have in the Army today, and if you .
look at the lack of 11ICQ's in the Army, the lack of petty officers in ' .

the Navy, the lack of skilled technicians, the loss of pilots and the
loss of other critical categories in the military, the problem is
today. , e

o' In my view, the pay increase last year was a first step, but
seems to me, to round that out ,and to really sOlicli4,Our situation
on retention, that these educational benefitg arest*C#Stary.

I think that this pommittee would be wise to bring,in the people
who are .doing the test, get their best preliThinary judgment on it,
and incorporate into the legislation as much of the findings of that
test in order to have the kind of educational program that would"-

, be best for the country. In my judgment, we should move now on
this, especially because there are some who are saying that there
are only other more stringent, more difficult choices ahead.

In my view, the way to possibly avoid some of those difficult
decisions is to enact a program that will solve the problems of the
All-Volupteer Force. If you want to get Some gOod judgment on this
outside of the-Government,. I'd suggest former Secretary of Defense
Melvin Laird, Its a person who has been speaking out very strongly
for the need for more compensatibn and for educlational benefits,
and I think someone of that posture who is outside of the Govern-
ment, who *can'look at it in a more objective way, is the right way
to go.
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I think General Meyer is correct on this point, the Army has the
most severs problem, And he understands that. He understands

-that unless something is done about it, there is going to be a very
adverse effect on his ability to operate if there was a crisis.. The
same goes for our Reserves and Guard. We are short there I think,
the last time I checked, some 700,000 people in the IRR.

And so, having a good prOgram like this will help us get people
into the Reserve and Guard as well. I think the committee ought to
take the best judgment of the test, but go forward with this legisla-
tion.

Mr EDGAR. Thank you for that very articulate answer to that
question. It is my intention, as chairman, to move thiS bill after
going into the field and discovering some of the particulars from
those there, and see if we can't move this legislation onto the
.Uopse floor for thorough discussion and review this year.

I would like to challenge you to work within the Appr9prit
ations Committee because we are at a period of fiscal concern.
While the first few years of the program are very inexpensive, and
while we think the whole program will not be that expensive
compared to other benefit programs that we lay out=

Mr. Dim. Mr. Chairman, as'a supporter of this egislation, I
want to just add qUicklyremember, it is a tremendous cost to
have to go out and recruit these people.

We are spending, in the Defense appropriations bill, almost $100
million on advertising and recruitment, andthen we have to train
those people once we get them in.

The cost of the training operation is immense. There are real
savings that can be pointed, to and proven that will offset ,the
dollars that we are talking about here, if we can retain the good
people that we alreddy have in. We can offset the cost of this
program, in my judgment, ddllar for dollar, and have a more
qualified. and competent service, and that's what we're realty after.

Mr. EDGAR. We've asked the Congressional Budget Ofqge to do
an analysis. of that, and we also know that in the past, for every
dollar that we've spent on GI educational benefits, we've gotten $3
or $4 in return, and better tax revenues that we've receivekfrdm
those that have been educated.

We appreciate your testimony. We Will now move to the commit-
tee in order of their arrival, and we will operate under the 6°-
minute rule, 5-minute questions and then I will bang the gavel and
let you finish up..

Mr. Sawystr?
Mr. SAWYER. shank you ',fort' coming, Norm, I apprediate your

'testimony.. ,

A couple of things,' and I have to say I am, at this point, open-
minded on this bill. I have now heard several different points of.
view; and I'm having a little difficulty evaluating them.

The Defense Department, in giving credit to their testimony, did
not say they did pot want a Grbill of variety. They apparently
have this regional test prsg:ram going on that you are probably
familiar with in your, job -=\

Mr. DICKS, Yes, we funded that.
Mr. SAWYER [continuing). And they really were kind of slow

getting started. This is the substance of what they are saying; and
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that, really, it has just kind' of gotten rolling on a regional basis,
with test groups in area where they are actually doing it. They
will have results by September or October, and their thrust was
not that they .didn't want a bill, but they wanted to see what those
results were, first.

Mr. Dims. Well, if that's 'their real intention and not just using
that as a wag to stall on the legislation and avoid having to maybe
spend a little money in the short term, then I would say, fine, buttI
have a suspicion, based on a little 'xperience, thatc.what they are
really saying is that "We're not sure w really waAato do this."

I think General Meyer is right, we've got to do this. We really
have to.

Mr. SAWYER. Now, the other question is, i,f the statistics you have
are correct, and there will be a diminution going on of the high
school graduates that are ;pining in, expressed in a percentage,
appdifttly the turnoverrof lack of retention is strikingly different
Arith thigh school graduates as opposed to high school dropouts. It
would seem to me that you might contendand I don't know this,
but just from everything I've listened tothat there is a possibility
you might reduce the retention of this diminishing number of high ,)
school graduates by giving them their option at the end. of 3 years,
when probably they have just been trained and really are eoming

&N. onstream on some technical type, jobs. You might give them an
inducement to dropout, in effect, to take advantage of it. What is
your view of that?

Mr. DICKS. Well, I think that is one of the Abin6 we want to be
careful about, and be sure we have enough balancing incentives.
For example, as I understand the legislation, the would be a
substantial reserve requirement in order to get the benefits that we
are talking about under this bill.

And we have, as you know-
Mr. SAWYER. Not arti understand the bill as it is now written. If

you put in the 3 years;' as I recall it, you don't have the Reserve
requirements. If you put in 2, then you have 4 yews of Reserve
requirements. I'm not positive I'm right on that, but I think I am.

Mi.. DICKS. But you get a much more substantial benefitif yog
will sign up for a longer term that includes Reserve commitment:

Mr. SAWYER. That's true, except I just wonder, you know, with
what the cost of higher education has done, if I Were looking at it,
I'm not so sure I wouldn't think that $250 a month in 3 years
might look better than $550 in 6 years. I just think that would be a
factor that someone would think about if they were-

Mr. Dims. Then I would suggest maybe an escalation clause,
some kind of cost-of-living index that might be appropos. The point
is, I think we are going to get these people into the service, remem-
ber that. This is going to be a powerful incentive to get those
people in for at least 3 years.

In my judgment,. that is something we ought to be concerned
about because w4 are having a very difficult time getting high
school graduates. And as the total*populaticn that we can recruit

. from becomes smaller, as it will because of demographic realities, it
is going to be harder to get ths high school graduates into the
military at all,,and so having these educational benefits would help
get them 414,- ,

1 4.. ,
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I would agree with the gentleman that it is important that we
, try to find some neutrality here in the incentives so that there is

a positive incentive to take that Reserve commitment as well. We
really need these rained people in the Reserve and in the Guard
after they get out bf the service.

Mr. SAWYER. woukL think that would be a very real considera-
tion. In were just looking at it and found I would gett$250 now for
36 months, or I might have $550 if L stay another 3 years, or 12
years or hcevever lovant to work it, I might be inclined to, maybe
accurately,Reel that I might be better offswith the $250.

What do you, think of the possibility of.putting some kind of an
indexing in there to keep the $550 in effect$550 against the $250,
despite the extension of a period of several years?

Mr. Dicxs. I think that is something that we .ought to consider.
Anytime you start off to drat legislation, as you are aware, it is
a beginning point, a working paper. I think the committee should
exerciee some judgment-7

Mr. SAWYER. That is the one thing that concerns me, is this kind
of production on retention? .

Mr. Dim. That was the problem with the old GI bill, that it did
give more incentiye toget out and that's what you don't want to

"Itt do. That's why I think the transferability to dependents is a very.
important part of'this because then a fellow can stay in and yet he
is 'taking care of his, children or his spouse, and that is a very
positjFe incentive on the other side of it.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you. I yield back.
Mr. EDGAR. The time of the 'gentleman has expired. Mr. Jeffries?
Mr. JEFFRIES. I, too, Norm, Want to thank you for coming; we

appreciate it very much. I think I will just go in the same vein that
I've been going in and I get your personal opinion, if you 'will, sir,
on this whole idea of getting people in the service and qualified
people within the service.

Do you feel that what we are doing here may just be somewhat
of an interim step? What I am saying is this. If we had something
like universal military training, for whatever period you might be
talking about, and offer some incentives for individuals to stay in a
little bit lohger, might this not bring into the,service the individ-
uals of uarityothat we are looking for?

Do feel that we are maybe going to have to go to that at
som point in the future, and what might be the cost consequences
tsf t is,oas opposed to maybe having to come up with that is the
final analysis, anyway? _

Mr. Dims. Well, as I understand it, the idea of -a universal
service is expensive, in itself. You're, talking about everybody
having some service to the Government, including the option of
military service.. As I understand it, the one concern about that legislation is that

..it is quite expensive because you have to proyide each of thege
people with some remuneration. .

My view of it is this. We made a very significant turnaround last
year. You see, the problem was that military compensation had
declined in teal terms by about 15 to 20 percent between 1973 and
1980, so we passed Nunn-Warner, we passed the 11.7 percent pay
increase.
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I think that has helped us turn the corner on the question of
keeping good people in the military. The problem is that tif we
assume that the economy is goirIg to get a little bit better and that
the economic program is going to work,-which, we are all hopeful
of, then as the economy starts to improve, we may find ourselves,
again, iti a difficult spa in keeping these good people in the serv-
ice. .1 ,

I thi k educational benefits are the kind of a targeted response
that w 1 1 get the kind of results wewant. It is something that every

. perso is concerned about, How are we going to educate our kids?
How are we going to improve our own situation in life?

It is targeted. It is narrow. The good part of it, if you are cost
conscious, and I know the gentleman is, is that it doesn't add to
our retirement cost. It is a targeted educational program that will
not have Tong -term implications in terms of retirement pay.

There is an Offset by having those kinds of targeted increases.
That's why the nn-Warner approach was good because it gave
increases in flight y and sea pay and reenlistment bonuses and
thdse kinds of.thing that don't add to the burden of retirement
p0 later on, which is drain on the total number ordollars that
we, have available for defense. .

*So, I, frankly, believe that-looking at this concept of universal
service is a good idea. I think the people that have presented that
have done a service but, again, it is a question of cost, and I
happen to think that this will, in the, near term, provide the most
results of any.of the targeted increases that I know of.

Mr. JEFRIES. I appreciatjthat, Norm. It' is a matter of cost,
there is no question about that, but it is also a matter of aquate
defense capability.

Mr. DICKS. Yes. And I think this, in my view, if you're worried
about retention and keeping good people in and attracting a higher
qualitS, of people, I think thisjs a very positive part of that effort.
It isn't just compensation. It isn't just Nunn-Warner. I think educa-
tional benefits play a very important part in solving the problemof
not having in the service today the quality of people, people with
the educational background that are necessary to really have the
quality, force that we need in a crisis.

Mr.. JEFFRIES. Norm, I thank you very much. I appreciate your
viewpoint on that., i. 20

Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Smith? ,
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. I guess I spent almost 10 years on active

duty and ifi the Air National Guard, and the weapons that we are
talking about, dealing with the people in the service, are extremely
complex and, before you can really be effective with the kind of
equipment we are working with now, we have to have 5 to 10 years ..-

with people in there working'with the equipment. Of courpe, you
normally change equipment, 4 suppose, in that period of time,
somewhat.

I'm still concerned about the overuse of the peOple. You know,
the Navy is having to rotate people onto ther ships, and we were
overusing our people in the fighter squad ns because they didn't
have enough qualified people. .
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, I question, really, whether this or any other program is going to
solve our problem in the military today, only because the authority
havbeeri put at-too high a level.

Job satisfaction is related to what you think you are accomplish-
ing.. And through the Vietnamese experience, there was very little
reward and no satisfactidn with what we were accomplishing, and
we are seeing it with the veteran outreach program, some of these
problems we are still having with people who served in Vietnam.

I would submit that, basically, we are involved in a shell game
here, some-thing that is -going to be available 20 years out, that
might be, especially with the cost-of-living adjustment, extremely
expensive in the future, for maybe no retention.

How many people are really looking 16 years'ahead, on a 4-year
tour, say, are going to bargain on what they are going to get.
Without the transferabilityand I think that has extreme cost
situationsI really question whether -ire are going to be able to
solve our problems with thiS.

Now, I understand that with the Volunteer Force still in being,
we've got to try something here, but I know, when I got out of the

. Force, I had a regular commission, and a lot of my compatriots,
and they wouldn't have taken the wing commander's jbb mainly
because the authority had-been placed at too high a level.

I think that the people I Talked toof course, this was 15 years
agobut I think we still have some bf that unhappiness because
we are still frying to control this thing from too high a level.

When you get down to trying to provide educational benefits as a
way of retaining people, if they are not satisfied in their job today,
they are not going to be satisfied for 20 years, sitting there With
that unsatisfaction.

So, I think we've got a deeper problem here, but I'm willing to
try it. I just think that the main'thing we have to be sure of here is
that we don't put a lot of front-endnon-front-end loaded cost -a
lot of cost out there in the distance, and it is one of the real'',
problems that you have on -Appropriations, trying to figure out
what this is going to cost us a long ways out.

Now, that's an observation. I really don't know.l'hat I have a
question except, is there real indication that we've had GI bill
terminationhas forced people out of the service, in your estima-
tion?

Mr. Dims. Well, I think it has made it more difficult to recruit
people. I think that's' what the CBO study indicated. -The Army
estimated we lost 25,000 high school graduates that would have
come in because we terminated the benefits.

if" It isn't just,the person thinking down the road, it is getting them
in in the first place, and it is a very positive recruiting device, in
my judgment, rather than just paying all the money for nice ads
about how wonderful it is going to be once you are in there.

. When somebody says tangibly "this is the way I can get an
education," I think that Is a.very positive incentive for somebody to
sign up in the first place, and then the transferability; being able
to tale care of your children if you want to stay in yo lf and
make'a career oqt of it, because you like the work t yoti're

' doing, is iniportant.
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Let me also comment just briefly, I was with some' people who
have line responsibility this weekend, and they were abSolutely
convinced that a program like this would be very, very important.

They also told me something that goes right to your point. These
were Navy people, and they said, you know, Admiral Hayward has
talked about pride and professionalism. Now that we're treating
these people a little bit better, we passed Nunn-Warner, we gitite
them a good pay increase, he's asking them to look better, and
dress better, and to be more proud and more professional in their
own conduct.

The people that I was with this weekend tell me that that is
really taking hold in the Navy, that these people do feel that
Congress has finally woken up to the fact that there is a serious
problem in the military and that they, therefore, are willing to
deal with it but, believe me, without those petty officers, without
those NCO's, without those technicians, we're not going to have a
service that can perform.

Trying to figure out how we keep those people in and keep them
'happyand you're right, part of it is authority at a level where
they ,pan exercise itis all part of solving this problem of the All-
volunteer Force.

In my judgment, the educational benefits will be a very positive
contribution to this total effort. Compensation, the retention pack-
age, and now the educational benefits all will help to strengthen
and solve the problems in the All-Volunteer Forcenot over-
nightand there is, certainly, a sting from Vietnam left, because
people, who were there, I think, felt that they weren't appreciated
and their sacrifice wasn't appreciated, but this is a way to show
some appreciation. I think this bill helps.

Mr. SMITH. Well, I think maybe just straight pay, too, is certainly
very important in trying to retain -Ake good qualified people. e

Mr, DICKS. I also want to point otit that the loan forgiveneSs
\provisions are a very positive incentive to get somebody in as well.
You know, if we have the ability to forgive a student loan that
somebody has already taken out, as a device to get people in, I
think that will help ns in recruitment as well.

, Mr. SMITH. Of course, as long as we are giving these educational
benefits away with no service requirement in the other programs,
that we have, I am told, we are7not,going to have much chance of
getting these people in under a, GI bill program, so we've got to
balance on the civilian side pf,,vvhat service required for benefits
received.

Mr. EDGAR. The time of the gentleman has expired. The gentle-
man from South Dakota, Mr. Daschle.

Mr. DAscHLON'orm, I want .to thank. you. You have really pro-
.vided this committee with some insight and I think a very articu-
late approach to thelieed for this legislation.

If I cquld find oneshortpoprileg that the,bill would have, from my
point of-view, it is the 10ckcdrhn increase in the delimitation date.
We only have a 10-year'.Ilmitation on the vailability of this pro-
gram. to veterans today and: really, w u think about it, it is
only 6 years because if they don't s thin 6 years, they don't
have the full eriggiliO.
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I'd be interested in knowing what your thoughts are on delimita-
tion. How do you feel?
, Mr. Dim. I guess I would defer to more expert advice. I think

delimitation will always be somewhat of a problem, and if you can
make, it a little more gendous a little longer, I think that would
help, but I would defer to people who have had more direct contact
with the veteran out of the service, who can tell you whether that is
something that is important.

1 Mr. DASCHLE. Well, it is a real serious problem as you talk to
some of these people when they get out of the service, who have to
put their families through 'school themselves. Many are just in the

t process of getting reoriented. Sometimes, the last thing on their
minds is trying to finish out their education.

They need education, they want it, but just can't give it the
immediate priority it deserves.

Mr. Dicxs. I can tell my friend that many veterans have men-
tioned this to me when I've been out to their townhall meetings, or
visiting ,particularly community colleges where the veterans tend
to go, in my district at least, and they have told me that this
limitation does impinge upon them, and you're exactly right, that
they had childien, and they were at a difficult point in their life,
and now that they:ve gotten themselves together and they want to
go back and finish their education, and they would say over and
over agaih, "We don't think it is realistic in terms of- the kind of
modern lifestyle." /-

I think t)e gentleman is absolutely correct, that it certainly does
impinge on the flexibility. 4 know it is something that is of direct
concern to the veterans.

Mr. DASCHLE. Well, again, we want! to thank you for your testi-
: mony, it was excellent. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. EDGAR. Tile gentlewoman from Massachusetts, Mrs. Heckler.
Mrs. HECKLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to congratulate

you also, Norm, on your very fine presentation. I would have heard
all of it but for the late arrival of my flight from Boston.

One question that I have relates to the issue of transferability,
which seems to be one of the most attractive features of the bill, (
and that is the fact that the transferability of benefits is linked to
service in a critical specialty, so that the critical specialty would be
designated by the Secretary of Defense as a skill or specialty in
which there is a critical shortage and so forth.

. Does it bother you that a critical specialty assignment is essen-
tial? .,

* Mr. DICKS. Well, I think if we could afford it, I would prefer that
it be broader, but if we're talking about Ignited dollars and trying
to do somethihg that we can afford then, obviously, the critical
specialties are things that we've got to think about.

One of .the things I believe in, quite frankly, is.that somehow, at
some point, we've got to come up with some targeted compensatiA

4-..,. or targeted incentives for those critical specialties that we're short
in as one way not to increase tfre-overall cost of personnel, but to
really provide those additional incentives -fiii. the people that we
needthe pilots, the technicians, the NCO's and the petty officer

.and this may be one way to do that. .
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I would prefer it if it were broader because I think we.need to
keep those people in. If it gets down to a decision based on onLy
having a certain dollar amount to invest, then I think investing it
in thbse critical, necessary skills is the right way to go.

,Mrs. HECKLER. One of the problems that I see is the fact that the
critical' specialties that exist in 1 year may not be the critical
specialties in another; the changing priorities, changing qopds and,
second, the potential for growing resentment among one's cowork-
ers for special benefits for someone with one specific task and not

- for the others.
Mr. Dims. Also, the other side of that is that it might give some

increased incentives to get involved in those special skills where we
are short, too, a well.

Mrs. HECKLER. Then we can develop a surplus and then you no
longer have the critical- specialty shortage.

Mr. DICKS. What I tried to point out in my testimony is that one
of the things we need to think about here is giving the Secretary of
Defense some flexibility in attacking the problems of shortfalls in

critical areas, and maybe letting him have this as a tool to work
with, to deal with it on a year-by-year basis.

I think we can build some flexibility into the legislation, to allow.
for that, and be able to deal witIA the'Problem. It is a balancing act.

- You're trying to put together a toackage of incentive, and you may
want to let him change those at times. If we try to draft it too
specifically, we might lock ourselves into the situation you pOinted
.out where the spedialties and the needs may change. ,

Mrs. HECKLER. Thank you very much.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you. Finally, Mr, Boner. ,

. Mr. BONER. No questions.
Mr. EDGAR. We want to thank you for your testimony. We kept

you a little longer than we had anticipated, but that,relates to the
quality of your statement and we appreciate that and the expertise
which you have.

Mr. DICKS. I just want to say one final thing. You will have my
cooperation over in the Appropriations Committee, once you get
this p"assed.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Congressman Dicks appears on p. 1191
Mr. EDGAR. Our next set of witnesses will be the Honorable Bill

Emerson, U.S. House of Representatives, and also Adm. Spence
Matthews (retired). If you will come forward at this time, we would

zw`welcome you.
''- Wit are under a bit of time pressure here, and we welcome you to
our committee this morning, particularly you, Congressman Emer-
seri, and we appreciate your introducing the witness, and we invite
you to proceed at this point. -

Before.,,you do so, let me just say that all of your statements will
be made -part of the -record,' without objection, and we would. ask
you to summarize if possible, so that we can get to questions and
move on to some of our other witnesses.

'See p.120.

pt -x .I 20
-
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STATEMENT OF HON. BILL EMERSON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI

EMERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to thank
yot,i for the opportunity to introduce a distinguished constituent of
mine, a native of Sikeston, Mp., Rear Adm. H. S. Matthews.

Rear Admiral Matthews has qualifications that can contribute
significantly to the matter under consideration here, and those
qualifications are unique. Contrary to what some people assume,
this admireis not a product of the service academy or any of our
officer training programs.

He was one of those` 18-year-old high school, graduates just prior'
to World War II, who wanted to go to college, but could not afford
it, further complicated by a war on the horizon. 0

Enlisting in the Navy in April 1940, he came up through the
enlisted grades to become a temporary officer, an ensign. In 1946,
by then an experienced test pilot, the .Navy offered-him' a college
education if he would stay in the naval service,'

This they did, and he did, he graduated Phi Beta Kappa, and he.
became the first former enlisted pilot to reach flag rank. With this
beginning, during,his 30"years of commissioned service, the major
focus of his efforts was On our Navy enlisted community.`

He was known as the sailor's admiral, concerned about the wei-
r-are, training, education, and professional development of enlisted
personnel. His views and judgments are based primarily on those
years of service, which 'cover World War II, Korea, and three,
combat tours in Vietnam.

Admiral Matthews was Highly decorated in combat, receiving 32
awards. Accompanying Admiral Matthews...this morning is Retired
Navy Captain O'Connor, whose background is in the personnel
management field. Thank you.very'much.

Mr. EDGAR. Admiral, itis'good to have you'llere this ritorning:.-
Please proceed. .

STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. SPENCE MFTHE'WS, NAVY
(RET.)

Admiral MATTHEws. Thank,'you, sir. Before I proceedand I will
just give a summarization of my views so that we can proceed
because some., of the questions being asked, I think, are very vital
to this bill. -

First, I want. to applaud the chairman and this Committee be-
cause you are dealing with what is our most critical situation in
the United States today, and the critieal problems that face our
military seqiices and -the Coast Guard.

I add The Coast Guard here because when I was-an admiral in
Vietnam, some of my best ships were Coast Guard ships. Some-
times, we have a tendency to forget about the Coast Guard.

I think that any legislation this committee proposes must take
into consideration whit I view is the most critical problem of the
services today? It is norrully understood in this`counti.y, the differ-

. ence between recruitment and retention.
We can solve all the recruiting problems in the world, but if we

don'tsolve the retention problem, we really hthren't sdlvd the
critical manpowers problem in our services. ,

.)94,, A.
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: When I say retentiop, I am talking about the retention of highly .
qualified and oliPerienced personnel. Of course, we have to realize-
that the services must recruit a highly qualified man before they
can retain -him and, of course, they, must retain him befa're he
meets that other critical manpower need, whicli is experience

The Servietrg need highly qualified and experienced personnel. *--\
The thing that- would disturb me about ia GI bill isand I thiiik it
will solve thecrecruitment problembut, if it solves the recruit- .
ment problem at the expense of the retention problem, we haven't
really touched our manpower problem ° ',i

For example, if in the Navy today every recruit were a highly
qualified high school graduate, but left the Naly after 3 or)ven 4
years, we have not solved the `''Navy's critical shortage of over
22,000 mid-grade petty officers ''

So, clearly, retention is the basic major problem, that the §ervices-------
have today. Now, to quickly summarize my views, I might add that ,
.a lot of people think the draft is going to solve all of,our mappower
problems. To-the contrary, it is not going tolsolvethe prpblem: as a
Congressman indicated a while ago. (

First, it is my belief that practically all highly qualified lyigh.
sclkql graduates who join the military service in orderj tp, gat.,

./-educational benefits, as soon as they earn those benefits, ifsitl-is a
very-shor4 period of time, are going tp leave the service."This shOuld
be kePt immind. . . . .

I hav4 watched this during my years of service.' Enlisted men
decided to make the Navy a career and then suddenly realized they
needed an education and left the service in order to get an education

. i under the GI bill. .. ---

` I think that any GI bill in which education;1bedefits are earned
in only 3 or rs will be a disincedive for retention. Trangfra.
bility, I like. How , we should remember, a young, 23- or 24-
year -old man or woman is not yet thinking 16 to*20 years into%ttie
future as to whether or not they are going to be able to educate a
child either very young or not yet born. °

_ c

Transferability is an extremely valuable tool, for those,who have
10 or more years in the service. .

As far as limiting benefits to critical skirls, when you try to
differentiate between one man and another, I 1.binkof the peeple I
took on a ship into combat. The people gettingMot at, or having,tO
be Away from their families, weren't thinking what rate, they were
at the time, and they have children just 'like everybody. So, I'm
Worried about a quick and perhaps arbitrary differentiae= be-
tween skills. .. .

When you start saying that one service person's' skill is a little ..
bit different from another's, and therefore demands diPrent and
less benefits, you have problems. Frankly, I would like ,to see that .
phrase left out of the bill. Now, I'm going to make an important .
point here that I would be happy to address more in depth later. .. 'N.
Any GI bill we have should have an authorization for the services
to, spend an amount equal to the maximum GI benefits on each
individual that stays in the service. 4101 ..This ,is distinct from entitlements where a man is entitled to
certain educational benefits. A lot of enlisted men are using enti-
tlement today. However, the services don't know how many of the
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are actually using them since in most cases the service person .has
to scratch. for himself to take advantage of their entitleinents.

When I talk about an inservice.educational program, I'm talking
about a well structured, institutionalized' program in which the
services have institutional goals, in which they are spending this
money on the man that stays in the 'service, a career person.

This program would take maximum benefitcollege creditfor
the training that is being done<by the services today. We have to
make that service person feel that they are wanted, that they are
accomplishing something, and that the service is truly interested in
them.

iiist have a GI bill sitting out there, they will come in the
rvice, tulfull their commitments, then take those benefits and

leave. the serviceunless you provide them with an alternative
means to get an education.. And enlisted men today need more
education than they did in' the past. In the future this need will
increase.

When I came into the Navy, we didn'tgive officers very much
advanced education. Today, in many cases, officer' have to have a
doctorate to make flag or general rank. We''.Ve gbt to start thinking
that way about our enlisted men. They want college education also.

I will sum up by making about four points, Mr. Chairman, and
then I will be, happy to address any questions. One, I would require
a minimum of 3 years of active service for partial benefits,, and a

'minimum of 5 years for full benefits. The 'more a man invests in
his service, the more he is likely to stay with it. And, of course, I
,would tack reserve services 'on the end of thatfor everybody.

'I don:t think 'anybody should be able to earn their benefits'
without having obligated service in our very vital Reserves and
Guard.

I wduld.provide the transferability clause, keeping in mind that
it really works for people with 10 or more years service

I'd like to mention- something that happened in )065. I'll never
forget, Congress came out with' an insurance plan for when we

.retired.,I was a very young officer.
An insuranceman told mtkhis company could provide a better

insurancepolicy and that the Congress had screwed, up, in
other words. You know what I told him? I said, "Look, ifitsisertot
right, Congress will correct it." Five years later, they did.

Today, I'm afraid our young people don't. look to Congress as
their lobbyists, so to speak. What yog are doing here today, arid
'what the administration is doing, h going to go a long way in
restoring that service person confidence in those people that put
him in the uniform. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will answer anY
questions.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for your very articulate state-
ment, and r appreciate your sharing with us from your experience.

I yield to my colleague, Mrs. Heckler, from Massachusetts.
Mrs. HECKLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to congratulate you also, Admiral. I think that was

an excellent' statement. You provided a very new concept in terms,
of the partial benefits as a partial incentive, the first incentive, and
then full benefits after 5 years.

C
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I have only one comment to make: Did you serve with women in
the military, at any time, sir?

Admiral MATTHEWS. Did-I what?
, Mrs. HECKLER'. Serve with wren/in the military?

Admiral MATTHEWS. Oh, yes ma'am. Iri fact, the first shot I got
was by a new WAVE, and took her 20 minutes to get the needle
into my arm, back when I was about 22 yeaW old, and shesdid a
good job later on.

Mrs. HECKLER- Would you like to have all these benefits ex-
. tended to the women in the military?

Admiral MATTHEWS. Absolutely.
Mrs. HECKLER. I think it .would be very helpful IN you could reter

to the men and women because, throughoutEyour whole testimony,
you,have referred only to the men, and we women like to feel .that
we are going to be included in this.

Admiral MArrinws. The women are part of it, ma'am. I should
have said. se. rviceperson. I think my written statement-says that.

Mrs. HECKLER. Well, you can say, women. [Laughter.]
.1 don't mean to belabor it, but I do think that the women are

making a very substantial contribution in the military today, and
they deservethe mention.

'Admiral MATTHEWS. The women do a vital role. We can't do
without them.

Mrs, HECKI.ER. At' in favor of a draft at this time?
Admiral MATrHEws. Yes, ma'am.
Mrs.' HECKLER. -You are?
AdmiralMATrxEws. Yes, ma'am. Not to solve our retention prob-

. lem. We need in our services, in my view, a mixture of all elements
of °lir. society, That is'vital,

I know when, Pcame in, in World War. II, yoU had all elements
there, and it =wet good for all of us. I think you have a better

tfour people. -
itizen when you have an individual that has served with all kinds

I'm afraid in our All-Volunteer Force, we don't do t,go well in
closing this unless we provide better incentives. Yes, ma'am,we-do
med a draft.

Mrs. HECKLER. Thank you.
Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Boner? -

Mr. BONER. No questions.
Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Sawyer?
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you,' I appreciated the testimony, Admiral;

there's nothing like hearing from someone who has been there. !-
spent 4 years, from 1941 to 1945, io the Navy, 2 of thenf as an

-enlisted man and 2 of them as an officer. Now, they never let me
get up anywhere near the kind of altitude you have attained, but I
did have a taste of both sides of that situation. A .

While you didn't quite say this, I felt you may have slightly
approached it, it is kind of bothering me that we have really a
structural problem in the services now. I think sive are still operat-
ing on either a very small service basis or a draft -based service;
instead of really making it as attractive a ,career as we could make
it. This inservice education, I think, is something that while we are.
probably doing some of, we are not doing anywhere nearly enough
of.

'4
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I had a cousin, for example, who was a career Navy man, and he
was sent through Harvard for his MBA on full active duty, and
stayed on and ended up with the Stanford Research Institute now,
out in California, but he spent a full carer until retirement.

It is that kind bf thing that I really think this thing is. While a
GI bill may not be a helpful tool, depending on how it is cast, I
think the look has to go a lot deeper than that.

If you look at any police force around the United States, it has
problems not that they are different than the military, I know
that, ,but they do have problems vis-a-vis other civilian cupa-
tionsand, yet, almost all of them have big waiting lists artdd have
no problem with holding people until retirement.

It just seems to me we are trying to operate a volunteer-based
attractive career on, some other kind of basis, and I think we're
capable, -of making it that. I think this inservice education and
appropriate advancement and everything else based on attainment
and so forth, is a big element thatand making it much more easy
to transit from the enlisted to the commissioned ranks and all the
way up to the flag ranks which, you know has been still almost
not heard of in the services either. I really appreciate your testimo-
ny, and it has been very helpful to me. , .

Admiral MArriaws. Thank you, sir. Inservice education, I think,
is an absolute need. In fact, it is almost a must. I've been trying- to
convince the services for the last year. Again, it goes back to the
basic proposition the Congressman statedthe man feeling he is
needed. - .

Inservice education demonstrates to the person 3'iat they are
valuable to the service, I was one of those. Several times, being a
test pilot and so forth, I had the opportunity to get out of the
service and make much better salaries, but I felt a debt to the
Navy that I enjoyed.

The Navy had educated me. They gave me everything I had, and
I think both the Navy and I benefited from this. So, I'm for
inservice education, and that's why I think the bill ought to have
the authorization for such.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Admiral. I yield back. -
Mr. EDGAR. Before I yield to another, colleague, the inservice you

talk lib° , I think yiou would agree that that should be paid for out
of the m' itary budget and not out of the veterans budget.

Adm. al MATTHEws. Congressman, I'd have to leave that, sir,to
the best judgment of the two committees, If you are going to put
out about $22,500 per person enlistedand a lot of people think

will be lucky to retain about 5 percent of thosethis means
you've spent about ia half a million dollars to retain one person in
the service. -:

Mr. EDGAR. But the question I'm asking, though, specifically is,
should thIt be the role of .the V4et.rans' Administration or should
that be the role of the 'Defense artment? If you are going to J,
haye an inservice component, it occurs to me that that ought to be
under the auspices of the Defense Department's budget.

Admiral MATTHEws. I:11 have to throw the qUestion back, is an
entitlemerit that's done out there now, who pays for that, the
service or the Veterans' Administration?

Mr. EDGAR. Service.

_25
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t Admiral MATTHEWS. Entitlements? I was under the impression
that is under the VA but, Congressman, I do not know.

Mr. EDGAR. The GI bill is under the VA, but any of the inservice
training, I believe, is cared for by the Defense Department.

Admiral Marrxzws. Take a chief petty officer with 15 years, he's
decided that he needs a degree. Using entitlements, he goes out
and gets his degree off -duty and that sort of thing. That still is paid
for by the VA; if I'm not mistaken. I think that would be a bit
separate from what we've done in the past. But what you are doifig
here is, you are taking that $22,500 maximum benefits, whether it
comes out of the Defense budget or the Veterans' Administration, I

, really wouldn't argue about, sir. But as-long as that authorization
was there, it then pelts the onus on the services tb provide it. So, I
would ha've to defer to the Armed Serv,Ices Committee on that.

Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Jeffries? -

Mr/JEFFRIES. tIQ questions.
Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Smith?
Mr. SMITH. Admiral, I just have a question. Besides flying for4the

military, I'also flew for Pan American, and one of my pet theories
has always been that maybe we should 'make a professional flying

'corm. Not necessarily to try and make everybody from a sergeant
to an adrhiralyou being one of those 'people who started out as a
career pilot in the enlisted program-I was kind of curious.

Are we making, a mistake, in your estimation, to try and run
people through a pilot system where we do need highly qualified
people that Could probablyfly 15 years worth of good, hard squad-
ron line flying rather that. try and run them through all the
service schools and run them, on up through the ranks. 1:in just
curious what your answer would be.

.

miral Mivrnixws. Well, sir, you re an officer first and a pilot
d. And I think that,- that is one of the problems you run into. I

ink the Army's warrant officer program is sort of a professional
pilot type of thing., . -

The problems that yoti run into when you've *got a $10 million
vehicle and a !leek of a lot of people's lives at stake, you look
around and, say, if you were an enlisted pilot, iris not cominensu-

< rate with other service responsibilities and so- you run into these
*kinds of problems. That's why most of the enlisted pilots in the
Navy became officers, because; they were just so qualified that it
didn't make sense to keep, them in Afflicted, grades. We had cases
where enlisted pilots were sitting ii that command. seat' and an
officer, less qualified, as a copilot. Those are tender, sensitive kinds
of relationships difficult to deal withon a man-to-man, man-to-
woman basis.

Mr. Sratx. If were talking about retention, and my theory of
trying to provide some kind of feeling of accomplishment at a level
lower in the rank structure so that your have a goal and you. are
setting it and are being able to feel like yOu are,part of the team
that is accomplishing something, I wonder, sometimes that we are
not being counterproductive.

I think retention is a big problem, as aou stated, and",I wonder
how. -imich in' certain rank areas. Obviously, the officer corps al:
ready has college degrees, for the most part,, in the service nowI
certainly think we have to target the people we're after. If the

20
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supergrades and the enlisted is where we need the help, then are
we not directing this enough toward those people. Should the offi-
cers he able to have the transferability in order to have their
children educated? Of this money are we spendinghow much of it
is extraneous and how much of it could we target arid maybe have
better retention of people we really need to retain?

Admiral MArrnEws. As akofficer, I was never upset,by anything
we did to help the enlisted comniunity, I do not believe that to do
something for the enlisted man, you've got to automatically do it
for the officers. s 4

I realize that we've got problems in both arenas, but you have to
give that some consideration. I don't think that the officer commu-

I nity in any of our services today, would have any objection to
anything we could do for the enlisted person because they are
having to suffer as well from the lack of qualified and experienced
peqonnel in the forces.

Mr. SMITH., I think maybe we'd be better off to limit the bill
possibly to enlisted men, and not to officers, since we have had a
,goal for the last 15 to 20 years to try and provide only college.
graduates in officer rank. ,

Admiral MArrnEws. I might add, I see nothing wrong with that
and, certainly, after a year or two, if you saw you needed to include
the officers, it is easier to 'add a benefit than it is to take them
away if you decide it is not needed. ,

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Admiral, no further queStions.
Mr. EDGAR. We will have some officers to ask in a few moments,

and you can ask them whether or.-not they want to be included.
I really ap 'preciate your coming and your testimony this morn-

ing, and appreciate your answering the, questions. Thank you, Mr.
Emerson, for your introduction.

[The prepared statement of Admiral Matthews appears on p. 120.]
" Mr. EDGAR. I'd like to call now a panel of people, Hon. William,
0. Clark, Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army for Manpower
and Reserve Affairs, who was unable to be with us °last week, and I
appreciate his coming today; also, Lt. Gen. LaVern E. Weber, Chief
pf National Guard Bureau, accompanied by Maj. Gen. Emmitt
Walker, Director of the Army National Guard, Brig. Gen. John
Conaway, Deputy Director of the Air National Guard.

Thank you for coming this morning and being available for your
testimony and your questions. I would like to say that
we are a little bit concerned in that our committee has A 48-hour
rule whereby we anticipate receiving the written and prepared
testimony Well in, advance of the hearing so that those Members
who have questions, can draft those questions and have them pre-
pared for this moment. I am very concerned, Mr. Clark, that we
did not get your statement in a timely fashion, and ,some of the
other gentlemen did not h ve tements here in a timely
fashion.

It makes it very diffic t for as to ask t e kind of dir ct and
pointed questions that ar important to fully omprehend and un-
derstand your position. I r cognize that part of t e proble may be
getting clearance from OM and other agencies, t in t f case of
you, Mr. Clark, your testimony was to be available as week, and
we brought you this week. It ould seem to me that agencies like

:
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OMB and the Department of Defense and other agencies of the
Government should be able to clear testimony in a4 timely fashion.

Mr. CLARK. Mr. Chairman, I apologize for the nonavailability of
the statementjn the case of the other witnesses. I know those
were not cleared by OMB until, I believe, 9 a.m. this morning. In
the case of my statement, again, I can only apologize. I thought it
had been delivered ahead of time and, certainly, I am aware of
your requirement and the need, and I-understand that.

Mr. EDGAR I appreciate that. I guess I am more cranky with
OMB this morning than I am with you I appreciate your coming
and sharing your time and energy. We just want to make sure that
the statements that you give are official statements, as well as
pprsonal comments that you make, and I hope you understand my
crankiness at that point.

. We are pleased have you here, and we hope that you will
make yo stateme as brief as possible. All of your statements
will be ma. - a . he record, withbut objection, and we hope
that we can e full range of questions, as We have in the
last several d of earings.

I'd like to move, first, to yOu, Mr. Clark, if you would present
your statement, and then we will move through the panel and hear
from alb of the witnesses, and then ask questions.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM D. CLARK, ACTING ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF THE ARMY FOR MANPOWER AND RESERVE
AFFAIRS .

Mr. CLARK. Certainly, Mr. Chairinan. My statement is fairly
brief, and if it is all right with you, I will present that statement at
this time. ..

Members of the committee, I -a--m----aelTihted to have the opportunl-
ty to be here today, to discuss with you proposed educational
incentives.

Clearly, such incentives are of particular significance in this time
of declining manpower pools and enhanced military,, require ents.

Educational incentives for veterans have played a significant tole
in the United States since World War IL As you are well aware, as
originally designed, such programs rewarded young servicemen for
their personal sacrifices on behalf of the military and country
While assisting them in readjustment to civilian life.

... The programs 'served their purpose well. The purpose of the
incentives presently under consideration is somewhat different,'al-
though their importance is in no way diminished.

i, Current initiatives have as- their major thrust the attraction of
bright, college-bound youths who will, through their participation;
bring to the present military force, Active, Reserve, and National
Guard, a fresh/141gs and intellectual competence which will help the

'<Army meet\the cillallenges of an increasingly complex environment.
The Army feels fortun4e in the fact that President Reagan has

demonstrated since taking, office all obvious commitment to the
improvement of the Nation s military capability in all areas.

Secretary Weinberger has indicated a similar commitment, cou-
pled with a desire to spend Defense Department resources wisel .

The- Congress has also clearly indicated that they share that co -

mitment. This is only appropriate*,
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It is desirable that any edoitional incentives support the
Army's effort to recruit large ntifribers of intellectually alert high
school graduates who will learn quickly and perform well in their

,. military jobs. Consequently, a numbtr of educational incentives are
currently being field tested, all desieied to support the recruitment

'and retention efforts of the services.
The fiscal year 1981 Defense Authorization Act required the

Defense Department to field test the following incentive programs:
a noncontributory ,tuition assistance and subsisterice program, a,
student loan forgiveness program, and a new noncontributory ver-
sion of the veterans' educational assistance programVEAPin
addition, it authorized the Army's continued experimentation- with
several enriched versions of VEAP, providing increased levels of
benefits based ofi longer enlistment periods.

Hopefully, the test RrOgram will provide data on the usefulness
of such incentive packages in attracting large numbers of bright,

° college-bound youths to the service.
The Army is also concerned about retention of competent, dedi-

cated, midcareer noncommissioned officers. Allowing military per-
sonnet to transfe'r earned education benefits to their dependents
may reduce the pressures on such personnel to leave the service in
order to utilize educational benefits. How&er, we don't have any
test data which provides us any conclusions in that regard.

When the results of the educational incentives test become avail-
able in October of 1981, we will better be able to judge the useful-
ness of the various incentives, either individually or in various
packaing.combinations, in meeting the Army's recruiting and re-
tenti6i ^needs for the years to comma

,..., In the meantime, you should be aware that the authorization for
all ofothe incentive programs that the Army and the other services
currently have expires this year, and we are going to need some
continuing authorization until we can provide recommendations to
the Congress on what type of incentive programs will be most
effective In the fUture. ,

I want to thank you for ybur continued support and yoUr com-
mitment to national defense. This concludes my statement, Mr.
Chairman. ,

,Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for your statement, and I have
goine specific questions, which I will hold until after all the panel-
ists have had a chance to share their comments.

Before we move to another, panelist, I'd like to recognize that in
the room at this moment is Hon. Brian Dorn, who is the former`
chairman of the Committee on Veterans' Affairs, and he is with us
today with several other people. Mr. Dorn is a distinguished lectur-
er in American Government and Politics at the University of South,
Carolina at Spartansburg, and with the former chairman is Prof.
Ron Romey, professor in Political Science and Government at the
university, and members of his classes -

I might add that we are pleased to have our former colleague
present today, but we are also'pleased to have the students here.
Most of the work of Congress in the first 3 or 4 months of a new
session takes place in coihmittee and subcommittee, and this sub-
committee is focused on GI education, training, and employment.

.s . (,..
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Today's hearing is 16)cused on the issue of trying to look at
recruitment and rete ion techniques within the All-Volunteer
Force, and trying to make the All- lunteet Force work.

We, would like to lcome of and we appreciate
your resenceSome room ihere is a picture of
Hon. an Dorn, I-thi over her or, tho e of you who want to
take of the or look we a pr crate that. Again,
thank or by.

Our n 1 be Lt. den. LaV Weber, who is the
Chief of ati Guard Biireau. A e eciate your being
here today d, again, your statement made part of the

j record, and e ask you to summarize.'
[The prepared statement of Hon. William D. Clark appears on p.

123.]

STATEMENT OF LT, GEN. LAS RN E. WEBER, CHIEF OF NA- .

TIONAL GUARD BUREAU, -';ACCOMPANIED BY MAJ; GEN.
EMMETT WALKER, DIRECTOR OF THE ARMY NATIONAL
GUARD; BRIG, GEN. JOHN CONAWAY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR' OF
THE AIR NATIONAL GUARD
General WEBER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My statement, too, is

quite short. I would add, again, my apologies for the late arrival pf
our cleared statement.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the
opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the educational
assistance programs for members of the Armed Force,s.

Accompanying me on the extreme right is Maj. Gen. Emmett
Walker, the Director of the Army National Guard; on my left, Brig.
Gen. John ,Conaway, the Deputy Director of the Ak, National
Guard. -

We in the National Guard Bureau believe that an education
assistance program that includes the Guard and Reserve is essen-
tial. As you know, we currently have such a program. We have
made some advances as a result of this program, and w think that
we can make even more with the continuation of is type:of
assistance.

Despite the incentives provided by the Congress and the Inst
efforts of our people, the Army National Guard has experienced
.difficulty in recruiting and retaining qualified people. Progress has
been made, but not enough to meet' our required strength. The
Army National Guard with its current membership of 378,000 is at
89 percent of its authorized peacetime strength.

With great effort, the-Air-National Guard has reached its high-
est strength since its inception in 1946. Its morg than 97,000 mem-
bers reflect 96 percent of Its authorized strength. Even though this
is a significant achievement, the Air National Guard has been
unable to attract sufficient members in critical skill areas which
has resulted in ashortage of 5;000 people in that category.

Recruiting and retention require an inordinate amount of time
to admiriister.and make heavy-demands °iv our already overbur-
dened Commanders. Even so, the Army and Air National Guard
are working very hard to improve their posture in the total force
and to sustain _the. All-Volunteer Force.

See p.124.
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Notwithstanding the support and assistance of the congress, we
still have not made sufficient progress. Although our situation is
not as bleak as it has been in the recent past, there is much to be
done.

We believe that an education assista nce program representative
of the total force would greatly assist the National Guard in its
endeavors to attract and retain the quality of peopltrwe need to
become a more effective and efficient organization. .

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the invitation to present the Nation-
al Guard view on this important issue, and wp are now prepared to
respond to your questions.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for your brief statement and
your support of at least this issue in terms of focus. I wonder if Mr.
Conaway or Mr. Walker hag anything additional that they would
like to add at this time.

General WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I have no .statement and I
request that General Weber's statement serve as what I have to
say.

[The prepared statement of General Weber appears bn p. 124.]
Mr. EDGAR. I yield to my colleague from Massachusetts, Mrs.

Heckler, and then I will come back to questions.
Mrs. HECKLER. Well, I have only one question, General. I am

interested in what your definition of critical skill areas would be in
terms of the National Guard and its role.

General WEBER. For the most part, we define the critical skill as
the one that is difficult to recruit, retrain or train.

Mrs. HECKLER. What types of functions would fall within that
definition at this time s of the Guard?

General WEBER. F ost part, in the Army National Guard,
we refer to our arms skills as those that are difficult to
recruit and retraininfantry, armor, and artillery. Likewise, for
officers one could consider, such assignments as aviators as critical
skills due to the lengthy period of time required to train them.

Turning to the Air Guard, one particular skill that is not so
difficult in terms of training but is very demanding and is classi-
fied as a_giitical skill, is one of securityindividuals involved in
security missions.

Mrs. HECKLER. Is the term critical stills one that is generally
used in the military? Is it term that is well known, or is it a
special one that has meaning in this legislation?

General "WEBER. It is one that his generally understoOd in the
military, but I would suggest, again, that it varies by service and in
the Guard, where we are scattered through 2,600 communities. A
skill that is critical in one geographical area is not necessarily
critical in another. The same is true in our Air Guard units.
Certain skills may be plentiful in an industrial area, while scarce
in other areas.

Mrs. HECKLER. And, of course, these skill needs and shortages
could change with time. In a certain period, y.p'd have a difficulty
with one type of skill, in another period, another. This, I see, is one
of the difficulties of the legislation, in the sense that it creates such
a moving target that I think that there could be resentment among
others in the unit who do not happen to be in that critical skill
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definition within a certain period, but they might have been criti-
cally needed a few years before.

General WEBER. That is true, ma'am, and in the Army in partic-
ular, we do find that these critical skills are broadened from time
to time, we add additional skills that qualify as a critical skill;
therefore, our incentives are spread to cover those additional areas.

. Mr. CLARK. Let me comment on that also. You are Correct that
changes are made in the critical skills on the Active side as well as
in the Guard and Reserve. These changes occur less often in the
Guard and 'Reserve, but on the Active side, we add and subtract
from time to time.

There is, however, a basic core of critical skills that seems to
remain constant over time; but you Jam correct in your statement,
or your concern, that applying a bagic entitlement to critical skills
does create some problems in being able to respond to the actual
market conditions that exist at any particular time.

Nits. HECKLER. Yes. I think this poses a difficulty in terms of the
application of the law, and also the question of resentment among
the others in the same unit. I don't know if this would cause a
morale. problem, but is there presently a different incentive for
thOie in a critical skill area, in the military?

Mr. CLARK. Yes, in the educatiOnal incentives and in the bonuses,
too, which is a very visible issue because bonus dollars are up front
and, therefore, probably even more visible than educational. incen-
tives, for that matter. We have not felt that there has been any

`particular resentment with regard tO*Ome soldiers getting a bonus
because they enlisted ,in a critical skill vis -a -vis others that enlist
in another skill and don't get a bonug. It is, by and large, their
choice and, to a great extent, the critical skills, in the Acti,la side
are those that are less attfactiveI mention c bat arms babtuse
those skills don't have a relationship to, any lian job potential
that a person might have.

Mrs. HECKLER. Exactly.
General CONAWSY. If I may comment on tlihtr_National Guard,

of our 97,000 personnel, 31,000 of those skills today are considered
critical' skills.

Mrs. HECKLER. One-third?
General CONAwAY. That's one-third that are critical skills that

affect the "C" rating, the combat rating of unit. We have approxi-
, mately 27,000, slightly under, of those that are filled.' Now, these

skills are skills that require, in most cases, a higher scoring on the
entrance exams in order to go to an avionics school, munitions
school, certain communications schools. How do we 'define critical
skills' in the -Air Natibnal Guard and the Air Force? They are
defined as sortie-producing skills that are needed at the forward/
operating base in wartime where the unit would fly from.

Now, in many cases, out administrative and personnel, some of
these skills are not included at that time, they are 'needed today,
they*would not go forward, necessarily, with you. Mission-produc-

-ing, sortie-producing skills are critical skills.
Mrs. HECKLEI Mission-producing and what's the second word?
General CoNAwA.T. Sortie-producing. The same as a mission. We

call,:it sortie. These are very critical to us,, and our bonus program
in the Air National Guard has only been.for critical skills, be it

4
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enlislment, reenlistment or educatjnal benefits, and we have had
no problem with that, thus far. .;1.,

Mrs. HECKLER. Mr. Clark, I'd. like to ask you about the training
for the' Reserves and the National Guard. Has there been a differ-
ence in mission orientations or evaluation in terms of Reserve or ,.-

Guard performances?
Mr. CLatix. First of all, let me make quite clear that the Reserve

component soldier who enters on active duty undertakes exactly
the same training as the Active compbnent soldier. He will go into
the training establishment mixed right in with the Active soldier,
and complete his basic and his advanced individual training along-
side Active soldiers.. .

We then evaluate our Reserve component soldiers and organiza-
tions using the same standards, the same tests, that we do for' -the
Active Force. Now, clearly, .there are different results, if for no
other reason than, simply, the difference in time that an Active
unit applies to its skill training versus the time available to a
Guard or Reserve unit; the same standards apply, though.

Mrs. HECKLER. I see a tremendous difference in performance;
morale, recruitment strength, troop strength, of different Reserve
units in my congressional district. Otte would have a very strong
spirit, be very motivated, active, and recruitment would not be
difficult. Another would have many vacancies, and so forth.

What I have also seen is, there seems to be a new sense of
Nvmission in some Reserve units, and also in National Guard, that it

seems that there is a new set of goals or the involvement has
hanged, -or somehow the commitment or the requirements have'

been changed, they have been upgraded, they have been made
harder, but they are more attractive to the person who is genuine-
ly interested.

Now, is this a perceived difference on my part, or real differ-
ence? Has something really changed in aft' Reserve and National
Guard?

Mr, CLARK. Some things have really changed, Mrs: Heckler. The
reliance on the Guard and Reserve has been more clearly 'articulat-
ed in the last few years than it had been before. . .

Also, we have more units with more critical missions than earli-
er, in a very real sense. For example, as Gtneral Weber can tell
you, we have units in both the Guard and the Reser4' that are
part of the Rapid Deployment Force, and that is a Very real mis-.
mon.

Finally, we have completed one tasking that r'tbink is extremely
important:Every single unit of the Guard and Reserve has been
lined up with its wartime chain of command so they know precise-
ly how they would fit in if, indeed, we had to mobilize and go to
war. They understand that nothing ever goes exactly according to
plan, but every single unit now does understand just where they fit
in, what their relationship will be, and to that end, then, they
a better understanding of what their specific mission will be and
who it will be with. T.h objective of this alignment is to develop a
better and

Force ou are familiar With our affiliation-'--program
tter and closer t ing relationship between Guard, Reserve,

. and with the fact that we are striving to get a greater' integration
of the Guard and Reserve and Active Force. All of these actions

a
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4*
have significantly-contributed to the sense of mission, and I think
that it's very important that people understand that they have a
very real and not a make-believe mission to accomplish, and good
people respond well to that.

As to your comment about difference in units, I must say that a
good part of that difference has to do with the leadership and
certainly ..a good part of it results from the support, perceived
support, they have within the community.

General WEBER. Mrs. Heckler, if 4 may, speaking specifically to
your State, there has been a very definite redirection of interest
and effort of State leadership. The Governor has taken a very
active part in the Guard in Massachusetts. General Vartanian has
initiated some new and very fine programs. The State has reversed
its declining strength, and is showing a net increase. This improve-
ment- ties very closely to the leadership, not only in the communi-
ty, but at the State level. 4-

-Mrs. HECKLER. There certainly has been, and I Will s(ty that in
the 1978 blizzard which inundated Massachusetts, after being, I
haye to say, rejected by all the military authofities, I did go to the
Secretary Of the Army and won his support to activate the Nation-
al Guard on. behalf of snow removal, which was becoming a real
crisis.

The National Guard units were willing to serve, and anxious to,
but the military officials were not willing tQ allow them to have
that assiOnnent until Secretary Clifford made a commitment. As a
result of that and the performance of the National Guard, which
was absolutely spectacular, I think the State developed a great
respect for this' unusual resource, and that followed by a new
commitment- has produced visible changes that I have witnessed
myself..

So, if one has only a-crisis of a blizzard and the resources are
there, the utilization of the Guard was not only a public servic or

t . the State, burI think it was a renaissance for the spirit o e
Guard, who could prove, who did prove, .tiois_the( community that
they- were competent' and able and ready serve, and so forth.
That was, I think, the beginning of this community, involvement
and community support, which I.s very strong in my, State today,
and did not exist in the same dimensions earlier. Sorry, Mr. Chair-
man,man, for the asides on Massachusetts:- /

Mr. EDGAR. Well, we appreciate Massachusetts, it's a good State.
It is also in theNortheast:Midwest Coalition which I am chairman

'of, sore are very appreciative ()Ley special interest in Massachu-
setts.

I have a couple of questions that I'd like to ask. Mr. Clark, could
you give us Er brief background analysis of yourielf? What is your
background?

Mr. CLARK. ,Mr: Chairman, I have been over in the Pentagon now
for about 7 years, initially as the Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Reserve Affairs, and now as the Acting ASA. Prior to that time I
was in ft-variety pf businesses-for &Period of time.

Piior to that, I was in the U.S1 Army. I was a gradtikte of the
Military Academy, served during the Korean war, was wounded
several' times, anti. was retired for ph ical disability. I come from
an Army, fainily. My., father was a West Point graduate, a gentle-

.:
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man by the name of Mark Clark. My grandfather was a Military
Academy graduate. So, what I am doing is a labor of love, and I
have a great strong feeling for the U.S. Army', and the military
forces of this country.

Mr. EDGAR, Your background and career is, indeed, distin-
guished, and I wanted to at least put some of that on the record.

It concerned me that last week in our hearings, we had some
very strong and some' very aggressive testimony on Tuesday, from
Gen. &di/yard Meyer, Chief of Staff of the Army, and others, talking
from their own personal point of view. In fact, I believe to a person,
every one of the active military offibers who have testified before
our committee believes that a GI bill for .recruitment and retention
is absolutely necessary if the, All-Volu'nteer Army is going to
workitwith an ingredieht of other incentives.

We also heard then on Thursday, frOm those . representing the
civilian side of the defense system; somellesitation about moving
at this point in history for a GI bill, awaiting the tests that are
coming out.

We also> discussed in some detail the problems with those tests
the fact that they are limited in scope, some of the aspects of the
test have not quite been fitted in at this point,:and it is important,
I think, for us to kind of get the full range,

I wonder if we might go through the panel and get an answer to
a very, very simple question. In yOur personal view, giyen all Mkt
you know about the difference between the military and the ch.,*
ian side, do you support at this time in history the reenactment of
a new GI bill for recruitment and retention incentives for the All-
Volunteer Army, the National Guard, and the Reserves? Let's start
with tneral

Gen ral WALKER. First of all, sir, you are looking at a product of
the of GI bill.

Mr. AR. A very fine product, I would say.
Genera ER. Well, I hope so, sir, because I am most appre-

ciative of what the GI bill did for me. I have to tell you today,
representing` the National Guard, that we should have an incentive e .

for the Reserve components, educational incentive for the Reserve
component.

We know whatthe GI bill that I referred to, that I was part of,
'did, for our Nation'', our communities, our young people, and I
happen to think Ihat a big part of the progtess made in this Nation
since that time can be contributed. vastly to that.

`Mr. EDGAR. General Conaway?
General CONAWAY. Yes, I definitely support the GI bill. As you

know, hindsight js always better than foresight. We made a mis-
take in this country a few years ago, after going to the All-Volun-
teer Force, when we discontinued the GI bill as, weknew it.

I think it is important to the active components to have a GI bill,
and we would like to be included. For the Air National Guard, we
have3a good incentive package that we think is working. We don't
want to lose that .or see' it tied in with the GI bill. We want to fine
tune our incentive package in order to fill our critical skills; our
enlistment-reenlistment bonuses are very importantto us, as is the
educational assistance we currently have. So, we would be con-
cerned'.with howthe GI bill would impact on the Guard, bht I
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know from the active component standpoint, in my yiew, it is very
important. ' -

Mr. EDGAR. Lieutenant General Weber? /
General WEBER. Sir, I will mention at the outset the recruiting f

and retention support and educational assistance package. We now
1, ' have a reasonably good package that has taken several years to

'develop, and an educational assistance program which only has
recently been increased from $2,000.to $4,000. At the $2,000 level,
the take was very small. At the $4,040. level, it is much; ,much'
improved. The balance-of that package is in the enlistment bonus
and reenlistment bonus. ,

These three-ingredients are vital to theinceritive °package that .
. 'we need. As the proposed educational assistance bills are Oresent13;

written, they do not provide us the up-front. incentives that we
need to bring people into the guard.

I can definitely see the fallout benefits from thote individuals
that leave the Active 'Service after accruing these type benefits..
However; I 'would only state that it, is vital that we retain the
currently approved incentives in the .format that they are now

We would also hope that we would havethe authority to
continue to provide for those incentives any type of new legislation.c 4,

VIr. EDGAR. Tjiank You. Mr. Clark? .
Mr. CLARK. Mr. Chairman, you have already heard my comments

on' how important I believe educational incentives are. -I'd like to
add that the Army is today not successful' in attracting the num-
bers of high scoring high schobl graduates that I believe that it
needs to attract. ,

A variet of educational, incentives have Jest gotten started, some
only appli ble to the Army, and we do not have the rersults of
those' tests. Therefore, I think that it would be inappropriate for
me to.prematurely judge what the results of those tests will be and
whaethe proper package should look like.

I will say this,- however': I think it is important that, whatever
incentives are decided .upon, they be packaged and perhaps titled
in some way th4t gives up the marketing ability to effectively sell
them eat-that they also signal to the country at large our dedica-
tion "-to the fine men and women that do serve our country.

' I also think that it is clear that whatever we do Mus haxe.:-..
application to 'the National Guard and Reserve becatise have
significant manpoiver problems in those forces. We hay he same
kinds of difficulties in the Reserve components as in the Active

--`' Force in attracting the people we want, and we milk be able to ..
rely on.the Reserve Components.

Finally, I think the 'package should have the transferability pro-
vision that you have heardmentioned so often because we do.have
retention problemsnot to the same degree-that the Navy- andjkir
Force havebut we do indeed have retention problems.

'I'd like to add that; in my view, the Army _needs a competitiVe
edge in this business e attracting people to the Servicea competi-
tive edge not only vis-a-vis other opportunities that don't require
service, bust also among the Services becauie, clearly, the Army

''.- seems to have the greatest difficulty in attracting the kinds of men
and women 'needed. . ..
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Mr. EDGAR. Thank you all for your speeifie,risponses ,to that
question-. I have just a couple of other focus questions, if ybu can be
patient, but to that question, I think its important to hear your
comments, and we've had a great deal of data about the fact that
the testing that is going on has already proven some results, bti,I
One of The negative aspects of the variety of tests that are availab e
is, that we are not sending very clear signals to our recruiters and
not sending the kind of clear signals, Mr. Clark, that you talked
about, to the Nation.

I. wonder if we could just turn to one other issue, specifically to
Mr. Clark. I understand the military already makes allowances for
differences in the cost of living between regions within the United
States. One of. these compensation tools is the variable housing
allowance that is provided.

Could you describe that program and that benefit?
Mr. CLARK. Yes. Basically if the average housing cost for a

member's grade group in a particular area is in excess ,,of 115
percent of that group's average quarters allowance, then tie
member receives an additional percentage of his quarters allow-
ance equal to the difference between that average 'lousing cost and
11.5.percentof his groUps average quarters allowance.

We went through a very massive survey throughout the country
to determine just exactly what those differences were. Yoii appreci-
ate that we have a number of soldiers, including those on recruit-
ing duty and those 'serving with the Reserve,components, who live

'in relatively high-cost areas.
It is toward those people, that this allowance is targeted. I see

this more as <a cost of doing business, rather than a compensation
issue because in the old days, we generally thought of the soldier
and the officer as living in a military environment, on a military
base and, in other cases, living in relatively low-cost areas.

The nature of that has changed, of course, and we have large
numbers of soldiers in very high-coSt areas. So, this allowance
somewhat relieves that hardship. It does not fully fund the cost of /
housing that soldiers have to encounter in those areas.

Mr. EDGAR. In another related area, would you describe the
ROTC scholarship program regarding those attending either public
institutions or private institutions?

Mr. CLARK. Basically, we have a ROTC scholarship program
.either awarding 4-year, 3-year or 2-year scholarships to people who
nationally compete for these scholarships. Those who are selected
for the scholarship award are then given the scholarships if they
are accepted at school* which have an Army ROTC program. The
amount of the scholarship is based on the cost at that particular
institutionthat is, if one attends a private institution with rela-
tively high cost, the Army will underwrite the tuition and labora-
tory fees and related expenses there, whereas if one attends .a
public State-supported institution with lower fees, we would pay
those' fees.

Mr. EDGAR. We have talked about two programs in this line of
questioning, one is a cost-of-living differential in the housing com-
ponent, and one is the ROTC scholarship program that does make
a determination of fhe higher cost of educatlion in some universi-
ties.
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The GI bill, jn the past, has traditionally been an across-the-
board bill that everyone gets.the same amount of money. It has
been breught to my attention that if someone is.going to school in
California where tuition may be free, and another student is going
to MIT, Harvard, in my colleague, Mrs. Heckler's, area, that they
get exactly the same amount of money for ,two different kinds of
education and institutions.

I guess my question is, in light of what we do in the housing area
and in light of what we do in the ROTC program, do you believe
that some tyP40 of graduated education benefit, perhaps designed or
implied through a kicker provision of this bill, could be an added
incentive to make up the difference between the high cost and the
low cost of education throughout the Nation? To be specific, should
there be a cost-of-education escalator provided in this legislation?

Mr. CLARK. Let me.give my personal opinion on that. I think not.
I see a difference, particularly with the scholarship program and
the variable costs associated with that and a fixed sum under any
kind of an educational incentive program, and I see the difference

'lying the purpose of the two.
The ROTC program is designed,,to develop people who will, later

on, bring with them the results of that past education benefit to
the servicF. The purpose of the GI bill, or whatever educational
incentive program you have, is to attract people into the service
who will later on, geArally after service, take advantage of that
education benefit.

So, the value of the &dation under an educational incentive
program for attracting people accrues later on, and the value' of
that education, In many cases, is of no direct application to th
service.

Also, we need in the officer corps a wide variety of people with
a wide variety of technical skills which comp from a wide variety of
schools.

Mr. EDG R. Except that if you are' giving the same benefit to
everyone ou, in essence, are giving some a larger benefit if they

'are oin to a more inexpensive universVy.
r. LARK. Yes, that is correct. My personal view is that it

. would be better to provide a fixed benefit. I think that, from a cost
point of view, we need to keep the cost under control, and it would
become considerably more expensive if you provided a variable
benefit.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you. I have no further questions. Mrs. Heck-
ler?

Mrs. HECKLER. Yes. I would just like to correct for the record my
statement about Secretary Clifford. It was Secretary Clifford Alex-
ander.

Mr. EDGAR. That is corrected for the record. Thank you for your
questions.

We will now move to our next set. of panelists. We will now hear
from the Reserves. First, Maj. Gen. William R. Berkman, Chief of
Reserves, U.S. Army; Reek Adm. Frederick F. Palmer, Office of
Chia of Naval Operations, Director of Naval Reserves; Maj. Gen.
G. B. Crist, Chief of Reserves, U.S. Marine Corps; Maj. Gen. Rich-
ard Bodycombe, Chief of Reserveg, U.S. Air Force Reserves; arid,
Rear Adm. Sidney Vaughn, Chief of Reserves, U.S. Coast Guard.

3$
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Gentlemen, we are appreciative of your coming today, and your
patience in sitting through previous witnesses. Again, I would like
to repeat to all of you that your full statements will be part of the
record, and we appreciate your sharing those. We would hope that
you could summarize, in light of all the comments that have been
madleariler in terms of the hearings today, and then we will move
to qdrestions.

Let's begin with Maj. Gen. William Berkman, and move down
through the witnesses as they appear on the witness

STATEMENTS OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF MAJ. GEN. WILLIAM
R. BERKMAN, CHIEF OF RESERVES, U.S. ARMY RESERVES;
REAR ADM: FREDERICK F. PALMER, OFFICE OF CHIEF OF
NAVAL OPERATIONS, DIRECTOR OF NAVAL RESERVES; MAJ.

GEN. G. B. MIST, CHIEF OF RESERVES, U.S. MARINE CORPS;
MM. -GEN. RICHARD BODYCOMBE, CHIEF OF RESERVES, U.S.
AIR FORCE RESERVES; REAR ADM. SIDNEY VAUGHNCHIEF
OF RESERVES, U.S. COAST GUARD

STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. WI LIAM R. BERKMAN

General BERKMAN. Good morning. hank you, Mr. 'Chairman. It
is an honor and pleasure to appea this morning to discuss the
Army Reserve's interest in educatio al assistance proposals.

The Army Reserve has made so improvement in the strength
of troop program units in the past ew years, moving from an end
strength in 1978 of approximately 86,000 to the current projected
fiscal year 1981 end strength of at roximately 216,000, an increase
of almost 30,000 members of the troop program units.

However, the Army Reserve, is still substantially short of the
fiscal year 1982 wartime required strength level for the troop pi-Q..
gram units of 286,000 and its peacetim objective strength of
264,000.

The Army Reserve is also substa al short in the require-
ments for individuals in the Individual eady Reserve. Consequent-
ly, I believe that any legislative proposal implementing the concept
of educational assistance for active Federal service should also
include provision to support service in the Reserve components.

I also believe that any such proposal should not be in lieu of or
adversely affect the continuation of current Selected Reserve incen-
tive programs that are designed to support Reserve recruiting and
retention of high school graduates in higher priority Reserve cam-

- ponent units and certain critical skills..These programs are enlist-
ment and reenlistment bonuses and affiliation bonuses for prior
service personnel.

There is also currently an educational assistance program for the
Reserve coMponents which is only available as an alternative
option that:may be selected in lieu of the enlistment bonus.

In regard to the educational assistance program for the Army
Reserve, it, was increased from $500 a year maximum to $1,00Q a
year maximum and the total bonus available over a 6-year period
was increased from $2,000 to'$4,000.

As a result, there appears 10 be a trend of increased enlistments
of high school graduates. As of March 9, 945 people, reprqsenting

approximately 30 percent of those eligible, had enlisted in the

39
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Army Reserve for the educational assistance bonus as compared -
with 88 enlistments at the same time la& year.'

This increase_ of almost 1,00D -percent indicates an attractive
educational assistance program can support strength increases in
the Army Reserve troop program units. I believe these results
demonstrate the desirability of extending the educational assist-
ance across the force in order to achieve and 'maintain the desired
quality of personnel for the Army Reserve. The level of benefits
should not be at any level less than that currently quuthorized.

The Selected Reserve incentive programs have the important
function' of encouraging enlistments as well as distributing availa-
ble manpower to higher kriority units and to critical skills.

The Army should retain the flexibility to expand the benefits
and 'application of those programs to correct Reserve component
strength shortages in eertain high priority units as they may exist
or develop in the future.

I appreciate the interest and efforts of this committee to/encour-
age and support membership in the .Army Reserve, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Maj. Gen. William Berkman appears
on p. 124.]

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for that very brief but very to
the point statement. I appreciate that. Rear Adm. Frederick
Palmer. We welcome you today, and' look forward to hearing your
statement. -

STATEMENT OF REA4M. FREDERICK F. PALMER
Admiral PALMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is my pleasure to

appear before' this committee in support of the educational assist-
iance programs for veterans, for members of the Armed Forces,
including the Guard and Reserve.

I would like to make two points very quickly. First we have
never had a broad program of educational assistance for service in
the Selected Reserve therefore, we are extrapolating our active
duty and our GI experience. .'

Second point, the Naval Reserve is currently manned at its au-
thorized strength. Therefore, we do not need additional incentives
solely to increase the number of .Seleeted .Reserves at this time.
However, I expedt that in due time, that we will be increasing in
size and, therefore, will Probably have that need in the future. I
am ready for your questions now, sir. ,

[The prepared statement of Admiral Palmer appears on p. 125.]
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for-your statement. General

Crist? . ,
f _ .

STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. G. B. GRIST

Generab CRIST. Mr. Chairman, indeed, my statement is before the
committee, and I would defer an, oral statement in order to enter-
tain your questions. - ,

[The prepared statement of -General Crist appears on p. 126.]

t .

Mr. EDGAR. Major General Bodycombe?. 1'
I
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STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. RICHARD BODYCOMBE

' General BODYCOMBE. Yes, Mr, Chairman. f really couldn't add
anything to what my colleagues have said. M statement is before
your committee, and I would be-Very pleased to answer questions. .

[The prepared statement of. General Bodycombe.,appears on
p. 126.], . . .,

,

. Mr. EDGAR. Admiral Vaughn?
,,

STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. SIDNEY VAUGHN
. -

Admiral VAUGHN. Yes, sir. Likewise, I would say that my state-

4
ment is very short. I really see no need to go into it, other than the
fact that I would ask that the Coast Guard and the Secretary of
Transportation be specifically included, as appropriate, throughout.
The text of this or any other legislative proposal on this subject.

Mr.-,EDGAR. I appreciate your bringing that to our attention. We
had made the comment last week, when the Coast Guard was here,
that they would be included in any final draft of the legislation as
it makes its way through this committee and through the House of
Representatives. I'm not sure what will happen on the Senate side.

Let me ask yciu all quickly some question that I asked the
previous panel in terms of whether it is thumbs up or thumbs
down on a GI' education bill at this point..rpointed out the differ-
ence between the civilian side and the military side appearing last

and I recognize, Admiral Palmer, your.particular statement
of the fact that you are at ybur authorized Strength, so it would not
act as a recruitment incentive at.this point bedause you don't have
that need.

There are some retention' incentives that are laid out here, and
some quality incentives that' we are trying to develop, and there
are problems withian ece bf legislation. We plan to provide some
amendments to i==, just in general, w,e are talking about a GI
education, recruitment and retention bill. Are you thumbs up or
thumbs down on that concept, at this point, in order to fine tune
the Al11Volunteer Army.

I might say as a footnote, I knovi thee are lots of people who say
vie should go back to a draft, -op we should have a universal service.
At this point, that is not in question. The question is, can we
enhance life in an All-Volunteer Army, in the Reserves and in the
National Guard, by providing a GI education program? And why
,don't we just gorom Admiral Vaughn, through the panel, just as a
quick response to that question.

Admiral VAUGHN. I would. say, yes, but, hoOever, I would put(
some qualifi,cations on that, speaking for theCoast Guard Reserve.

I think we have to differentiate there are differences here be-
`tween the Reserve and the Regular as far at the benefits' of this
particular bill. I would make two comments. First of all, I would

.silggest, in my personal judgment, that it should be discretionary
on the part of the °Secretary concernike

.Admiral Palmer, right now, the Coast Guard, Reser is up to
.ed, as opposed to ncl

,L

atory.

strength, and ive really don't need a bill of this nature to. attract
the people.that.we need today.
,''Now, nest year, .it may be a totally different matter, but I think

there' should be some discretion on the Searetary's part, as to
.whether we would use it or not.
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Second, I don't think that this bill provides the incentive for the
attraction and the retention of the Reserves as perhaps it was
planned, and I say that again, for two reasons.

The Coast Guard Re e is made up of two essentially equal
parts, those with prior servi and those that are nonprior service.
Prior service because of the fact that the shortest regular enlist-
ment we have in the Coast uard is 4 years, those people leaving
the service have already qualified for the basic educational assist-
ance.

To qualify for the additional $300, of the supplemental education-
al assistance, they then have to spend 8, years in the " -e e, and
it is my opinion that because of that, 8 years is too fa t own the
road. Mr. Sawyer, earlier, alluded to the inflationary result that .
will decr&ise or devalue that $300so, I don't feel th t the incen-
tive is really there for the prior service.

As far as the nonprior service, those that are j t conving into
the service, they are ,not affected at all by this bi other Thai by
the preservice educational assistance, which is d of a special
type of arrangement, but to get those people in they don't want
to go to school right at. that point, and to re n them, there is
nothing there because there is a requiremen that they have at
least 2 years active duty.

So, in my opinion, the bill, H.R. 1400, re: y doesn't provide the
incentive for the reservist that I think peop e are hoping.

[The prepared statement of Admiral V ghn appears on p. 127.]
Mr. EDGAR. Before we move to the n t person, are there some

people 'within your service who mi:h put in !letter form, some
specific changes in a bill like H.R. 1'11- hat might meet the special
needs of a discretionary future prpkram for the Coast *Guard Re-
serve?

Admiral VAticaN.Yes, sir, I'm s = ',that we qOuld.
Mr' EDGAR. If you could provide at for the record in a timely

fashion, it would be very helpful : use we plan to proceed very
quickly.'

I'd like to }Hove on to Admiral Palmer,. ain, answering the
question that I've raised, as well as focusingoni H.R. 1400.

Admiral PALMER. Yes, Mr: Chaff an, I su rt a GI Mins -an
investment in the youth of our co ntry, rem mbering that the GI
bill contributed to my baccalaure to andm ters degrees. Such a
program must« be structured to : t as a pos ive incentive to join
the, Navy and to remain on active uty. Requ reinents must nclude
satisfactory participation in the serves to obtain benefi while
in the Selected Reserve.

As I -said' before, I don't see an immediate -need' for. such a
program in the Naval Reserve, b t I do think we will need such an
incentive as we go'in the future.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank-you very m ch. General Berkman?
General BERKMAN. Yes. Than you very ;ouch, Mr. irman. I

persoriallysupport a program t t provides educational istance
as a means of encouraging enl4 ment and retention in t e Airny
Reserves,

As I said in -my prepared statement, I believe that an proposal
should have those provisions within it. II, too, agree wit Admiral

See p. 128.
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Vaughn who indicated that there are many individuals who enter
the Reserve directly, without first going into the active component,
and we should recognize this fact in creating an incentive program
for the Reserve-components:

I personally believe that it would be desirable that reservists
would become eligible for entitlement upon completion of basic and
advanced individual training, and that thereafter the benefits
would inure to the reservist, as long as satisfact(rily performing
service in the Reserve component and,satisfactorily performing the
educational program.

It seems to me that the subchapter V of H.R. 1400 provides the
mt mechanism for something like that. Since it is intended to encour-

age enlistment in the units of the Selected Reserve, it provides that
the Secr4tary may enter into preservice agreements with a reserv-
ist that would provide this kind of assistance. The details are not
spelled out.

I would merely comment that I personally would prefer to see
that that was mandatory rather than discretionary on the part of
the Secretary, and the 'number of;months that the reservist spends
on ReserVe duty be shortened to, 2 months in order to achieve 1
month of entitlement.

supports enlistment and reten-
very important.

1 Crist?
, I will be quite candid. I'm not
gress has been most generous, in

ng us the kinds of tools we need to

and enlistment bonuses were fully
istance bonus, however was down.
up to $4,000 last year thOesponse

16 percent of availability in the first
g well. One would, therefore, never
bonus. We need it.
two new bonuses; the IRR and the

bonus programs of which you are
onuses on The track. Good results are
t early to- tell right now.

So, I think that a proposal t
tion in the Reserve components

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you. Gener
General CRIST. Mr. Chairma

sure, and I'll tell you why. Co
1979 and again last year, in gi
attract and retain Reserves.

Last year, the reenlistment
subkcribed. The educational
After Congress took the benefi
is coining in very, very- strong;
quarter dlone. So that is doi
want to hazard the education

For. 1981 Congress autho
Selected Reserve affiliation
aware. We've just got these
anticipated, but it is a little

Now, it is not clear wha the .marginal benefit of additional
educational assistance will be. I can'ehonestly answer tlie question.
I do know as we enter the marketplace we are in competition with
other governmental ben tsBEOG, guaranteed student loan pro-
grams, et ceterawhich al to the same young man that I'm
trying to attract. He can eive those educational benefits, de-
pending on how legislation goes this year, without having to incur,.
an obligation.

With regard to H.R. 1400, specifically, I do:have-some problems,
sir. That is, whatever'we do, I think ought to'.be,.absolutely equita-
ble in its applicationacross-the-board. I think-the committee will
agree with that. .

The Marine Corps Reserve is composed of about 70 percent non-
prior service marines=that is men who have never served, on
active dutyand about 30 percent prior service marines who have
served on some type of active duty. So it is conceivable that we

ti
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could end-up with a situation where reservists, working side, by
side in the same.upit, could be entitled to different benefits, under
varying lengths 'of total obligates' service, depending on whe
one of the individuals had served on active duty or not, or for 'ow
long: Similarly, one Reserve marine, might qualify for suppleme tat
assistance while another might not. There also could be a disp rity
between individuals in the same' organization as to eligibilit for
early enrollment. This could be Counterproductive in the long, run
no natter how well intentioned the motivation. Itr might of be
perceived as such by the reservists themselves.

Another small point, however, which could be a problem t at we
might have

is
face is the 1-for-3 formula in the bill. Th: basic

entitlement I'S 3 years contithious active duty or 2 years acti e, plus
4 years Reserve. If I were to compare the additional 4 ye: rs the
Reserve has to spend to receive entitlement as opposed t. only 1
more year on active duty and apply the 1 for 3 formula, en the

'requirement should be 2 'years _active duty and 3 year in the
Reserves to be equitable. °

These differences in entitlements, which may exist withi a unit,
will be perceived by the young men. They are smart. They are
bright. They know who is getting What. So whal do we do? We need
more time to work on it. We need more time to understand what is
going on in the dynamics of the economy. We are looking at our
recruiting, at the incentives youthave already given us, which need
to be renewed, to be sure that whatever educational assistance is
offered is a very, very fair bill that wouldn't have to be 'corrected
later orr.'That's all I have, sir. c

Mr, EDGAR. Thank you. Major General Bodycombe?
General BODYCOMBE. Mr. Chairman there is a certain handicap

in being so junior and to always speak lait because something in
all of what my colleagues have said. also applies to the Air Force
Reserve. Possibly I could just highlight those points.

The position of the Air Force Reserve on this particular bill is
that if it helps the regular Air Force, we Would support it.- Howev-
er, in so saying, I would have to point out the great success of the
Air Force Reserve in recent years ,where we have, for 4 years
running, more than completed. our minimum recruiting and are
now at almost 98 percent of our wartime manning. As a result, we
and have been given, in recent years, major wartime roles by our
friends In the regular force; 78 percent of our Selected Reserve unit
strength are prior service people. We have been relying heavily on
the people who have left active duty wit highly developed techni-
cal skills.

Now, if is bi will help retain these people on active duty, then
our recrui. ting pro lems in the 1980's will become more difficult,
and it will be necessary for us to be competitive with the other
Reserve components to eqtract the kinds of young men and women
that we need so desperately in our technical 'force. However, if this
bill were to piss, I would hope that there would be equality for the
Reserves.

Restricting the benefits of the bill only to people who have been
on active duty causes a problem for the young men and women
who don't necessarily choose to serve on active duty before joining
the Reserve.
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The other part that bothers us somewhat in our technical busi-
ness Vs the-provision where you have added certain advantages for
"critical" skills. We have some skill shortagesnot to the extent
that the others do but we do have themand we think that some
of the incentive programs in existence today will better solve that
problem for us.

So, there, I would take a rather wait-and-see position but, over-
all, we live under the rule that what is good foi the regular Air
Force and will make them a better force will, in some way, en- ,
hance the Air Force Reserve.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you for your statement, and I was checking
with staff as to whether or not you gentlemen had a special place
you had to sit because, as I was listening to your comments from
the Air Force Reserve point of view, I was speculating back to last
week where, qn Tuesday, the Air Force sat in exactly that seat
and, on Thursday, the Air Force sat there and the Coast Guard sat
there, and I just thought maybe we should mark the seats as
permanent places.

[Laughter.]
General BODYCOMBE. ?It's possible. I'm left handed, so I feel very

comfortable here. Bitt the Air--Foia is junior and the AirForce
Reserve is only 11 years old, so I always hold in awe my colleagues
and their great years of history.

Mr. EDGAR. I appreciate that. I don't have any further questions
tomeof you. I think you have heard me of the questions earlier. We

are moving this legislation through the hearing process and, unless
some catastrophic things happen, we anticipate going out into the
field and hearing from some people within the Navy and the Army
and some other military bases.

It is.my intention to attempt to get this bill before the House in
a timely fashion, thii spring, and I would hope that those of you
who do have reservations about it could articulate particularly this
comment: If H.R. 1400 were to be. laid on the President's desk,
what changes would you want in it, whether you are for or, against
the legislation; what equity questions that General Crist just point-
ed out; what changes, as Admiral Vaughn has indicated, would you
want to see in the fine tuned legislation.

If you could Provide all of that for the record, it would be very
helpful, so that as we mark up the legislation, we might have the
opportunity to have your amendments. Thank you very much for
your testimony this morning.

[The information referred to follows:]
GENERAL BODYCOMBE. There are some provisions in the proposed legislation which

seem to be too restrictive and could, in turn diminish the potential benefits which
are intended.

(1) Sections 1412 and '1421 state that Reservists must have setved on active duty
for a specified time to be eligible for the prescribed benefits. Because of these
requirements, no individual currently in the Air Force Reserve would ever be
eligible for the educational benefits unless they returned to active duty subsequent
to September 30, 1981. In addition, approximately twenty-two percent of our Select-
ed Reserve unit strength is comprised of individuals with no prior military service
and vie intend to increase this percentage during the next few years. We think it
would be unfair to deny the proposed educational assistance benefits to these groups
of individuals because they did not serve on active duty for the time periods being
specified. We feel that entitlements for reservists should be based on the number of
years of satisfactory performance in the Selected Reserve or a combination of active
duty. and Selected Reserve service. Accordingly, we recommend that the required
service for the Basic Entitlement be amended to authorize this entitlement to those
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Reservists who have satisfactorily served a total of eight consecutive years in the
Selected Reserve. In addition, the required service for the Supplemental Entitle-
ment should be amended to authorize this entitlement to those Reservists who have
satisfactorily served in the Selected Reserve for a total of twelve consecutive years.

(2) Section 1423 provides for additional assistance to members with critical skills
While we certainly support initiatives to improve critical skill manning, we think
such initiatives are better managed through the special enlistment/reenlistment
bonus programs presently in effect as well as your proposal for a "Preservice
Educational Assistance Program': as outlined in Subchapter V of H.R. 1400. The
selective application of education entitlements could lead to unnecessary morale
problems among those not entitled which could offset any Potential gains If this
particular provision should be retained in the final version of H R. 1400, we recom-
mend that the authority to determine the critical skills or specialties to receive the
additional assistance be vested with the individual Service Secretaries. We also
recommend that the Educational Assistance Bonus, now authorized by P.L. 95-485,

to be terminated because of the benefits included in the "Preservice Educational
Assistance Program."

Mr. EDGAR. -Our next set of panelists will include a number of
different associations. Maj. Gen. Mjinor Roberts, Jr. (retired), Re-
serve Officers Association of the United States; Maj. Gen. Francis
S._ Greenlief, executive vice president, National Guard Association
of the United States; Col. George Hennrikus (retired), chief of

gislative ounsel, Retired Officers Association; and Mr. Richard
Jo istant director for legislation, Non-Commissioned Offi-
cers Association.

I'd like to welcome.:all of you here this morning, and indicate our
appreciation for your patience nd your waiting. We appreciate
your taking the time to meet with us this morning.

All of your statements will Be considered as part of the record,
and it would be vewhelpful, in light of our noon deadline and the
fact that we do have one or twb other witnesses, if we could hAve
your statenrnts summarized. for the record.

Let's begih with Maj. Gen. Milnor Roberts, and then we will-move
through the panel. G=eneral Roberts?

STATEMENT OF MM. GEN. MILNOR ROBERTS, JR., RETIRED,
RESERVE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES
General, ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity'

to be here, and respecting' the time problem, I would liked to just
mention a few highlights of my statement that has been submitted,
and make Several other comments.

We believe that the-total problem has to be addressed in three
ways, only o e of which has been addressed this morning, and that
has to do wit educationaleducational assistance.

We would a so commend for your attention the bill of Congiess-
man Hunter, which would extend the present GI bill beyond 1989,
which we think is very commendable.

We also world invite your attention to a bill introduced by Sena-,
for Chafee from Rhode Island, whfch has to do with excusing debt
presently incurred by individuals who have gone through 2 years of
college under some Government funding, if they would- then join
the Armed Forces. I think this bill has much' to commend it.

We have read a good -bit lately about A horrendous debt in-
curred by people in the private sector, amounting to hundreds of
millions of dollars and, in, a way, we've had a GI bill without the
GI's and something has to be done about that.

r's
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Of course, representing the Reserve Officers Association,, I have
views on the Reserve component side of this bill, although we are
interested in the total program. With regard to the Reserve, you've
heard testimony earlier that Reserve components are being relied
upon to an unprecedented degree, for national defense. The figures
are impressive, I won't recite them now, but I think 5)ou know that
a sizable portion of our forces would come from the Reserve compo-
nents.

Consequently, we believe that this bill should be amended, as
Senator Warner mentioned the other day, to include the same
benefits for the Selected Reserve, on the basis of A double require-
ment of service. In other words, where the active duty. serves 1
month, the Reserve component would serve 2.

This would have a profound effect not only on increasing the
strength of the Army Reserve components, but also the quality.
There has been a lot said about quality in the Active Forces, but
not so much about quality in the Reserve. I think the quality, is
good, but I think it could be better, and I.think that a GI bill such
as this would go far to do that,

'Also, I believe that we should have a provision for a part -Mime
type of education for the Reserve component and the Active pompo-
nent because many of the courses that would be most desirable
from the enlisted side, wouldn't require full-time.

Now, with regard to funding, this proposal is essentially a re-
cruiting and retention device for the Department of Defense and
the Department of Transportation as it relates to theCoast Guard.

GI bills in the past, particularly World War II, Korea and, to a
lesser extent, Vietnam, have been the way of making up to those
citizens who have served their country, the competitive disadvan-
tage that they hate had in being away from the civilian communi-
ty.
f So, I believe that there is much to be said for funding this bill
through the Department of Defense and administering it through
the Veterans' Administjation, who.have shown that' they can do it
well and they are all geared for it.

There is another reason for that, and that is that the mood of the
Congress and of the administration is to put more money in de-
fense, but hold back in other areas, and .I suspect that if this bill
passes and, all of this funding should hit the VA, the Veterans'
Administration might be unfairly financially constrained for rea-
sons thqt they are not primarily responsible for. is

So, I believe that the Defense Department,should incur the ex-
pense of the bill. Also, with regard to transferability, we have some
qudstions about that. _We' will have' a meeting of our board of
directors in about 10 days, and that will be discussed atthat time.
So, we are not taking a firm position on' it, but we do raise ques-
tions about transferability which, as someone referred to earlier
this morning, was somewhat of a blank check downstream.

As Mrs. Heckler pointed out, there certainly are discriminatory
provisions in the present bill, and we are not too comfortable with
that. We think that it would be wise, for starters, to limit,transfer-
ability to the sons and daughters of servicemen and specifically
those sons and daughters who are physically' incapacitated or have
some problem that prevents them from really getting out and
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doing it on their own. And the mood of the administration, of
course, is to, place greater reliance on the individual and less upon,
I guess, the Government.

So, this might prove a point in the legislative process that would
be somewhat negative with regard to the success of the bill overall,
and we certainly support, the total bill. I have a lot of other details
in the statement, but that would conclude, my opening .rernarks.

[The prepared statement of General Roberts appears on p. 133.]
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much. General Greenlief?

STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. FRANCIS S. GREENLIEF (RET.), EXECU-
TIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL GUARD ASSOCIATION OF THE
UNITED STATES

General GREENLIEF. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I will
present a '5-minute summary of the highlights of my statement.

Although there is today, no declared national emergency, Ameri-
ca's manpower situation is an emergency situation. Young men
and women who volunteer today to serve their Nation on active
duty, are giving up the time which they could otherwise devote to-
vocational and career development.

It is, theiefore, in our view, right, proper, and essential that
today's volunteer for military service should be provided education-
al assistance. The records of the Committee on Armed Services, the
Committee on Appropriations, of both Houses, are replete with
testimony on the manpower problems of both the active duty mili-
tary forces and the National Guard andReserve Forces.

As 'a nation, we did away with milifaiy conscription, however, we
have substituted conscription by economic duress. A large segment
of military- enlistees join the active- services because they are
unable to get better jobs in civilian life. At the same time, the
Government is so free with educational ,assistance that practically
any person with the desire, attitude and aptitude for higher educa-
don, acadernicoor vocational, can obtain an education by use of
Government-sponsored loans. .

I understand` that the Annual cost to the Federal Government for
that program; on those programs, is $4.8 billion. We gather that a
majority of the college eligible people regard military service as an
obstacle to the achievement of their long-range goals.

A generous GI bill, one that offers benefits superior to those
cturenily ih-fierentin Government student subsidy programs could

cause ,young men and women to seek military service as a way of
achieving their educational and training goals.

AlthoUgh the Army National Guard has achieved a net. person-
nel strength gain during the_past 2 years, a severe manpowr
shortage continues to exist A Similar problem exists in the U.S.
Arity Raerve.

Th6 fiscal year 1980 entl strength oil the Army National Guard
was 366,585, and although 'that strength was 8,000 greater than the
budgeted strength, it was 77,400 short of the Army Guard's war-
time strength requirement of 444,000, but probably the most seri-
ous militaiy manpower shortage exists in the Army's pool of pre-

.:.trained military power, the Individual Ready Reserve, the IRR.
The purpose of this pool of pretrained manpower is to provide a

source of trained soldiers to fill active Army units, fill Army. Guard
.and Reserve units', and to provide for combat loss replacements,

1,,
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until the Selective Service System and the Army training base can
begin "to provide-the trained manpower.

To tie extent that Guard and Reserve units can be brought to
.100 peitint of wartime strength, the demand for pretrained person-

. nel can be lessened; however, the demand for combat loss replace-
ments can only be, met by-filling the411.11.

We believe the IRR can be filled only by some sort of draft or by
means of an incentive which will greatly increase the number of
'personnel enlisting in the Army for a period of 2 or 3 years, after
which they will complete their military service obligation in either
the Selected Reserve or the IRR, as currently required by law.

We suppoit all of the provisions of H.R. 1400. We know that
there is some opposition to the transfer or passthrough authority
in H.R. 1400. However, we believe that that transfer authority
provision would help solve the retention problem which all services
currently suffer.

The special provisions of H.R. '1400, which would permit the
service Secretaries. to provide preactive duty paid technical train-
ing to high school graduate's is truly unique.

This provision would provide personnel who have special apti-
tudes an opportunity to enter the service with already acquired
skills needed by the military forces. This training would petmit
those enlisted personnel to advance in military rank and pay grade
'more rapidly than their contemporarieg. Hopefully, that higher pay
which these pretrained soldiers could earn. could be expected to
cause them to serve on active duty longer, thus, helping to solve
the retention problem.

H.R. 1400, S. 5, S. 7, H.R. 1206, and H.R. 135 all provide addition-
al GI bill eligibility and benefits for service in the Guard and
Reserve. We recommend that these provisions be included in the

-GI bill which is finally enacted:
Failure to include benefits for Guard or Reserve service would

produce legislation which fails to address the full range of our
military manpower problems.

*

Mr. Chairman, there is little value in solving the mifitary man-
power problems of our peacetime Army, if 'we fail to solve the
military manpower problems of our wartime Army.

The Armstrong, Warner, Whitehurst, Bennett, and perhaps other
bills provides for the payment of tuition cuts. We urge that the
authority to pay tuition-be added`to-H.R. 1

Mr. Chairman, while we fully support . 1400 and the GI bill
concept, we believe that there are better acid cheaper solutions. We
continue to believe that. the most effective and cheapest way of
solving our military manpower problem is to reinstate the draft, at
least for service in the IRR and we continue supporttand urge the
enactment of H.R. 1500, also introduced by Representative Mont--, _

We believe that the current $4.8 billion educational' grant and
loan programs could, in themselves, without additional money, pro-
vide a powerful incentive for military service if military service
were required as a qualifying condition- for eligibility for those
,current grant and loan programs

Unfortunately, the elternativesi to a GI bill which we propose are
appirently politically unattainable. Indeed, we, therefore, strongly
Ait
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urge the enactment of H.R. 1400 with ,.amendments, during this
first session of the 9'7th Congress.

Finally, Mr."Chairman, we find it strange that in the midst of a
_much needed buildup of U.S. military strength, probably-the nost
significant in 'American history, the administration and the Con-
gress has the courage, or appears to have the courage, to scale back
the cost of social 'welfare .programs and yet we apparently lack the
conviction to require military service of our Sroung men.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the opportunity you haVe
provided me to represent the views of the National Guard Associ-
ation of the United States, on this important issue, and I thank
you. .

[The prepared statement of General Greenlief appears on p. 135.]
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for your statement. Colonel

Hennrikus.
STATEMENT OF COL. GEORGE HENNRIKUS' (U.SA.F. ;RETIRED)

THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION AND THE -RETIRED.
ENLISTED ASSOCIATION

Colonel HENNRIKUS. The testimony' ,offered this, committee by
prior ,witnesses more than adequately supports the need for reinsti-
tution of a meaningful, easily understood and adminietered pro-
gram of educational incentives for the. Armed Forces.

As stated many times during this hearing, such a program may
be the last possibility for maintaining a 'successful All-Volunteer
Force. Our organization feels tlip:t the proKranr finally adopted
must have a positive impact on both. recruiting and .retention of
qualified people.

Although H.R: 1400 and al is offered-in both Houses have
agraCti features, they res, ADD DA offer modification for the com-

. mittee's <co elution.
All '4-year enlisteeS whit a high school kradu and qualified

for college entrance would, at the completion of *c. training or
boot camp, completelyears f college level /Ida emic requirements

4. .atan acct edited institutio ec ed by the individ° al.
Individuals would r e Eg l pa3P* and allow ices during the

first year .of the enlistment, antl°then woulthbe pro recited, to E-2.
Tuition would be paid by the Are* Service.

During this 2-year. period, militarylierVide would continue in a
Reserve or National Guard unit one weeIgEnd per month and 30
dais of extended active duty eacIOTear, on.)-in '60 days per wear of
extended active duty with a unit of,tlie Regular component, whiah-
eVer is more.practical.

These 2 yetirs world be followed by 2 years %f extended active
duty.. Those' accepted fora second enlistment would complete 2
more years of educational training, Coupled with the military train-
ing outlined for the first 2 years, and then, woad complete the
enlistment with t115years of eitended pctive duty or 4 years serv-
ice with the organized reserve or the National Guard. 1.

If an indiTidual should, at any time, fail to maintain satisfactory
academic standards or workload, he or.shes would be returned to
act* duty to complete the remainder of the. enlistment. .

An option should. also be offered for, those wbookish to 'complete
their enlistment prior to entering. college. This could be,s1milar to

,
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the educational nefit provided Korean veterans under Public
Law 82-550.

For still others o wis to continue service, provisions could be
made for reserving ba ing 2 years of educational assistance for
each 4 years: of ex d active duty, up to a maximum of 48
months. For this group, the tuition portion of the benefit would be
transferable to a wife or children at the completion of 10 years
extended active duty.

We feel that such a plan would be easily understood by the
average 18-year-old And by his or he? parents. It would offer imme-
diate incentive and the services would benefit directly from the
program in the form of continued service by more highly educated
personnel.

Its cost-sharing feature for transfer arrangements would reduce
some of the high cost implicit in such a provision.

Two final points, we believe it is absolutely essential that the
educational loan and grant ptotrams offered by the Department of
Education must be restricted to the point that they would not
compete with the Armed Forces progiam.

Also, we would ask that this benefit be restricted to individuals
accomplishing honorable service or where appropriate, to those
with honorable discharges. We sincerely hope these suggestions
prove to be helpful. We all share in the conviction that this Nation
must develop and maintain a war-winning capability, the only
credible deterrent to war and, further, that the, most essential
element of this capability is dedicated responsive people.

The foregoing is 'offered as one possible means to help achieve
this end. Thank you very

[The prepared statement of ColonerHennrikus appears on p. 137.]
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you for your statement, and I appreciate your

staying within the four minutes. Mr. Johnson?

STATEMENT OF RICHARD JOHNSON, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR /
LEGISLATION, NQN-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In 1975, NCOA stood
nearly alone in opposing the termination of the old GI bill; many
people will recall that.

In.1976, we began our first efforts to have a GI bill restored, and
they came to some fruition in 1977, with the introdu tion by Bob
Wilson of a proposal which we offered.

Senator Cohen joined him in that year, and introduce the same
proposal but, to this day, we still stand somewhat alone in our view
of what a new GI bill should be like because we believe that it can
be much more conservative than any of the programs that have
been designed and discussed within this committee so far.

This year, Senator Cohen has introduced a new proposal on
behalf of the Non-Commissioned Officers Association, and at noon
today Congressman Emery of Maine will introduce that same pro-
posal. I would like to invite this committee this morning, to look at
those proposals and consider them as a substitute to the legislation
which this committee is considering.

The. NCOA proposal provides for recruiting, but it also provides
-for the veteran, and we feel that is the greatest benefit in the
proposal. We feel that the interest in a new. GI bill should be

. 6
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directed as much iit the veteran as it is toward recruiting and
providing volunteers for the All-Volunteer Force.

Welfrovide a reserve program in of proposal. We to not provide
direct transferability of veterans benefits to a dependent, child,
spouse, whatever. This is an area which we have strongly Opposed
in the past and an ares in which we have reached what we feel is a
rather generous method of assisting members of the Armed Forces
in educating their dependents.

We provide a contributory program, something very similar to
the program that Senator Armstrong h propo ed, and it would be
available to those who have a. genuine in in providing educa-
tion for their dependent family.

We have provided that both as a retéiytion tool, and we feel it will
be more cost effective as_a retention tol, than a directly transfer-'
able program or a transferabht program based on critical military

i'
occupation because it will invite ,those piaple who are acutely
interested in providing dependent educationTenefits to participate
with the Government in this 'effort. .

A fourth provision of odr Pllactually, the third provision of
our billprovides for an inservice use, a rather unique inservice
use, allowing an individual to take a leave of absence for a period
of time, to complete his education, with a requirement to return to
service after having comple ' d that education.

This will, we think, allay some of the problems that we have
with current GI training programs where an indiiridual will come
in, serve his 4 years, get out, lose his tenure, lose his rank, lose all
those things afforded to military servicemen and, therefore, lose
interest in returning to the Armed Forces.

Finally, we think of the new GI education program as something
that is put in place to assistlhe veteran and to assist the Depart-
ment of Defense, but it shouliiot be placed as a bonus- program. It
should be universal, all persons entering the service. It should
provide the same benefits for all persons entering the service.

If there are enhancements needed, I believe that the Department'
of Defense can provide their own enhancements in their own spe-
cial ways, which would be much, much more cost effective than
creating a universal program which could cost us as much as
$22,000 a person when a well placed $5,000 bonus would do the job.

Finally, with onelast comment, and this regards the preservice
entitlement program- that is included in H.R. 1400. I'm not sure if
the Chair has heard of the Berry plan. This was the last time that
the Defense Department made a serious effort to provide a preser-
vice education, in this case, for doctors. It was the panacea for the,
doctor Shortage in the Armed Forces.

We went out and recruited all these doctors and put then\
through rfledical school and, to and behold, we turned out conscien-
tious objectors and every other. problem you could think of in a
preservice education program.

People took the education and, when it<came time ise their
right hand and enlist, they had no desire anymore. They had the
education, and that was it. And the court upheld in their favor.

-- So, I would caution against including any kind of preservice
education program in any new education bill that is produced by

..
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this committee. Thank. you, Mr. Chairman. That concludes my
statement.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Johnson appears on p. 138.]
Mr. EDGAR. Thank ,you very much. I agree with some of what

you hake said, and disagree with some of:what you have said, but I
really appreciate your patience and taking the time--telbe here this
morning., ,

Just a few very quick questions. Mr. Johnson, in your testimony,
I noticed some cost estimates. Do your cost estimates include uni-
versal benefit, or one only targeted to high school graduates_and,--
military specialty skills? Where do you get your numbers?

Mr. JOHNSON. Universal benefits are largely drawn from history
and GAO reports and annual reports of the Administrator of Vet-
erans' Affairs.

Mr. EDGAR. Can you detail those a little more specifically, be-
cause your testimony was quoted once before, ano:1 we had some

-question about the numbers that were used in terms of the specific
references that were being .made. I think yournumbers were high
unless you are talking about some universal benefit system.

Mr. JOHNSON. It was a universal benefit plan. The numbers you
are referring to were in a statement by Senator Bill Armstrong of
Colorado, and they were based on discussions that I had with his
staff. To refKesh the committee's memory, what he quoted me as
saying was:

Dick Johnson of the Non-Commissioned Officers Association has estimated that if
just 80 percent of the eligibles use 80 percent of their entitlement, the cost of a new
GI bill could rise to $15 billion or more.

Now, let me put that in perspective. We have 364,000 people
and, again, I'm talking universal program and-

Mr. EDGAR, You're not talking about H.R: 1400, you're not talk-
ing about any specific bill, you're just talking universally..

Mr. JOHNSON. We were talking about making the Armstrong bill
a universal program, and that is what these figures are based on. If
the Armstrong bill were a universal program where' there were no
contributory aspects to it.

Mr. EDGAR. We just wanted to make it clear for the record
because the way it sounded, it might give the impression that the
bill, H.R. 1400, would cost that.

Mr. JOHNSOM Conceivably, in out years, H.R. 1400 could cost
that, in the 1990's. One of the things I'd, like to remind the commit-
tee

Mr. EDGAR. Do you have some data to back that statement up?
Mr. JOHNSON. I will be happy to develop the data and provide to

staff.
Mr. EDGAR. That would be very helpful.
Mr. JOHNSON. All right, sir. One of the things that disturbs me

is, the congressional memory does not recall that one of the prime
reasons for the termination of the old GI bill was the cost that it
was approachipg.

When we started talking about eliminating chapter 34--
Mr. EDGAR. I thought the prime reason for eliminating the GI

bill was the World War II members who didn't understand the
nee8 to continue the GI education bill as a recruitment and reten-
tion incentive. .
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Mr. JOHNSON. It was.That was not why it was terminated, that °

is what happened,And that is what resulted. Why it was- terminat-
ed was because President Ford sent forward a recommendation to :,3 .7.

-A cut it as a budget item because the GI bill was becoming too : .

exPensiveP ,, ) .
.

...>,

Mr. EDGAR. ember did not support that recommendat- ion,
but I appreciate ur ing that in perspective. _

.

Mr. JOHNSON. preciate that very much, sir. .
Mr. EDGAR. That was a Republican President, wasn't it? [Laugh-.

ter.]
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir, it was.' And it wasfor want-tof $25

million a year, we lack a draft today. It was just a case of poor t-
planning, poor prognosis of what would happen.

Mr. EDGAR. I was just interested in clarifying tlie,numbers, and r-
appreciate any data that you might g ve. We-only have a couple of
minutes and then must move on, to the next witness, but we've
asked a lot of questions,this morning, one dealing with the issue of ,
a regional kicker and'a regional cost that differ from California I.

and Mississippi to Pennsylvania and Massachusetts..
Do an,v 'of you have any comments abOut that regional issue?

General Roberts? .. .
. General ROBERTS. In our Statement:. we referred to a ceiling of

$3,000 per year, but we suggest that singe some individuals, may
wish to go 'to schools of far higher cost, that a provision-be made
for a matchingifund arrangement. In other words; if someone
ftnts to go to Harvard ac-$10,000 ayear,- then the difference
betmeen $3,000 and $10,000 or $7,000 would' e split between the
individual and the Government, . .

This wouldn't be widely ,tufed for °Varioils 'reasons, but we do ....

btlieve it would ibe wise to include thii provision; otherwise, you'
will have vast diffekiences, butfl,see no way around that. .'

A community college in California vfith no,ituition and small fees
versus a private institution using the maximum $3;000, I don't see
any way out of that one, but I 'do suggeseitliat we take a look, at a
matching fund above $3,000. .

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, in that same question, with regar4.-
to that same question, traditional veterans programs have provided
a baseline of benefits whiclr have been universal, and we support

, the continuation of ihat ripe of t hinking of that concept.
,x, If the veteran, himself or herself, believes that a private college

degree, a Harvard degree, is worth the additional funds that it will'
cost, then that must be a personal decision upolikwhich the veteran

. must make a choice as to whether he or she is willing °knot' to pay ,
for that so-called status, that nitroe degree, that name school
degree. . . . 4 .

Ptiblic education is - widely- available "throughout the United .
States, and the 'cost of. education throughout the United States,
while it varies a little bit by region, is not enough to justify° setting
up some kind of a special program simply to accommodate people
who wanta status degree. , .

..
. .

Mr. GREENLIEF.-Mr. Chairinan; I would concur with that'. .
Mr. EDGAR. If the. gentleman would hold for just a second. While

you are .provicling those other statistics, I'd like you also if yo11 .
,":

..4-
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could, to provide statistics on that final comment that you've made,
that education costs do not differ widely by region.

I've done a little bit of homework, as chairman of the Northeast-
Midwest Coalition and, as we laid out in the old GI bill who was
taking advantage of it and- as we Iaid out the cost of education
regionally in this country, we discovered that there ar-vvast differ-ences, not only,iregionaily but within certain-States, and if you take
a chart and just look at who took advantage of the GI bill, you will
discover that in some of the northern tier communities, there was
less enthusiasm.

I'm not sure exactly what all the reasons for that were, but I just
would like to have some data from your point of view, as to the
comment that there are only mild differences of education costs.'

General ROBERTS. We have in our statement on pages 2 and 3,
some of what you are asking.

Mr. EDGAR. That's right. Thank you. Mr. Greenlief, I apologize
for cutting you off, and we need to move on, but you had a com-
ment to make.

Mr. GREENLIEF. Mr. Chairman, all was saying is that I would
concur with Mr. Johnson's commen that the benefit should be a
standard benefit, and then the dividual who wanted a better
education, if you will, could pay the difference.

Having said that, however, I was not aware of the point that you
just made, that there is -a basic or radical difference in the cost of
basic education, by geographic areas of the country: And if that is

.,so, then I could well citange mind, so I will withdraw my
concurrence.

Mr. EDGAR. I think'we need to do some study, all of us, and I'm
not trying to be definitive and say that any legislation that we
would produce would have that regional kicker, but I think that we
have some data based on the old GI bill and its use, and we also, if
you ascribe one .basic benefit for the Nation, you say, in fact, be
providing a larger benefit to those who live in the South and West

than those who live in the Northeast and Midwest. I just want to
be aware of that, so we are going to do some homework on that
issue.

I appreciate your coming today sand your testimony, and apolo-
gize for squeezing you at this point. Thank you very much.

Mr. EDGAR. Our final two witnesses today come from Paralyzed
n Veterans. Our next
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testify on this legislation. If anyone has the right to be here ancitto
speak for the American veteran, it is you.

This is your committee, and I can assure you that I, for one, will
not fbrget the obligation to serve you. I have read your testimony
and I understand your concerns about this legislation, both for its
cost and for its principle.

'Let me assure 'you very strongly, it is not, the purpose of this
committee to trade off the benefits of those who have served this'
c the past just to accommodate either the tight budgets or
ne ideas.

Education benefits are meaningless to the paralyzed veteran shut
up in a substandard hospital 1,000 miles from home because the
Federal Government has closed a spinal cord injury center due to
lack of doctors or nurses or research personnel.

If disabled veterans cannot receive the proper vocational services
mandated just last year by the Congress because of lack of funds,
how can we spend th4rmoney to entice new young men and women
to join the military and possibly face that same fate.

If the Vietnam veterans are out walking the streets, angry, alien-
ated, ouppf work, and out of patience, what kind.of example does
that show to those who serve and risk their lives for their country
at the present time. Even after saying those things, I still believe
that we have a good bill in H.R. 1400, with some minor amend-
ments, a bill that will serve our country and serve those wtio will
serve our country in the future.

I believe we can do both,defend and protect jou and defend and
protect our country, at the same time. We have a stake in both
claims, and I believe the Ainerican people and this committee are
'killing to keep both obligations.

I appreciate your coming this morning, and I recognize you at
this time. Your statement will be considered as part of the record.

$TATEMENT OF STEVE EDMISTON, ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT, DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS

Mr. EDMISTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. On behalf of the
686,000 members of the DAV, I wish to extend our sincere appre-
ciation for your commitment and your concern for our members
and their nerds.

I also wish to recognize the fact that we appreciate your concern.
over the funding of the vocational rehabilitation program, and
hope that you are instrumental in-seeing that the funding is there
this year.

Mr. EDGAR. We will do our best, and T understand we have a
budget hearing on Thursday where we are going'to have to protect
a number of budget cuts that will be proposed, and Irfor one, am
going to stand very firm on Thursday, to make sure that those cuts
are not made.

Mr. EDMISTON: Thank you very much, sir. With regard to the
pending legislation, H.R. 1400, the DAV views it as a recruitment
and retention incentive to assist the troubled All-Volunteer mili-
tary force.

The position of the DAV with regard to H.R. 1400 is one that t e
DAV does not object to innovative approaches to. improving and,
strengthening the All-Volunteer military for,ce through educational

./'
5
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assistance prograins, nor do we object to the VA administering
such programs, so long as the Department of Defense bears the
responsibility of the cost of all entitlements for all the programs
established by any legislation that this committee brings forth.

That, basically, is our position. I would be happy to answer any
questions you might have, sir.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Edmiston appears on p. 141.]
Mr. EDGAR. Let me just see if I can clarify your concern about

H.R. 1400;, If you' were to sum it up in one sentence, what would it
be?

Mr. EnwsroN. Our concern would be the funding, simply th
As ypu are well aware, we are faced with some serious questions
regarding the VA's budget for fiscal 1981 and 1982 and the fu re,
and with the new program of vocational rehabilitation for service-
connected disabled veterans in serious jeopardy, we feel that the
funding for H.R. 1400 should either be from DOD or some -realine-
ment in terms of the Department of Education and the exhorbitant
amount of funds used by that agency.

Mr. EDGAR. If we could take some part of the $4:8 billion that is
already being provided and make it a service component, the pres-
ent $4.8 billion that's being provided with BOG grants and other
civilian education grant programs, if we targeted some of that to
cover the cost of a recruitment and retention incentive and protect-
ed that from being in any way an impact on services to your
association, would you tend to lift your reservations?

Mr. EnwsroN. Yes; we could lift our reservations if that were #
the case.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you. I have no further questions, and I appre-
ciate your testimony this morning.

The committee will stand adjourned in a moment. I would like to
say that the testimony of the. Paralyzed Veterans of America will
be made a part of the recorrin total.' All of the statements that
were brought by the witnesses today will be made a part of the
Official record of this hearing.

I draw everyone's attention to the fact that tomorrow we have
our final day of hearings here in Washington, and we have a lot of
witnesses yho are going to come and focus on this issue, and we
are pine to try to move as quickly th'rougl those witnesses as
possible, but ,giving everyone an ample opportunity to get their
point of view across.

I think today's hearings were helpful, and I appreciate the pa-
tience o 'everyone who came and participated. Thank' you very
much e committee stands adjourned until tomorrow morning.

See p 144.
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H.R. 1400VETERANS' EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE ACT .OF 1981

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25; 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE .ON EDUCATION, TRAINING AND

EMPLOYMENT
OF THE VETERANS' AFFAIRS COMMITTEE,

Washington, D. C.
The 'subcommittee met, pUrsuant to notice, at 9:02 a.m.,' in

room 334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Bob Edgali: chair-
man, presiding. .

Members present; RepresentatiVes Montgomery (ex -officio),
Edgar, Boner, Heckler, Sawyer, Jeffries, and Denny Smith.

Mr. EDGAR. The Committee on Education, Training and Employ-
ment will be in order. Today we complete, 4 days of hearings here
in Washington on H.R. 1400. Tuesday of last week. we had a good
opportunity to talk with some of the top-ranking officers of the
armed services and on Thursday of last week we had a chance to
talk with the civilian side of the Department of Defense.

Yesterday we had inderithhearings reviewing the personnel
problems of the Reserve and National Guard as it relates td H.R.'
'1400. Today we complete our fourth day here in Washington, talk-
ing to witnesses in the educational community as well as veterans
service organizations.

might add that the hearm g-Sj to.date have been very helpful, but
we are also looking forward to 2 days of hearings; one beginning on
April 6 and the next on April 24. The first field 'hearings will be in
Norfolk, Va., the' second. field-bearing in Boston, Mass. Both will
focus, on the issues of GI. educational benefits, recruitment, and
retention.

In the field we will be able .to Ilear specifically from those who
would be served by this legislation, Lts. to its impact on recruitment

_,and retention. I-might add -it is my intention, as subcommittee
chairman, -to try and proceed in a timely fashion with this legisla-
tion, which means that markup will occur sometime near' the end
of April or the first of May in ordei to meet the May 15 deadline.

There ,may be some issues that will be raised by the other body
or by_theieadership in the Houthe, but, that is the way in which we
would like to proceed.

One footnote to today's hearings:---we do haye a large number of
witnesses today. I would like everyone to know that we have cov-
erect a lot of the basic ground of what is in H.R. 1400, as well as
what is, in many of the bills deal with educationc-training,
and employmebt. .

_
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I would hope that most of our witnesses would be able to summa-
rize their testimony. Their full testimony will be made a part of
the official record. Second, my hope is that we can proceed in a
rational fashion, through the _witnesses, without jeopardizing the
kind of information that they can share with us,

If we are not finished by 12 noon, it will be t'ie intention.of the
chair to adjourn the hearing'at that point, and reconvene at 2 p.m.

Ity is my pleasure today to welcome to our committee our first
witness, the Honorable Duncan Hunter. Congressman Hunter, I

understand, has had extensive discussions in his area
some

the issue
of military retention arid recruitment, as well as some issues relat-
ing to the bills that are before us-now.

We appreciate your taking the time to be with us this morning,
We look forward to _hearing your testimony. You can proceed as
you see fit. Your full statement will be ,1

and we would like some time for questions:

STATEMENT OF HON. DUNCAN HUNTER, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATEOF CALIFORNIA .

Mr. BUNTER. Thank you, Mr. . Chailunan. Good morning, Mr.
Chairman and my colleagues. I am going to submit a short state-
ment for the record and speak extemporaneously; if I may,' con-

.. cerning the results of the recent GI bill forum that was held in San
Diego on March 21, this last weekend. The forum was sponsored by

the Fleet Reserve Association, find was a very thorough presenta-
tion.

I had on the panel myself, Dr. Glen Beardmore, Dr. Pat Watson,
Bob Emmeriehs of the House Armed Services Committee and

---Mbert .Nolan, the Executive Secretary of the Fleet Reserve Associ-

ation. I might add, by way of introduction,:that I am avinernber of

the HOuse Armed Services Committee, and particularly interested
in the GI bill, and am a forme? member of the Army myself. I was

a Vietnam veteran, and,. in 'fact, wgrlt to law school under the GI

bill.
We had 39 witnesses; 24 of them were Navy, 12 Marine, 2 Coast

Guard, and 1 Army. We had a spectrum of enlisted people E-4
through El. I might add that the Fleet Reserve Association made

the hearing well known ahead of time, and the input we received
from these enlisted people were not only their own opinions, but, in
facf, were the result of many bull sessions and skull sessions that
they had in their units, and in some cases, was a result of balloting

on Various provisions that are suggested in the various GI bills.
I am going to make it short and sweet and go to the point that

we brought out, the main provisions we...talked about, and the
provisions.that the enlisted people thought were important.'No.1, it
was felt very strongly by everybo4y that there is a need for a neiv

GI bill.
Along with that, it was brought out very strongly that the old

voluntary program, the VEAP program; if you will, has failed
miserably. This was hammered home. again and again by the en-
listed people, who were affected by the YELP, or participated in
the VEAP, and also by the recruiting NCO's who were involved in

active recruitment,
.

See p. 145.
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The figure never got above 6 percent, when they were asked to
tell us how many of their eligible people were actually involved in
the voluntary program. It hasn't worked. The contributory factor is
particularly deleterious to it, in my estimation and the estimation
of these young people, because people, especially enlisted people,
have a tremendous problem just making ends meet right now, and
they don't have any money to sock away for this voluntary pro-gram.--So we do need a GI bill. I have a number of statements that are
going to-be submitted for the record in quotes from these enlisted
people to that affect.'

Mr. EitGAR. Without objection all of your statements, all the
material trom that conference that yOu would like to share for the
record would be very helpful.

Mr. HUNTER. Excellent. We'll be submitting also critiques and
ballots that we received on that day. The second, the provision
which was probably the most exciting to the enlisted people was
this prospect of transferability. Almost to a man and a woman,
they thought it was a tremendous provision, and a lot of people
thought that this would be an instrument to trim the .GI bill really
from a tool for attracting people into the service, into a tool that
would also tend to increase retention.

The one division of opinion went to whether or not the transfera-
bility should go to children only, or to children and spouses. It was
somewhat interesting that, the younger' enlisted people tended to
like the idea of having transferability to spouses.

They liked the idea of their wives going to college while* they
were in the service. Perhaps they had a few more stars in their
eyes than some of the older NCO's. The older NCO's tended to
want to restrict the transferability provision to children only,and I
would say that probably the majority of the people who testified
did want to have transferability based on the choice of the individ-
ual.

In other words, if you counted noses, the vote would probably
come out that the transferability to children and spouses is desir-
able, but again I want toremind the committee that this perhaps
would cause a lot of problems, especially if we had community
property States involved, if we had dissolutions in the middle of,
for example, a wife going to a university or college. This was one
point of contention, but transferability was very exciting for every-
body. They thought that was a great prospect. I think we had only
one person who said that he didn't like transferability, because he
stated that he wanted to have his children motivated to join the
service so that they, too, could get a GI bill.

He didn't want to have transferability' but he was only one
person in the whole seminar. One other thing that was felt very
strongly by the enlisted people was that there should be the re-
quirement of an honorable discharge. There was quite a bit of
bitteiness over what people had felt had been abuses' of the GI bill
in the past, when people who had gotten out of the Army or service
for other than honorable reasons, had received the same education-
al benefits as people who had served their country well.

' See p 146
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This was a very strong point that was made by the enlisted
people. Most of them wanted to have, as a requirement, not only
that the person was honorably discharged, but that he was recom-
mended for reenRgtmenf, because according to the input we re-
ceived, there was a feeling that a number of people are discharged
when they are not doing a good job.

They don't receive dishonorable discharges, but their services are
no longer desired by the awed services. They didn't feel these
people should receive the benefits of the GI education. They were
very strong on either honorable discharge or that the personnel
should be recommended for reenlistment. If they didn't fit that
category they would not receive the GI bill. The one exception was
if they had been disabled while in the service.

There is one other strong point that was made and that was that
most people felt there should be no disparity of treatment, based
on criticality of skill, whether this involved transferability. or the
amount of benefits, transferred or allowed to the service member.

-The feeling was thaf it takes an entire crew to man a ship, for
example, or to run a unit. It doesn't make any difference if yOu're
a fire control technician or the guy that paints the ship. Thefe R

should be an even treatment, and there should be no disparate '
treatment under the GI bill, based on criticality of skill.

That point was strongly made. As far as whether the benefits
should be administered by DOD or VA, there were really no strong
conclusions either way.

One other- thing was very strongly mentioned; and , was mien-
tioned especially by the recruiters. This doesn't .relate to this par-
ticular bill, but it rather relates to the December 81, 1989, cutoff
date for present military benefits.

For example, reenlistment NCO at North Island sfa d tfiat bf
his most ra'eitt 201 people that had left the servic , who are
eligible for reenlistment, over 30 percent of them sta that they
were not staying in because they felt they had to get out, to use
that GI bill that they had right now under the IVietnam era,ubefore.
the 1989 cutoff date.

So it is affecting retention at this very minute, and if there was
one point that was driven home by all of the NCO's involved in
recruiting and retention, it was that we have got to eliminate that
December 31, 1989 cut-off date.

These are, in a nutshell, the strong points that were brought- out
by this forum, and I am open for any .questions you might have on
this. Incidentally, Bob Nolan, who is the Executive Secretary of
Fleet Reserve, is also present, and he is going to make several
comments about the forum.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much. The forum which you de-
scribed seems to me to fit in with exactly the kind of field hearings
that we plan to have in Virginia and Massachussetts.

What was the germ for putting that particular forum together?
Mr. HUNTER. I think that I discussed it with Bob Wilson, former

ranking member of the Armed Services Committee. We had partici-
pated in a white hat pay panel that had been sponsored by the
Fleet Reserve Association in San Di+go. We had heardnuch in the
House Armed Services Committee regarding a GI bill, and I wag,
somewhat disturbed by the fact that some of the civilians in the
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Department of Defense didn't seem to be particularly enamored
with the idea of having a GI bill. There also was some talk about
whether the VEAP program was, in fact, satisfactAry and wasdoing the job.

So I thought it was just a good idea to get out and find out what
the serviceAeople wanted to see in the GI bill. They're very acited

ut it, because they've read quite a bit about it now in the
ia. Most enlisted peoplein_ the country are aware of the factthat there are GI bills which are. before the House,. which, for

example, have some new provisions in them, like transferability.
They're very interested.

Mr. EDGAR. I wds quite interested in the fact that, as we went
across all the witnesses on the first day of hearings and yesterdayof those who were military personnel, with the exception of oneindividual who had some hesitancy, everyone to a person, support-ed the reenactment of the GI bill for -recruitment and retentionpurposes.

There was some concern from the civilian side to wait for the
tests to be completed or to suggest that VEAP program had not
failed, and that maybe the conjributory program would succeed. Itend to agree with you that (a) we needed a new GI. (b) thatthe VEAP program has failed, and has not been a sufficient force
for recruitment and retention, rand (c) that the transferability sec-tion of the legislation is helpful. Of course we will have to raise the
tough questions of whether transferability is for children andspouses, and whethe .r not we can move to a transferability that
ie only directed t and critical skills or directed to all of theservice.

"Those questions we have to answer,,but I generally support the
kind of direction that you're. taking as opposed _to the direction of
some of the civilian side of the Department of Defense. What arethe committees of Congress that you serve on?

Mr. HUNTER. Just the Aimed Services, and I serve on the Per-_ sonnel and ConWensation Subcommittee and Procuiement Military
Systems Subcommittee. I might mention qne thing that 'I thought
was very interesting. We bad several recruiting sergeants there. Ithink there was one from the Navy and one from the Marine

6 Corps, particularly, who mentioned that the month that the old GIbill was terminated, that was December of 1976, their enlistment
rate went up fourfold in that last,month. That was the last month
to get in under the old GI bill.

-Of course, in January, the rate dropped off tremendously. I think
that that is evidence that shows us in what regaid the public holdsthe QI bill. It was definitely an incentive to join the service.

Mr. EDGAR. We're going to need your help to bring this bill tothe House floor and have it carefully placed on the President's
desk. We're going to need your help in fine tuning the legislation
as it proceeds through the committee, and also your help in work-

_ ing-with the Armed Services Committee. In this day of. budgetcutting, new programs are looked upon with a great deal of criti-cism. We are
the

to need the help of someone of your staturewho has had the experience of t4 field hearings you Conductedand has some sensitivity toward tire GI, out in the field. It will bevery helpful to have your words on the Houee floor and your

62 "
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support among your colleague's, many of whom, I believe, on the

Armed Services Committee wbuld prefer to go back to a draft

system as opposed to fine tuning the All-Volunteer Army.
We believe. that- an educational incentive coupled with the pay

incentiVes that we put in place last year are the appropriate tools

to use at this time in history, given the political situation of re-
turning to a draft.

I might indicate to-you that inthe past several days we have had

several effective witnesses, including Senator -Warner, Senator
Armstrong, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but we have had more
press coverage and photographers and TV coverage for your testi-

mony than any of the other witnesses. I think that says something
of your quality of service.

Mr. HUNTER. Thank you.
Mr. EDGAR. I yield to my colleague, Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Yes, thank you for coming, Duncan. I appreciate it

very much. Just a couple of questions. How do you feel about the
ability to avoid having to have a draft, with or without the GI bill?

Mr. HUNTER. I think that if we.have the GI bill, I think that we

can do it. I think that right now we're 22,000 skilled senior petty
officers short in the Navy, We have compaisktive, shortages in the

Air Force} and-in the Army we have greater shortages.
I know that enlistment and retention is on the rise at this point,

and there is a lot of speculation as to why. Some people say the
economy, and some people talk about the world situation, the Iran

..situation, et cetera. I think we could get by without a draft if we
have a GI bill. I think we could do it.

Mr.. SAWYER. I notice, at least from your summary, this H.R.
2399 that you've introduced, which' has some' considerable similar-

ity to-H.R. 1400, which we're looking. at originally, does not have

any Reserve alternatives in it. Is that factualI haven't seen the
bill, itself. I just saw your statement. .

Mr. HUNTER. No, *ye have provisions for Reserve personnel re-

ceiving, basically, half the educational benefits per time served as

active duty people.
Mr. SAWYER. Then it is, in fact, very similar to H.R. 1400.

Mr. HUNTER. Yes, I think there are a few differences. I believe

that H.R. 1400 has some disparity of treatment based on criticality

of skills. I think that the transferability, as I recall the transfer-
ability provision, js based on wtiether or not the personnel are in

critical skills, and I think mine acrrss the board.
I think we have a different time basis. I believe mine is 10 years

before transferability, and I think H.R. 1400 is 8.
Mr. SAWYER. Now the amounts are a little different, too. You

have $300 and $600 instead of $250 and $550, but the pattern is
substantially the same, or is there some particular facet .that you
wanted to point out that was,different?: .

Mr. 'HUNTER. No, they're basically the same. I think that one
other...point that was stressed at this forum b the enlisted people

was that they'd like to see the GI bill kept very simple, except for
the new aspect, as much as possible like the Vietnam GI; bill.

In other words, something that is' easily understandable. The
point was made that when an American family sits down and talks
about going in.the service, usually:it is a Young man or young. lady
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sitting down with their family at the breakfast table and talking
about the GI bill. When it's retentiona person who has been in a
while, sits down and talks about it with his wife, so they'll be able
to know exactly what they're getting.

They won't, for example, get in and find out that they didn't
meet a certain condition or provision, and they're only going to get
x amount of dollars, instead of what they thought they were going
to get. Simplicity was something that was stressed.

In fact, I think that my bill should be a little sim P , and we're
going to work on that. Basically, the only new, really new aspect of
any of the bills .is the transferability portion.

° Mr.SAWYER. Thank you. I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Duncan, it is a pleasqre to have you here today.

I Mr. HUNTER. Thanks, Denny.
Mr. SMITH: Tell me, you were in the service? You were in the

Navy, ligfit? . .
Mr. HUNTER, No, I was in the Army.
Mr. SMITH. Why did you get out?
.Mr. *HUNTER. I got out of the Army the day I got back from

Vietnam. I went into the service to go to Vietnam, "and when .1 got
out I was just a couple of weeks short of my 3-year tam

Mr. SMITH. Did you ever consider making it a care ?Eti
Mr. HUNTER. No, I didn't. I was in the infantry, an I was in the

173rd Airborne Brigade, and it is very tough for the infantry to be
interesting in peacetime, because you don't have skills such as youhave in-- . .

Mr. SMITH. Very tough for the infantry to be interesting in
wartime, too, but-- . ,.

Mr. HUNTER. Time passes vgry quickly. Seriously, you're down at
Fort Bragg going on police calls. If you're in an airborne outfit you
get to make a few jumps. It is not a lot of fun to continue to play
war maneuvers and things like that.

Mr. SMITH. Not trying to put you on the spot necessarily, but just
try% to--

Mr. HUNTER. One reason I got out was to use the GI, bill, let me
put it that way.

Mr. SMITH. OK.
Mr. HUNTER. That was the main reason I got out, and I went to

law school on the GI bill. .
Mr. SMITH. Would you have considered staying in 8 years to get

the GI bill? .

Mr. HUNTER. Possibly, not that factor alone, but I think that
would have been a big factosi especially if I would have had chil-
dren at the time, and had the possibility of transferring the bene-
fits to my children, and allowing them to use them while I stayed
in the service, Vitt that is the dtle thing that must be remembered
about the old GI bill.

It was great for getting that serviceman's foot in the door, and it
was also a motivationrfor him to leave, because he wanted to get
out and go to school, go to college.

Mt. SMITH. I guess that I agree with you on the cutoff date. It
has to be moved-or some way to be able to utilize the benefit that
they're supposedly getting out there in front, but I am just a little
concprned about whether we're really going to get people in on a
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long-term basis on a GI bill and what the costs are,going to be. The
transferability to the spouse, I think, is a real dynamite question.

What happens when the divorce occurs after we've used up
three-quarters or half of the entitlement, and then suddenly the
guy wants it back. By golly, you know, I was the one that earned it,
so you've got some problems there, that we've really got to solve
one way or another.

I do appreciate your being here, and.am interested in what your
survey showed out there. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

__-Mr ahnamAypleasure.
Mr. EDGAR. One finals question before you leave. This particular

bill, H.R. 1400, which is the basis for our primary hearing and
other similar bills before the Congress, are jointly_referred to the
Armed Services Committee and to the specific subcommittee on
which you sit.

If we are going to move this legislation in a timely fashion, we
are going to have to have some response from your subcommittee
and from the Arined Services Committee. Would it be possible for
you to keep in touch with our staff to let us know what the
intention of the Armed Services Committee is going to be in, this
matter?

Mr. HUNTER. Certainly, We'll'do that.
Mr. EDGAR. I appreciate that. Thank you very much. Thank you.

for your testimony today. We appreciate your taking the time.
Mr. HUNTER. My pleasure.
[The _prepared statement of Congressman Hunter appears on

p. 145.]
Mr: EDGAR. Our next witness this morning, Dr. Charles C.

Moskos, is a professor of sociology at Northwestern University. He
is a leading expert on fnilitary manpower issues, and has spent
much of the time with service members iri operation units.

His publications include "The American Enlisted Man," "Public
Opinion and the Military Establishment," and "Serving the All-
Volunteer Force." Dr. Moskos is currently a fellow at the Woodrow
Wilson International Center for Scholars. He served as a draftee in
the Army Combat Engineers.

Dr. Moskos, we're very grateful to yo$ for taking the time to
come, here today as well as to share the factual data within your
statement. We look forward to hearing your summarized state-
ment, and we also look fbrward to an opportunity to question you
on some. of the data that is in your report. .

Welcome to the committee, and you .may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR: CHARLES C. 'MOSKOS, PROFESSOR OF

SOCIOLOGY, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL.

Dr. Mosicos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have the somewhat
longer statement, which I would like to submit for the record.'

Mr. EDGAR. Without objection, it will be considered as part of the
record.

Dr. Mosicos. I would lik summarize some of the highlights
for a moment. I might ad t when I first advocated the GI bill
several years ago, I felt like John th-. Baptist. Now, however, when

' See p. 146,
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I try to make sense out of these various proposals, I sometimes feel
I am toiling in the tower of Babel.

These are very complicated issues, and there are many choices
before us. It must be kept clear what a GI bill can and cannot do.
Recruitment is the purpose of a GI bill, that is, to attract a cross-
section of youth to serye in the military. To put-it another way, We
can think of a GI bill as recruiting the analog of a peacetime
draftee or draft-motivated volunteer in the All-Volunteer Force.

A GI bill cannot simultaneously serve the purposes of both re-
rated,11 II 11

unless we are to end up with a convoluted bill that serves neither
purpose. I think it would clarify matters td' think of an All- Volun-
teer -'J orce GI bill as the functional equivalent of the draft, or of
conscription.

Even if we did have a draft, we would have to deal with reten-
tion problems on their own terms, mainly by well-constructed pack-
ages of compensation and entitlement for the career forge.

Two principles should always be kept in mind when appraising
recruitment and retention proposals) First, for recruitment pur-
poses, provisions must be kept as simple as possible. I think this is
important for the recruiters sake, as much is for the recruits.
One of the problems with VEAP, for ekam e, is that the recruit-
ers get confused when trying to explain , as do also some of the
people who are trying to push it in the epartmentpf Defense. On
the other hand, reenlistment incent' es can be complicated to a
great degree with many choices. On will never go wrong overesti-
mating the grasp that career servi e members have of the compen-
sation pact age.. A GI bill to serve recruitment must contain at
least the fdllowing provisions: a tuition component, a benefit, for 2-
year enlistments, and an eligibility standard limited to those who

ohave _completed an honorable term of service. H. R. 1400, by the
'way, has the merit of adding a Reserve obligation following comple-

tion of a 2-year active duty tour.
If one assumes a relatively generous GI bill, one must also

assume certain countervailing reductions in net costiI think it is
important to stress that the evidence is quite clear that a high
school graduate is twice as likely to complete his or her enlistment
as a high school dropout. I might also add that blacks entering the
All-Volunteer Army in recent years have had higher educational
levels than that of entering whites.. -

If attrition alone were cut in! half, and GAO estimates each
attrition case costs $12,000, we would have a savings of an excess of
$600 million annually in that category alone. There would be sav-
ings and less time lost for unauthorized absences and desertions;
for reductions or elimination of combat arms enlistment bonuses;
and, most likely, fewer ranking servicemen with families.

With these and other savings, I believe the cost of a general GI
bill, including the tuition' component; would be less than $400
million annually, and probably substantially below that. The fact
is, the first 2 yearaof a GItrogram would cost nothing. We would
have tremendous manpower savings for the first 2 years, at least
with regard to the Defewe budget.

One argument raised against the GI bill is that it is not cost
effective. Enlistment bonuses and higher recruit pay, which is the



OSD preferred model, only ,aggi'avates the present tendency to
recruit at the margin. Enlistmeht bonuses crassly emphasize the
cash-work nexus, which defines the military as ari occupation. A GI
bill recognizes past service, and carries with it the positive symbol-
ism of one of America's most successful social programs. Another
problem withhigher recruit pay is that it compounds pay conlpres-

th'e.enlisted rahics; it lessens the distinction between a
recruit and a sergeant or Major. That corrodes the status of the
NCQ corps. .

Most imporfint,,,,youth surveys and surveys of college students,
both at Northwestegn University and at Morgan State University,

,conducted by my colleague, Richard Hope, who...is in this room,
show that GI bill type incentives have a greater attraction for
college undergraduates than ,do either bonuses or a higher recruit
pay.

It has been argued that a GP bill" will hurt retention. We must
note that career retention problbms have become aggravate since
the end of the Vietnam'era of The GI bill, not reduced.

There is also some evidence that a number of those w i would
not join the service, were it not for a GI bill, will, themselves,
eventually enter the career force. For example, about 15 to 20 tt

percent of draftees during the peacetime pre-Vietriam era actually
`became regulars, and many of these make up our senior NCO corps
today.

11.0Special
career provisions with regard-to educational benefits in

njunction with, not a part of a GI bill, would complement, not
undermine retention incentives. By no means, however, do educa-
tional benefits define incentives necessary to retain the required
career force.

I also want to stress that any GI bill will confront the staggering
competition of present Federal aid to college students, over $5
bjllion annually. In effect, we have a GI bill today but we don't
trove a GI. In the long run, modest, national service obligation
ought to become a requirement for Federal student aid to college
students, but the immediate task is not fir^pass some inadequate
and Rube Goldberg educational package, call it a GI bill, and then
say we've done all we can for the All-Volunteer Force.,

The top priority for military recruitment must be a comprehen-
sive-and simple GI bill. A GI bill is not a cure-all for what ails the
All- Volunteer Fol.ce, but it is a necessary step in the right direc-
tion. I think the choice is coming down to a good-faith GI bill or
return to the draft-

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.3DGAR. Thank you very much for that concise summary of

your tratement. I would ,'commend to my colleagues on the Commit-
tee, the total statement, because I think particularly with your
chart on page 10 and several of the other background materials
within the larger statement, it backs up much of what you have
said.

Based on the utilifition rates you used to cost the benefit levels
you described on page 2 of your testimony, do you consider the
.projected costs of H.R. 1400 to be accurate?.

Dr. MOSKOS. H.R. 1400, of course, does not contain 'a- tuition
component, and I believe the figure. that .you costed out came to
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betWeen $600 and $700 million. My cost estimates, with a tuition
component, comes closer to $1.2 billion. =I would think that within
that rram,esvork the cost analysis of H.R.,1400 is quite within the
right range. t k .

A GI bill without a tuition component, naturally, it would be less
than one with a tuition component. .

Mr. EDGAR. Would you describe the desirability of having a tu-
ition component, and also felled for a moment on whether or not
there should be any kind of regional differentiation in the benefits
provided? ,

Dr. .Mosxos.-We kn ow thqt in the previous Vietnam era and
Korean era bills, there was no tuition component.' There was a
tuition component in the World War`II GI bill. I think the-difficul-
tythere is that flexibility on the.one side is complication on the
other.

I think the tuition component, somewhere- along the lines of the
'Armstrong-Bennett bills'are steps in the right direction. These bills
propose tuition components in the range of $2,500 or -$3,0,90 per
annum. .

One might consider a different tuition rate between-those who go
to private schools and those who go to State colleges or uhiversi-
ties. This might be a little more cost effective, but it:would 'again
create. more complications in implementation.

In balance, however', most,regional differences, I think, would
not be that-important. Junior colleges and State colleges roughly
have the same tuition. Private colleges, in whatever region, rough*
ly have the same-tuition.

- l4r. EDGAR. Thank you. Do you feel that offering educational
benefits only to high school graduates is an effective way to raise.
,the quality of military personnel?

Dr. MOSKOS. This is an elerrient of H.R. 1400 I am not convinced
serves any good purpose. Presumably those who will go on to use a
GI bill will he high school graduates anyway. Therefore, by restrict-

.. ing it initially, to high school graduates is a kind of overkill. I am
riot too sure which metaphor I want to grope for here. More impor-
tant, by limiting a GI bill to high school graduates, you're. going to
hurt the recruiter in other ways. One of the reasons the current
VEAP experiment is not working out is that it has a requirement
of eligibility limited to a high school graduate coupled with a
categoryt3A or above mental score.

This means that a recruiter is afraid to mention the educational
package to somebody who might not be eligible for it, lest he lost a
potential recruit. I think by placing a high school diploma require,
meat, you're goilig to handicap recruiters greatly.

A purpose of a GI bill is to attract a cross-section of youths, but
at the same time its: is not to exclude other youths who
can be perfectly good soldiers.

Mr. EDGAR. So you're basically saying that it is not necessary to
have a high school' requirement in the legislation, because those
who would Use the benefit would have to have a high school
diploma

Di, Mos
Would

der to go to college or junior college.
s. It would seem that in 95_percent of the cases that
situation. College freshmen would have a high school

8
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diploma, so it would seem redundant to me, as well as having the
negative effect of handcuffing the recruiter.

Mr. EDGAR. H.R. 1400 calls for a basic monthly benefit of $250.
Do you consider this benefit level to be a valid inducement to join
the military?

Pr. MOSKOS. No. Without a tuition component it is not sufficient.
I am afraid we are going to move into an inadequate GI bill, claim

doesn't work, and then we will go back to the draft. With a
tuition component, there would be a sufficient attraction.

We must remember that, many students today are eligible for
loan subsidies and Pell grants, the new parent's loan-: These are
students who do not perform any forin of national serviceThe
average student aid is about $2,500 a year.

How can we offer a GI $250 a month, when he can get the same
on the outside without doing anything for it. Any GI b 11 has to be
put in the context of the competition of other Federal grant loan
-programs.

Mr. EDGAR. So you're speaking in pre-David Stockman time
frame vvhen you talk about what existspresently.

Dr. MOSKOS. Well, there are trends on both sides. Even the
Stockman proposals only refer to cutting it back from $ billion to
$4 billion, and that by no means is assured. The new parent's loan,
which started this January, now offers a parent $3,000 at 9 percent
interest for each college student, which is to pay tuition.

, It is essentially a tuition loan. There js even talkof tax', credit for
tuition to colleges: So how this will eventually work its way out is
to be determined. Even under the most grim scenario for the
educational loan and benefit program, you are going tp have a
staggering sum in competition with any GI bill.

It seems perverse to set up a system which rewards .fipple who
do not serve their, country more than those who dq.

Mr. EDGAR. I have additional questions to ask, but I am going to
yield to my colleagues and return on the second round. I yieltt to
my colleague, Mr. Jeffries.

Dr. Mosxos. The student default rate, of course, is also a.k.emen-
dous drain on our budget. Some people are getting away with
something three times. They don't serve their country; they take
out a loan; and third, they don't pay it back.

This js the kind of system I think we want to avoid. By a modest
national service program, I was referring to something like unpaid
service for 3 to 6 months on a decentralized basis, no heavy bu-
reaucracy. This would make one eligible for a loan or even a

__straight grant. Perhaps one could even think of a system where all
. this turns into grants, rather.than into loans.

You accurately poMt out that there is a tremendous problem on \,
the default of loans. The beauty of the GI bill is that you are really
rewarding somebody for past service,' and at that same time as
H.R. 1400 includes, you would also be performing Reserve dusty as
well.

It is really a scandal whenyou think about it, We have so short-
-changed. our active duty service men and women, and at the same
time have created this gigantic Federal loan and grant program for
those who do not serve.

'Mr. JEFFRIES. I agree with you on that. No more questions.

r
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Mr. EDGAR. Thank you. My colleague from Tennessee, Mr. Boner.
Mr. BONER. Dr. Moskos, thank you for your testimony. I would

like teak a question that is related to your expertise in regard to
our yOunteer military source. Do you feel that 'our voluntary mili-
tary service is presently 'working to meet our defens needs?

Mr. Mosxos. The general and broad answer:sir, is probably not.
I would give it a "C-plus" if I may revert to an academic role, and
what we really want is an "A", All-Volunteer Force. Now it varies
between officers and enlisted. It varies between services as well.

But I think the core problem, at least with the recruitment level,
is that we're no longer attracting across- section of our youth into
our ranks. We will never do that even with the draft, but we at
least should aim for that kind of goal.

Mr. BONER. You indicated we are no longer attracting a cross-
' section of our youth. What segment of our youth population is

being attracted?
Dr. Mosxos. Well, if we look at the Army, the largest of the

services and the one that most directly felt the impact of the draft,
we are now attracting about 50 percent high sch9ol, dropouts.

Ammigrecruits, blacks are pore likely to have high school diplo-
mas than are whites. In broad terms, we are getting a kind of
middle section of' the black community into the enlisted ranks, and
a somewhat lower cut of the white community.

The issue is not only attracting a proportionate number of high
school graduates, but also a number of college people. The college
graduate has practically disappeared in the enlisted ranks. We are
talking about a force that is not very representative.

One of the outcomes, too, of the GI bill will be that many people
will probably elect to return to active duty service after using a GI
bill, perhaps at the NCO levels or at the officer level. -

Mr. BONER. In your opinion is the ultimate action that this
Nation will have to take a return to the draft?

Dr. Mosxos. I believe, as a. former draftee, and one who views
the draft as a moral good, that the draft is not necessary at this
time. An All-Volunteer Force=GI bill is functionally equivalent to
the draft. 'There is no kind of equitable draft system that can work
if you are going to draft, say, one out of every four or five
men, es would occur under present manpower requirements.

If women were to be drafted we would have yet another compli-
cation. By definition, we are going to have people defined as un-
lucky. One reason the draft worked in the pre-Vietnam period,
especially in the late 1950's and early 1960's was that there was a
small cort of youth. That meant people of my generation consid-
ered it normal to be drafted. The fundamental objection to a peace-
time draft is that only one out of five males will be drafted.

If we can make an All-Volunteer Force work, we can have our
cake and eat it too.

Mr. BONER. The optional approach to this point is to try all the
incentive methods to encourage the cross-section of the segment of
our population to join the military. If we, during the course of this
year, are able to pass all of the legislation that we hope will
provide these incentives, how long do you think that it will be
before we know whether our efforts have been successful?
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Dr. Mosxos. Certainly, I don't think we can _wait much longer. I
believe the OSD's policy experimenting, with and tinkering with
VEAP, is foolishness. I don't think we need more of the same kind
of therapy we've already had, which is recruiting at the margin or
more enlistment bonuses. The next thing is that OSD will come
up with enlistment bonuses as a panacea, to the All-Volunteer
Force. If a GI bill could be implemented within the normal course
of events by next fall, I think we should see the results almost
immediately.

If, at the same time, we could talk about a national service
obligation with regard to Federal grants and loans to college stu-
dentsthe effect would be even that much more rapid.

I think that an All-Volunteer Force GI Bill, by itself, will prob-
ably do the trick. If you linked national service obligations to all
other forms of Federal educational help, then' I am sure.

Mr. BONER. I have one other question concerning the draft. Has
anyone stopped to consider that-perhaps the attitude of our young
people today is one wheress-they simply do not want to voluntarily
subject themselves to the regimentation that one would have to
subject themselves to when they join the military? If that has been
addressed, and if that is a major factor, how are you going to get
around that particular obstacle?

Dr.. Mositos. We can't answer that with absolute finality becauie
we've programed a system to discourage volunteering. If we could
at least operate in a neutral way, we'd find out to what degree a
volunteer ethic does or does not exist.

By having these grants and loans given to people Who do not
serve, we have a program of assistance .which discourages volun-
teering. My appraisal of the youth population, at least. at the
undergraduate college level, is that it is in an ambivalent state.

routh today 'is no longer hostile to military service. It is no
longer willing to castigate it, but is not yet willing to step forward
and do it, itself. The data collected at Morgan State University and
Northwestern do show, however, that when you do offer GI bill
type incentives, you will get a higher volunteer rate than at some
extraordinary salary like $2,500 a month.

In other words what we're .trying to do with the GI bill is
leapfrog into a youth population that heretofore has not been
turned on to join the Service. This also is going to require Coltres-
sional leSdership and Presidential leadership.

The fact is, nobody at the highest levels of our country has ever
said that "we want a cross-section of youth to serve in our coun-
try". That is the first step that has to be taken. "We want a cross-
section". If We don't say that, how do we expect them to join? I
believe, by the way, that there will be a sufficient number- to make
this All-Volunteer Force work quite well.

Mr. BONER. Thank you. 4

ISVFED,VAR. I yield to the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. SAWYER. You think that we should have a tuition Compo-

nent, at least at the levels. we're talking about. Do you have any
specific figure in mind that you think would be appropriate as a
tuition component?

4
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Dr. Mosxos. Sir, just for keeping the numbers simple, I always
thought in terms of $2,500 tuition and $250 a month stipend,,or
$3000 a year tuition and $300 a month stipend.,

Let's take the $2500 tuition figure, that would pay about half the
price for most private universities today, and it would be about the
rate for out-of state tuition at a public institution. It would be
somewhat more than in-state residents for most public institutions.

That is the figure that I have used here, because I think it is
significant enough that people will think of a GI bill as tuition
plus. Peeffyle do not want to think of a GI bill solely as a stipend or
a monthly cash allowance. We must have that tuition component
to really leap into this other group we're talking about, and at the
same time, get those ,very cost savings that I mentioned in my
remarks. We want youth who are not going to become attrition
cases. By and large, they're going to be single and Upwardly
mobile, people of that sort. They are not likOy to go AWOL or

. desert. .

When we consider those Federal loans and grant.4, we are start-
ing off $2,500 behind to begin with. .

Then you have to start building it up from that point, the $2;5000
$3,000 figure seems appropriate. That by the way, is much less.
than the World War II GIbill, which paid full tuition, books, and at .
some pointS, even supplies.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you.
Mr. EDGAR. Dr. Moskos, you've mentioned, as have others, that

high school graduates are more likely to complete enlistments than
are high school dropouts. I notice from your testimony that cutting
the attrition rates in half would result in manpower savings in
excess of $600 Million.

In costing H.R. 1400, the Congressional Budget Office estimated
that our legislation would cost almost the same amount, $666 mil-
lion in fiscal 1986. Would you please explain this cost-saving analy-
sis further for the committee?

Dr. Mosxos. Certainly. The category of attrition is the most
clear-cut one; because it is the one that has been best measured. A
person finishes or doesn't finish. If you put 'a separation or dis-
charge qualification for GI bill eligibility, such as H.R. 1400 does,
that means that nobody will be able to get a GI bill unless he or
she completes their service successfully.

So, a GI bill would follow successful service. ,Attrition today is
estimated at about 30 to 35 percent of all entering service mem-
bers. That is a tremendous number. It is even higher than it
appears because it occurs mostly in the combat arms and the low-
skilled jobs. In these levels We re talking about attrition rates of
about 50 percent. These would be the very areas where 2-year GI
bill enlistees would..be, most likely to be assigned. I would imagine
that attrition, would drop even further than the assumptions that I
have made here, but you fidure that approximately 120,000 people
a year are discharged prematurely from the service for job inapti-
tude, indiscipline, quitting, getting fired, what have you. If this is
just cut back by half, there are savings of $600 million, which is

aclose to the sum of H.R. 1400.
If we get a tuition component into the GI bill, presumably we

would be attracting into another broader pool of upwardly mobile
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or middle-class youth. One would expect attrition rates to really
plummet. We don't know what the attrition rate was for the old
peacetime draftee, but_We estimate it at about 10 to 15 percent,
about a third of what the current attrition is.

I might add that, along with financial costs, there, are also tre-
mendous organizational costs for attrition. It isn't just money. If
you are having a service that is turning over one-third of its people
prematurely each tour, you are talking about effects on efficiency
and mission performance.

There is also data that shows that those most likely to go AWOL
or desert are likely to be from the high school dropout population.

sr There. are also 'figures that estimate that it. costs recruiters be-
tween $2,000 to $4,000 extra to recruit a high 4chool graduate,

'"Fategory 3-A and above. It is also true that many of these youth
that we are now recruiting tend to get married very young, which
adds other 'costs, organizationally as well as financially to the
military system.

If you add up all these kinds of savings, I think it is possible that
we would actually break even. I have even,.proposed in another
'Context that we could set up a lo'lker pay track for 2-year enlist-
ment with a generous GI bill, because the data showed that middle

-class kids-are not going to be attracted by extra pay in any event.
- We can increase recruit pay by 8 percent, and we will still not

, go into a different -kind of pool. The GI will do that. Enligtment
. bonuses, which is the. OSD's preference, are not that cost-effective,

betause if the bonus is given first, and a soldier beconies an attri-
tion case, there is no practical way of recovering the bonus. The
money is gone. The GI bill rewards for past service. It isn't money
up front., Mr. EDGAR. In an article on how to save the All-Volunteer Force
in "Public Interest" in the fall of 1980, you made some very helpful
comments about economics and the All-Volunteer Force. Let me
just quote a couple of lines from that particular article.

You say, _

Ultimately the problem of the All-Volunteer Force are not explained by the end
of conscription, nor the declining youth cohort of 1980's, nor failure of service
recruiters, who have accomplished a task of immense proportions. The crucial flaw

. has been a redefinition'orof military service in overly econometric concepts and
Models. The redefining process was given powerful expression by the 1970 Presi-
dent's Commission on the All-Volunteer Force, the Gate's Commission. It is a theme
that recurs in official sponsored assessments of the All-Volunteer Force. This is
contributed to movin the-American military away from an institutional format to
one more and more mbling that of an occupation. It has led to ignoring or
glossing over the d' iculties of an All-Volunteer Force, that an All-Volunteer Force
has confronted since its inception.

Then-I will,underscore these words,
The main fault stems from the economist's assumption thiht the Armed Forces are

just another part of the labor market, and from an unwillingness to grasp the
essential distinction between military service and civilian occupations. It is this
faulty/ theoretical underpinning, not the end of conscription, that has brought the
American military to its present plight.

. Do you still hold those comments to be true, and do you have
any comments you wouIdike to add?

Dr. MOSKOS. I still hold that view. This has beeri a dominant
mind-set, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense, over at least
three Presidential adthinistrations, and apparently a fourth as ,
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well. OSD believes that the way to recruit an All-Volunteer Force
is by monetary incentives and a cash-work nexus.

We are now being told to use more of this kind of therapy. It
hasn't worked before. It won't work again. Most damaging, it cor-
rodes the very elan of the professional soldier, as well as rat of
the first-termer. What we need is a cross-section of youth, w ich, in
turn, will give the military the aura of a national service obliga-
tion.

This by no means precludes proper compensation for the career
force. As a matter of fact, it is the overpaid recruit that has caused
a lot of the problems in the career force. This is the kind of bind,
this econometric model, which views the military as another occu-
pation has brought us to.

Mr. EDGAR. You have been very clear with us that the incentives
for recruitment must be as simple as possible. You talked about the
$250 plus the $2,500 for tuition or the $300 plus $3,000 for tuition
as being an optimum benefit. You are helping us to articulate in
many ways what-that kind of simple recruitment incentive should
be.

On page 2 of your testimony you point out that three.main
arguments are raised against the GI bill. One. is that it 7§ tqo
expensive. We talked about that. Two, that it is not cost-effective,
and we talked about that in terms 'of not only retention, but in
terms of the efficiencies of keeping people within the system.

The third point that you mention is the one of adverse retention
effects. I noticed in your comments and your statedient that re-
tention incentives can present a complicated situation for a bright
and articulate person in the service who can see the up front value
of those .retention incentives and the long-term benefit.

Are there additional retention incentives or changes in H.R. 1400
that you would, suggest to help in the retaining of capable and
qualified people within the All-Volttnteer Force?

Dr. Mosicos. Of course, in my ideal world, I would separate
retention from recruitment into two different bills. A GI bill for
recruitment obviously falls within the Veterans' Administration's
domain; and an inservice retention package falls under the Defense
Department. -

One of the questions is what, to do about the transferability
feature, which is batted back and forth in several different ways
and different bills. H.R. 1400 has the extra complication of specify-
ing criteria of critical skills and things of that sort. A career
serviceman knows what these choice points of incentive packages
will be, and you can get fairly involved. The way to address this
question of transferability is thinking of how to get the same
purpose without the aura of the free rider.

That is a difficulty of the transferabilit3i feature. Why should a
youth, albeit a serviceman's son or daughter, get a benefit without
having served the country. One might think of something else. A
career serviceman could take out an educational loan after say, 10
to 12, years of service, which in turn could be forgiven in return for
further reenlistment commitments.

Something of that sort would give the educational advantage to
the career'serviceman, which would be a powerful retainer, and, at
the same time, remove it one step from direct transferability, which.
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philosophically is associated with recipients being free riders. After
all, the whole purpose of a GI bill is to reward for past service..

You may get that same intent of transferability through loan
forgiveness.

Mr. EDGAR. So that for the first 8 years he would earn his
benefits, and between the 8th and 12th year he or she would take
out a loan that could be invested in their children?

Dr. Mosxos. That is it exactly.
Mr. EDGAR. And for a period of service he could have that loan

forgiven?
Dr. MOSKOS. I think we could maximize bah intents there, be

philosophically clean, and' at the same time have the retention

not to affect ret tion we cannot have a cutoff date., That is put-
ting

that we'rell hoping for. I might add, too, that for a GI bill

ting a self-destruct clause,in it. If we are worried about retention,
no cutoff date.

Mr. EDGAR. You have presented some very good testimony today.
You have also written extensively on this particular issue. I almost
hate to ask you the next question, because you have put in a lot of
time and effort, but I wonder if you would be willing to go through
the major provisions of H.R. 1400, and take a look at them, not in
terms of legislative language, because we have some cracker-jack
staff who can put it in legislative language, but I would be interest-
ed in comparing your GI bill with our GI bill for educational
incentives, so we can make a case-by-case comparison down the
line in terms of the questions of recruitment, retention, transfera-
bility.

If you pull out of your box the fact that you've already done it, I
guess the question won't be that difficult.

Dr. Momos. Well, one has to keep all these bills straight.
Mr. EDGAR. OK.
Dr. MOSKOS. Xou need a scorecard. Also, you might remember

that the recruiter will need the same scorecard.
Mr. EDGAR. That's right. One of the things you learn from the

iters is something you've said, and that is that test programs
re difficult to explain, the VEAP program difficult to explain, and

I agree that we ought to move to something that is simple and easy
and helpful to the re(ruiters.

As we move to markup, we're going to take your testimony, and
we're going to have an amending process, where both sides of the
aisle will have a chance to amend the legislation. As you know,
H.R. 1400 was introduced by the chairman of the full committee and
will be our vehicle for markup.

After we get past the preamble and go to the specific titles, we
want to make comparisons down the line of the issues of recruit-
ment, retention, transferability. From your perspective it would be
helpful if you could just give us one sentence or two sentence lines
of where you would differ from H,R. 1400 in terms of dollar
amounts and tuition components.

Dr. Moms. Well, lets just .'start off 'by saying that the high
school diploma requirement should be dropped. That just is an
extra complication that handicaps the recruiter and doesn't, add
anything more to the kind of people that the GI bill is supposed to
attract.
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H.R. 1400 does have a good provisio: an active 2-year duty eligi-
bility component, coupled with an appropriate Reserve obligation.
That is the only bill, to my knowledge, that has this element. H.1r.
1A04 does pay attention to Reserve questions, which are largely
ignored in most of the other bills. It does have, howevgy, a cutoff
date, if my. understanding of the bill is correct, of 10 yrars for .the
GI bill eligibility. If' are concerned about retention, there should
be no cutoff.

H.R. 1400 has no tuition component. This probably the biggest
qualification I would make. But that, I think, is an element that
must be included.

Without a tuition component we do not have an All-Volunteer
Force GI Bill, particularly in the context of the other student loans.

H.R. )400 allows the service secretaries to supplement for critical
specialities. I think that is a complication' that makes it hard to
administer across the board. Our 2-year enlistees in the Army are
going to be assigned where they're needed anyway.

I don't see what you get by having a critical specialities supple-
ment, which again makes life complicated for the recruiter and
hard for the parents or the young recruit soldier to understand. It

p does not have a Transferability aspect. The 8-, to 12-year decision
point and for the critical specialities I think is valid.

Perhaps you could keep transferability by focusin: on critical
specialities. I think the services will have to come o thei,r own
decisions on transferability. They should decide whe er t. spend
money from somewhere else to make an across-the-boa tr nsfera-
bility or limiting it to certain critical specialities.

Other things being equal I am always for rank being t
mining factor rather than military occupation. I think that is
better for the institution, that rank is the criterion_ by which we
evaluate service rather than by what one does.

Mr. EDGAR. Officers should get less?
Dr. Mosxos. Pardon me?
Mr. EDGAR. I was saying, do you feel that officers shcruld get less?
Dr. MOSKOS. Well, I was really thinking basically of the enlisted

ranks. Of course, if I had my druthers, every officer should serve in
the enlisted ranks 1 year first- anyway in order to make them
eligible for this GI bill.

We do face the problem that our pay cOmpression is greatest at
the enlisted levels. This is where, .1 think, we have to focus the
energy7I think, for example, an across-the-board recruit pay which
is now being talked about is balderdash.

It is the NCO that needs the pay. Using critical military speciali-
ties, philosophically, I think, is not as good across the board by
rank benefits.

Mr. EDGAR.' They are the main elements, and I appreciate your
going through it at this point. I 'would be willing to accept for the
record any additional comments in writing that you might have as
you fly back or pursue other things.

You have been very helpful.
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I have one question.
Mr. EDGAR. I yield to the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. SAWYER. When we're discussing a tuition component, and I

am impressed with your suggestion, would it be let's say we
*IR
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assume that we came down on $3, 00 a year. Would it be a flat
$3,000 a year or up to $3,000 a'year of whatever the tuition..might
be?

Dr. Mosxos.-Up to $3,000 a year. That would be the maximum.
Mr. SAWYER. But you wouldn't getin other words, if you had

$1,000 uition somewhere, you)vould not get the $2,000.
Dr. mos. You would not get the $2,000.
Mr. SAWYER. OK, fine.
Dr. mos. You would just go to school and pay the tuition, and

we'd ave to monitor the schools like we should monitor our 'hospi-
tals, hat fees don't go outbut most of our colleges and universi-
ti are, of course, operating quite -close to the margin already.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you.
Mr. EDGAR. One final question. Do you feel H.R. 1400 to be

incompatible with thp purpose and scope previous GI. bills?
Dr. Mosxos. No, I think it is quite compatible. Most of us think

of the previous GI bills, and if we focus on the Vietnam era one,
which is the most recent and relevant, as ;being quite different
from an All-Volunteer Force GI bill.

I think that is not the case. It should be remembered, first of all,
that the Vietnam era hill covered the period from 1955 to 1976,
most of which was not a war period. So to be sure, the pre-Vietnam
era was kind of retroactive when; many, like myself, had served
without a GI bill, and by that time we were finited with college,
and therefore, could not take advantage of a retroactive GI bill.

Only about 21/2 million of the approximately 12 million veterans
that have served hi that period, served in Southeast Asia. An even
smaller percentage actually engaged in anything approaching
combat. It should also be stressed that the Vietnam Era GI Bill had
as its purpose in chapter 34, of title 38 of the Veterans Benefit
Code, to create an education program for the purpose of "(1) en-
hancing and making more attractive service to the Armed Forces

, of the United States'.
That was . the first goal of the Vietnam Era GI Bit It is a

recruitment bill, which is actually what we're talking about in an
All-Volunteer Force GI Bill. There are three other purposes men-
tioned for the Vietnam Era GI Bj4,1: To (2) obtain the benefits of the
higher education to qualify,, any deserving young persons who
might not otherwise be able to afford such an educa ,tion, which is
identical with an AVF GI Bill; (3) provide vocational readjustment
and restore lost educational opportunities for both servicemen and
women whose careers have been interrupted by reason of active
duty after January 31, 1955; and (4) to aid such persons in attain-
ing the educational and vocational status which they might nor-
mally have aspired to and obtained had they not served their,
country.

You could almost take this verbatim and place it in the text of a
"GI bill.

Mr. EDGAR. Dr. Moskos, I want to thank you on behalf of the
subcommittee for your very informative and articulate comments.
Your testimony was excellent, and the answers to your questions
were extremely helpful to us in shaping this bill. We hope that
many of the major issues that you have, raised will be part of our
thinking as we move to the markup of this legislation.
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I want to thank you for your contribution.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Moskos appears on p. 146.]
Mr. EDGAR. Our next witness is Richard D. DeCosmo, who is

president of Delaware County Community College. Before my col-
leagues leave, I just want to tell you where Delaware County is. It
happens to be in the Seventh Congressional District of Pennsylva-
nia.

It is a very nice place to live and work and have one's education-
al experience. Richard DeCosmo is joined and accompanied by
barryl W. Kehrer, director of Office of Veterans' Affairs, American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges, and Mr. Nicholas
Early, who is the American Assotiation, of Minority Veterans Pro-
gram Administrators.

We're really pleased to have you here this morning, and particu-
larly pleased to have you here, Richdrd, since your Delaware
County Community Col about a mile and a half from my

I home, and provides a great se ice to the young people of Delaware
County and to Pennsylvania.

We appreciate all of you comi g, and sharing your perspective on
this issue. Let me just repeat e ground rules again. We've gone\
over a lot of territory, and will make your statements a part of \
the record. We would a reciate it if you could summarize your
statements, and then we can move to questions as quickly as possi-
ble.

We'll begin by having y u start.

STATEMENT' OF RICHARD D. DeCOSMO, PRESIDENT, DELAWARE
COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE, MEDIA, PA.

Mr. DECosmo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the
subcommittee. We appreciate the opportunity to present the views
of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges on -

H.R. 1400, Veterans' Educational Assistance Act of 1981. Accompa-
nying me, as you said, is Darryl Kehrer, who is director of the
Office of Veterans' Affairs for our association and Nick Early who
is aboard member of the American Association of Minority Veter-
ans Program Administrators.

We're most interested in Mr. Montgomery's proposed legislation
for an improved GI bill for the All- Volunteer Force. We feel that
his legislation would be a blue chip investment ofor our country in
terms of recruiting and retaining quality personnel for the Armed
Forces, in terms of providing education and training opportunities
for men and women who have served honorably in. the Armed
Forces, Reserve, and Guard components.

We're awfully proud of the fact that the community, junior, and
technical colleges have served more than 1.8 million Vietnam era
veterans with the GI bill during the past 15 years. My own institu-
tion has served thousands. Our specific views on Mr. Montgomery's
bill are as follows.

In terms of educational benefits and the payment method,' we
feel that the GI bill, education benefits, should be paid directly to
the veterans or service members and not to educational institu-
tidns. We propose that a ,monthly aticational benefit of $400 be
authorized.

' SeeWO
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We do not favor a plan whereby the Veterans Administration
would pay all or a high percentage o the veterans' tuition for
college,_ in addition to the monthly ucation allowance. We feel
that such a payment pia icy could ad to the abuse of the GI bill,
by some educational institutio , as was the case after World War
II. 1ik4 .

Moreover, reserving p of the benefits for tuition, will not help
recruit well-qualified rsons to the Armed Forces. It will reduce
the value of the e cational benefits as a recruitment incentive.
We also gupport e preservice education program proposed by Mr.
Montgontery,,, ads an excellent opportunity for the Armed Forces..to
increase enlistment of persons interested in earning a 2-year asso-
ciate degree. or a 1-year certificate it a specialized technology.

Skills that young men and women would attain in these pro-
grams, would help fill a serious void of skilled technicians needed
by the military services. We also support the educational leaves of
absence provision. We think ithas considerable_ merit. They could
encourage more service members to reenlist by providing them
with timely opportunities to enhance their skills without having to
leave Active Ditty.

It would permit service members to finish the second year of an
assoiiate degree or perhaps the fourth year of a baccalaureate
degree as a full-time student, after completing other courses as a
part-time student. This opportunity would provide the impetus for
enlisted members to apply for a commission to further their own
military career.

We also support the section on transferability of benefits. We
think that would be an important incentive for helping the armed
services retain skilled people. We have some problem with the
language that 8 or more but less than 12 years on Active Duty.

We have no problem with the minimum provision, but we do
ha've a problem with 12 years. We think that limit ought to be
removed. We also would like to make a comment on the VCIP.
That has been recommended for rescission by the administration.

We think that VCIP contributes significantly to the success of an
All-Volunteer Force. We're speaking of the outreach, the counsel-
ling, the retention services, career advisement, VA certification
and other services which veterans of the All-Volunteer Force will
need if they're going to succeed in college.

The VCIP program at about 1,000 schools' provides these valuable
services. I hope, the Congress will support the continuation of the
VCIP so that educational institutions will ,be able to provide or
continue to provide valuable supportive services to veterans and
service members.

That concludes our summary statement.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for that summary. Your whole

statement will be made a part of the record. Mr. Kehrer, do you
have additional comments you would like to add at this point?

Mr. KEHRE o, sir. I don:t, but Mr. Early has a brief statement.
° [The prep tatement of Mr. DeCosmo appears on p. 1501]

'
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STATEMENT, BY NICHOLAS' EARLY, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
OF MINORITY VETERANS PROGRAM' ADMINISTRAWORS

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, It
am Nicholas Early. I am a member of the Board of Directors,
American Association of Minority Veterans Program Administra-
tors. Our membership is comprised of organizations, who,provide
services to black, oriental, and Native American veterans. Our
organization is one which is designed tto meet the needs of veter-
ans, and represent their interests as an advocate organization con-
cerning the many issues facing veterans and affecting veterans.

AAMVPA membership is made up of veterans program adminis-
trators from all races and nationalities. Mr. Chairinan, AAMVPA
feels that H.R. 1400 is a proposal that could provide the incentive
to attract higher quality personnel for the, peacetime military.

The reestablishment of noncontributory assistance proposed by
Congressman Montgomery will serve as a solution-to the recruit-

, ment and retention problem's, increase the educational level, retain
individuals in the critical skilled atlas and retain the career per
sonnej who are in the military to avail themselves of benefits
earned under the terminated GI bill program.

AAMVPA urges strong consideration by this committee of H.R.
1400 as an alternative to the VEAP program, which has proven to
be a less than adequate one. Mr. Chairman, the American Associ-
ation of Minority Veterans Program Administrators thanks this
committee for the opportunity to give testimony on H.R. 1400.

The peacetime GI bill is a critically needed program, whiCh will
upgrade the peacetime military.

Thank you very much. -
[The prepared statementof Mr. Early appears on p. 163.]
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you Mr. Early for your statement. We also

thank you for your strong support of H.R. 1400. In your particular
area you see more high school graduates joining the military serv-
ice, which is one of.the goals of.H.R. 1400. ,

You are an official handling educational programs for minority
Vietnam veterans. Do Vietnam veterans, who have high school
diplomas, generally do better at a higher educational institution
than veterans who did not complete high school before entering the
active duty in the military?

Mr. EARLY. At the community college that I am working at,
Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland, we find that veterans
without a high school diploma tend to do equally as well as-veter-
ans with a high school diploma. The reason that happens is that
most of them usually, after their discharge, go through some type
of remedial or refresher training in most of the local community
colleges and universities.

What they do is upgrade their educational skills, and at the time
they do that, they can then go on to an advanced degree program.

Mr. EDGAR. Generally, what is the educational background of the
Vietnam veterans who failed to complete his or her GI program of
education?

Mr. EARLY. The majority of them tend to be high school gradu-
. ates, who were drafted,-right after high school, and the majority of

them tend to be individuals who are enrolling in college for a
marketable skill. The majority of Vietnam era veterans who use
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the GI bill were in occupations in the military that had provided
them with nonmarketable skills.

Those are your combat arms, infantry, et cetera.
Mr. EDGAR. Mr. DeCosmo, your statement included a comment

about the leave of absence provision and some support of that
particular provision. Could you elaborate on that just in some
detail? It is an issue that has been raised several times during our.
hearings, but we have never really focused on it. .

How would it assist your institution, and how would it help the
service person in your dpinion?

Mr. KEHRER. The leave of absence provision, Mr. Chairman, we
felt would be useful because of the benefits it would have for the
individual serviceman or woman, and thkopportunities they would
have to finish the final year of an assocOte -degree or the final year
of a baccalaurNte degree, and then perhaps qualify for a commis-
sion in their individual armed service and enhance their career in

, that w_ay., ,
We do not look on that provision as a method necessarily for

helping educational institutions. We felt it was well-written, and it
would help individual service members, and hopefully , could help
in the retention area.
_Mr. EDGAR. I understand from your testimony that.you advocate

a $400 benefit'level without a tuition component. Could you ex-
plain that benefit in just a little more detail so we can have a
better feel for what you're really saying there?

Mr. KEHRER. We felt the $400 level would be a more realistic
level for monthly sfipends, in view of the 3-year period, which will
pass before any of the veterans would be eligible for this GI bill
under the All-Volunteer Force. With the inflationary cycle we felt
that $400 would be a more adequate amount of money to pay for
books, fees, tuition, subsistence, and so on.

We also feel that the GI bill should serve veteran students and
service members not educational institutions ,to the extent that
there was some abuse, as you know, as was proven by the Teague
Commission after the Second World War. Of the GI bill, we feel
that the GI bill, in general, for the All-Volunteer Force should not
be a more attractive package than was provided to Vietnam era
veterans, who:in fact, were trying to readjust, many of them, from
combat services.

We appreciate' the intent of this measure in that it is designed to
help recruit and retain persons in military service. We do not view
it as a t4aditional type of readjustment measure, as we had. aftersr
World War II in Korea. , . ,

Mr. EDGAR. -Thank you. I yield to my colleague from Massachu-
setts, Mrs. Heckler.

Mrs. HECKLER. I just want to thank you. I appreciate your testi-
mony. I have no questions.

Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Smith from Oregon? I want to thank all of you
for coming today and sharing your comments. The fact that we
don't have any more detailed questions for you does not reflect on
your statement.

It reflects on the fact that we've pursued this issue in a very
comprehensive way, and your comments about the role and impact
on community.and junior colleges will be very helpful in drafting
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this legi§lation.. I hope that you will follow the progress our field
bearings and our, mark-up, 'and make any contributions that
think might be helpful at that time.

Again, I would liketo thank Mr. DeCosmo, who is President of
Delaware County's Community College for being here this morn-
ing. We appreciate it, and look forward to working with you in the
future.

Mr: DeCosmo. Thank yqu very much for the opportunity, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. KEHRER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDGAR. Our next witness will be Maj. Gen. Rob rt FACock-

lin,-Assoc Tetion of the United States Army,
Getie1a1 Cbc-ELIN. I haVe a brief summary of my statement,

which I poulcklike toxo over, and then I will be pleased to answer
any questions you may have.

MD. EDGAR. We will make your entire statement part of the
record.' We appreciate your summarizing your statement, and' ok
forward to hearing yolir testimony.

Mr. COCKLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman..
STATEMENT OF MM. GEN. ROBERT E. COCKLIN, U.S. ARMY.(REt.),

^ EXECUTIVE VICE PRFSIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.ARMY
General Cociu.rig.',In the 8 years that the All-Volunteer systern

has been in existence, it has not.provdded the manpower neededfor-
the total Army.'Wheri I use the term "total Army" I mean Ave,
Reserve, anti National Guard. Further, in the `All-Volunteer, -qual-
ity has been compromisedtin the interest of quantity: The Army
has been unable to recruit desired nunibels of category*I through
III high school graduates.

The charts acqompanying my submitted testimony show a direct
Connection between the decline in quality enlistees and the termi-
nation of the in 1976 and the greatly expanded postsecpn-
,dary school financial support available from the Federal Govern-

. ment.
We believe that the most serious obstacle UP the recrujtment of

the desired numbers of high school graduates, categories I throLugh
III is the. inability of the Army to offer educational benefits, other
than those attainable through educational grants or loans from
other Federal agencies, where no se to the country is required,
and there is little likelihood of p red loin collection.

H.R. 1400is geberally a good bill. It has in our view six deficieo--
cies.

First, we strongly recommend that the bill be -amended to pro-
vide entitlement on a' ene-for-one bagi§ for a 2-year enlistment
option.

Second, we recommend that there be an additional provision in
the_ bill to recognize pure reserve component sefi4ce with benefits
at one-half the Active Duty rate.

Third, we 'believe the bill should provide authority to theService
Secretaries to add additiopat.incentives to the basic educational .

package to fill critical military occupation specialtiesf. The Army is _,.
a manpower intensive force, and must have a 'competitive edge to

' See p t66
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attract qiiality enlistees from the decreasing supply of young
people. This is entirely consistent with bonus and incentive plans
already used. ' °

,pp across years
Fourth, we recommend that the transfer of benefits not be

. stricted to critical skillsbut applied the board after 10 yea
off' service.-

.
'

Fifth,.tridividuals currently authorized 'VEA and the Vietnam
,Era GI'Bill should be eligible for the additional tipend for service,
and the,tiansfer provision after meeting the ser ce criteria of this

x bill.
ixth, as this% bill has a different purpose than GI bills of the

Airst, it must appeal to the college-bound youth the services want to
tract. Inflation is also- very much a part of the student's life.

Consequently, the basic entitlement should have an automatic cost-
of- living adjustment, if it is to, be an attractive incentive.' Only

-minimal payouts are going to be made before the third year after
enactment. By then, even most inexperienced youth will recognize
that the $250 or $300 a month will not provide -much toward post-
secondary school costs.

While not a deficiency, there i8 one element of H.R. 1400 which I
believe could be an adininistratiVe nightmare, that is pre-service
assistance provision. I would urge that the reward for honorable
service be made after the service(lias been performed.

This educational incentive for ,military service could and should
be financed without increased Federal funding by curtailing pro-
grams increases in Department of Education grant and loan pro-
grams. In fact, it is our belief that if these programs are not
curtailed as proposed by the administration, it is questionable if
any new veterans educational assistance programs would signifi-
cantly improve the quality of recruits. Not only is no service re-
quired for these other Federal programs, and no pay back required
for grants, but the national direct student loan program reports
over $732 Million in defaults. .

We have developed a system of educational benefits that off firs
more to those who do riot serve, their country than to those Nth°
do.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. .

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for your statem ent and' fdr ,
your summary of your statement. Point Ng. 3, which you make in
your six points of disagreement with the legislation, reads, "in!
order for the individual, services to be competitive in the market-
place, we believe that the bill should provide, authority. to the
Secretaries of the military departments to add such additional
incentives to the basic educational package to fill critical military
occupational specialities as the.service Agay be willing to fund and.
the Congress authorized.'; . .

I would like to paint out that in H.R. 1400, that`provision is an
option, and that the authority),is. vested within the service's to
provide what is called Aicker fot those'critical skill areas, so one
out of the -six areas you mention we do have some commonality.

Yolir other five, particularly the area of cost -of- living increment,
has not cdite up in our discussions thus far, and you make an
important point that. each year we would have to come back either

. -
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in the House Veterans Affairs Committee, and look at whether or '
not the $250 or whatever particular level we settle on is adequate.

There have been charges in the past in terms of cost of living
with social security and with other retirement benefits that this is

an inflationary aspect that should be avoided at all costs, and that
committee should base its further .determinations on what the
Congress of the United States can afford.

Gengral COCKUN. I think, Mr. Chairman, if I may, one of the
things that enters into this, unlike someother programs, is the
time that the pay-out starts is further down the line than would
normally be expected, and I think it should be looked at. HOpeftilly,
we may reach a time where inflation is under control, and we don't
have to add more to the program, but I Think it needs to be looked

o at on a regular basis.
Mr. EDGAR. I appreciate that. I yield to my,. colleague, Mrs.

Heckler,
Mrs.. HECKLER. We have heard, a great deal of testimony about

the lawbeing very vital to non-commissioned officer's.
. General q,ocKinl. Yes, right.

Mrs. HECKLER. That seems to be one of the central aspe cts of our
deliberations here. Your constituency would include all the officers
as well. I- see that you might have some difficulty in answering this
question, but if the gravest problem in the All-Volynteer Force is
the NCO problem, what would you think, in the interest of austerity,
of limiting the GI bill benefits to noncommissioned officers?

General COCKLIN. Well, let me say first of all, Madam Con ess-
man, I, dm not so pure that the retention of NCO's is any (more

' important thati attracting quality recruits to begin with. We really
have, in my judgment, two very important elements to this bill.

I suspect, that if it were a question of not having'a GI bill or
having one only for the noncommissioned officers, enlisted person-
nel, obviously, that would be a position we'd support. W 'd like to
see our officers participate in benefits of their service as ell in ,the
educational field, and particularly in the transferability, becatise
we do have,a problem, as you may know in the paptain, major
level, for example, in the Army right now. We're very short of
those people.

Most of them are leaving so that they can make provisions for
financial support of theirfamilies, so it is important in both areas.

Mrs. HECKLER. Do you know offhand what the salary of a captain
and a major would be? it

General Kull. Well, I am going to make a guess. I can't keep
track (4 t anymore, but I would guess that it is somewhere in
the neigh t, i ood, Eric, correct me if I am wrong, but about $800 a
month. Ab t $1,100, excuse me. I am off by $300.

[The folio mg was subsequently submitted for the record:)
Base pay, c in with 6-years longevity$1,692 per month. '

13ase pay, major with 12-years longevity$2,043 per tnOnth

housin
Gene
Mrs.

LER. $1,100 a month, and -how would you compute the
nce tha they get.

Kull. I 13eg your pardon.
KLER. Housing allowance. .
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General COCKLIN. Well, it is a little early to tell an the variable
housing allowance how it is' going to work, because we have juit
had it in for awhile, and I certainly think that it is a fine additiop
to the compensation package. We just really haven't had enough
experience yet; I'd have to say, to know what impact that is going
to have on people staying in.

Certainly it is going to help. There is no doubt about that.
[The following was subsequently submitted for the record:]
Housing allowance, captain$342 per month.
Housing allowance, major$380 per month.

Mrs. HEQKLER. How long dries it generally ,take a person in the
Army to reach major or captain?

General COCKLIN. Well, I would sayhrobably, what, 4 or 5 years,
for captain. Eric? Eleveh for major, he says. He's closer to it than I
am:

Mrs. HECKLER. Suppose we have an ihcrease in the compensation
of the officers. Wouldn't that do the smile thing?

General COCKLIN. Well, yes, there are several ways to skin this
. cat, and I would think that from a financial point of view, a GI bill.
approach would be more attractive because our past experience
with World War II GI bills, was that about 50 percent of the people
took advantage of it.

I think.it got up to about 65 percent as ail result of the Vietnain
war, whereas if you give a cost-of-living increase or raise toile pay of
everyone, then you do two things. One, everybody participates, and
it adds to the retirement cost, so I think in looking at the compen-
sation, picture, we want to be looking at how we can address wild
the real projilem is and. not add some additional problems further
down the line. .

,Mrs. HECKLER. On this question of retention of officers, I would
presum.e that an officer already has a bachelor's degree?

General COCKLIN.Yes.
Mrs. HECKLER. So he or she would be looking for a. mas

doctorate or a professional degree. Isn't it quite likely, that such-a
person would be gearing for a civilian career, not a continuation in
the military? 0.

General COCKLIN. Well, that is a possibility. I -would say that
most of them would be looking at the transferability aspect of this,
more than for their own education, in my jtidgmeitt; for the Qeat
bulk of the ,pepple:

A *c&
Mrs. HECKLER. And that would work more for the retention?
General Comm. Yes. If you knew that you had a big leg up on

your college education of your children certainly it would.
Mrs. HECKLER. Thank you, General. 1,

Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Smith?
Mr. &mit Following along this same line, General, I have

become concerned with the potential time bomb of the fiscal prob-
lem with this thing way out there in the future. I spent 71/2 years
on Active Duty, had a regular commission, had another 21/2 years
in the Guard.

I think it Is important that we have something, but to try to
target to' ry to help the AH-Volunteer.Force, and to..try to help the
problems that we really,see, we now have an officer corps which is A

.
.8
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pretty much college educated. It is a requirement to get the candi-
date's on board, and we have that pretty well accomplished.

As an example, and I am either the worst example or the best
example, I would not hate stayed on active duty even if they
would have made me a general, because I think at that *time, even
the people who were generals were under severe limitation by the
political leadership in this country, and you had a job satisfaction
that was extremely low.

I don't think that by giving people money or t ducatioivl benefits
or carrots or sticks; you re going to .§olve that problem. ID
difficulty, almost all our testimony/ shows, cis with the mi level
NCO.

,I really question whether we 'should include the officers in this
kind of a program. I que tion whether we wouldn't be better off to
have only the enlisted,p ople eligible, and Men make sure we do
target the groups, and A hink the retention is the key, factor here,
not necessarily the prOblem of original recruitment.

I really, am interested in your protection of the officer corps as
such. I realize you're representing them, but I wonder if we
wouldn't be better off just to pay those People better, and give
them more responsibility with their authority.

General commix. Well, certainly I wouldn't disagree with what
you }lave, said. As I said to Congresswoman Heckler, there are
several way3/4 to skin this cat) and one, you're going to provide for it
one way or the other, and I kreally don't see that it makes that
much difference. 4

I have the feeling 44thar across the boai'd when you have a pro-
gram that runs across the board in any. military service, that it
tends to be viewed with greater equity thanSwhere you single out oroge"
either enlisted or officers for special privilege. .

This is a matter of equity, but we can solve that several ways,
too, I am sure. I think what we're after here, as I tried to say
earlier, if you get into am not opposing hVing the whole com-
pensation picture looked at, but =I think yof can provide a very
meaningful, attractive inceptive here that, because it doesn't get
involved in the retired payidown the line and so on, it might turn

.out to be more cost effective than some other way. .

That is what I would just urge the committee to take a good look
at.

Mr. SMITH. I think really since retention is our problem, and
retention in the people who are trained to o erate our technical
equipment, that we'd better target this thin knowing what the
costs are. That is our goal to try to retain.

General Cocicux. Yes, sir. 43

Mr. SMITH. So we shduld--
'Geneval Commix. I would like to just' make the one point though,

sir, I think it is a dual thing. We need to attract quality people.
Certainly we have to retainigood people, but if we're going to have
good people in.our corps force, career force, wehave*.first got to get
good people into the system, 'so I think that one of the '.most
important features of the GI bill is its recruitingits assistance in
recruiting the kind of people who would be interested in furthering
their education on down the line.

Those are the kind of people we're trying o get.
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Smrrii. What do yciu feel about the Reserve component inclu-
sion and/or if that should help the overall force concept, I would
think.

included on a one-half
General COCKLIN. We have that as O;:r

be
of our points in here. We

think that the,Reserve component sho
rate of ActiveDufy, yes, sir.

Mr. SMITH. But do you feel strongly about that particular por-
tion?

General C,ocxml. Yes,, sir, I do, because when we talk about
Total Force; you see, we've got a very heavy commitment for our
Reserve components as part of our overall defense postu,re. We've
got to be aware and treat them with the same equality, if you will,
that we do the peoplein the active establishment.

Mr. Smrrii. Do ydu want to sake on the problem of transferability
of spouse or only children? I mean that looks like that is going to
be a real tough one outin the future, too.

General COCKLIN. Well, obviOusly, the transferability probably is
one of the key features as far as retention. I wouldn't want to get
into a debate about spos. I have got one of my own, and I don't
need any problems, but certainly I think children ought to be
included, at least.

M. SMITH. It does look to be something though that had better
be carefully written.

General C,ocxim. Yes, sir. It does, indeed.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, General.
General Cocairr. Thank you.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you for your testimony. You were very "to the

point" and helpful to us thisihorning. We appreciate it.
General CoCxIJN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appre-

ciate being here.
[The prepared statement of General Cocklin appears on p..166.]

EDGAR. Our next panel of witnesses will be the representa-
ti es of the major veterans organizations. First, Mr. Philip Riggin,
the American {region, accompanied by G. Michael Schlee, director
of the National Security-Foteign Relations 'Committee, the Ameri-
can Legion.

Also here is Mr. Philip Mayo, Veterans of Foreign, Wars, Mr,
Gabriel P. Brinsky, AMVETS, Mrs. June Willenz, American Veter-
ans Committee. We welcome all of you here, and we'll make sure
everybody has a chair.

Before you begin I have a brief statement that I would like tg
read, if I could, and then we'll proceed on the order Of our witness
list tlugh your statements.

I mentioned at the hearings yesterday, and I would like to repeat
it today, that the men and women who haveoccupied this chair in .

the past haves, always known that the primary purpose gf this
committee and this subcommittee is to serve the needs of the
American veteran.

We are not about to compromise that commitment, and I, for ,

one, am not about' to compromise you and your needs under the
pressure for either new budgets or new ideas. The legislation before,
us today is designed to help the All-Volunteer Force recruit and"
retain quality military personnel.
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I believe it to Ile in the interest of this committee, and in the
defense of our c6u try to address this problem, but the value of the
incentive we want to create would be meaningless unless we first
keep our commitment to you. We can ask young men and women
to join the Armed Forces now. We can offer them an education.

We can promise them benefits and bonuses, but on tar other
hand can we still promise them first-rate medical care if they are
disabled, or readjustment assistance if they are troubled, or jobs, or
rehabilitation services?

These are part of the recruitment and retention package too. If
we are going to send this education package to 40 Army recruiter,
by all rights we ought to have a veteran, maybe t Vietnam veteran
deliver it. In all honesty both stories need to be told, both commit-
ments need to be met.

I- believe we can do, both, and we must do both. So I want to
welcome you again to this committee, I know your concerns about
this legislation. I share your concerns, but with your help I believe
we can work out the problems with which you've identified in your
staements.' I would like to call first Mr. Philip Riggin from the
American Legion to proceed, and then we'll proceed to the other
service.

STATEMENT OF E. PHILIP RIGGIN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, LEGISLA-
TIVE DIVISION, THE AMERICAN LEGION, ACCOMPANIED BY G.
MICHAEL SCHLEE, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SECURITY-FOREIGN
RELATIONS COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN LEGION

Mr. Rtootx. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the organization, I
'would like to say, first of all that we appreciate tilt opportunity to
be here. Second, very quickly, we couldn't agree with you more in
terms of your statements.regarding the budget, and the signals

e being-sent to those people who would consider the military
and part of that consideration, would look toward what

ns' benefits would 1:, av ilable at that time. _
,

gain, my name is Phil ggin. I am the Deputy Director of
Legislative Division for the American Legion. On my left is Mr.
Michael Schlee, Director of National Securitynd Foreign Rla-
tions for the American Legion. He will presW-ti our statem nt.

On my right is Mr. John Sommer, Assistant Director of Veterans
Affairs and Rehhbilitatton for our organization, and in recognition
of the space available, we did ask Mr. Sommer to join us. All three
of uswill be available to answer any questions the Subcqinmittee
may have. .

I will turn this over to Mr. Schlee at this time.
Mr. SCHLEE. Thank you..,I, too, appreciate the opportunity to

present the views of the Arfferican Legion to the subcommittee this
morning. The chairman stated in his initial remarks that the scope

.of these hearings were to review the entire nature of the benefit of
the GI bill, both historically and within the context of the present
needs of the All-Volunteer Force.

A
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. For the use and review of the subcommittee, I have appended a
history of GI bill benefits to the prepared statement. I The instru-
mental involvements of the American Legion in these programs
over 30 years will hopefully be of value in. addressing the issues
concerning the historical scope of these hearings.

Resolution No. 36 aproved by our national executive committee,
dave support to a balanced educational incentive program, which
would promote recruitment and- retenfion of individuals in the
Active and Reserve forces. We do believe that legislation should
contain three factors; namely, preservice, inservice and postservice
benefits.

Ttfrning to the specific legislation, namely, H.R. 1400, I would
like to emphasize the major areas of support, and recommended
changes in that proposal. We support the intention of section 1401
with the exception of the words "readjustment benefit." We do
believe the purpose of this legislation is recruitment and retention.

We support section 1412 and commend the recognition of the
indispensable role of the Reserve component and the National
Guard and the total force policy throughout this proposal. Unfortu-
nately a frequently neglected fact, we feel both the' monthly rate
proposed and the method of payment are fair and equitable. Like-
wise, we favor the supplemen education assistance program, and
the concept provjding addition upplemental assistance on an as-
needed basis for military pe with critical skills and special-
ties.

The American Legion has concern about section 1433 in its provi-
sion for transferability. We respectfully ask that a serious look be
given to the long-range cost cif this proposal, its equity and its
actual effectiveness across the board.

We agree with the preservice education assistance in section
1443, and inservice provisions. Resolution No. 36 sets out policy for
the breakdown of cost proposed irf section 1445. We are in agree-
ment -that such an edudational program shciuld be administered by
the Veterans' Administration.

That agency currently has in its _employment experienced staff
with the expertise necessary to insure that such a program is
carried out in an efficient manner, however, the foregoing resolu-
tion recommends to the Congress that any such educational incen-
tive program be entirely funded by the Department of Defense.

-The justification for this recommendation is strength in taking
into consideration the cuts in the Veterans' Administration budget
recently proposed by the Office of Management and Budget. The
:bottom line' is that the ultimate purpose of such legislation is to
provide an incentive for the recruitment and retention of personnel
in the Armed-Forces.
"Based upon this premise the Legion favors funding,of any of the

benefits (payable under such an incentive to, be funded by the
Department of Defense. I would alsp like to poin'1 out that in
strongly supporting the educational incentive program, the Ameri-
can Legion does not believe that it, alone, will solve all the "prob-
lems of the All-Volunteer Force, nor can it even begin to achieve
its goals unl e competition from the ever-increasing amount nf
Federal educe programs is dramatically reduced.'

r,
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While it will,enhance the numbers and increase the quality of
new !emits, it still may not fully meet the needs of the services
for a cross-section of American youths to operate and man our
ever-increasing complex and sophisticated weapon systems.

We concurrently support that additional funding for increased
pay and benefits, and for improvements in the all-important qual-
ity of life factors for the Armed Forces. The Arneric*an Legion
believes that a return to conscription is inevitable, howeVer, politi-
cal reality will deny this in the near future.

Ou? position is reinforced by American youth demographics for
the 1980's. According to the Census Bureau projection, a supply of
18-year-old males will shrink during the 1980's and 1990ts because
of the progressive decline in childibearing in the 1960's and 1970's.

It has been calculated that th military services will have to
recruit one of every two qualified and available males by mid to
late 1980's. By contrast in last year, 1980, about one in every four
qualified and-available 18-year-olds were recruited.

do conclusion, the American Legion fully supports the balanced
educational incentive program for and retention in the
Armed Farces. We believe the timely enacted legislation with thy
modifications we have recommended, will go far to accomplishing
this goal. -

Mr. Chairman, as you stated in your opening remarks, we must
stop sending conflicting signals to our youth and to our men and
women in uniform. We must enact an educational benefits pro-
gram now, and keep it on line for the future to enhance the quality-
of the individuals we are asking to serve.

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Riggin and Mr. Schlee appears-

on p. 171.]
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for that important statement

from the American Legion. We'll hold our questions until we hear
from the other organizations. Philip Mayo is here from the Veter-
ans of Foreign Wars, and we ask that you present your statement
in Summary, if posgible.

II-our-full statement will be part of the record.'

S.TATEMENTAH*3 PHILIP MAYO, VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS

Mr. MAYO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I 'will summarize with
that understanding, and I would like to thank ybu and4he mem-
bers of this subcommittee for allowing us to present our views with
respect to an All-Volunteer Force recruitment and retention educ-
ional package.

We recognize the undeniablb need for the Armed Forces to at-
tract and retain the necessary number of qualified personnel into
the service. Many acknow,ledge tha some form of educational in-
centives would prdvide the needed emphasis for ,increasing that
flow in And to retaining those needed members in the service.

On the other hand others have indicated that the cost of such a
program would be entirely too prohibitive. %,believe that the
commitment to the All-Voluntee; Force requites an educational
incentive program be implemented and such a plan should embody,
a number of concepts which are that the benefits described to the

See p 192
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plan should be fully funded through the Department of Defen e,
with the VA supplying only the personnel required as well as th .1:
cost to administer the program, that those currently enrolled, in
other educational programs, including the Vietnam era GI bill, be
afforded the opportunity to participate in this program, that the
thrust of the legislation be aimed primarily at the, use of the
benefits by the veterans, themselves; and that the Reserves and
National Guard be accorded the opportunity.to become eligible to
some degree under the program 'as well.

e appreciate again the opportunity to be here and present our
view

[The p pared statement of Mr.. Mayo appears on p. 192.]
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much. I appreciate your statement

this morning. Mrs. June Willenz, the American Veterans Comthit-
tee is next.

STATEMENT OF JUNE WILLENZ, AMERICAN VETERANS
COMMITTEE

Mrs. WILLENZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, am very pleased te
be here to represent the American Veterans Committee. I would
like to present the Veterans Affairs Commission chairman, Frank
E. G. Weil, who is sitting with me. I will summarize very briefly
the views of the American Veterans Committee.

We have traditionally supported the concept of a GI bill. We
*think, and we believe, that it h been proved by the history of the
last 35 years, that the GI bill h bee,p an investment in human
beings as well as a great benefit he/Nation.

'We were sorry to see the Vietnam era bill go out of existence,
and we urged then that a new bill be instituted. The experience of
VEAP indicates to us that a new bill is in order. We have heard
ample testimony the last few days from the services about the
problems of the All-Volunteer FOrce,flie problems of. retention, the
problems of recruitment. -

We believe that a peacetime GI bill will address those needs;
however, as Professor Moskos and some of the other veterans-orga-
nizations sitting here, we'd like to emphasize that a GI bill cannot
sblve -all the problems of the All-Volunteer Force. We think that
the current version, H.R. 1400, and the Armstrong and Bennett
bills to some degree address these problems. -

WeWould like to emphasize that we would like to see it address
the recruitment, problems more than the retention problems. We
would like to see a World War II model. I think Professor Moskos
has indicated in great detail the advantages of the World Wail
model.

We Would like to see ,a separate tuition payment, and living
allowance. There have been reports of the Vietnam era GI bill
indicating that a single allowance channels veter into the loWer

\ cou'rse collegeas well as having same regional anneling71
Obviously, with a limited amount of money, the veteran is going

-it to find the school witE,the lowest tuition and the lowest living
costs.. Therefore, we Would urge, on the basis of equity, that the
veteran be given, a free choice of school, and, therefore, that the
model suggested by Senator Armstrong and Congressman Bennett
be used.'

.
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We would like tp call attention to a couple of details that we
think perhaps are important. We would like to see the Coast Guarti
included among the servies. I ber .R. 1400 doesn't include it.

Mr. EDGAR. Without objection, o ordeerred.
Mrs. WILLENZ. Thank you.
Mr. EDGAR. We had talked about the Coast Guard being included

before, and I think it was more of an oversight.
Mrs. WILLENZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Also, we know that

excep for Congressman Bennett's bill, the eligibility for .benefits
and the proposed peacetime GI bill are only for those who re-.cei e honorable discharges.

Under present statute veterans who receive general discharges
under honorable conditions are entitled to educational benefits. We
don't see why there should be a change. At the very minimum,
include those who have received genpral discharges in the eligibil-
ity.

Also we don't see why there should be a cutoff date for eligibil-
ity. ',There are times when a veteran cannot use his entitlement,
immediately after service. We have argued against the 10-year
eligibility time limit, and we would urge at thiS time that it also be
eliminated from any kind of bill.

We would like to submit a complementary statement at a later
time. I think that this summarizes our immediate statement.

[The prepared statement of the American Veteans Committee
appears on p. 198.]

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much. The AMVETS are not present
this morning to share their testimony, but their testimony will be
made a part of the official record.'

I yield to my colleague from Massachusetts, Mrs. Heckler.
Mrs. HECKLER. I would like to congratulate the panel on the very

fine presentation on each person's part. I would like to ask Mrs.
Willenz if she has any budget estimates of the proposed changes in
the bill that she suggests.

Mrs. WILLENZ. I believe that this model, the World War II model,
would cost approximately $2 billion. I think Professor Moskos has
submitted the figures to this committee, and I think we must
regard that these dollars are dollars very well spent, and that the
history of the GI bills before this time have indicated that not only
the veterans have benefited and their families, but the Nation as a
whole.,

There can be no better way of spending it as an investment in
human beings.

Mrs. HECKLER. I think the record does show the great-benefits to
the country from the G.I. bill. In this case /we* trying to benefit
the military by trying to keep people in the se ice, and that is

questions were asked about the eligibility of, officers,
whether or not this would work toward their reteation within the
military.

Do you think. that this would be the result of having a GI bill
Which would extend to officers? Do jou think it would serve the
purpose of retention?

Mrs. WILLENZ. I think, as I skid earlier, I don't think the GI bill's
main purpose is that of retention.

1See p 204.
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Mrs. HECKLER. But we are drafting one with that purpose. This is
our purpose today. .

. Mrs. WILLENZ. Well, we would have to study that question, an-
cerning whether officers should be excluded.

Mrs. HECKLER. The other question I would like to ask is about
the transferability. Do you believe in the transferability of benefits
to spouse and children? '4 4

Mrs. WILLENZ. I think-this is a very complex quebtion. The
question of whether that kind 4-entitlement, which is based on an
individual service, can be transferred, I think is a very complicated

41. one.,I am not sureit might very well assist in some retention,
I don't know whether%e overall picture would be worth the

complexity, and also there is a basic question of equity.'Mr. Weil
might want to supplement that.

Mr, WEIL. I would like to supplement that, Mrs. Heckler. We
believe that transferability should be limited to those cases where
the individual cannot, as distinct from does not wish, to take ad-
vantage of the educational opportunities. Tor instance, Someone
who has become severely disabled, and cannot really take advan-
tage of it, and if I might comment on the officer question, I believe
by commissionwould consider including that small minority of
officers whd do not yet have a baCh-eTdr's degree, that it certainly
does not disadvantage them. I don't think the main purpose of the
bill is to finance graduate education for those who, through eco-
nomic circumstances, are much more likely to be able to afford it.

Mrs. HECKLER. Would you say that the American Veterans Com-
mittee is not interested in the retention of personnel in the mili-
tary?

. ,

Mr. WEIL. No: What we. say is that trying to stretch this bill to
cover both things adequately is' perhaps stretching it a little too
far, and we should address retention separately. We certainly agree
to the most important problem.

Mrs. HECKLER. How would you suggest that we address the ques-
tion of retention of personnel in the military, especially the non-
commissioned officerg?

Mr? WEIL. I think 'there will be some' beneficial effect for reten-
tion of the bill as it stands. I think it requires less of a blanket
approach, more, analysispregisely where is the greatest rate of
attritionand what incentives can be brought to that pffticular
group. Presumably the ation rate for drill sergeants is oEe thing
and for nuclear 'o specialists it is something else. The
incentives may very well have to be different.

Mrs. HECKLER. Thank you very much.
Mr.- EDGAR. Mr. Smith -of- Oregon?
I have three very brief questions that I would, like to ask, and

again, I appreciate yotir nce in coming today. First, to Mr.
Mayo from VFW, at your na ionaL, convention in Chicago last
August, President Ronald Reag n; then a candidate for the office of
President, has beech quoted, as telling your delegates he favored
restoring the GI educational bill. .

However, we have had no endorsement of such a proposal from
the administration or from an administration spokesman. All but
one of the military officers in uniform who testified before our
committee supported the concept of a GI education bill.
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All we have heard from the administration is that we should
wait and see the outcome of the test, the VEAP program. When
we've talked with some of the people who have responsibility over
those tests, there has been a great deal of confusion. In fact the Air
Force Said that a director of the program to administer those tests
and programs does n6t understand them.

I know the VFW is a strong supporter of a strong military force.
In your opinion do you agree with the administration's position on
H.R. 146131 and on similar bills, and can we afford to wait another
year or two before acting on a GI education incentive and recruit-
ment bill?

Mr. MAYO-. I think that what has taken place insofar as military
is concerned has been adequately brought out this mornieg. The
ability to keep people in as it stands, requires that such legislatign

s we have before us not be too long delayed.
We do think along the road in the future that we may return to

conscription, however.
Mr. EDGAR. But specifically in to a new QI education

bill, can we afford to wait?
. Mr. MAYO. I would think not.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you.
Mr. MAYO; Based on curt wit informatim
Mr. EDGAR. Mrs. Willenz, you apparently favor a variab le educa-

tion payment depending upon tuition charged by the school, which
the veteran may attend. You also made some comments about
supporting the earlier testimony about a tuition component.

Is this your principal objection to H.R. 1400 that it does not have
a tuition component?

Mrs. WILLENZ. That is the principal objection, although I might
add that we feel that the bill that is simplest would be the one that
would be most able to serve the purpose of recruitment.

We think thpt the complicated formulas in H.R. 1400 are going
to mitigate against the very purpose of the bill, and that is to
recruit. Just as a postscript, we would like to see a much more
representative All-Volunteer Force, and we think that the GI bill
will provide that important incentive to the components in our
society that are not now representative of the All-Volunteer Force,
namely the high school graduates, college-bound youth, so that we
think that a simpler bill, without all the complicated transferabil-
ity provisions, would be far more useful forthe purpose of recruit-
ment.

By the way, the very nature of this new mix that such a bill
would provide would inevitably add' to the continued service, and
therefore, would help ameliorate the retention problems. We know
that high school graduates' have a lower. dropout rate and are
much more likely to finish their tegne of service.

They also have lower attrition rates in all the ranks.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you. Mr. Schlee, you and your colleagues look

to me to be, and I know as a fact, both Vietnam era veterans, and
holding high positions within the American Legion. We've been
focused here today primarily on. the all-volunteer military and how
to maintain it.

Yet in the last few weeks there have peen several disquieting
revelations that have surfaced. One is a major study that has been
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widely reported on Vietnam era veterans, their readjustment prob-
lems and their impact on society.

Second, is the need to cut budgets and balance budgets and its
impact On veterans programs. Tomorrow we're going to be holding
a meeting here of the full committee to discuss the possibility of
cutting back some of those veterans programs.

I wonder if in either or both of those two areas, either the-study
that has been reported or the budget-cut area, you would have any
comment that you would like to make in relationship to the earlier
comment I made that both are important, both the new program to
provide educational benefits and the old programs that were prom-
ised to, particularly, Vietnam era veterans.

Mr. SCHLEE. I would like to refer this to Mr. Riggin. I deal on the
lefense aspects, and he is more of a pro in that. We don't have
budget problems in that area so far, so I will refer

'Mr. EDGAR. So far.
Mr. RIGGIN. Mr. Chairman, I think that your record generally

over the years and more specifically in recent weeks is very clear
in terms of what the proposed budget cuts would do to Vietnam era
veterans. I think that you generally knovi that we share that.
concern.

The initial proposal by the to eliminate the Viet-
nam veterans readjustment counseling program is something that
we felt was ill-conceived. We did not think it had been given a fair
chance by the administration, and I do understand that there are
apparently some sec6nd thoughts in that regard to some extent at
this particular time, which, in my opinion, is a very pmeitive sign.

Apart from that particular budget cut, we have to iodic, at -.Viet-
nam veterans generally who halze gone to war, in very unpopular
circumstances, in good faith, expecting to receive certain benefits
when they return..I think that as far as current law is concerned
and what they are eligible for, those benefits are -generally there.

It istnow a matter of funding those' benefits and making sure
they are actually applied and practically applied to Vietnam veter-
ans as well as veterans of other wars. We are finding, of course,
that Vietnam vdteransin-that regard share the concern of veter-
ans of earlier war periods with the budget cuts that are being,
recommended at this particular time.

So I think it is generally an environment of alarm, especially
when 'Vietnam veterans were beginning to see some light at the;-
end of the tunnel in recent weeks and in the last couple of months
regarding publicity that had been vicariously given to them as a
result of the hostages returning from Iran.

So I think this is particularly difficult at this point, based upon
what they thought they were seeing, and vqta.t they're seeing in
terms of budget .euts. It is very confusing, anal it is, therefore, a

, very negative thing, I believe, as far as Vietnam veterans generally
are concerned.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you for your comment. I would announce to
everyone that in the 8th of April there will be joint hearings.
between this subeommittee and the Health Care Subcommittee
dealing with the veteran& centers that d by the budget
cuts.

Mr. RIGGIN. We would like to be here.

95
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Mr. EDGAR. I think they are very important hearings. I would
like to thank all of the persons for testifying. There may be addi-
tional questions that we'll be asking from time to time as we move
to,markup of the legislation. We thank you for your contribution.

Our next panel of witnesses will be Mr. Bernard Ehrlich, legal
counselor to the National Home Study Council, accompanied by
Mr Lee Hughes and Jack Thompson. Gentlemen we welcome you
here this morning You have been very patient with us as we ve
gone through a large number of witnesses.

Again, I would remind you that we're under a bit of time pres-
sure, and we hope that you could summarize your point of view,
and seak directly to the legislation.

STATEMENT OF A PAN UL CONSISTING OF BERNARD EHRLI.CH,
' LEGAL COUNSELOR TO THE NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUN-

CIL, LEE HUGHES, DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION, U.S. MARINE
CORPS INSTITUTE, NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL, AND
JACK THOMPSON, PRESIDENT, McGRAW-HI CONTINUING
EDUCATION CENTER, NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL .

Mr &Ruck Mr. Chairman, we have done so, d we appreci-
ate our full 'statements going into the record.' have two speak-
ers here today:. Mr Lee Hughes of the Marine Corps Institute and
Mr. John Thompson, both of whom will be speaking on behalf of
the National Home Study Council, which is an .organization com-
prised of accredited homestudy schools.

Without further ado we'll start with Mr. Hughes.

STATEME 0 ' LEE HUGHES
Mr. HUGHES Good mornin r. Chairman. I am Lee Hughes,

director of eduction of the arine Corps Institute, which is a
4 correspondence_ school run by the .Marine Corps at the Marine

Barracks here in Washington. I am a former Marine Corps, officer
and teacher and have recently completed my 17th year of service
with the Wine Corps Institute, and the last 6 years as the Direc-

' for of Education.
T am aging a policy statement for the Marine Corps, but

after. being involved with all aspects of training by correspondence
for over 17 years, I think that I am qualified to speak about
correspondence training in the Marine Corps and Armed Forces.

correspondence courses, covering several thousand subjec s,
Today there are over 800,000, U.S. military personnel enfolled- in

rang -
-, frdrn the Industrial College of the Armed Forces to the open

ation.employmenrof the M-60 machinegun. For some service men
afid ewomen, correspondence training is the primary means of ac-
quiring training.

For example, the marines of the Marine Security Battalion as-
gned at embassies all over the world are among the biggest users

of correspondence courses. The Marine Corps thinks highly enough
su! correspondence training to add up to 50;Points composite scores
used for determining promotional pligibilitS, for completing courses.

See p /-
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In addition, management of the correspondence course program
and the completion rates are items that are inspected by the In-
spector General of the Marine Corps in his annual unit inspections.
Correspondence study ys ad integral part of the training of all
military services. :

A service man ofswoman becomes accustomed to the correspond-
ence method of study. It is self-paced and an effective method of
learning. It seems to me that it is quite natural for former service
persons% to look to continue this method of study when he or she
returns to the civilian world:

Whether it ,is a course from the" National Home Study., Council
accredited school or one of the numerous academic coursed offered
by over 100 of our major universities, there is a large population
which feels at home with this home study method of learning.

I feel that these people should have the right to continue their
education, using the GI bill benefits that they have earned at an
aftredited correspondence school. What better way to accomplish
the provisions of section 14-16 of the proposed H.R. 1400, than to
allow' a service person to use the Gil bill to further his or her
education by correspondence study, while continuing to perform his
or her military duties, no matter where he or she is stationed.

I strongly urge your positive consideration for retaining the right
to study by correspondence as are option to the GI bill. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hughes appears on p. 207.]

STATEMENT OF JACK THOMPSON
Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I

..am John F. Thompson, president of the cGraw Hill Continuing
gducation Center and the National Radio Institute, NRI, the Na-
tion's oldest and largest technical horn study school, enrolling
24,000 students annually.

I am today represtnting the Nation Home Stilly Council, of
which I am past president, attar curr tly vice chairman of its
accrediting commission, whit is`rec ized by the U.S'. Depart-
ment of -Education as an offici crediting body. This is my 25th
year as a correspondesicescliool educator.

I am an Air Foree' veteran. I, earned 2 .year's -college credit
through ,home study courses, and pursued the GI bill upon dis-
charge. I have prepared a written statement regarding correspond-
ence education and its importance to the GI bill. In the interests of
time this statement has been distributed.to you.

I urge you to read it carefully, and would like to haveit included
in the record today.' First we totally approve and endorse the
concepts of the new educational assistance. program included in
H.R. 1400. It does an excellent job In promoting and assisting the
All-Volunteer Force program' and total force concepts of the U.S.
Armed Eorces.

9

I want to be absolutely sure that this bill provides for training by
correspondence as .has every GI. bill since'4s inception following
World War II. For the record during the, late 1960's and early '
1970's of all active duty service pdrsonnel using their, GI bill bene-

See pv2i0
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fits,`ov,er one-half used these benefits, to enroll in correspondence
schools.

In the period 1966 to 1976 more than 1.1 million veterans-and
service personnel studied correspondence courses. This represents
17.8' percen1 of the total of all GI bill students enrolling in all types
of schools. Aside from the convenience and practicality of corre -'
spondence courses, a strong point must be made for its cost-effec-
tiveness. .1

Correspondence courses cost considerably less than equivalent
resident courses, as demonstrated by a 1980 survey of the National
Center for Education Statistics. This results in a substantial sav-
ings to taxpayers and to the Federal Government. .

Further, correspondence students are reimbUrsed only 70 percent
of their total tuition on a strict pro rata formula, based on lessons
completed. They do not receive monthly stipends as in the case of
resident schools, The Veterans' Administration does not face the
normal problems associated with loss of money for failure to pay.

The discriminating aspects of this 70 percent provision are ap-
parent in requiring GI bill students today to pay 30 perbent of their
tuition out of their own pockets. To reemphaSize Mr. Lee Hughes
comments, correspondence courses, sponsored by the'military serv-
ices, have become a prcinary method of education_

It is, indeed, a way of life in the military today., Upo'n discharge,
military personnel expect and deserve a right: to.further* education

... by the correspondence method. Now the primacy argument against
/correspondence courses in past years was thl.' veterans often en-
rolled for avocational purposes. ,

There may have been some validity to this argument in the -late
1950's and through the 1960's, however, since that time, in order to
'maintain VA eligibility, participating correspondence schools have
been required to demonstrate that a Vimum of 50 percent of
graduates must be employed in the fie' d for which they were
train41. ..

Clearly, this is the acid test for any/educational institutioh In
the case of our own gchobl fwe can clearly show that ploy-
ment rate for graduates of our electronic program is 85 pefcent.
Air-conditioning, refrigeration, and h ting 'programs, 84.8 percent;
automotive servicing, 76.4 percent; ectrical appliance servic0g,
66.5 percent; and we could go on. To rther illustrate the effective-
ness of correspondence training w retained an independent con
suiting firm to study the relevant !pt. correspondence training in a
particular career fieldTV and ildio technician. This study re-
vealed that 44 percent of all full- pie technicians had taken corre-
spondence courses and 86 percent.would actually recommend corre-
spondence training in the technical career field.

Next time your own TV or stereo ,needs repair, you might ask
the technician how and where he or she obtained their training.
This is a rather amazing contribution of the correspondence school-
ing method 'toe a specific career field, and there are numerous
others.

It is Unrealistic to believe that correspondence students are any
less -career-motivated than students in resident schools. The em-
ployment record of graduates in research data obtained through

.
79-430
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nonbiased sources supports this fact. I urge that the correspond-
ence schools be specifically included in H.R. 1400.

Further, at a time when the reindustrialization of America has
become a critical issitelit is imperative that correspondence schools
remain in the present GI bill. To do otherwise could well, deny
educationaMbenefits to one-third or more of the active duty people
who plan To use these benefits under the bill in future years.

Thank you.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for your statement. I appreci-

ate the concise way in which you presented it.
[The prepared-statement of Mr. Thompson appears on p. 210.]
Mr. EDGAR. I yield to my colleague from Massachusetts, Mrs.

Heckler.
Mrs. HECKLER. I would like to ask you what you feel the main

benefits of the correspondence courses are to the Marine Corps.
How are the courses made effective, and is the question of the
serving of the avocations of servicemen a valid criticism of the
Marine system?

Mr. HUGHES. Mrs. Heckler, thg question about how are they used
and how they are developed, theYre developed here in Washington
by our people who' have All been teachers in formal schools. These
are Marine staff NCO's who are writers, helped by divilian educa-
tion specialists.

We have about 122,000 marines enrolled today in correspondence
courses.

Mrs. HECKLER. 122,000% s

Mr. HUGHES. 122,000, yes. They're used aboard aircraft carriers,
for example, and at all times we have a battalidn of marines who
float in the Mediterranean. They take about 2,000 courses with
them when they go afloat for-about 6 months.,

I mentioned the embassies and various types of duties. Some of
our formal schools use our courses as part of their curriculum, to
study materials that are already prepared and they fit into the
ourriculum, so they're used in many ways.

The last part of your question about the avocation, you'll have

Mrs, HECKLER. I can see the value of the courses,, especially with
se*olin types of duty assignments. What 'about the efficacy of the
coVses?

M., HUGHES. First of all, there are only 187,000 marines. We
' have 122,000 people enrolled in correspondence courses, most of

which are marines. We have about 1,200 other 'services. Last year
we completed 86,000 marines completed courses,, with confirmed.
enrollments like that, it was somewhere -around 85 percent comple-
tion rate.

. I think with numbers like that, sheer numbers, and. the use of
co our program, the, emphasis placed by the Inspector General and

the Commandant of the Marine Corps, who insists that he wants at
least a 90 percent completion rate, I think that this is testimony
for what the-Marine Corps thinks of the correspondence training.

Mrs. HECKLER. What do you mean by a 9Q-percent completion
° rate?

'Mr. HUGHES. Of the people who--
Mrs, HECKLER. Who begin the courses, 96.percent?

99
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' Mr. HUGHES. Yes, wellsome of the disenrollments, for example,

are people who get out of the Marine Corps before they have
finished and they're not counte in this rate.

MTS. HECKLER. Is the involveme correspondenci courses and
ffluccessful conclusion thereof a factor i the promotia' of marines?

Mr. HUGHES. Yes, it is. The Marine Corps promotes junior enlist-
ed people on what is called composite scores, which are made up of
points awarded by your time in service, time in grade, your rifle
range scores, your physical fitness test, and so forth.

You can earn up to 50 points added to this score by taking
correspondence, courses.

Mrs. HECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask unanimous
consent to.bave the three witnesses submit a catalog of the names
of programs that are included in, their correspondence courses.

Mir. EDGAR. Without objection, if you could provide that for the
record, it would be helpful.

Mr. Z.HRLICH. Would you also like, as part of National Home
Study Council, we accredit the Air Force as well as the 11)1g. Army.
We'd be glad to submit those.

Mrs. HECKLER. Yes, all three.
Mr. EDGAR. We'd like that material as part of the record. If it is

too extensive it will be part of the file, rather than part of the
record, so I hope you will understand the need to save a little time
and some money in putting it in the actual'record of this hearing,
but we would like to have that catalog of courses.'

' Mrs. HECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to'have the informal
tion available without increasing the printing cost to the Congress.

Mr. EDGAR. Would you so maket a copy of that available to Mrs.
Heckler's office, because noticed when we asked unanimous con-
sent for things like that 0 happen, you go about doing a very good
job of getting it to the committee, but we go on to other things.

It would be helpful when requests like that are .made, if it goes
right to the Congressperson as well. , .

Mi. EHRLICH. Be happy to. .
r ,

Mr. EDGAR. My colleague from Oregon, Mr. Smith?
Mr. Swill. Back on my question about what' would yoil thiiik or

.restricting, to enlisted people only the benefits of the new benefit,
realizing that our goal here 'Is retention more than recruitment, at
least in my estimation, and in looking at the problem :*with the
midcareer IICO. ,

What would be a comment9r two about that?
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, we don't see the directs relevancy. Now,

there are many students of correspondence schools, 2,itho' Are pursu- .,
in career courses, to reenter civilian life after retirement. That .
includes enlisted as well as officer personnel and CO's.
'cNow in theNcase of tatisq on active duty who are upgrading skills,

when you look et the vazTety that 600 or 700 courses are currently
available in business administration, ranging all the way down to
lower, level vocational programs, there is something for everyone at
the officer level, NCO or enlisted man. .. .

I am not sure that/that restrictitin would be the best route to
follow in the case of correspondence schools.

'Retained in committee files.
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Mr. HUGHES. T would answer, just from the association with the
Marine Corps and military, that, in the Marine Corps a master's
degree for an officer is becoming more and more important, for
example, the colonel selection board -of the Marine Corps was just
announced this week.

In the breakdoWn over all of the 'people selected for colonel had
master's degrees, and there ere several doctorates. As it is becom-
ing more competitive and m er's degrees are needed, people will
take this option, and use it, so don't think it is right to exclude
them from this.

We asked them to come in with a bachelor's degree because they
'are asked to perform more responsible jobs with more responsibil-
ity and authority, and I can't see cutting them, off.

Mr. SMITH. Basically, though, in the officer corps you're talking
about people who are ieceiving service, you, mean they're using
your services, your educational benefits while they're on active
duty not afterwards, right?

Mr. HUGHES. Right. They're using both the GI bill, degree pro-
grams where they are released froth active duty to gpbut many
of them are using the GI bill.
. Mr. SMITH. What do you feel about the leave of absence provision
for those on active duty? Obviously, I would hope it would be paid
for by somebody else rather than,Veterans' Administration, but
what do you figure that enters into the total educational picture
for the service people?

Mr. HUGHES. I am not- -
Mr. SMITH. Well, there has been some testimony today that this

is a very good program, and that it does allow education, while on =
active duty, and allows the retention. I 'am still worried about the
retention problem we've got here.

Mr. HUGHES. If they have to sign up for so many years to return
to the Service for the time of their being on leave of absence.. -

Mr. SMITH. That is probably right. No further questions, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much. L have no questions for kou at
this time. I appreciate your testimony.

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, sir.
Mr. EDGAR. Our next witness will be Brig. Gen. J. Donald Hittle,

retired of the Marine Corps..
Thank you very much for your patience this morning and for

coming and sitting and listening through the other witnesses. We
look forward to hearing your statement. Your complete'statement
will be, niade a part of the record.' We hope that you would
summarize, given the large issues that we've raised and focus on
the issue that you're concerned about.

STATEMENT OF ,BRIG. GEN. J. DONAAD HITTLE, U.S. MARINE
CORPS (RET.)

General Hirri.E. Mr. Chairman, I might say -that, recognizing the
virtues of brevity, particularly at this hour the day, -my sum-
mary is also my full statement. ' 11/

Mr. EDGAR. Very good.

' Seep. 221.
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'General HirrLE. My name is James Hitt le. I am a retired
Brigadier General of.the Marine Corps, and,I want to emphasize
that I am appearing here at your invitation as a private citizen,
and not representing any corporation. My, interest in the subject
you are considering goes back -many years. At the present time I
atg a-consultant and a nonpaid one to the Commandant of the
Warine Corps for equal opportunity and related personnel matters

In this capacity, I visit major Marine Corps bases at which I
meet, over a period of 2 or 3 days, with a small group of officer and
enlisted personnel` My conelusions on military education legisla-
tion are based on my interes t in military personnel matters and on
my informal discussions with these'groups.

Briefly here are my conclusions: Our Armed Forces today are
faced with two big personnel problems. First, the failure to attract
into service enough people of high mental standards; and second,
the failure tO retain in servic enough of those who do meet tfiese
standards. -

I firmly believe that a .new bill could help solve, and I empha-
size "help solve, these dual problems, but it must be the right kind
of a GI bill. As I see it, here, in brief, what is needed in a new GI
bill.

The serviceinan should not have to leaVe the Service, as in the
past, to use his full-time educational entitlements_lhey should be
available to him even after a service. career. The .entitlements
should be transferrable to either the spouse or the child.
- The retention problem would,be Alleviated by making the trans-
fer available only after a fixed number of years of service Sixteen
years would 'seem to be a reasonable figure.

To avoid the rare abuse of transfer right's, instant children by
last minute adoption should be disqualified. A reasonable safeguard
provision w.ould require legal child status for about 2 years ih order
to benefit from the transfer rights.

Educational transfer rights would be accurately tuned to one of
the most serious problems facing the service family today, the high
lost of college,,education. In spite of the recent and projected pay
and-allowance increases, most service families are still barely able
to keep up with the colt' of everyday living.

To save out of current income enough for a child's college educa-
tiqn surely isn't possible.for the average service family. Vet, for
most servicemen, like most civilians; their hope and ambition is to
see a child through college.

A 16-year transfer °i-equirement would clearly, and 'firmly, re-
quire a career commitment in return for a Government-paid col-
lege education for a servitenian's child. It is' not only fair to the

.Governmept and the individual, but it could well be, in view of the
exodus of* expensively trained Officers, NCO's. and petty officers
from the service, to be one of the best dollirs and cents invest-
ments from the Government's standpoint.

In short, I firmly believe a nw GI bill would 'help attract people
with higher mental standards' into service, and with transfer rights
it would be a powerful masori for many of them staying in the
Service. Thus it would meet, to a significant degree, the present
need to get such people into service, and then getting them to stay
in service. .
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In my recent discussions with junior officers and enlisteds, I
found them intensely interested in 'such educational transfer enti-
tlement. Those with families; said it would be ,a major factor ih
deciding to go fo 20 or more. The reaction was pretty well summed
up when a Marine, sergeant said, almost in amazement during the
discuSsion,'"Do you mean that if I. go for career, I could put my
daughter through college ?"

That, initself, tells why Congress, I believe, qiould pass a 91 bill
with transfer rights.

Thank you.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for yoUr Statement.
I yieldcto my colleague from Massachusetts, Mrs. Heckler.
Mrs. HECKLER. General, I am very irhpressed that you had to

mention a daughter, so you have certainly made a favorable im-
pression on this member of the committee.

Your testimony was excellent arm
Mr. EDGAR. I yield to my colleague from Oregon, Mr.' Smith.
Mr. SMITH. General, -Aat if you had said "daughters"? HOW do

you decide how these benefits go to more than one child in the
family, and what if 'the sergeant had half a dozen children?

General HrrrtE.'He could divide.it up.-I would assume, whatever
the wish of the committee would be, wheteHt had to go to a
complete entitlement for one or if he had four, give each one of
them, 1 year of college. It is his entitleMent, and it should be his
decision. That 'would be my Conclusion to it.

Mr. SMITH. We aren't left with the wisdom of Soloin on decision. I
think that is what we're concerned With. .

General HITTLE. I think the decision should probably be in the
hands of the person who earns the entitlement.

Mr. SMITH. Probably so, but I can see some difficulty if you did
have differences there, and the entitlement is only one time obvi-
ously. What about the spouse? '

General HirrLE. He'd have to make the decision if his wife
wanted the education-'---41

Mr. SMITH. No, do you fbel that there should be for spouse also
or only for children? .

General Hrrrix. Yes, really think so, because looking *back on a
service career, we often use the term in the service,=-`a.service
family". That is a pretty accurate conclusion,' because the whole
package of 'service life for the man who wears the undorm also
involves his family, and they take a pretty severe buffeting around
at times in their lives, and they don't livb a civilian way of life.

In a real sense a woman who puts up with 20 years of service life
of getting the roof patched, the lawns mowed, the kids to the
hospital while her husband is on a 6-month deployment, she's
contribUted to national security, and I think she earned it.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, General.
Mr. EnGAR..Tharik you. Mr. Smith and .Mrs. Heckler. General

Hittle ha:s a wide range of experience, and You have been involved
in personnel probleins and programs for many years. You were
Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Manpower and Reserve Affairs
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for a ,period of time and, consultant to congressional committees
such as theArmed services Committee.

In your opinion,,,,would the All-Volunteer Force have been success-
ful if.the GI bill had not been terminated?

General Mims. I hesitate to quibble on points. I think that the
All-Volunteer Force, Mr. Chairman, is still subject tip doubt as to
its successfulness. I think that it would have been, in a 'relative
sense, more successful had the bill been continued, but I do.think
that one of the errors in the bill from the standpoint of retention
was that there were cutoff dates, and that the serviceman had to,
in a sense, go out of the service to get his full entitlement.

I think that is one of the most important things this committee
could do is assure that a career commitment could be made and
then thentitlement could be used. I think there is one other thing,
just in passinghere, after talking to a number of these groups, that
I would like to mention.

That is that there is a grave concern and worry on the.part of
some of your middle and senior NCO's today, who have accumulat-
ed their entitlements, and ,they're looking ahead to that, I think it
is 1989, cutoff date.,

Some of theniaven mentioned whether or not they could, in good
conscience, reenlist or whether they should go out in order to take
their entitlement. So that should be a worry that should be allevi:
ated at the aarliest possible legislative Opportunity.

Mr. EDGAR. This Iegfslation will alleviate that pressure to a large
extent, but I appreciate the pressure that the 1989 deadline pro-
vides. We're looking at thatwe think this legislation would, as it
incorporates the provisions of education, to supersede that borbi-
trary date of 1989, but we'll carefully look at that before we pass
any legislation.

General Hrms. That should be a message that should be put out
to the troops as soon as possible.

Mr. EDGAR. I appreciate that., Are there any other questions?
Mrs. HECKLER. Yes. General, you know this legislation would be

prospective when passed. It would have an effect on those coming
into the service after the period of the bill. What about the existing
NCO's, for example?

General firms. I don't bee any advantage in excluding, if I
understand you correctly, Mrs. Heckler, those who are in service. I
think that your big problem retainingone of the aspects of the
big problem is retaining in service today those who are in, and I
certainly'would influde them as I see Win the entitlerAnt if they
go ahead and have been in long enough to earn them.

That. won't affect your course:it won't affect your recruitment,
that aspect of it, but this js the two - sided problem, that is really

, Indivisible, the recruitment and retention problem.'r
Mrs. HECKLER. One of the things that does affect very dramati-

.cally is the cost of the bill. .
General lirrri,E. Well, the way I look at the GI bill and also the

transferable rights, it is soilethinglhat accrues as a benefit only
after it is earned. That earning is the dividend to national security
to this country, so it is not a prospective payment in advance for
something that is not.received. It is an earned thing..

Then the dividends ,are already. being realized by the country.
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Mrs. HECKLER. You talked about carteer commitment. Are you
satisfied with the provisions of the bill in terms of length of service
that would be required for entitlement? Is that a sufficient career
commitment or would there be a better v4iy, to achieve a career
commitment through this bill?

General HrrrLE. My preference would be t6 iptIn toward a longer
requirement on accumulatibrr of your entitlement,

Mrs. HECKLER. How many years, General, wo,d1cl you say?
General Hrrru. I would be reluctant, to eve; you a figure right

now, without going into details' of the bill, Ws. Heckler., but in
principlb to lean toward the longer entitlements After all, it is a
real golden apple for .the person in the service, and you might just
as well hold it out and make the earning of it as part of the
package.

Mrs. HECKLER. There was a suggestion that there be a partial
entitlement to partial benefits after x number of years, and an
entitlement to full benefits followirig that. That might be a good
way to address the point you'rt making.

General HrrrLE. Well,. you could.divide it up in a number of
ways! but the one thing to avid in it is making some kind of an
entitlemerit differentiation thattwould nudge the persdn 'mit of the
service. The whole idea is to keep them in.

Mrs. HECKLER. You know that the bill creates the entitlement in
those areas of critical specialtiescritical skills, not to all service-
men in general.

General HrrrLE. I would like to address that question for just a
minute. Having dealt to some-Begree during my service arid after-
wards with this whole problem. of retention of your specialist, I
recoghize that as a very, very, high priority item:

But if the philosophy is to give it foe military service then those
knownno one in military service should be excluded, in my Opin-
ion. Those who take the oath anddo their job are the ones that,,are
entitled to it. If we don't do,that, pretty soon, we're going to reach
the point where the guy with the rifle and everybody exists to get
him to do his job, he's.going to be the only person' who doesn't get
some of these entitlements.

Mrs. HECKLER. General. this question has me up a great deal in,
our testimony. One of the rebuttals raised o the point you made is
that there is already a tradition in the se ice of givirsg bonuses to
people in critical areas, so that the diff ntiation of 'benefit§ al-
ready exists.

I, am afraid we could not fund- a bill tliat would provide all these
benefits for everyone. It is tradition. Do you agree that the tradi-
tion of the designation of critical skills and special bonuses already
provided create a tradition thata precedent for the kind of bene-
fits that this particular bill also would provide?

General HrrrLE. I think that the system of your bonuses for
specified skills is a wise bne and a necessary one under our man-
power problems. I think that it is an argument in itself for includ-
ing into the benefit of a GI bill everybody in uniform who does his
job properly, because there are two different things involved in this,
as I see it, Mrs.. Heckler.

One is that your bonus for specified skills is targeted to specific
problems. Your GI educational benefits should encompass those.
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. .
who are in service. That would be ifif it didn't you -are simply
tagging on .another type of bonus under a_different- type of title.

Mrs. HECKLER. Well, General, I would like to pursue one other
issue, because you're so knowledgeable inso many subjects. would
like to have your perspective on the rolb of women in the military
today. -

General HrrrLE. The what?
Mrs. HECKLER. The role of women in the military. How 'do- you

assess their role, what is their future? Just speak from the heart,,
and from your experience. ,

General Hrrrix. There is a necessary place, in the military for
women. They have done, and they continue to do, a ne6essar* and a
valuable job for the military. There reaches a point, I firmly be-

, lieve, at which the numbers in the military, as far a:s women are
\concerned, become a matter of increasing concern in two respects.

The first is that I am a firm believer there is no place in,comba,t
for women. The women to whom I make thig statement disagree with
me. I say that I don't think anybody should .say there is a place in
combat for women until they have.spent some time in combat in the
front line, battle aid station.

That willwill give them a sense of reality in which to evaluate 'their
position. The second thing-is that if women are not to be in combat,- ,

and I don't believe they should be, an increasing number eventual-
ly impinges and adversely impacts upon the rotation of your
combat personnel, your men into stateside billetprr-rotation, par-
ticularly in times of overseas emergency and large overseas deploy-
ment.

Mrs. HECKLER. What about women who choose to volunteer for
combat? I assume that you would not consider them' satisfactory
either?

General firms. I would include them in the same group. ' don't'
think there is a place in combat under our sense of civilization and
under the conditions of combat, I think many of us who have been
in combat have seen it. There is no place for women in it.

Mrs. HECKLER. As I recall, the general statistics on the ratio of
support pelsonnel to combat personnel is generally about 9 to 1.
nine positions in the military are needed to support the,one person
in combat. Is that correct?

General lirrrix. It is in some people's philosophy, Mrs. Heckler,
and the Marine Corps philosophy, is somewhere less than that.
There are not so may people behind the gun in the Marine Corps
philosophy, if I may be parochial. There are more people with the,
gun in proportion.

Mrs. HECKLER. How -would you assess the role of women and the
performance of women in the military today?.

General I-Irril.E. Necessary, extremely valuable. On the basii of
my meeting with groups of junior, senior, enlisted, women officers`,
throughout the Marine Corps, and on my capacity as a consultant
to the Commandant, I would say they are a high type of, citizen.
They are doing a skilled professional job, and they're held in high
regard by the men.

Mrs. HECKLER. Well, we're grateful for' those words. Thank you.
Mr. EDGAR. Before you leave, just for the record I would like to

share a personal view, and that is that I would only support
?
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returning to a draft if it was universal, and if it included men and
women equally.

I think with equal rights comes equal responsibilities. I think
there are some pretty weak men; some pretty noncourageous men.
There lire some men who can't handle combat.pressures, and there
ante some pretty courageous men and women who do handle the
defense of our Nation and can handle it.

In combat r'elationships if a woman is flying an airplane and
1 dropping bombg or bullets, and a man is flying an airplane drop-
. pihg bombs and bullets, the inipaet of those bombs and bullets are

equal. I know we may have a difference of opinion among each
other and among our colleagues, and there are probably very few
Members of Congress who would support women in-the front lines,
but it has been my experience and my feeling that women and men
ought to serve equally and have an equal responsibility in defense
of their Nation.

In some instances, the gender or the crindition of male or female
should not be consider-ed. r

That is for another day's discussion. .

General Hirrix. I certainly respect your opinion on that and the
philosophy you've expressed, I would concur with it. It is only hilts'
ultimate practical application of which I think our views would
diverge.

Mr. EDGAR. I Iespect that.
Mrs. HECKLER. Will thegentleman yield?
Mr. EDGAR. My colleague from Massachusetts.
Mrs. HECKLER. I would just like to state for the record that

women do not have equal rights at.thjs point.
General Hrrrts. Mrs. Heck let, that is one question I am not

prepared to testify on.
Mrs. HECKLER. Nor is a response required, but I would say that

the ,preconditioning of responsibilities on rights presupposes the
rights, if the rights exist. That is ngt the current state-of affairs.

Mr. EDGAR. That is correct, and that is why my colleague knows
I support the equal rights amendment, and think that it should f
have been in place 20 years ago, and that we are Neanderthal in
not putting it in lace. With equal rights comes equal responsibili-
ty.

Thank you for your statement. You have been very, helpful.
General Hrrns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of General Hittle appears on p. 221.]
Mr. EDGAR. ,My next set of witnesses will be Mr. Robert W.

Nolan, Fleet Reserve Association, Mrs, Rosemary Locke, National
Military Wives Association, Mr. Max. J."Beilke, National Associ-
ation for Uniformed Services and Mr. Donald L. Harlow, Air Force
Sergeants Association.

STATEMENT QF ROBERT W. NOLAN, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY, FLEET RESERVE ASSOCIATION

Mr. NOLAN. Thank you, -Mr. Chairman. I. believe my testimony
today is rather'unique among that which you are receiving. That is
because it is based eritirely gpon the views expressed by 39 active
duty personnel representing approximately 200,000 of their con-
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temporaries in the military commands, homeported or statigned in
the greater. San,Diego, Calif. area.
. The 39 active duty members appeared before the GI Bill Forum

last Saturday, March 21, in San Diego, As you learned this morn--
ing from Congressman Hunter, it was cosponsored by the Congress-
man and the Fleet Reserve Association. The witnesses ranged from
pay grades E-4 with 3 years of service to an E-9 with 30 years of
service.

Twenty-four were Navy; twelve were Marines, two were Coast
Guard and one was an Army recruiter. In almost every case, each
witness was serving as the spokesman for his contemporaries, ex-
pressing the views of a ship's crew, an air wing, or the personnel of
a Naval, Marine, of Coast Guard command.

I will skip the point on the preparation for the forum. Starting
off the summation of the testimony, the veterans education assist-
ance program, VEAP, is considered to be, by that group, a dismal
failure as an educational incentive plan.'

They-did not believe its latest improv men lAYould improve its
acceptability with the service personnel. n gentleman referred to
those improvements as a band-aid approac . They set the percent-
age of those who complete, and one gentleman made a point to tell
tiS 415 disregard the statistics that we rweived from the services
about how many people entered the proeram, what counts is how

any stay in the program and take advantage of it.
Their estimate range was 5 percent. All 39 witnesses fully sup-

ported ari educational benefits incentive program based on a- two-
,tiered concept/ which would apply to: First, all who remain in or

enter the Armed. Forces and complete a minimum of one enlist-
rrient of honorable service and is eligible for reenlistment.

Second, the exception to the reenlistment eligibility would be for
those released for military disability with an honorable discharge.

Third, they felt it equitable and absolutely necessary to provide
education benefits to persons sewing a combination of active duty
and Selected Reserve or Nation4j Guard service under lengthief
terms, but to assure Reserve and Guard personnel a college educa-
tion.

Fourth, .they are absolutely opposed to granting benefits to per-
sons separated administratively under honorable conditions or dis-
honorably discharged.

Fifth, the witnesses were unanimous that the newt law should
have a ttipuiated limiting date after the service member's last
discharge or release from active duty,

Sixth, the witnesses were unanimous that those service members
who are qualified, under the cold war GI bill and subsequently
qualify under the new law have the option of electing benefits

'Afg,under one of the two laws.
The overwhelming majorify recommended and supported a non-

contributory plan. They were adamantly opposed-to linking educa- '

tion benefits to military skills. They said critical skill retention can
be achieved more economically by other means causing less dissen-
sion in the ranks. .

The vast majority
,
believed that maximtm benefits should be

earned in &years of.service, All witnesses were in agreement that
any program should be monitored accurately to assure the individ-
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uals are receiving an education, thus, preserving the program's
integrity.

All witnesses agreed that in-service GI bill benefits should be,
paid in the same manner and amounts as is paid to the discharged
veterans. The overwhelming .majority of witnesses testified there
would be no real retention incentive without the transferability
option.

All witnesses felt that the option of transferability should be left
to the service member alone and not to the respective local courts.
All witnesses were of the opinitin the transferability option should ,
be earned only after 10 Years of service,

Every witness stressed the value of education benefits as a viable
means to attract and retain personnel for our Armed Forces. They
expressed the opinion there is nothing wrong with offering young
Americans an education in exchange for military service..

Indeed, some stated this would enhance the military in the eyes
of the American public, as well as enha,ncing the military. For all
of these reasons, the Fleet Reserve Association subscribes to the
majority views expressed at the GI Bill Forum, and will -actively
support the enactment of an educational benefits incentive pro-
gram that embraces the provisions recommended at the GI Bill
Forum.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nolan appears on p. 224.]
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very touch. The Fleet Reserve Association

has made a major contribution to these hearings, not only with
your tehimony, but with the Congressmen Hunter's testimony ear-
lier. We appreciate the work that you'veone, and as we indicated
earlier, we d like some additional data from your workshop and
seminar.

Perhaps it would make sense to have similar kinds of inquiry
across the country on other issues as it relates to the military.

Mr. NOLAN. We have verbatim taping of the entire day's proceed-
ing.

Mr. EDGAR. We appreciate your leadership. We'll m ake that a
part of the file and-what is appropriate, we'll make a part of the
record.

Mrs.- Rosemary Locke, of the National Military Wives Associ-
ation is here today.*We appreciate your patience in coming, and
look forward to hearing froin you and your testimony. If you could
summarize your remarks it would be very helpful.

STATEMENT OF ROSEMARY LOCItE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
MILITARYWVIVES ASSOUATION

Mrs. LOCKE. Thank you; will. Arter attending your veterans
educational assistance hearing I' can appreciate the complexity of
subject. If the legislation is designed to recruit and retain a career
military force, then the National Military Wives Association
strongly supports it, and believes that some form of transferability
to-spouse and children is essential. .1

While it is usually true that the military recruits a single person,
the majority of members who reenlist or remain are married. Of
the tota rce including recruits Overki percent are married. Both
Air Force d Navy studies show that spousal support of the
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military career played a significant role in the service member's
decision to remain in uniforin.

Married Navy men achieved promotion more rapidly, the study
conch/tied, and the family does seem to contribute to instead of
detract from a Navy member's performance. But what about
today's service family? Certainly the military community is appre-
ciative of the improvement which came from the Nunn-Warner,
bill and fair benefits package.

Still, Many of our families are struggling just to meet daily living
expenses. Military obility compounds our problems. Each year
military families spe d over $1 billion out of their own pockets for
authorized moves. is can cost a family of four at least $1,400 for
'a cross-country, move and they will be asked to move on the aver-

.1
age of every 21/2 years.

To help supplement the family's lAcome, more military wives qre
working outside the home, btlt--4ieie again the military family
comes up short. DOD figures show that military wives consistently
earn less than their civilian counterparts and their unemployment
rates are double. .

The wife who wishes to continue her education is either faded
with paying expensive out-of-state tuition or meeting residency
reqgirementS in the State to which her husband is assigned. Often
there is not enough, time to complete a degree before her husband
is reassigned. - . ,

Children probably pay the highest toll in this mobility. Not only
must they leave behind, the familiarity of home anck,friends, but
they must conform to teaching methods which may Vary dramati-
cally from State to State. Possibly it is just because of these diffi-
culties that military people are so family-oriented.

They have a strong desire to provide a good eflucation fIctr their
children, and despite moves, work tirelessly with teachers in school,
to help their children excel. However, many families have been
discouraged to find that despite high test scores achieved by their
youngsters, few scholarships are available to them, yet classmates
with similar scores are- eligible for scholarships because their par-
ents work for companies pffering scholarships to employees' de-
pe,ndent children.

What does that military parent do when faced with the painful
decision of remaining in the service, which may allow him little
opportunity to assist in his children's college education, or leaving
for a higher paying civilian job, which will enable him to provide a
better life for his family. ,

Many make that painful decisionthey leave. It is difficult to
disagree with their decision. However, it does have a demoializing
effect.on the remaining military community to see these midlevel
leaders leaving in order to take care afamily obligations.

For those families who remain in service, providing a college
education for their children can be extremely, difficult. Again, mo-
bility and financial consitlerations compound the situation. Trans-
ferability would provide the career military member, aid his family
options. . . -

.., It would say, "You have earned this benefit, and you may use it
as you. choose. ' It would be a positive statement to the military
family that their conkibutions to the Nation are acknowledged and
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ap preciated. It would enable the member to remain serving his
country and yet meet a most important responsibility to his family,
the education of his children.

We are opposed to a transferability limited to just those depend-
ents of service members with critical skills. That would reduce the
morale of the military community, because it wouid be perceived
that some dependents would be receiving preferential benefits. We
also favor transferability at the 10-year point.

The 8- to 10-year point is a critical period in the family's decision
to remain or leave military service, a time in which the realities of
military life are most evident: imposed mobility, frequent separa-
tions and comparatively l'owspay.

Transferability at that point would be attainable. -A" wife might
complete her education, increase her earning capacity, and theieby
improve the flimily's circumstances. The service member would

. haVe already contributed at least 2Y2 years for each school year
'earned. .

Finally, if the legislation is aimed at retention of careerists, the
benefit must truly be available to him. All too often, benefits such
as 30 days leave, free medical care, and space available travel are
,advertized, yet the careerist is not able to take full advantage of
them.

Transferability would make that legislation a reality, not an
empty enticement. I would very much like to commend this com-
mittee on its willingness to hold hearings in the military communi-
ty. It affords the service members a rare opportunity for expressing
their views on legislation which is of vital: importance to them.

j also wish to express the gratitude of the National Military
Wives- Association for providing us the opportunity to express our
opinions on this very important legislation..

Thank you. ,

Mr. EDGAR. I want to thank you for coming and testifying. Your
statement has particular interest to both of us, who are here in
terms of its depth and knowledge and its firsthand experience with

, raising children, and we appreciate your contribution.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Locke appears on p. 236.1
Mr. EDGAR. Our next .witness will be from the National Associ-

ation.for Uniformed Services.

STATEMENT OF MAX J. BEILKE, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, THE
NATIOKAL ASSOCIATION FOR UNIFORMED SERVICES

BEILKE. Thank you, Mr. -Chairman. I am Max J. Beilke,
legislative 'counsel for the National Association for Uniformed
Services. For the record I would like to make one change to my
written testimony. On page 8, third line from the bottdm, I would
like to add the wVrd "not" so that that sentence reads, "They will
still be short tomorrow, because we cannot fill these vacpncies_v

verni
. EDGAR. Without objection, so ordered.

Mr. BEILKE. Thank you. The support these last 4 days demon-
strated for a veterans' gducation program, clearly indicates its
importance. The need for such legislation is without question. The
only question lies in the provisions of such a Program.
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While we urge enactment of legislation as soon as possible,
NAUS does not wish that caution be thrown to the wind. This e

legislation is important, but it is even more important that the
Congress enact aiwrogram that meets its intent and one that can
stand without immediate change.

It is from this viewpoint ,that NAUS raised the questions out-
lined in our written testimony. Trarisferability Atises many ques-
tions, and NAUS also fears for its out-year costs. Under the cur-
rent GI bill, approximately two-thirds of the eligible veterans use
about one-third of their maximum benefits.

It was brought out in testimony yesterday that the cost of the old
GI bill was too high, and that is why it was discontinued. Transfer.
ability increases tilt costs of the new GI bill. It is possible in j, 11,
or 13 years from today that another Mr. Reagan or another Mr.
Stockman will' come to town and cite this cost for dependent educa-
tion as an excellent place to cut the budget.

If that happens veterans will consider it as another loss or ero-
sion of benefiN. Additionally, by the time these dependents are old
enough to use then\ transfer benefits, they're also old enough to
earn their own benefits through military service.

As a beneficiary of the Korean,and Vietnam GI education pro-
gram, I can testify to what it has meant to me perSonally. Using
the in-service GI bill, I attained a BA degree from the University of
Maryland. After retiring from the military, I used it to get a mas-
ter's degree from Central Michigan University.

The Government has spent about _$10,000 on my education. I
have, however, still 161/2 months of eligibility left, which I don't
plan to use. If I were to transfer that to one of my dependents, I
am wondering if that is the real intent of the GI bill. From time to
time during the last 3 days of testimony, the term "critical skill"
has come up.

What hasn't collie up is the clear concise definition of a critical
skill. In the-Nast few days I have asked different military people
what a ,critical skill is, and I have "received about five different
answers, Without a clear, concise definition transferability allo-
cated by Service Secretaries to certain critical skills will cause
problems, and just before I close, Mr. Chairman, if I may, give you
some sort of an idea on what recruiters are up against out there in
the field today. In the early 1970's my military position put me in ,
contact with our Armed Forces examining and entrance stations.

We had problems with °draftees at' that time, and let me just
quote you some figures. The Seldctive Service knew that there
would be about a 20-percent shortfall of people showing up for the
examining station, which means that their quota was 80 for a
certain day, they'd better call 100 in order to have their quota
filled.

When we brought these people in for physical examinations, the
national average, 54 percent of these people were disqualified men - /
tally or physically. When they come irt for their induction physical,
at the time we were to induct them, we disqualified nationally
another 27 percent for reasons we did not find the first 'time.

Of those that were fully qualified, 6 percent refused induction,
and after they were in the service, another 2 percent. were
charged within 60 days for physical and mental reasons we did not
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thyl at the exams: When you take a look at these numbers, and
bruig them forward W today, of the number of qualified people, our
recruiters have a rough job.

They need everything theygot and that Congress can give them,
to get people into our military. That concludes my remarks, Mr.
Chairman. Thank you very much.

[The'prepared statement of Mr. Beilke appears on p. 240.]
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for your comments. I am glad'

we separated you from Mrs:, leocke, who had somewhat different
comments on the transferability question.

Mr. BEILKE. Well, I ain sorry that Mrs. Heckler. has left, because
I wanted to assure her that having five sisters and no brothers, two
daughters and no sons, my Chauvinistic tendencies still show once
in a while, but it is not because- of my sisters and daughters have
not tried to get t out of me.
,a- Mr. EDGAR. I appreciate the strain you're operitting under.

Mr. Harlow, we look forvierd to hearing your testimony. The Air
E Porce has been particularly aggressive in testimony last week,

and this week, and we look forward to hying your comments.
4 I

STATEMENT OF DONALD L. HARLOW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AIR FORCE SERGEANTS ASSOCIATION

M. HARLOW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 'I want to compliment
you and the members of your committee for having such thorough
hearings on a very important subject. I am not going to read my
testimony. I am going to just comment on a concern we have.

Certainly, as you stated so eloqueritly in your open' g statement,
what we are trying to obtain and the objective 're ing to
reach is to come up with a bill that will not only at r , but will
retain the type of people we need for our armed servi es. However,
our concern has been for some time, and l would just like to read
an article from the Associated Press:' .

The Education Secretary, Terrell H. Bell, has ordered the elimination of jobs of
almost three-fourths of the 955 bureaucrats who _collect the faulted loans from
students, turning t4eir duties over to priyate loan collectors.

He said: . . -

In the past 4 years nearly 90 percent of a backlog '311600,000 defaulted guaranteed
student loan cases have been resolved, and that our collectors have returned more
e an $1 of everyR o ost to the taxpayer.

It goes. on to sa that some $2.2 'billion in student loans are
de inquent or in default since 1958. 'ffi point I am trying to get
ac ss, Mr. ,Rhairman, is .the fact that the Congress is probably
goi to struggle over the amount of money that any new educe;
tIon bill may cost for our military people.

I t nk it behoves this Congress to look at our priorities, and see
'where we're putting our money, and what we're.getting for return

in deft se'of our great Nation. As I' said before, there has been
much 'd. I am'going to conclude my statement in the interest of
time, an I thank you for the pportubity to be here:

[The pr , , ared statement of r. Harlow appears on p. 249..]
Mr. EDG R. I thank you for our statement. You raise an issue

that i-.4,ziti.: llylmportant, an 'that is the issue, of cqst saving, and6
trying Vb tn: e a system of educational benefits, where we don't
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have the default rate that had occurred in some instances in the
past.

Hopefully we can learn from our experience, 'coupled by the
article that you've shared with us and you've read. All of you have
made contributions to this legislation, and because we have been
under the influence of 4 full days with over 50 witnesses, we have
asked most of the questions and zeroed in on most of the issues,
prior to your coming here.

That is not to say that we don't need your contribution in shap-,
ing this legislation, because all legislation is a result of compromise
and putting the pieces in the right place. I want to thank you for
coming and testifying, and particularly thank those of you who
speak from your own experience.

I would like the remainder of the witnesses to come forward
recognizing they don't .all speak the same message, but Thomas
Bonner is president of Wayne State University, and he is speaking
for the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges.

He is accompanied by Dr. Robert Gluckstern, chancellor of the
University of Maryland, and also Ms. Mary Ann Kirk, Center for
Citizenship Education, and Mr. Wade Wilson, American Associ-
ation of State Colleges and Universities, and president of Cheyney
College. .

I feel like some effort should be made to pronounce a benediction
in the sense that you're the last set of witnesses, but I think you
have had the opportunity today to listen to a number of witnesses,
who focused on this issue, and you bring unique experience. Mr.
Wade Wilson is a personal friend of long standing, and has worked
very hard in this area.

You all hal'e important positions within universities and col-
leges, and I an interested in hearing about the-Center for Citizen-
ship Education. I apologize for putting you On late and also apolo-
gize for putting you cinder the pressure of time. Let's hear first
from Mr. Bonner, and we'll proceed to the other witnesses.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS BONNER, PRESIDENT, WAYNE STATE
UNIVERSITY

Mr. BONNER. Mr. Chairman, because of the delay this morning, I
have had an opportunity to listen to number of the others who
have testified here, and I want to say how impressed I am with the
testimony and with the questioning by,.members of the committee,
and I believe it will result in a stronger bill than was originally
introduced.

I am speaking today for the National Association of State Uni-
versities and Land Grant Colleges. Ialso represent a university,
Wayne State University, that has had perhaps the largest number
of veterans enrolled on the campus in recent years, reaching a
peak of nearly 6,000 veterans in 1975.

The reinstatement of the GI bill, is important, I think, both
professionally and to me personally. As president o his University
with some 33,000 students, I am strongly su e of legislation
that will enhance the ability of any im 11 segment of our
population

ito

pursue higher,education..

79-430 0-81,...8
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On the personal side, like many of those who testified, I am one
of those Who would not otherwise have been able to continue with
their edu ation without the GI bill. The World War II bill made it
poisible r me to complete my undergraduate work and a doctor:
ate program it Northwestern University.

As you may know or be interested to know, educational histori-
ans have described the World War II Serviceman's Readjustment
Act as probably the most important single piece of legislation
affecting higher education in the 20th century, and rank it with
the Morrill Act of 1862, and the National Defense Act of 1956 in
the impact it has had, not just on those who took part, but on the
shape of the Curriculum, 'and the teaching, the expectations in
higher education.

Clearly the Armed Forces have changed greatly since I left the
service in 1946. They're, increasingly becoming more and more
dependent on highly trained technicians and specialists in order to
be effective and operational and many of the new, recruits have
difficulty in mastering the fundamental skills that are needed to
become competent technicians.

Additionally, as we've heard this morning, many highly trained
service members are leaving the.Arn-ted Services either for better
paying jobs in the private sector or for more attractive opportuni-
ties for advancement in that sectors A reasonable solution, it seems
to me, is the kind\of bill that is proposed here today. r

Historically, education benefits are the best incentives for these
purposes, better so than more pay and other benefits. I think, to be
realistic that those benefits must be significant and they have to
have a relatively short vestment period. Any period of vestnibnt
that extends 'beyond 3 years, would seem, from my experience, to
lose its attractiveness to potential recruits.

While H.R. 1400 has a pekiod of vestment of 3 years, it offers
only a stipend of $250 per month for up to 36 months. The only
schools it seems to me that would make financial sense for the
recruit to attend under this program would be community colleges.

Under this bill a recruit would have to devote 6 years of his or
her life in the armed services before he or she would be entitled to
somewhat more significant benefits of $550 per month.

It is our understanding, that one of the objectives of the bill is to
provide an incentive to the population that is- headed toward a 4-

, year college program. Consequently; in structuring the education
benefits, the, committee may want to consider seridusly the cost of
a college education today.

While a generous stipend per^ month is, I think, attraetiVe,
monthly payments are not timely for meeting tuition in most of
our colleges and universities. We'would suggest that the committee.
consider structuring the benefits to include the tuition component
that was mentioned here 'by. many persons earlier this morning.

Even at a public university like mine, the annual tuition rate is
,neater $1500 per year, for undergraduates,-and is higher for gradu-
ate and professional students. A percentage of tuition formula that

4:f wassroposed in another bil it, teems to me, is not thanswer to
the problem in that such ula will tend to penalize those
students who wish to attend p is colleges and universities be-

.
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cause they will hotbe able to enjoy the maximum benefits to which
they're entitled.

- I think that, in short, benefits that include a tuition component
and a monthly -stipend should prove to be attractive incentives for
enlistment of individuals who are interested in a baccalaureate
education. Then, as we hlard earlier, I simply want to underscore
the importante of taking. into account the family responsibilities of
members of the armed services as I have, learned at Wayne, and
fran my own experience. Many of the thousands of veterans who
have come through my University, have been forced to look for
nontraditional approaches to college education which- will allow
them to pursue full-time employment.

We have had many, many veterans complete their degrees, while
employed full time. The situation, I think, raises a couple of issues
that the committee should confront in any GI legislation. First, the
issue that many cannot complete the baccalaurate degree in 36
months, and second, the issue of what we at Wayne State have
come to call "seat time".

It.is increasingly common that persons do not complete bachelors
programs in 36 months. The seat time problem has a very impor-
tant impact for large universities in urban areas that are all inno-
vative and trying to deal responsibly with the needs of veterans.
We instituted at Wayne a weekend tollege program several years
ago which was-particularly aimed at and successful with our veteran
population.

Instead of classes during the traditional day:and early evening
hours, weekend college offered a new approach that was planned
around the working and domestic responsibilities of employed vet-
erans.

This new approach ran into a huge snag in 1976 when the
Veterans' Administration amended, suddenly, its regulation to re-
quire 12' class hours of what they called contact time, each and
every week, not the total of hours which we met, but each and
every week of the academic term in. order for the veteran to receive
full benefits.

Our program had been approved by all of the appropriate faculty
committees and accrediting bodies, including the North Central
Association. It was a devastating blow to many veterans, because it
meant, in effect, that since the curriculum was concentrated in
fewer sessions of longer duration, that those on the GI bill, though
they were still able to continue in the program, received 30-percent
less in benefits than they-would otherWise have gotten.

We have challenged thatin the courts and in other ways. We
have good support from many 'Meinbers. of Congress, including
Congressman Ford from the Detroit area, who has taken some
leadership in, this. Since this has happened it is clear, I think, that
the VA will respond most readily to discretion and direction
discretionary language and direction from the Congress.

Consequedly, we would recommend that language be included
the legislation that will allow an accredited institution to dethr-
mine the amount of credit students should receive for the eduCa-
tional programs they follow. That, I understand, is the case with
this legislation. The granting agency should not make that deter-
mination.

- I a
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One final point on the istue of education benefits, I simply Want
to support those who haye spoken here today in favor of a differen-
tial for those veterans with family obligatidns. I-think it is very
important that the committee, in its legislative intent, focus on the
retention of persons in the service.

Whether it be through children, through education, or transfera-
bility to spouses, it seems to hie that any liberalization along those;
lines is bound to be helpful. I found also from my. own .experience ,
that a leave of absence for the, service member himself can also
work very effectively.-

I happened to haver as one of my own students some years ago, .
an Air Force master sergeant who, while on active duty, completed
his Ph. D. in history, a field that would not normally be considered

-a critical skill, and for those in the armed services, but I think it
set a very good example for many-others.

Finally, it seems to me that I should say here, for the record,
in addressing this program, this issue, I want to make it clear

that the education.benefits of the billahould be an addition tb and
not instead of other student financial' aid programs, particularly at
this time, when in other hearing roo this very day, some of
those programs that are of immense ire once to millions . of
raving people are under serious threat.

Thank you.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bonner appears on p. 253.3
Mr. EDGAR. Ms. Miry Ann Kirk is from the Center for Citizen-

ship Education. We appreciate your coming this morning, and ask
you to consolidate your testimony as well, so we canfget to a couple
of questions and then procer"ed.

STATEMENT OF MARY ANN KIRK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,'
CENTER FOR CITIZENSHIg- EDUCATION

Ms. KIRK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate this opportunity
to testify on H.R. 1400. I am MaryAnn Kirk. I am executivq director
of theN Center for Citizenship Educatipn. ,It was formed to nswer ,a
growing need and concern for a reconcentrated effort to strengthen
our schools'and institutions, to educate a responsible citizenry in the
'context of a contemporary America.

The heart of our organization is the deep belief that ,all citizens
must have access to .positive, self-fulfilling citizenship experiences
through education,, participation, and service opportunities: We be-
lieve that the values of citizenship, should be taught and should be
lived.

The armed services had attempted to meet its manpower needs
by offering itself as -a competitive employer in a national job
market system. The idea has been that the armed services will
offer jobs that will appeal, to jobseekers in terms of self-interest;
predictably, that idea will fail.

It has failed. The proposed pay incrgases and additional benefits
including the eliticational benefits offered byt H.R. 1400 continues
that same self-interest philosophy and it will -also tail. Self-interest
alone is not sufficient basis for-military serv.ce.

Inherently, that service offers .the ility of hardship and
danger for-which money, alone, cannot e iin adequate rewards The

"s
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beautiful' black man that testified before this committee earlier
today, are there enough material advantages in the world to com-
pensate him for the. disfigurement he has received through his
rilitary service ti our country?,

Military service-should be presented as a special way of accept-
ing citizenship responsibility within a nationwidg moral climate
that describes such responsibility as everyone's duty- throughout
life. Therefore, the Center for Citizenship Education endorses the
concept expressed.in the amendments to H.R. 1400, proposed by
Harry J. Hogan, adviser on National Service.

The proposed amendment to section 1401 would describe the
purpose of H.R. 1400 to be that of giving recognition to, members of
the armed services for their acceptance of military service as are
expression of citizenship responsibility.

It lifts military service beyond the temptgary job status and,
employer of last resort. The amendment adMg- section 17158 de-
scribes voluntary community set-vice as an alternative mode for
acceptance of citizenship responsibility., It performa
necessary function of relating military service to ciVilian service
opportunities throughout the rest of our society. r

It pulls us all together. In dqing so it relates our community
Service everywhere in the Nation to military servjce responsibility
accepled by those of us in the armed services. The suggested
reward in -education _benefits to an individual for conimunity serv-
ice is 50 percent of that given for military service.

The difference is justifiable in our view because of the immediate
need for personnel in the armed services; and because of the great-
er flexibility in individual access to the community service option.
The amendment gives to action the restionsibilit3, for certification
that any given community service. program meets, a qualifying
service standard.

Decisions on allocations, on limited appropriated funds, will ,be
made by the armed services. The necessity of 'making those deci-
sions will open up a direct discourse between the armed, services

. and the higher education institutions.
The inclusion of community associations as program particip ants

will orient the decisionmaking to the sodial needs of the 1980's. For
example_ e shaping of citizenship through sera/ a opportunities
to meet to ay's needs. The Center for Citizenship dulation sten&
ready to sist in the development of communiyy service opportuni-
ties under his program.

We are confident of our ability and those of others in the volun-,
teer sector and in the educational community to meet the Nation's'
needs. .

[The prepared statement of Ms. Kirk appears on p. 261'] .

I Mr. EDGAR. Thank you for your -testimony. Mr. Wilson; we Mok
forward to heaiing your testimony as the last witness. One thing,,
before you begin, I would like to indicate that you are president of
Cheyney State College: While it does not reside in my district,. it
does reside within my county, and we've been fortunate today, ti?
have president of Delaware County'd Coitimunity College aaavelItts
you her representing the association of State colleges andglIniver-
sities.

We really preciate yOur being here.
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STATEMENT OF WADE WILSON, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
, STATE ,COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. chairman and members of the committee, I state that w6

have prepared an addendum to our testimony, and if you've not
received that, we will see that you get it.

Mr. EDGAR. We did receive it, and we appreciate it. It was
particularly helpful to see page A-3 of the addendum, which ranks
the use of the GI bill by State. We discovered that Pennsylvania is
46 nn that ranking, with only 16.4 percent of the veterans using
the GI bill. We did receive it. Thank you.

Mr, WILSON. Tho American Association of State Colleges and
Universities is deeply interested in H.R. 1400 and other comparable
legislation. Our colleges have educated hundreds of thousands of
veterans after the past three wars. We're also working closely with
other higher-education groups, and with the armed'services admit-

.the Service Members' Opportunity College (SOC); which
provides college opportunities to servicemen and women all over

' the world.
Wfnwill comment today briefly on H.R. 1400, with some remarks

also about Senator Armstrong's S. 25 and Senator-Cianston's S.
417.

First, veterans benefits. We generally approve of the approach of
H.R. 1400, providing $250 a month in basic benefits and an addi-
tional $300 a month in supplemental benefits for longer- periods of
service. We have doubts about whether these ,benefit levels are
adequate to provide for the costs of college today.

We also feel that the lack of dependency' allowance will discoUr-
age many servicemen from enlisting. We do not share Senator
Armstrong's belief, in testimony before this subcommittee on
March 17, that paSrltig 80 percent of tuition up to a maximum of
$2,500 in addition to the $250 subsisWnce allowance, is a desirable
way to. attract people to_the military or t6 help them- attend
private colleges. -f

It is paying, lower benefits to the large majority of veterans likely
to choose a public college' anywayabout 80 percent of all students
now attend public colleges, more in most Stateswill encourage
them to choose a far 'more expensive-privAte college, where their
additional costs will be much higher.

This is simply a way of discouraging qualified people from enlis t-
, ing and does nothing to help private colleges. Nor, of course, do we

. believe public colleges are low quality.
Second, educational incentives for military servita. Several very

innovative ideas have. been suggested in H.R. 1400 and S. 25,
among other bills, to recruit and retain highly qualified peoplefor,
example, preservice education. The proposal to give, people 36
months of college at $300 a month, if they agree to serve in the
military afterward, is a boldly innovative suggestion and deserves
very careful review:

We wsioned

and other details about this idea. Next, transferability.
eard like to know how many, such enrollments are envi-

sioned
Careful Onsideration should be given to the ideas to

sp
make possible

transfer 'of educational benefits to -a ouse or' dependent after 8 to
10 years of duty. "4"*#.4.
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We do not believe this shOuld end after 12 years, as proposed in
H R. 1400. We are not certain that this beRefit should be limited .to
critical skills as defined by the Secretary. We believe that it shOuld
be open to those. in service now, and not simply to newcomers.

Educational leaves. We like Senator Armstrong's. idea of educa-
tional leaves up to 1 year, folloWed by 2 years of duty, as a further
way to retain and upgrade qualified personnel. In general, web
compliment the committee on its work, and we would like to work
with you. :-

We urge that other educators as well as the military be consult-
ed as this new legislation goes forward.

Thank you. ..
[Material submitted for record by the American Association of

State Colleges and Universities appears on p. 2661
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for your statement, and I am

pleased that you have been able to summarize the important as-
pects of your statement, and yet pick up *the essence of what your
association supports within this legislation and other pieces of
legislation.

I particularly am interested in this leave of absence provision
you mentioned as well as Mr. Bonner. We're joined in the room by
several 'students from Villanova University, and they have come to
Washington to discover hr laws are made or not made.

Part of the process of learning is the fact that much is happening
in the first 4 or 5 months of this new administration in committee
and subcommittee. We're completing 4 days of hearings on H.R.
1400, which is a bill for retention and recruitment, in shoring up
the -All-Volunteer Military. We've heard over the course of the last
2 weeks from the office of the Joint Chiefs of Staffs, from the
civilian side of the military, fro the veterans organizations and
from tai Pity.

Dr.
indic

e academic commu
onner, I have a c

e that the $250 a
person attending a co
gest for the basic bene

Mr. BONNER. Mr.
morning and the Ai
maximum amount
month probably is
the purposes that, I

Mr. EDGAR. I
colleges werefla
understavl the re on why in terms of their having more of a need
for the larger monthly component rather than tuition expenses as
you might have at Wayne State University or one of the other
larger universities.

It is a very difficult questign, given the variety of educational
institutions ifripacted by H.R. 14000. Mr. Wilson, you come from a
State-related school. I wonder if you might answer that question.
What do you think is an adequate benefit for a' university like
yours, which has a Jarge-minority student population. Your univer-
sity in Pennsylvania which has the third-largest population in the
Nation. However under the old GI bill only 16 percent of those

pl questions I would like to ask. You.
onth allotment is inadequate except for a

munity college. What amount do you gug-.
it under this new GI bill?
hairrnan, in listening to the testimony this

cussion earlier, I found the suggestion of a flat
f $3,000 for the tuition component and $300 a
something that would be attractive and meet
thintc., you have in mind.

a little bit surprised that the community
y opposed to any tuition requirement, and I

41.
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Pennsylvania veterans used their GI benefit. Was this because of
inadequate rates?

What would be an adequate rate?
Mr. WasoN. An adequate rate, in my opinion, would be a compo-

nent for tuition, and in this instance, it would be basically°$2,500
plus, and I lean toward a figure not cited yet of $300 to $400,
therefore, a compromise of 350 as the minimum benefit.

Mr. EDGAR. Dr. Bonner, I am interested in trying to figure out
whether or not, with all' of the other pressures that are going on'in
the capital today: and throughout the last couple of weeks iin
attacking the $4.8 billion of student aid, niuCh of which I support,
whether' or not you would think that for service to the country, one
might be given an added incentive, that is that rates for loans and
grapts and compensati n for services to one's country might be
targeted at a higher y ue than those who did not give that kind of
service.

Mr. BONNER. I thi k I would agree that it would be in the
national interest and ertainly something that would be not incon-
sistent,with the kri 'pies of the association I represent, if there
were some addition 1 incentives provided to veteran stuagnts.

The concern I ex essed at the end of my remarks had rather to
do with boncern, I think, that some of my colleagues have that this'
program could become a considerable part, a substitute far some of
the programs that are being reduced or phased put.

Mr. EDGAR. I share that same concern. I think that the invest -
ment

, we made in the students and in education is clearly an
important one. In my opinion, it ls the wrong area to start attack-
ing, but several witnesses before this committee, over the course of
the last 4 days of testimony, have indicated that there lies an area
where we can get the funds to provide for thiS particular benefit.
Several of the members of the committee, in asking questiong, have

4 indicated their feeling that service to one's Nation ought to get a
certain reward and benefit, and that one ought not to be able to get
that same benefit without any service to the Nation.

I am not sure him I feel on that at this point, but it is a point
that wesreally have to look at. It would be helpful to me if both you
and Mr. Wilson might take. a look at some of the regional imbal-
ances, as well Els the institutional imbalances of the ftinding pro-
portions in this legislation. .

We have a dilemma in terms of whether we go the route of a
fixed monthly cost plus the tuition kicker or whether we go to a
larger monthly cost to be more flexible or whether we recognize
the need at community colleges or junior colleges or institutions
that 'night be State-supported and those institutions that may be
privately supported. With any legislation like this, it is difficult to

.be atithe same' time flexible and targeted in in which we
give. With your experience and your, ttssociatio 's experience, it
would be helpfurif you could give us same data n that, especially
on the regional. concerns I mentioned earlier, because of my con -

.,cern that some communities do 'not take advantage of education
benefits because of the high tuition cost in some area schools.

This basically draws to a conclusion our 4 days of hearings. We
do have two field hearings. One is in Virginia and one in Massa-
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chusetts that will be upcdming, and we look to marking up this.
legislation toward the end of April and the first part of May.

All of the witnesses have made a valuable, contribution to this-
_task I want to thank'those in the audience who have been patient

enough to listen to the questioning. I want to thank of witnesses
for coming and sharing their comments.

The committee now stands adjourned. '[Whereupon, the committee heartng was concluded at 12.46 p.m.]
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Appendix .1

PREPARED STATEMENT OP HON. NORMAN D. DICES, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS, FROM THE STATE OF WASHINGTON"

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to appear before the Committee today to provide
my wholeh4arted endorsement of the effort to re-establish needed levels of educa-tional benefits for our military community, through H.R. 1400. I am proud to be aco-sponsor of this legislation and hope that with the leadership of the Chairman and

ithis Committee we can see it enacted in this Congress.
You are all well aware of the continuing challenges we face in attracting andretaining the numbers and quality of personnel necessary for the effective operationof our Armed Forces. The disasterous recruiting year of 1979, when none of the°services rapt their objectives; the Army Divisions rated unfit for service because ofshortages of noncommissioned officers; the need to juggle crew assignments inorder to offset the Navy shortage-of 22,000 petty officers; and the exodus of pilots,health personnel and trained maintenance people from all of the services are thereal world consequences,of our failure to provide the pay and benefits at adequatelevels and in needed areas to meet our force requirements.
Last year the Congress enacted .measures that were an important first step in

v correcting these problems. The provisions-of the Nunn-Warner amendmentand the11.7 percent pay raise sent the signal to the military that the Congress was aware of_the problem and willing to take the actions needed ix:Incorrect it. Thus far this year,recruitment quotas are being met and retention is up. For example,--re-enlistmentrates in the Army thus far in Fiscal Year 1981 for mid-grade personnel are upnearly 10 percent from 1979 revels.
But we must avoid the false conclusion that these encouraging developments

mean the problem is over, it most certainly is not. Shortages in critically neededtechnical skills persist. More importantly, the sheer demographics of our populationwill mean a continually. smaller base of Americans in the prime recruitment agebrackets. Thb implications cal be seen in the conclusion of a recent Congressional" Budget Office Study indicatirt that the percentage of Army recruits with a highschool education or ifs equivalent will decline to 52 .percent by 1986, compared to aet of 65 percent, without major changes in incentives.
'le efforts to bring overall military pay and benefits to comparable 'levels withthe civilian economy are continuing, there is a special need to target benefit

increases into 'areas that will provide the greatest return per dollar invested1Am
convinced thatthe area of educational benefits is an especially fertile field for sucha return.

The Department of Defense last year testified flat termination of the GI Bill hasresulted in a decline of up to 25,000-high school, graduate enlistments each year, Wee have reached a point where last year only 25 collige graduates enlisted in Armycombat arms, out of it total of over 100,000. The reason for this- total lack of
attractionfoi those who seek higher education or have already gained it can be seenin the fact that while the current Veterans' Educational Assistance Program re-ceives annual federal coptatitions on the order of $100 million, the cost of civilian
federal college aid prograing was $4.4. billion in 1980.

This sjtilation.exists despite the fact that the percentage ofjobs requiring techni-cal the Armed Services is roughly twice theta the economy as a wholeA,need fo ' 'vidtials with the skills and,aptitode to adapt to complex weaponstems was - ized as early as . 957 in. the report of the Defense Advisory
IRMittee \On( essional and Technical Compensation when it stated, "onlymarked increases in the leveref,competence and 'experience Of the men in the forcecan provide for the effective, economical operation required by the changing timesancinatiOnaf n

MOM. Armyt f of Staff, General E., C. Meyer'stated he believes that bringingback a modified G Bill "will do more attractyoung people to,the Army than anyamount °kippers; e throwfintnthe recruiting effort."

These-factor's ve led many military leaders to call for a re-establishment of the

,.
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As attractive as the GI Bill was to military personnel, it was riot the perfect

vehicle for dealing with the problems we face today. In particular, its structure was
skewed against retention of career personnel. In order for an individual to take
advantage of tlittenefits, he or she would have to leave the service.

This legislation recognizes those problems and includes provisions that will turn
the bias of the old GI Bill around. The bill will not only promote recruitment of

those desiring higher education, it will help retain them anvell.
The bill does this in several ways, First, it provides.a far greater monthly benefit,

$550 compared to $300, for those who complete six years of active service and

commit to eight' years of reserve service, as compared to those who make only a
three year commitment.

Perhaps of greatest importance, it allows transfers of educational entitlements to
spouses or dependents by those who have served betwe 8-12 years or have retired
after 20 years of service. No longer would a servicepe be-foried to give up his

career to take advantage of benefits. The ability to pro de a college education for

one s.childrep is an integral part of the American d m, all too often denied to
those who ptesently chose to serve their country n- the military. Allowing that
dream to be fulfilled will be an important incentive to those considering making
that sacrifice and commitment.

Another positive aspect of this bill are the provisions That will encourage fffose

who have already received higher educational training to come into the services. We

spend $3 billion per year, roughly 10 percent: of the entire military personnel
appropriation. to maintain the enlisted training ,pipeline. When we can recruit

;" individuals who have already received valuable training, the time and expense
presently borne by tha_services can be substantially reduced.

The provisions for student loan forgiveness and giving the Secretary of Defense

authority to provide assistance to individuals before they enter service can be
especially helpful if they are applied to individuals whose educational training has a

direct military application. I

In establishing a new and viable bducational.assistance program, we should be

104 sure that the Secretary of Defense is provided sufficent flexibility to target the tools
the program provides to changing situati s in the man wer area while maintain -

in g a basic program that' can be depe ded upon byte serviceperson. This is a
difficult balancing act, but it, is one for which I be eve this bill provides the

necessary basis.
Let me make a few observations on areas where the 'Committee may wish to add

to the bill's provisions to further the goals of establishing a stable and adequate

career force. The first area deserving review is the need to attract veterans,back
into the active service. This is particularly true for the thousands who lift the
service,in the last few years because of compensation shortfalls, They have already
benefited from the training and are the only pool that can quickly help us overcome

, our NCO shortages. Transferability of benefits for such individuals who, agree to

return to the service, if their term of commitment would bring them into the 8-12

year category and who possess skills in shdrt supply should be examined. Other

methods to provide special inducements to this group, perhaps at OSD discretion,

should also receive consideration. .

A second area that may need to be included are incentives to allow use of benefits

while an individual remains in the active service either through temporary changes."'
'in duty assignment or other means.

.
The Congress authorized $75 milliOn to test many:Prthe provisions contained in

this bill `last year, including loan forgiveness, transferability of benefits and a non-
Cifatributory benefit program. The result of these pilot programs have been most
favorable according to field commanders and recruiters. We certainly should exam-
ine the lessons of this pilot program and incorporate them into any legislation nthat

we enact. But I do not feel we should be compelled to wait until long after the test
is complete and evaluated to move. Our manpower problems threaten to grow worse

, without_prompt action. I hope_ this Committee will act in recognition of this situa-

-,,,.... tion 4,

' PREPARED STATEMENT OF REAR ADMIRAL. H. 5: MATTHEWS, U.S. NAVY (REV'

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this Subcommittee, before address-
ing the issue of a GI Bill I want to applaud the' efforts of your subcommittee in

helping 'solve the critical manpoweeproblems that exist today in all of out Military
* Services and the U.S.-toast Guard. I hope that I can contribute to your efforts in,

this complex and far-reaching problem of nationaLconcern.
'My qualifications in this area are somewhat unique. Contrary to what most

people assume, this Admiral is not a product of a 4rvice Academy, or any of our

411, 4
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Officer training programs I was one of those 18 year old high school graduates just
prior to WW II, who wanted to go to college but could not afford it, further., complicated, by a word war on the horizon. Enlisting in the Navy in April, 1940, I
came up through the enlisted grades to become a temporary officer, an Ensign. In

Service. This they d and I became the first
1946, by then an experienced test pilot (Lt(jg)), the Nly offered me a college
education if I would stay in the Naval Se
former enliSted pilot to each Flag Rank. With this beginning during my 30 years of
commissioned service a major focus of my efforts was on our Navy enlisted ,,commu-
nity, their welfare, training, education one professional development. My views and
judgements are based primarily upon those years of service which cover WW II,
Korea and three combat tours in Vietnam.

Because of time limitations here and the complexity, of our Military Services
manpower problem I have attached to this statement a background paper on that
subject which discusses in some detail the complexities of this problem, enclosure(1).

Given present trends such as the introduction of increasing numbers of more
demanding and sophisticated weapons systems in all' rvices, and the increased
competition for thatileclining number of young people, 8 to 24 years old, available
for military service.solving the military manpower Prob m will become even more
demanding in the future Therefore, any Mgislation must my be responsive to the
major Manpower problem. As previous testimony has indic and current combatreadiness problems reveal, the major manpower problem now and for several years
to come, is "retention, retention of highly qualified and experienced personnel."
Obviously, highly qualified and motivated personnel must be "recruited" before theycan be 'retained,' just as they must be, retained" for several years before they

, Meet the other need "experienced." The danger in solving the "recruiting" problem
only, at great costs (billions annually), without solving the " retention" problem can
be counter-productive, as well as costly. For example, bringing unlimited numbers of
highly qualified recruits into the Navy for just three, or even four, years, after
which they leave the Navy, would do very little to solve the Navy's serious shortageof over 22,000 midgrade petty officers.

Clearly, retention is the basic and major military manpower problem and solu-
tions to it must be found and implemented quickly. At this point I would like to addthat it needs to be undetstdod that solving this problem will take five or more
yearsan "experienced" noncommissioned officer cannot be created "instantly."
Also, contrary to the opinion held by marry, the "draft"would not solve the reten-tion problemalthough it is needed for many other reasons, as is a properlystructured GI Bill. t

In order to save time for any questions I will summarize my views: ,,
1 Fractionally all highly qualified high school graduates who join the military

services in order to receive educational benefits will likely leave the service as soon
as they have earnedthose benefits:-unless he is provided an alternative and credi-
ble means of getting the education for which he joined the military service. In fact, I
have seen many Navy career enlisted persons, after several years of service, develop
a desire for formal education and quit the Navy to get their education under the GI
Bill. , ^

2 Any GI Bill in which full educational benefits are achieved on only S, or even 4,
years will be a dis-incentitive to retention. ) /3 Transferability of educational benefite/to dependents, Mainly childreM is a very
good idea. However, it will hIOT be a "retention good" except for servicemen with
ten (10) or more years service. Very few first term service personnalare looking at' least 16 or more years into the future, regardless of whether or not they aremarried. ...

. 4 In any,,GI Bill there should be authorization for the Military Services and theU.S. Coast Guard to spend an amount equal to full GI bbnefits on each careerservice person for "in service" education programs leading to a bachelors degree.
Such a program should require a commitment of at least ten years servicethe
point at which retention is not such a major problem, especially if you have solved
1st, 2nd, and 3rd term reenlistnfent problems. This would do- much to restore the
serviceman's confidence in his service, his Commander-in-Chief and his Congress. It
would provide the highly motivated and qualified service ,person with a means to

'tia stay in the service and still get the college education that got him in the service in
the first place. This alternative is needed for the serviceperson who decides to makethe service a career. This "in service" program is distinct from "entitlements"
where the service person must "scratch" for himself, usually with some local insti-
tution where he is stationed, with little or no.help from his command pr unit. The
rare exception, and it is a notable one, is the USAF Community College where they
assist USAF enlisted personnel in obtaining an Associate degree.

,
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Mr. Chairman, it is recommended, that any GI_Bill incorporate the following:
Require a minimum of three (3) years active duty:for partial benefits (60 percent)

and five (5) years for full benefits.
Provide for transferability of educational benefits earned to dependents, wife and/

or children.
Authorize the Military Servicei to spend on eack icareejkperson an ?mount equal,

to the maximum benefits earned 'under the GI Bill. Be fits earned but not used
under this program to be transferable to dependents, or, available to the service
person earning them 'upon retirement or separation.

Mr. Chairman, thank b for the opportunity to appear before you and your
subcommittee on this vital issue.

45

Enclosure: "Military Manpower Problems The 'Draft The GI Bill and Other
Nostrums".

MILITARY MANPOWER PROBLEMSTHE DRAFT--THE GI BILL AND OTHER NOSTRUMS

There is general agreement that the Military Servicesall of themhave serious
manpower problems today and, given present trends, these problems will be more
serious in the future. While the statistical details vary from service to service, the
general nature of the problem is embodied in the following statements.

Modern weapon systems are demanding increasingly skilled personnel for both :
maintenance and operation.

The number of young people (18-24 years old) available for military service is
declining as the peak of the post World War II "bahr boom" passes out at that age
group. '

For a variety of economic and sociological reasons, military service is less attrac-
tive today to young people than was formerly the ease.

The net effect of these conditions is a growing shortage of military manpower
concentrated in the high technology skills. The problem is compounded and some-
what masked by the fact that the services are currently able to fill empty spaces
with new accessions. However, at the margin, the new accessions are in Mental
Group IV. These lower mental group personnel are less likely to be capable of
meeting requirements for highly skilled technicians even after extended, periods of
training and experience. Consider the following symptoms:

52 percent of the Army accessions in 1980 were in MG IV. At the same time,
Army enlisted personnel.turnover is very high, and lower mental group personnel

ho complete their first enlistment, are more likely to be retained. Thus, accession
retention trends are operating to lower the overall aptitude level of Army

perso t the very time when increases in skill levels are required.
The Navy currently short more than 22,000 Mid grade petty officers primarily

in high skill ra In at least one rating, shortages are so bad that less than
threefourths of the ets at sea would be filled even ifallepersonnel in the rating
were assigned to ship and duty,

Discussion of the current military manpower problems will- usually lead to the
_ suggestion that the solution to the problems would.be achieved or at least facilitated

by either a return to the peacetime draft, or reinstitution of the GI Bill. Neither of
these courses of-action is likely to help, and in fact, either is likely to make the
fundamental problem described above much more difficult to deal with. Recall the
central facts of life in defense manpower today:

Increasingly sophisticated technology being introduced at an accelerating pace..
A declining population of youriePeople.
A return to the peacetime draft would presumably be structured to impact equita-

bly on all segments of society and should, therefore, produce a pro-rata share of the
higher aptitude segments of the population. The ptoblem is that in today's sophisti-
cated technological environment, aptitudc is translated into individual capability
only after extensive schooling and on-the-job experience. The introduction of large
numbers of high aptitude personnel for a short (2 year) period of service, it unlikely
to help. n fact, ayititurii to the draftt would probably exacerbate the problem as high
turnover and consequent high training rates draw .excessive numbers of experienced
personnel from operational assignments to instructor duty, The essential point is
that the military manpower problem ii,,primarily one of providing experienced
technicians to support increasingly sophisticated systems. These technicians must be
grown over an extended period of time. The high turnover rate and turbulence
associated' a-peacetime draft runscounter to that objective.

The effect of reestablishing the"GI Bill would, in many respects, be similar to that
of the draft. It could be expected that the existence of the GI Bill would attract

, many of the high aptitude youth that the armed services need. Unfortunately, these

4, people would enlist to obtain the educational benefit and could be expected to leave
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as soon as eligibility- was established. Thus, the potential for perionnel turbAnceand undue investment in training resources exists; although in this case, it can becontrolled by exercising care when specifying the manner in which eligibility forbenefits will be granted. certainly the criterion used in the old GI Bill (180 days ofservice) is inappropriate. One should think in terms of tinle frames for eligibilitywhich are on the order of the time required to achieve journeyman proficiency andrecover training costs for high skill personnel. This would require six to eight yfor most skill areas.
In a way, the current preoccupation with the draft and the GI Bill as remedies fordefense manpower problems, reflect a mind set born of three decade of peaCetimeconscription in which manpower was perceived to be a free good. The result was amanagement philosophy that focused on numerical requirements and accepted ex-tremely high personnel turnover. In spite of the coming of the all volunteer force,the services still accept high turnover as a way of life. (Replacement rates forenlisted personnel range from 17 percent for the Air Force to 26 percent for theArmy). It is notable that numerical end strengths have never been less than 98.5, percent of authorization under the AVF in spite.of some highly publicized recruit-ing shortfalls. It is not that the Services have been unable to maintain strength, butthat they have been unable to sustain (and indeed, increase), experience levels inhigh skill areas. Improved retention bf experienced technicians implies a reductionin turnover ratebut this creates a whole new set of problems! As turnover di-clines, and experienced personnel are retained at acceptable rates, vacancies willalso decline and promotion rates will be reduced. It may be that manpower manag-ers, faced with the choice between continued high turbulence and a more stableinventory with significantly lower promotional opportunity, are subconsciouslyelecting high turnover in preference to the many uncertainties associated with thereduced promotion flows of a low turnover policy.

The challenge of the 1980's is to break away from the stereotyped solutions which
no;longer. work. Manpower, especially skilled manpower, is no longer a free good.Once recruited, it must be retainednot for two years, or four years, but for eightto ten years. The goal must be an older, more experienced, more capable force.A ving that goal will require innovationin recruiting, in training, in personnelefnent, and in programs for the education and development of career person-nel.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM D. CLARE, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF THE ARMY FOR MANPOWER AND RESERVE AFFAIRS

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, it is a distinct pleasure for me toagiiress this Committee with reference to proposed educational incentives legisla-tom, Clearly, such 'incentives are of partitular significance in this time of decliningmanpower pools and enhanced military requirements.
Educational incentives for veterans have played a significant role in the U.S.since World War II. As originally tlesigned, such programs rewarded young service-men for their' personal sacrifices on behalf of the military and country- whileassisting them in readjustment to civilian life. The programs have served theirpurpose well, helping millions of veterans to reenter the civiliair work force withsufficient educational background to render them both competent and confident intheir new roles.
The purpose of the incentives presently under consideration is somewhat differ-ent, although their importance is in no way diminished. Current initiatives have astheir major thrust the attraction of bright, college bound youths who will, throughtheir participation, bring to the present military force, Active, Reserie and NationalGuard, a freshness and intellectual competence which will help the Army meet thechallenges of an increasingly complex technological environment.The Army feels fortunate in the fact that President Reagan has demonstratedsince taking office an obvious commitment to improvement of the Nation's militaryoapalillity in all areas. Secretary Weinberger hag indicated a similar commitment,coupled with a desire to spend Defense Department resources wisely. This, is onlyappropriate.
It is highly desirable that any new educational incentives initiatives support theArmy's effort to recruit larger numbers of intellectually alert high school graduatesWho will learn quickly and perform well in their rnilitary.jobs for the total force.Consequently, a number of educational incentives are currently being field tested,all designed to support the recruiting and retention efforts of the Servicts.The fiscal year 1981 Defense Authorization Act (Public Law 96-324) required theDefense Department to field test the following educational incentive programs: anoncontributory tuition assistance and subsistence program; a student loan-forgive-
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ness program; and a, new non-contributory version of the Veterans' Educational

Assistance Program (VEAP). In addition, the Army is continuing its experimenta-

tion with..several enriched versions of VEAP, providing increased 4evels of benefit

based upon longer term enlistment periods. Hopefully, the test program will provide

data on the usefulness of such incentive packages in attracting larger numbers of
bright, college bound youths to the service.

The Army is also concerned about retention of competent and dedicated mid-

career non - commissioned officers. Allowing military personnel to transfer earned
education benefits to thar dependents may reduce the pressure on such personnel

to leave servicejn order to utilize educational benefits. Howelier, test data are not

yet available on which to base any conclusions.
When the results of the educational incentives test become available in October

1981, we will be better able to judge the usefulness of the various incentives, either

individually or in various packaging combinations, in meeting the Army's recruiting

retention needs during the 1980's
n the meantime, the Army needs authorization to continue the various recruiting

initiatives, which expire this year, until decisions ein be made and permanent

legislation is enacted. Loss of these programs would have an extremely detrimental
effect on theArmy's strength posture.

Thank you :for your continued support of and commitment to national defense.

,Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I will be glad to answer questions.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LT. GEN. LA VERN E. WhBER, CHIEF, NATIONAL GUARD

BUREAU, DEPARTMENTS OF ME ARMY AND THE AIR FORCE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: Thank you for the opportunity to

appear before you today to discuss an education assistance program for members of

the Armed Forces.
We in the National Guard believe that an education assistance program which,

includes the Guard and Reserve is essential. As you know, we currently have an

incentives program. We have made some acb;ances as a result of this program, and
we think that we can make even more with the Crintinuatiop of this type of

assistance.
Despite the incentives provided by the Congress and the best efforts of our people,

the Army National Guard has experiepeed difficulty in recruiting and retaining
qualified people. Progress has been m.kdp but not enough to meet our required

strength.,The Army National Guard with its current membership of 375,000 is at

88.7 percent of its authorized _peacetime strength. '
With great effort, the Air National Guard has reached its highest strength since

its inception in 1946. Its more than 97,000 members,reflect 96 percent of its author-

ized peacetime strength. Even -though this is a significant achievement, the Air

National Guard has been unable to attract sufficient members in critical skill areas

which has resulted in a shortage of 5,000 people in that category.
As e eryone knows, recruiting and retention require an inordinate amount of

time to administer and make heavy demands on our Area overburdened corn-

mande . Even so, the Army and Air National Guard are rking ery hard to
imyirove their posture in the Total Force and to sustain the nteer Force.

Howeve notwithstanding the support and assistance of the Congress, we still have

not mad sufficient progress. Although our situation is not an.bleak as it has been

in the nt past, there is much to be done. We believe that an education assist-

ance program representative of the Total Force would greatly assist the National

Guard in its endeavors to attract and retain the quality of people we need fo become

the most effective and efficient:organization that we can be.
I appreciate the invitation to prestnt the National\Guard view on this important

issue, and I will be happy to answer your questions..

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. - WILLIAM R. BERKMAN, CHIEF, ARMY RESERVE

Mr: Chairman,4 is an honor and pleasure to appear this morning to discuss the

Army Reserve's interest in educational assistance proposals.
The Army Reserve has made some improvement in the strength of troop program

units in the past few yearsmoving from an end strength in 1978 of approximately

186,000 to the current projected fiscal year 1981 end strength of approximately
216,000. Hoyever, the, USAR is still substantially short, of the fiscal year 1982

wartime required stength level for the troop program units of 286,000 and

peacetime objective of 264,000.
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Consequently, I believe that any legislative proposal implementing the concept of
educational assistance for active federal service should also include provisions to
support secvice in the Reserve Components. I also believe that any such proposal
should not be in lieu of or. adversely affect the continuation of current Selected
Reserve Incentive programs that are designed Us support Reserve component re-
cruiting and retention of high school gradhates in higher priority Reserve Compo-
nent units and certain critical skills. These programs are enlistment and reenlist-
ment bonuses and affiliation bonuses.

There is also currently an educational assistance program for the Reserve Compo-
nents which is only available as an alternative option that may be selected in lieu of
the enlistment bonus.

In regard to the educational,assistance program for the Army Reserve, it-was
increased from $500 a year maximum to $1,000 per year maximum and the total
bonus available over a six year period was increased from $2,000 to $4,000. As a
result there appears to be a trend of increased enlistnients of high school graduates
As of March 9th, 945 .people, representing approximately 30 percent of those eligi-
ble, had enlisted in the US Army Reserve for the educational assistance bonus as
compared with 88 enlistments at the same time last year. This increase of almost
1,000 percent indicates that an attractiv,e-educational assistance program can sup-
port strength increases in the Army Reserve troop program units. I believe these
results demonstrate the desirability of extending the educational assistance across
the force in order to achieve and maintain the desired quality of personnel for the
Army Reserve. The level of benefits should not be at any/level less than that
currently authorized.

The Selected Reserve Incentive Programs have the important function of encour-
aging enlistments as well as distributhig available manpower to higher priority
units and to critical skills. The Army should retain the flexibility to expand the
benefits and application of,those programs to correct Reserve Component strength
shortages in certain high priority units as they may exist or develop in the future.

I appreciate the interest and efforts of this Committee to encourage and support
membership in the Army Reserve. -

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. FREDERICK F. PALMER, USN CHIEF OF
NAVAL RESERVE

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee. It is my pleasure to appear before
this committee in support of Educational Assistance programs for veterans and
members of the Armed Forced.

There are two general factors that must be considered as background Suf my
remarks. First, we have never had a broad program of Educational Assistance for
service in the Selected Reserve. Therefore, we must extrapolate from our previous
experience with the GI Bill for active service to estimate the impact of an Educa-
tional Assistance program for the Selected Reserve. I am waiting for the results of
the non-prior service Educational Assistance enlistment option incentive of up, to
$4,000 and the Student Loan Forgiveness program authorized by Congress last year.
Second, since the Naval Reserve is currently manned at its authorized strength, we
do not need an additional incentive solely to increase the number of Selected
Reservists. However, I do recognize the significant shortage of personnel in some of
the other Reserve components and anticipate the need to increase the size of the
Navy's Selected Reserve in the future. "I also recognize that our military compo-
nents, activ'e and Reserve, will face a more difficult recruiting and retention task in
the future as the number of personnel in the lf# year old cohort decreases and our
Nation's economy improves thereby becoming more competitive in attracting our
youth in both the primary and secondary tabor markets.

'With these factors a background, I would like to -offer some general comments
with respect to educational assistance proposals that include benefits for service in
the Selected Reserve. I wish to note, however, that the administration has not taken
a position on these proposals, pending the outcome of the test programs referred to
earlier.

First, caution must be used to ensure that any such program is properly struc-
tured to ensure that it will not be a disincentive to active duty service and, second,
that sanctions are included that will require fulfillment of service obligation both
for the agreed term and at a level of satisfactory performance in the Reserve.

. I believe an ideal program could: .*

Increase the number and quality of non-prior service accessions.
Improve retention during the critical career developmental phase during the first

six years of service. -
Imerove the participation rates of personnel during the first six years of service.
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Decrease-the necessity of using involuntary active duty or active duty training to
, ensure personnel receive the necessary training.

Be eh efficent incentive inthat it would attract significantly more people that we
anticipate would leave service to use their entitlement.

I will be happy to respond to any questions or provide any additional information
you desire.

a

,PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. GEORGE B. GRIST, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF
FOR RESERVE AFFAIRS

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee: It is a pleasure to appear before you
today to discuss educational assistance for members of the Marine Corps Reserve.

First, I would like to express the appriation of the Marine Corps Reserve for the
Congressional assistance we have received through the provision of those incentives
needed to retain and attract qualified reservists.

In 1979, Congress authorized a selected Reserve incentive program consisting of
education, non prior service enlistment and selected Reserve reenlistment bonuses.
The enlistment and reenlistment bonuses have been emminently successful in
achieving the purpose for which they were des4ned. This is attested to by the fact
that both bonuses were fully utilized in Fiscal Year 8 and our end strength is

under su last year p, increasing. The education bonuses were primarily due
the small amount of money offered and that .the individual had to -wait und
corinpletion of a semester to submit a 'claim. This shortcoming was rectified by
Congress -last year. For 1981, two new bonuses were -authorized, selected' Reserve
affiliation and individual Ready Reserve bonuses: It is too early to tell what the
reaction to these new bonuses will be

Thus, in the last two years alone, Congress has provided the Reserve with varied
and effective tools to increase enlistment and retention and ameliorate the critical
skill shortage pioblem. Since these incentives have been in effect for a relatively.

-short period and experience data is limited, it is not clear what the marginal benefit
would be of a new incentive in the form of additional educational assistance.

I believe that we will eventually need an education incentive program for our
Reservists. However, the details of such, a program'need to be carefully worked out
as they affect both regulars and Reserves in order to insure the highest level of
equity within a reasonably simple, easily comprehended formula. I would suggest
that more time is needed to refine an educational assistance program which will
effectively satisfy these objectives. To dO otherwise might,be counterproductive in
the long run no matter how well intented the motivation.

Mr. Chairman; this concludes. my prepared statement. I woulebe pleased to
respond to any questions you may have at this time.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. RICHARD BODYCOMBE, CHIEF op FORCE

RESERVE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I appreciate this opportunity to
testify on H.R. 1400, oThe Veterans' Educational Assistance Act of 1981." The Air
Force Reserve believes that properly structured educational assistance programs
can help considerably in meeting our force objectives, both active and Reserve.

As you know, the propensity of the young high school graduate to join the armed
forces has been declining. All the military services will be faced with increasing
recruiting challenges for these young people during the 'foreseeable future. Approxi-
mately twenty-twftpercent of our Selected Reserve unit strength is comprised of
individuals 'with a' prior military service. Eight-nine percent of these individuals
are high school graduates. While we would like to increase the percentage-of non-
prior service personnel in our force in the comingyears, we know it is going to be
difficult because of the recruiting environment. No matter how difficult the chal-
lenge, however, we think it is absolutely necessaryto continue to prirearily recruit
high school graduates to fill oar- non-prior service requirements because, of the
technical complexity of our career fields. Our recruiting service personnel have
confirmed that theavailability of educational assistance is one of the most discussed
questiondmong potential high school graduate recruits.

We believe thee-the needs of the Reserves for education incentive programs
should be carefully considered. pkewise, any new eduEational assistance programs
must be structured In such a way to gutrantee that retention is not adversely
affected. Air Force' Reserve retention has unproved considerably over the past few'
yeah and we must insure that an educational assistance program encourages con-
tinued service: r
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In summary, Mr. Chairman,I feel that a veteran's education assistance program
will be needtx1 if the Arpled Services are to meet their futurepanning .needs.

iThank you for the opportunity to address the committee on this important issue. I '
.will be glad to respond, to any questions.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. SIDNEY B. VAUGHN, U.S. COAST ,GUARD

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to appear before the subcommittee to testify on the
topic of educational incentives for our reservists.

Before addressing that subject directly, I would, ask as Rear Admiral W. H.
Or Stewart, the chief, Office of Personnel, U.S. Coltst Guard, did before this committee

last week, that the Hoist Guard and the Secretary of Transportation be specifically
included as appropriate throughout the text of your jegislative proposals.

That aside, the Coast Guard strongly endorses any incentive that contributes to
the capital investment ot our Nation's future by attracting and retaining quality
people to military service..

I believe ,,the importance of our reserve conVonents as a part of our total force
concept has-been made clear in recent years:This wag graphically demonstrated In
1980 when our Coast Guard resources were'strained by the detnands of the Cuban
refugee operations in the straits of Florida. BefteenJune 3, 1940, when the Presi-
dent approved an involuntary recall of Coast Guard regervists, and September 30,
190, when reserve participation was officially terminated, over 1,800 individual
Coast Guard reservists, voluntary and involuntary, augmented Coast Guard forces
in meeting this crisis. Without exception, their performance was clearly outstand-
ing.

This is the caliber of the people we want in theCoast Guard Reserve; these are
the people "to whom your career incentives must be 'directed. When proposing
legislation that will provide educational incentives to the members of the reserve
components I would urge you to remember the unique character of their service.
Within the Coast Guard Reserve there is a large segment of the population that has
no prior active duty. This in no.way detracts from their contribution to Mobilization
readiness. They are selectively recruited to meet specific skill requirements and are
equally', worthy of your consideration.

There is no doubt in my mind that educational benefits will favorably affect
reserve manning. In. developing these incentives we must be sure that; they are
oriented to selectively attracting and retaining quality people to reserve service in a
very competitiveen nment.

The bill under co ideratio ay is H.R. 1400. The administration recommends
that no action be en until results of the Department of Defense tests and
studies of the post-VI tnam ERA education assistance program have been complet-
ed. The Coast Guard I carefully examine those tesults as they may apply to the
reserve program.

Mr. Chairmanthat collides my prepared statement. I will be pleased to respond
to any questions you may have.-

J a
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

6 Honorable Robert W. Edgar
Chairman, Subcommittee on Education, '.

/Training and Bdployment
Veterans Affairs Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

,

0

Dear Mr., Edgar:

Herewith submitted for theiecdrd are proposed changes OD the draft Bill H.R.
1400'tha't pertain to educational incentives for service iintReserve oampo- '

nents.

Tciiintent of these changes are threefold: first, to make afl educational in-

tives under this Bill discretionary on the part of the Secretary concerned,
second, to provide all Reservists kith eligibility for an additional education-
al inducement contingent upon the individual member'Ocdmmitment to serve sat-

isfactorily in he Selected Reserve from the sevehth'thraigh twelfth year of
cambined service, and third, to clarify the Preservice Educational Assistance
Program as' it0applies to enlistment in a Reserve component. ir

. * .

Each proposed Change is addressed below. Following this is the revised text of

the applicable section of the Bill, H.R. 1400, with proposed deletions in
brackets and proposed additions under,lined.

'

MMUNG ADDRICSM G-R-1 /51 1.
vs. COAST GUARD
WASHINGTON, DC

"°"' (202) 426-4280

58K
42 full 1981

'Subchapter II - Basic Edtkational Assistance'.,

'Wording in section 1412.(2)(A) indicates that two years active

duty is a prerdquisite to eligibility for the Basic Educational As-

44stance. Therefore, the inclusion in section 1416-of the wording
or in the Selected Reserve" does not appear-relevant and is

recemmended for deletion.

FUrther, the last line in section 1412 is changed to provi4p that
..a member receives only the amount of assistance earned,

,

Subchapter III - Supplementary Educational. Assistance ,

The proposed section 1421(b) makes the use of a Supplemenpary Ed-
Assioanct (SEA) discretionary on the part of the Sgcretary'

concerned; removes the, active duty prerequisite for SEA; and moves
foltjaal the Vesting point fotoSEA for a Reservist from completion of
twelve years service to completion of the sixth,year of service.
gibility Oar the SEA would then be contingent upon the member's agree-

,. t to extend for'an additional, six years in'the Selected Reserve.
SPLCO

5
LIMIT

5
W Ws/ we
can Me *ht., -inclosure (1)
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Sad: P;posed Changes to Draft Bill H.R. 1400; educational incentives -
for service in the Reserve components

'Subchapter III - SEA (ccot'd)

These changes will provide an additional educational. inducement
not now.availaBle to those Reservists whose original obligation
includes no requirement to perform active duty.

t

The wording of section 1412e5 is ed to clarify that
eligibility for SEA includes mgmbers diving coca preservice
agreement and is contingent upon commitment to service require-

. ments in addition to those stipulated in sections 1411, 1412, or
1445 of this chapter.

"'-

Subchapter V - Preseivice Educational Assistance Program

The,title and 'text of this subc4apter infer that theerford-
ance of duty agreed to in .a preservice agreement will be delayed
pending completion of the enlistee'eeducatan. However, the text
does not specifically preclude enlistment under a preservice agree--
meat with immediate affiliation in the Selected Reserve and the
member (opting to delay use of the preservice educational allowance
to a Later date. 4

Section 1442(b) is changed to identify these two categories of,
reservists and to ensure that a preservice- agreement requiring ho
active duty has a midimum Selected Reserve obligation of six years.

Section 14441a changed by reducing the maximum] rate of educa-
tional assistance provided under a preservice agreement from $300
per month 'to $250 per month. This will make benefits potentially
accrued.under a preservice agreement comparable-to those of the
Basic Educational Assistance.

0

Subch#pter VI - Time Limitation Bo; Use of Entitlement

Though no specific change is'reCknnendechs-peptiop-1451 should

be. reviewed to ensure that a Reservist enlisting under proposed
section 1442(b)(1) is provided equitable time to use the entitier;
went.

Proposed Textual Changes

Subchapter II - Basic Educational Assistance

"51412. Basic educational assistance [entitlement] eligibility
G

for service.in the Selected Reserve, and National Guard

(last line) "...[is entitled to] may be provided, at the discretion

2

")
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SuO: Proposed Changes to Draft Bill H.R. 1400; educational incentives

of the Secretary concerned, basic educational assistance [under ehil,
R,

Chapter.] earned under section 1413 of this chapter.

SUbchapter II - Bak (ccned)

"51416.Farly enrollment in a program Of.education:

"An individual who has completed at least two years of service

on active duty [or in the Selected Reserve] and Who is otherwise

eligible Ldr basic,educational assistance may enroll in a program

of education while continuing to perform the duty described in see,

tion 1411 or 1412 of this title."

Subchapter III - Supplemental iducational. Assistance

"$1421. 'Supplemental education assistance for addittimil service

"(b) An individual [eligible for basic educational assistance

under section 1412 of this title] who after September 30,-1981

[has served two or more consecutive years of active duty in the

Armed Forces in addition to the years of active duty counted under

section 1412(2) of this title and four or more consecutive years of

duty in the Selected Reserve in addition to the years of duty in the

Selected Reserve counted under such section withcut a break in ser-

vice] is eligible for basic educational assistance under section 1412

/of this title or Who has completed the requirements of an agreement

under subchapter V of this chapter with eligibility remaining under the

preservice agrgement and extends his or her original Reserve obligation

few six additional years in the Selected Reserve [is entitled to) EL.

'be provided, by the Secretary concerned, supplemental educational

assistance under this, subchapter.

ry. 13
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Subj: proposed Changes to Draft Bill H.R. 1400; educational incentives
for service in the Reserve components

51421(c).

"(c) No part of any period of active duty or duty in the Select,

Reserve that iccurs before or during, tpe period of duty by which

the individual concerned either qualifies for basic educational

assistance under clauses (1) or (2) of. section 1412 of this title or

completeslhe service requirement of a preservice agreement under,

subchapter V of this chanter shall be counted for purposes of this

section.

SubchapteeV - Preservice Educational Assistance Program

'S1442 Preservice educational assistance.ag;ceements

"(b) For purposes of this subchapter an agreement to serve in the

Selected Reserve may entail either:

"(1) immediate assignment to the Selected-Re rve after which:

the individual may receive educational 8281 ce under the

agreement or may defer such educational ass stance to a

later date; or 40

"(2) a deferred obligation to serve in the Selected Reserve

after a completion of an educational program as specified

in-the contract during, which time the member ;hall be assigned

'to -the IndiViddal Ready Reserve.

In the7"case of either clause (1) or (2)," above, anagreement to

serve in the Selected Reserve, without an active duty obligation,

4

-
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Subj: Proicsed Changes to Draft Bill H.R. 1400.:educaticohl.incentives
for service in the Reserve cxmponents

$14420Coned) .

shall be in-accordance with section 1445, but shall in no case be

less than sileyears.

"(c), Any such agreement... "

51444. Limitation on amotmeof educational assistance

...excess of [MO] $250 per month... "

Sincerely.

ti

S

S. B. YAM
Rear Admiral, U.S. Coast Gua

DIA Office i4 Rums
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. J. MILNOR ROBERTS, AUS (RET./ RESERVE
. OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES ?

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committ4e. ROA appreciates the` opportunity
to testify on the Veterans' Educational Act of 1981, H.R. 1400, and similar meas-
ures We compliment the Chairman and Members of the Committee for their timely
and urgent attitude toward this legislation.

The primary objectives for such legislation, as we see them, are acquisition of
service personnel, retention of members of the Armed Services and, as an important
adjunct to these two elements, the improvement of the education and quality of the
servicemen and women in the Armed Services.

Using the foregoing as criteria for our evaluation of the need for and the nature
of the legislation, we have reviewed the several bills already introduced in both the
House and 907iiite and have. discussed the problem with various staff members in
the Congress, military commanders in both the Active andlieserve Components, we
alsohave obtained comments from individuals in the educational community.

We feel strongly that any legislation using education as an incentive for military
service must take into account service in both the Active (regular) and Reserve
Components Further, provisions for use during the period of service, such as a
sabbatical or part-time study, will enhance the value of the program by genefating
better educated and qualified service personnel.

A review of the yarious proposed legislation reveals that we have bills in three
categories that impinge on the needs as they apply to the objectives I have stated

(1) A .group of bills which we consider as education assistance incentive bills for
service in the Armed Forces. H.R. 1400 (Montgomery), H.R. 1206 (Whitehurst), H.R.
135 (Bennett) are three such bills..

(2) The bill introduced by 'Congressman Hunter, H R. 815, to extend the t9
veterans for a period of six years beyond discharge or release from active duty-eveii
if the period extends beyond December 1989.

(3) A bill introduced by Senator Chafee, S. 665, Educational Loan Forgiveriess Act
of 1981 The pu ?pose of this bi)l is to provide young men and women having at least
two yearsOftsollege education with an incentive to serve in the Armed Forces
(Active or Reserwe Components) through forgiveness of educational loans incurred
while in college.

These three approaches each offer incentives to a different group of service people
and should be. `handled as separate legislation. They collectively address the objec-
tives we believe are paramount in the legislation. .
_,Since the many bills introduced into. Congress incorporate a wide vanety of
elements, I will not address an r bill specifically. Instead, I will address
those elements we consider unportan the success of,the legislation, based on our
evaluation of the problem.

111The educational benefit should be noncontributory and available to all pers0n-
nel after serving a minimum of 24 months, beginning on the effective date of the
legislation. ...

(2) We recommend that the entitlement be up to $3000 a year in tuition and fees
with a maintenance or subsistence allowance of $250 a month while in school In
1981 the average cost of tuition for all educational institutions in the United States
is $1742.00, an increase 2f 16 percent over the 1979-80 school year We can antici-
pate a similar increase for the school year 1982-83. As a matter of interest to the
Committee, the overall average for tuition for various two and four year colleges
and universities is:

Public two year Institutions $400; private two year colleges $2118, public four year
colleges $730; public universities four years $900, private universities, four years
$4479.00. We were unable to obtain the average figures for private_ four yetr
colleges, but estimate them to be between $3,500 and $4,000. , .

It is our opinion that the above ceiling on tuition and fees will offer an excellent
opportunity for an edtaridtrto-atiFrospective students for the next several years.
We haye no doubt, however, that 'this figure may need adjustment in the next four
or five years if inflation continues! However, it is our belief that some limit must be
placed on the amount of entitlement to make it fair to all eligible participanti and

kpermit the' responsible agency to properly budget for the program.
(3) As a minimum, we recommend an entitlement of dne month of education(

benefit for tone month of active duty service up to a maximum entitlement of 3
months. This maximum entitlement will permit the individual to participate in a
program resulting in a bachelor degree.

(4) We recommend that provisions be included in the legislation allowing a sab-
batical ofieave of absence from service at the discretion of the Secretary coneerned.
It appears to us that encouragement of such an educational leave program would
decidedly impiove the quality and efficiency of the Force and would be especially

te,
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beneficial in the case of enlisted ptrsonnel operating and servicing modern military
equipment and weapons systems. Many courses in theory and practical courses in.
technology and administration are.available at Technical, Community and Junior
colleges, typically withiq a short distance. f most military installations.

(5) The inclusion of a voluntary contribu option in the legislation with DoD
matching funds on a one-to-one basis, will per 't the individual the opportunity to
supplement his or her educational entitlement d the opportunity to extend his or
her education beyond the bachelors degree. It lso would provide additional funds
which he/she might use to attend a private college or university with a tuition
greater than the $3000 limit. Such an element will probably be inviting to those
servicemen and women seriously seeking self improvement and/or a degree from a
name college or university.

(6) The legislation should provide entitlement for Reserve Components personnel
to education benefits with provisions for part-time study. We recommend that the
Reserve Component entitlement also be non-contributory and available to all per-
sonnel after serving a minimum of 24 months beginning on the effective date of the
legislation. Further, the Reserve Components should be earned at the rate of one
month of educational benefit for each two months of, service in the Reserve or
National Guard. ---...--

-The Reserve Educational Incentive program must--rectigqize the need for flexibil-
ity and the local orientation of the Reserve or National Guard member Provisions
which permit the member to participate in Technical, Community or Junior College
(especially in the caseof enlisted personnel) as a part-time student'toward accumu-
lating a full year of college credits (over a period of perhaps two t¢ the years) in
the pursuit of an associate degree or bachelors degree will be very important to this
program. Such a program will contribute to improvement of the educational level
and efficiency of our Reserve forces, especially in the NCO ranks. i

(7) The educational benefit should be used within a ten-year! period following
separation or discharge from either the Active or Reserve forces, and the separation
or discharge must be under honorable conditions (Honorable discharge) to establish
eligibility.

goo.

(8) The proposition of transferability of the entitlement to dependent children
presents many questions in our minds and our inclination is to recomend against its
inclusion in the legislation except in cases where such childteirare ineligible for
military service because of physical disability.

In this connection we would like to express a few thoughts on this matter which
should be given serious consideration in your deliberations.

Children of an .age to benefit from transferability of the educational benefits will
also be of an age at which they may enter the Service and earn the benefit in their
own right. By permitting the transfer of the benefit the government potentially

1 eliminates these young persons as candidates for military service, thus reducing She
number available for recruitment. .

Transferability defers a cost to cover the dependent children into the future, 20 to
25 years. Rough guess estimates made in 1979 on transferability amounted to about
$360 million a year in 1979 dollars. A projection of this cost escalating' nto future .....
year dollars could amount to a substantial burden on the responsible agency's
budget We are sympathetic to the objective of retention through such a mechanism,
but we feel the potential retention of personnel niust be evaluated against the
potential monetary burden to current and future budgets and authorizations. Part
of our concern is rooted in the Administration's dilemma with and thrust to reform
the student assistance programs, the Guaranteed Student Loans and the Pell Grant
Programs, in size and scope.'

The Administration plans to focus these--prograins "on the truly needy" and to
emphasize the traditional role of the family and the student in contributing to
meeting the costs of higher education (Reference: "A Program for Economic RecoV.-
ery" page 2-3). On the other hand, the President established as an overriding
priority the allocationof "sufficient budget-fesources to rebuild the nation's inad-
equate defense capacities" (Reference: "A Program for Economic Recovery" page 8).
In view of the above we believe the Educational Incentives program mttit be
directed to, the President's objectives Tor Defense and specifically to acquisition and
retention of personnel, while simultaneously upgorading of the quality of the force. It
must not at this time include. elements for compassionate or other reasons which
would be nice to have and may obliquely impact on defense readiness.

(9) The funding and justification of the program is a matter of some concern to us,
especially in view of the trends indicated in budget cuts. In our Opinion, the Depart-
ment of Defense is the principal beneficiary in this program and is the likely agency
tolustify the program and budget for it. The educational incentive is intended to
attract. recruits and retain personnel in the several Services. It also has the potbn-
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tial of upgrading the educational level of our Armed Forces personnel and the
quality of their performance Further, the new Administration has committed itself
to improvement of our defense posture, and the educational incentive program is
directly related to the goal

The Veterans Administration already has many years of experience and has an
established management system for the old GI bill. In recognition of this fact, we
believe that the VA is the best agency to administer the program. We therefore
recommend that the DOD budget for and justify the program, and transfer the
funds to the VA for the administration of it.

Early in my testimony I mentioned two other approaches to the problem in the
form of the bills introduced by Congressman Hunter, H R. 815, and Senator Chafee,
S. 665. These two measures supplement the Educational Incentives bill, and in our
opinion are worthy of support as separate legislation by your Committee.

Congressman Hunter's bill, H.R. 815, recognizes the service member who has
already earned an entitlement under the GI bill, but because of the 1989 limitation
date, may not be able to exercise that entitlement if he/she remains in service for a
full career. Congressman Hunter's bill would extend the deadline to six years
beyond the separation or discharge of the individual eligible service member even if
the period extends beyond 1989.

Senator Chafee's 'bill, S. 665, is an Educational Loan Forgiveness bill. To our
knowledge, no similar separate bill has been introduced in the House. The purpose
of this legislation is to provide anincentive to young men and women (with at least
two years of collegereducation) to serve in the Armed Forces. The motivating factor
is the forgiveness of educational loans incurred while in college. This legislation
contains an inviting feature: the potential of improving the educational level and
quality of our forces. Last year the Congress authorized a program similar to that
proposed in this legislation. The bill is in effect an expansion of last year's program
by extending its duration to 1983 and accelerating the rate of educational loan
forgiveness by allowing the Secretary of Defense to offer this inceptive to both
officers as well as enlisted personnel.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony on this matter and I stand ready to
answer any questions you or the Committee may have.

PREPARED STATEMENT BY MAJ. GEN. FRANCIS S. GREENLIEF (RET ), EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL GUARD ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr Chairman, and members of the committee, I welcome this opportunity to
appear before you in support of H.R. 1400, a bill to establish a new educational
assistance program for veterans and for members of the Armed Forces

Our Association supports the concept of providing educational assistance as an
incentive to improve the ability of the armed services, including the National Guard
and Reserves, to enlist and reenlist more highly-qualified men and women. We,
therefore, urge consideration of all of the several "G.I Bills" which have been
introduced. We urge that the final-bill incorporate the best features of of those
bills.

As I understand it, the original pogt-World War II G.I. Bill, the Veterans' Adjusf-
ment Act, was established to compensate veterans for the period of their lives which
they had given over to military service and which was that period during which
:young men and women would normally have been securing their futures. The
Congress sought to provide them with educational assistance and other significant
benefits to prepare themselves for their post-service vocations.

Although there is today no declared national emergency, America's military
manpower problem is an emergency situation Young men and women who today
volunteer to serve their nation on active duty, and in the National Guard and
Reserve, are giving up time which they could otherwise devote to vocational and
career development. It is, thereforeright, proper, and, in our view, essential that
today's volunteers for military servi e should be provided education( assistance.

THE MANPOWER PROBLEM

The records of the Committees on Armed Services 6d the Committees on Appro-
priations of both the House and Senate are replete with testimony on the manpower
problems of both the active duty military forces and the National Guard and
Reserve military forces.

Nothwithstanding the apparent reluctanee of the Department of Defense to sup-
port a, G I Bill at this time, Army leaders provided strong arguments in support of a
G I. Bill in testimony before the Committees on Armed Services earlier this year.

-71.3 9 .
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°As a nation, we did away with military conscription. However, we have substitut-
ed conscription by economic duress. A large segment of military enlistees join the
active services because they are unable to get better jobs in civilian life. At the
same time, the Government is set free with educational assistance that practically
any person with the desire, attitude and aptitude for higher educationacademic or
vocationalcan obtain an education by means of Government-sponsored loans. I
understand that the annual cost to the Federal Government for these Programs is
$4.8 billion. We gather that a majority of the college-eligilihle people regard mili-
tary service as an obstacle to the achievement of their long-range goals A generous
G.I. Bill, one that offers benefits superior to those currently inherent in Govern-.
ment student subsuly programs, could cause young men and women to seek military
service as a way ufgachieving their own education and training goals.

°

THE NATIONAIQUARD AND RESERVE MANPOWER PROBLEM

Although the Army National Guard (ARNG) has achieved a net personnel
strength gain during the past two years, a severe manpower shortage continues to
exist. A similar problem exists in the United States Army Reserve The fiscal year
1980 gtrenght of the ARNG was 366,585 Although the fiscal year 128_0 end strength
was 8,000 greater than the budgeted end strength,. it was 77,460 short of the
ARGN's wartime strength requirement of 444,000. -

Probably the most serious military manpower shortage exists in the Army's poOl
of pre-trained military manpowerthe Individual Ready Reserve (IRR).

The purpose of the pool of pre-trained manpower is to provide a sowce of trained
soldiers to fill active Army units, to fill Army Guard and Reserve units, and to
provide Army combat loss replacements until the Selective Service System and the
Army training base can begin to provide trained manp6wer.

It is estimated that between 500,000 and 600,000 pre-trained persons are required
Currently there are only about 200,000 pre-trained personnel to meet that Tquire-
ment Although the DoD estimates that the IRR will increase to about 2552000 at
end fiscal, year 1982, the shortage is still significant, and.'no one knows howm y
IRR members can actually be identified, and located' Nor does anyone know It w
many of those personnel are actually available for wartime service. We believe th
not more than 70 percent,of those people can be counted on to serve.

SOLVING THE PROBLEM 4

To the extent that .Guard and Reserve units can be brought to 100 percent of
wartime strength, the demand for pre-trained personnel can be lessened. However,
the demand for combat loss replaceMents can only bet by filling the IRR. We
believe the IRR can be filled only by some sort of draft, or by means of an incentive
which will cause a greatly increased number of personnel to enlist in the Army for
a period of two or three years, after which they will complete their military service
obligation in either the Selected Reserve or the IRR.

H.R 1400, and -a number of the other "G.I. Bill" proposals, is such an incentive.
In our view, a sufficiently generous "G.I. Bill" will cause men and women to enlist
in the Army for two Or three years of active duty; Those personnel would he
required by already existing law to serve fourvbr three years in the Selected Reserve
or in the IRR to complete their six-year military service

We support tall of the provisions of H.R. 1400.
We know that there is some opposition to the transfer, or pass through, authority

included in H.R. 1400. We, however, believe that the transfer authority provisions
would help solve the 'retention problem which all services curre ly suffer.

The special provisions of R. 1400, which would permit ice Secretaries to
provide pre-active duty p nical training to high school g aduates, is unique.
This provision would provide pe nel with special aptitudes to enter service with
already-acquired skills needeld by the military forces,' This training *Would permit
those enlisted personnel to advance in military rank and pay grade more rapidly
than their contemporaries. The higher pay which these pre-trained soldiers could
earn could be expected to cause thenrto segue on actice duty longer, thus helping to
solve thee retention problem.

H.R. 1400 (Montgojnery), , 25 (Armstrong), S. 5 (Warner), S 7 (Thurmond), H.R.
1206 (Whitehurst), and H.R. 135 (Bennett), all provide:additional "G.I. Bill" eligibil-
ity and benefits for service in the Guard and Reserve. it is recammEnded that these
provisons be included in the G.I. Bill whichis finally enacted. Failure to include
benefits for Guard and Reseve service would produce legislation which fails to
address the full range of our military manpoWer problems.

1 0
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There is little. value in solving the military manpower problems of our peacetime
military forces if we fail to solve the military manpower problems of our wartime
military forces.

The Armstrong, Warner, Whitehurst, Bennett, and, perhaps other bills, all pro-'
vide for the payment of tuition costs. We urge that authority for the payment of
tuition costs be added to H.R. 1400.

Mr: Chairman, while we fully support FLR. 1400, and the G.I. bill concept, we
believe there are better and cheaper solutions.

We continue to believe the most effective and cheapest way of solving our mili-
tary manpower problem is to reinstate the draft, at least for service in the IRR. We
continue to support, and urge the enactment, of H.R. 1500, also introduted by Rep.
Montgomery.

We believe the current $4.8 billion educational grant and loan programs could
provide a powerful incentive for military service, if military service is required as a
qualifying condition for eligibility for those current grant and loan programs.

Unfortunately, the alternatives to G.I. Bill which we propose are apparently
politically unattainable. We, itherefore, strongly urge the enactment of H.R. 1400
with amendments during this first session of pie 97th Congress.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we find it strange that in the midst of a much needed,
build up of U.S. military stresgthperhaps the most significant in American histo-
ry, the Administration and the Congress has the courage to scale back the cost of
social welfare programs, but 'apparently lacks the conviction to required military
service of our young men.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciated your having provided me the opportunity to present
the views of the National Guard Association of the United States.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Dear Mr. Chairman: I am Colonel George F. Hennrikus, Jr., United States Air
Force Retired, Chief Legislative Counsel of The Retired Office Association (TROA),
which has its National Headquarters at 201 North Washingto Street, Alexandria,
Virginia Our Association has a membership of over 293,000 etired, former and
active duty officers of the sevenUniformed Services. Included y our membership
are 35,000 widows of former members. On this occasion I atll also pleased to
represent the Retired Enlisted- Association of Colorado Springs, Colorado.

The testimony offered this committee by prior witnesses more than adequately
supports the need for re-institution of a meaningful, easily understood and adminis-
tered program of educational incentives for the armed forces. As stet: 0 many times

. during this hearing, such a program may be the last possibility for Maintaining a
successful all volunteer force. Our organization feels,that the program finally adopt-
ed must have a positive impact on both recruiting and retention of qualified people.

attractiveAlthough H.R. 1400 and all the Bills offered in both Houses ha,/
features, we respectfully offer a modification for the committee's co sideration.

All four year enlistees who are high school graduates and qualified for college
entrance would, at the completion of basic training or,boot camp, co plete two
years of college-level academic requirements at an accredited institution lected by
the individual. Individuals would receive E-1 pay and alldwances during rst year
of the enlistment and would then be promoted to E-VTuition would be pal by the
arent service. During this two year period, militay service would contin e in a

rve or National Guard unit-,-one weekend per month and thirty days of ex-
tended active duty each yearor in 60 days per year of extended active duty *th a
unit of the regular component, whichever is more practical. These two years ould
be followed by two years of extended active duty.

Those accepted for a second enlistment would complete two more years of educa-
tional training, coupled with the military training outlined for the first two years,

- and would then complete the enlistmeilt with two years of extended active duty or
four years' service with the organized Reserve or the National Guard.

If an individual should, at any time, fail to maintain satisfactory academic stand-
ards or credit hour workload, he or she would be returned to active duty to
complete the remainder of the enlistment.

An option should also be offered for those who wish to complete their, enlistment
prior to entering college. This could be similar to the educational benefit provided
Korean veterahs under P.L. 82-550. For still others who wish to continue service,
provisions could be made for reserving or "banking" two years of educational
assistagce for each 4 years of extended active duty up to a maximum of 48 months.
For this group the tuition portion of the benefit would be transferable to awife or
children after completion of ten years' extended active duty.

We feel that such a plan would be easily understood by the average 18 year old
and by his or her parents. It would offer an immediate incentive and the services

*
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would benefit directly from the program in the form of continued service by more
highly educated personnel. In its cost-sharing feature for transfer arrangements, it
would reduce some of the high costs implicit in such a provision.

Two final points: We believe it is absolutely essential that the educational loan
end grant programs offered by the Department of EduCation must be restricted to
the point that they would not compete with the armed forces program. Also, we
would ask that this benefit be restricted to individuals accomplishing honorable
service, or, w,fiere appropriate; to those with honorable discharges.

We sincerely hope these suggestions prove to be helpful. We all share the convic-
tion that this Nation must develop and maintain a war-winning capability, the only
credible deterrent M war, and, futher, that the most essential element of this
capability is dedicated, responsive people. The foregoing is offered as one possible
Means to help achieve this end. 4

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD W. JOHNSON, JR., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR
* LEGISLATION ON H.R. 1400 AND SIMILAR PROPOSALS MARCH 24, 1981

The Non Commissioned Officers Association of the USA (NCOA) is the Nation's
largest professional military enlisted association. It has more than 249,000 members
who are located in the Unite d-States, Europe, Korea, Central and South America,
Asia, Africa and wherever there are military personnel-sfationealsta man America's
defenses,

Current 14.83.7 percent are on active duty with the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
Air Force and Coast Guard. Many are also active in more than 200 chapters world-
wide. Their input on issues affecting the well-being of military personnel, depend.
ents and surviving spouses is constant. Unlike most quasi-military organizations,
NOM representatives do not have to go to the field to experience the pulse of its
membership. Instead, chapters prdttiiie a steady stream of information to NCOA
headquarters offering the staff pertinent facts on which to base its legislative
pursuits.

The G.I. Bill is an-example of how the system works.
Prior to 1975, military ,recruiters asked NCOA to oppose- the demise of the

wartime veteran's education assistance program. They - advised the Association that
its termination would greatly affeet0future quality in the armed forces, Unfortu-

anately, the program was phased out at the end of .1976 and, subsequently, the
recruiters' warnings became fact.

Following the end of the Vietnam Veterans' G.I. Bill, military recruiters and
reenlistment NCOs again approached NCOA. They asked for a new education assist-
ance program similar to the previous one. Again, the Association went to work to
assist the recruiters and for years was the only organization of its kind actively
pursuing a new G.I. Bill.

A NEED FOR A NEW GI BILL

It has been five years since Congressional action deprived young service volun-
teers of the education and training opportunities given their,prior-service counter-
parts. The Non Commissioned Officers Association of the USA (NCOA) opposed that
congressional action. It is one of the few organizations that foresaw the manpower
crisis which follovied. Space' could be used here to discuss the personalities and
politics leading to the termination of the program, but it will be of little value to a
disbussion proposing a new G.I.

NCOA has been the most vocal proponent of a new G.I. Bill. The Association
began its efforts to revive interest in the program immediately following the demise
of the old bill in 1976. In the years since,--NCOA has managed to author its own
proposal and stimulate some members of Congress in getting involved. One was
Congressman Bob Wilson (CA), now retired, who sponsored the Association's propos-
al in the House. The Senate companion bill was introduced by the Honorable
William S. Cohen 'ME).

6

By 1980 interest developed to an action level. The House Armed Services Commit-
tee (HASC) hurriedly put together a test proposal which was adopted by Congress.
The result was a lead-in-to euphoria within the Defense establishment. Some
saw it as a panacea for the manpower problems of the All-Volunteer force. Howev-
er, HASC did not consider either the interest in or the needs of The veteran in

`,cfmstructing its test program.
Formerly, education assistance programs were- created to help veterans readjugt

to civilian life. They also offered an opportunity to educate oneself offsetting the
years onnilitary lervice that could not be used to attend school. Additionally, their
.development through the !Yost-World War It and Korean eras produced a final
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product during the Vietnam era that called for the enhancement of service life and
in aiding recruiting and retention in the armed forces.

Logically then, an approach to forming a new G.I. Bill must contain a considera-
tion of priorities. Will the proposal be aimed at enticing a person to enlist or
reenlist in the military service or a reward to veterans of voluntarily and honorably

rving the Nation? Can it be for both?
These questions lead to other inquiries that must be answered before a new

pr posal is pieced together. For example, is there a need to develop the program for
on but not the other?

o should fund for and administer the programDefense or Veterans Adminis-
tra ion? Are Veteran education programs cost-effective?

ow generous can the program be? Who will receive the benefits? Should there be
further enhancements or incentives for certain recipients?

To the questions, NCOA offers the following comments. Hopefully, they will be of
value to those putting together the final program.

Question. Ls a new G.I. Bill needed and for whom?
Answer. A new program is needed for both groups as an incentive to voluntarily

enlisting or reenlisting in the Armed Forces and as a reward for honorable services
rendered to the United States.

Question. Why is it required as an enlistment and reenlistment incentive?
Answer. Since the demise of the old G.I. Bill, both quality and quantity have

-suffered in the structure of the current forces. Without considering the draft years,
the period between 1973 and 1976 proved that post-service education benefits will
attract sufficient ',numbers of quality people. Surveys have further attested to this
fact. The 1977 polls proved conclusively that this one incentive was the most
important reason for serving. In studies conducted after the old G.I. Bill was
terminated, eduction remained in the top ten even though there existed no "real"
post-service education benefit, will increase significantly the number of people will-
ing to join the armed services.

Question. Is it required as a reward forservices rendered?
Answer. Today's veterans should be as entitled to education assistance as yester-

day's veterans. They should have equal opportunities. There should be no distinc-
tion- between current "peacetime" veterans and "wartime" veterans who did not
serve in a hostile environment. They both have offered themselves to service to the
Nation. Some have died and some will die of noncombatant diseases or injuries
while others have suffered and will suffer disabilities for life. A veteran is a veteran
and the Veterans Administration should accept its responsibility to all veterans of
all periods of service.

Question. Who should fund for and administer the progran?
Answer. Besse of its experience in providing services to current veterans undei=

going educational assistance programs, the Veterans Administration should be
tasked with administering the program. In addition, the VA should fund the basic
program which should not be any more generous than the current G.I. Bill.. Added
incentives, subject to the needs and requirements of th mill o departmentsi
should be funded by the Defense Depliffi---nent.

Question. Are veteran education-programs cost-effective?
Answer. Past G.I:- education plans have provided and continue to provide the

Nation with quality leaders, businessmen, educators and scientists. Many people
allege that the G.I. Bill gave the U.S. its technological edge folldwing the World
War II period. In addition, the national treasury enjoyed greater tax revenues
because veterans were able to earn more with scholastic credentials.

The U.S Treasury reported in 1976 that the G.I. Bill was cost-effective. Through
increased revenues from G.I. Bill-trained.veterans, the monies were offsetting the
costs of education benefits, in fact, 3 to 1. Whether it cantee cost-effective if more
than basic benefits are provided remains unanswerable for there are no statistics to
draw from past experiences. Neverthelegs, Corigress should pay no more than neces-
sary to attract quality personnel into the Armed Forces and reward theni for
services rendered.

Question. How generous can the program be?
Answer. The finished product can have as many benefits as Congress decides to

make available to the qualified recipient. But in making its decision, Congress
should recall the experience factors That apply to the old G.I. Bill. For example, a
1975 Army study showed that at least 25 percent and, perhaps, as much as 36
percent of all new recruits joined for G.I. education benefits. At the time, the
assistance payments offset more Chan 50 percent of the average veteran's living and
education costs while in school. Today's increased costs have diminished the value of
the assistance dollar. Now, it meets less than 00.percent of the veteran's needs. It is
apparent that the older programs were not deiigned to totally offset the cdst of an

1431
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education and, in the case of the veteran, did offer adequate benefits to appease his
or her desire for assistance. Therefore, it may be said that the payment structure
and purpose of the 'program were extremely successful. It is then a reasonable
assumption that a new planstructured similar to its predecessorwill be as
acceptable to tomorrow's veterans as the old program was to yestriday's veterans.

Quest*. Who will receive the benefits?
Answer. Benefits provided in the new G.I. Bill should be given to those who

complete a designated term of honorable service. The benefiti will be available for a
period'of 10 years following. the veteran's last discharge or release frem active
service. Any transfer provision authorizing the eligible veteran topass on his or her
entitlement to a dependent should be contributory. A $2. for $1 contribution may be
a satisfactory return for the veteran's investment. Such an entitlement then will
become a vested right and not a moral one as is the case with current military and
veteran's benefits.

Question. Should there be further enhancements or incentives for certain recipi-
ents? ,

Answer. Perhaps. However, the' basic plan should be offered first. If it is not
successful, then other incentives may be added. Whatever is added will cost more
money. Hopefully, the Congressional memory is sound enough to recall $5.028
billion in education benefits paid in fiscal year 1976. That year, nearly 3 million
veterans were in training. If all had been full time students, the cost would have,
been $11.2 billion. If a new G.I education program is adopted, three million service
members willbe eligible for its benefits in 11 years. And, if the transfer provision is
added to the bill, about 80,000 veterans annually will become eligible to pass on to a
dependent their eligibility for benefits. Assuming that eighty percent (64,000) of
those Use or pass on to a dependent who uses the it at eighty percent of the
current rates ($9,600), the cost of benefits may to 14.4 million for each year
group. That will require an annual outlay of $153.6 million for each year group
enrolled in training. The cost will approach $4 billion per annum in its most
expensive year if rates remain at the current $342 per month. The annual cost of a
dependents' program could easily exceed the outlays for vetera s using the benefits
themselves. In any case, a dependents' educationrogram pai at current rates will
cost about $2;000 per year for each service_member over 1 years of service and
would rise geometrically for the service member who se es less than 20 years.
NCOA believes that future andcurrent service membe are not greedy people.
They will probably realize they will not become rich whit in service. Yet, they will
be and are concerned- for their future and their f ily's future. A pragmatic
individual will recognize the effect a dependents' tion "proviiion will have on
service retention. But he or she will also see th eed to temper the benefits with
reasonable cost considerations.'

In summary, consideration of the above comments will allow development of a
program that provides sufficient incentives to Kaye people join the armed forces. It
will be administered and basically funded by the VA but the Defense Department
will pay for costs that are directly related to service recruiting and retention.
Educational assistance payments made under the prograth will be no more generous
than needed to do the job but they will be sufficient to offset at least half the cost of
an education.,Finally, iflwill assist the veteran in providing an education for his or
her children. , .

Senator Cohen and 'Representative Emory have introduced such a. bill in the
`Senate and House-respectively.

Under its provisions.a veteran who serves honorably may earn up to 26 months of
educational assistance. During any,period of enrollment the veteran will be.paid the
same amount of money as is paid to his counterpart from the Vietnam era. This
basic education benefit will be funded-by the yA.

. The proposal also as a dependents' education assistance program. It allows the
0, service member to de it money in an 'education fund. Thaamount of each deposit

will be doubled by e Defense Department and Placedln the same fund. 'These
funds Will then be used for the education of one or more of the veteran's children.
Only, individhals Ixho have children and who are seriously interested in their
education will make the kind of sacrifice necessary to participate in this .program.
For this sacrifice, they will be rewarded. The-government contribution will amount
to about 14 to.22 percent interest on contributions made to the fund over a 10 year
period...

Another provision in the kill deals with an educational leave of absenge program
for service members. This program wil allow thosepersons who want to remain in
the armed forces &chance to complete their education without sacrificing service
tenure.

.a
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Overall, the bill represents a ,thoughtful and comprehensive approach to creating
a new G.I. education piogram. It took many hours, days and weeks to develop this \-
bill. Accordingly, the many members of the House and Senate staffs who contribut-
ed.to this effort are to be commended.

One final thought. The success of any new G.I. Bill will rest in the perception of
eqqity. The benefitOpost be applied equally to all. There can be no enhancements
for some while discnminating against others. The bill can not be used as a bonus to
entice only selectively qualified young men and women. We can not and should not
build a wall of irreconcilable differences between members of the armed forces or
veterans of the past, the present and of the future.

Congress should move expeditiously to enact this proposal.
.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN L EDMISTON, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT,
DISABLED AMERICAN' VETERANS

Mr. Chairman and membeis of the subcommittee: On behalf of the more than
686,()00 members of the Disabled American Veterans, I wish to thank 'you and the
members of the Subcommittee for, providing us this opportunity to express our views
on legislation presently pending before the Subcommittee that proposes to establish
a new program of educational benefits for peacetime veterans.

At the outset, Mr. Chairman, The DAV would like to take this opporttmity° to
express our sincere appreciation for the efforts of this Subcommittee which precipi-
tated the enactment of Public Law 96-466, the Veterans Rehabilitation and Educa-
tion Amendments of 1980. After more than,30 years, the educational program
designed to meet the needs of service-connected disabled xeterans has finally been
improved and moderniied, and for this, the DAV is most-grateful.

As you know, the DAV membership is composed of honorably discharged veterans
who were wounded, injured or otherwise disabled in the wartime military service of
their country. Therefore, it follows that our organization is primarily corlcerned
with veterans' ucational benefits provided by the vocational rehabilitation pro-
gram under Ater 31 and the survivors' and dependents' educational assistauce
p am vided under Chapter35 of Title 38, W.S.,Code. i i

owev though our organization was founded on the principle that, in terms of
veterans' benefits and services, this nation's first obligation rests with the rehabili-
tation of its service-connected wartime disabled, the DAV is also concerned with
those federal pl'ogramt which have been designed to enhance the educational oppor-
tunities of veterans in general.

Additionally, due to the purpose of the legislative proposal pending before the
Subcommittee today, I wish to stress that the DAV endorses and supports a strong
national defense to insure that the United States Armed Forces are second to none.

H.R. 1400

H.R. 1400 proposes to amend Title 38, U.S. Code by adding a new Chapter 30 to
-, establish a new program of educational assistance for Veterans tin". members of thd

Armed Forces. .,

The stated purpose of the proposed new program of educational assistance is,
". . . (1) to provide an improved educational assistance program to assist in the
readjustment of members of the Armed Forces after their separation from military
service; (2) to promote and assist the All-Volunteer Force program and the Total
Force Concept of the United States Armed Forces by establishi an improved
program of educational assistance for service on active duty 'and the Selected
Reserve and National Guard to aid in the recruitment and reten ion of highly
qualified personnel for both the Active and Reserve components of the Armed
Forces; and (3) td give special emphasis to provide educational assistance benefits to
aid in the retention of personnel in the Arined Forces who have skills and critical
specialties in Which there are serious shortages of personnel in the Armed Forces."

As pro-Posed, H.R. 1400 could provide an eligible serviceman with a maximum of
36 months of basic educitional assistance, at the rate of $250 per month for full-
time training, for the satisfactory completion of three years continuous actiyeAuty
or two years continuous active service coupled with four years continuous duty in
the Selected Reserve. -` -1 . . ,

Additionally, an eligible serviceman who serves at least six years of continuous
active dutyoor at least-two years active service together with eight years of continu-
ous duty in the SelectedReserve could receive not only the maximum 36 months of
basic educational assistance at, the rate of $250 per month, but an additional
supplemental educational assistance allowance of $300 per month, totalling $550 per
month in educational assistance benefits.

79-430 0-81---40
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Furthermore, if a serviceman has served three or more years of cttinuous active-
duty and the Secretary of Defense determines that the serviceman has a skill or
specialty in which there is a critical shortage, the Secretary of Defense may provide
additional educational assistanga as he deems necessary, ,in addition to any basic or
supplemental educational' assistance to which the member is entitled, for the pur-
pose of attracting or retaining the individual in the active Armed Forbes.

The proposed legislation also makes provisions to permit the Secretary of Defense
to authorize a serviceman whose skill or specialty is considered to be in critical

wr" shortage and who has served more. than,,byears, but less than 12 years, of continu-
ous active duty to transfer all or part of his educational assistance entitlement to
One or more of his dependents.

However, use of the educational assistance by the dependents to whom it was
transferred is restricted to the period of time that the service member is on active
duty, or upon' completion of 20,years of active military service.

The bill would also provide he Secretary'of Defense with the authorityto enter
into preservice educational assistance agreements with individuals who would serve
a specified period or obligated service on active duty or in the Selected Reserve after
utilizing the educational assistance for which they contracted.

Educational assistance provided under this provision of the bill would be limited
to a maximum of 36 monthsof entitlement during which the individual could receive
a maximum of $300 per month in subsistence allowances for full-time educational,
training.

The delimiting date for use of the basic and supplemental educational assistance.'
proposed by 11:11. (1400 -is ten years following the date of the serviceman's last
discharge or release .from active duty. For dependents who have received education-
al assistance entitlement by transfer from the service Member the entitlement
period ends ten years after the date they begin using the education-al assistance or
ten years following the date upon which the service member's entitlement period
began, whichever occurs first.

As proposed, H.R. 1400 directs the Veterans Administation to administer the
educational assistance prograrhs established by the bill. The proposal further man-
dates that basic educational assistance benefits established by the bill must be paid
from VA appropriations and the educational benefits payable Under the other
pr9grams established by the bill would be made from Department of Defense appro-
priations. *
- .inasmuch as the proposal is designed to "promote and assist the all volunteer

force-prograii and the total force concept," thg bill requires the Secretary of -
Defense and The Administrator 6f Veterans Aff bmit separate reports on
the operationg the program to the Congress a two years:-

'Section 3 of the bill number of : . en` 9 r °coordinate Ihe proposed
new, Chapter 30 existing. educational pr.:

Specifically, the arnendmgrits would enable ,an who.: is ell 1 for
-educational 'assistance under ChiPter,,31 and,who also has eligibility for Et.d tonal
assistance under the Proposed. 9ial3ter 3Q lect the program which ore
advantageous.

Furthermore, the amendments made by on 3 would :Ow autotnatf disen-
roll any individual in the Chapter 32 ed tional,assistance program ( return
their contributions) when they bectune eligible for4the proposed Chapter 3 pro-

,

gram.
Section 4 of H.R. 1400 will terminate a servicemaEs rightlo enroll in the Oh pier

3Z, education, assistance program after December '31, 1981 and pectin 5 of the bill
will extend the Pepartinent of.Defense's pilot eduCational loan regpyment progtam
for two more years (to Odober 1, 1983), a

The provisions set forth in H.R. 1400 would beCome'effectivg October 1, 1981.
Mi. Chairman, the DAV does not view H.R. 1400 in ,othe Context of veteran

legislative proposals that are traditionally the purview ofothis Subcommittee. That
is, this bill does not represent a proposal for a new or improved program 'of
educational readjustment benefits designed to meet the needs of veterans who have
set aside or temporarily postponed higher educational. pursuits because of their
activemilitary service obligatign.. h

. Without a doubt. the fundwffenturpose of H.R. 1400s not-to assist veterans in
their efforts to regailt their educat pursuits and jardductive members of
society as did the educational .programs following Wbrld War II, Korea and Viet-
nani!
. Without qdestion, Mr. Chairman, we all recognize the p4ndin egislation as a
proposal which is designed and intended as a recruitment and r`etZsntion incentive
for the all volunteer military force.
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It is no secret that the all volunteer force is in serious trouble,-that it has fallen

short of its recruiting goals and has had great difficulty in attracting and retaining
high quality enlistees.

Mr. Chairman, we have noted that the pending legislation has taken appropriate
steps in an effort to insure higher quality personnel. Specifically, the bill requires
that each serviceman must be a secondary school graduate or have a high school
equivalency certificate in order to qualify for educational assistance under the

. proposed programs.
Additionally, we are most pleased to note that a service member who is dis-

charged early (prior to completing 30 months service) by reason of a service-connect-
ed disability will retain basic entitlement and eligibility to the proposed Chapter 30
educational assistance benefits.

Since the legislation before this Subcommittee today would provide the Depart-
ment of Defense with a needed recruitment and retention device, the DAV has no
quarrels with such Congressional efforts to improve our military forces. However,

. we do object, as proposed in H.R. 1400, to the Veterans Administration "picking up
the tab" for even a portion of a DOD recruitment and retention program.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Veterans Administration has been in the busi-
ness of administering educational programs to this nation's veterans for more than
30 years. Without a doubt the VA has the experience and expertise in administering
such programs. Therefore, the DAV would not object to the VA administering such

. a program, so long as the Departmettit of Defense is responsible for all the necessary
7.- . - funding for entitlements.

Quite frankly, Mr. Chairman, the DAV has reservations regarding the potential
effectiveness of the programs proposed by H.R. 1400. That is, we question whether
or not these programs will produce the desired results in terms of attracting and
retaining higher quality personnel in the active. forces and the .Selected Reserve.

i Our reason for raising this concern primarily rests with the -fact that today,
college age students are entitled to federally insured, subsidized loans, regardless of
family income. Federally insured loans for college educations withOut any accompa-
nying obligation for military service would appear to be far more attractive to these
young people than the programs proposed by H.R. 1400.

However, we dounderstand that the Administration has proposed tolhange the
federal loan formula, as well as, tighten the requirements for Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants (BEOG). If the Administration's proposal becomes reality, then
the programs propostd by H.R 1400 may become more attractive to a greater cross
section of American youth.

Also, we do wonder if it would not be-niore advantagedus to await the results of
the pilot program of educational assistance authorized by the Department of De-
fense Authorization Act of 1981 (P.L. 96-342).

Since this program has only been in existence a mere six months, the Subcommit-
tee might wish to consider that enactment of another military recruitment and
retention educational assistance program may be somewhat premature and counter-
productive. This may be particularly true in 1' ht of the Administration's proposed
cuts in the other federal education programs

Before concluding, Mr. Chairman, and tho h not related to the pending legislia-
tion, I wish to bring to the attention of the Su mittee the fact that the Adminis-
tration's revised Fiscal Year 1982 budget request fails to provide the necessary $4
million to,,implement the improvements in the VA's vocational rehabilitation pro-
gram for service-connected disabled veterans as authorized by Public Law 96- 66.

Mr. Chairman, the DAV is deeply disturbed that the Administration has fail to-
7keep faith with this nation's service-connected disabled veterans and particula
the educational program designed to assist them in overcoming their handicaps and
returning to the mainstream of American society.

The DAV urges you, Mr Chairman, and all the members of this distinguished
Subcommittee to support adequate funding for the vocational rehabilitation im-
provements provided by Public LAW 96-466.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I wish to reiterate that the Disabled American Veter-
ans does not object to innovative approaches to improving and strengthening the all
volunteer fo ce through educational assistance programs. Nor would we object to
the VA adrrs nistering such programs, so long as the Department of Defense main-
tained the rE ponsibility for bearing the cost of entitlements for all the programs
proposed by H.R. 1400. , .

That concludes my testimony, Mr, Chairman. I again wish to thank you and the
., members of the Subcommittee for providing the DAV the opportunity of appearing

here today.

4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. CONN; NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
' PARALYZED VETERANS OF AMERICA,

Mr. Chairmah,and Members of the Subcommittee, Paralyzed Veterans of America
sincerely appreciates this opportunity to express our views regarding H.R. 1400, the
"Veterans' Educational Assistance Act of 1981," and similar proposals.

Educational assistance programs for veterans have proven to be among the most,
beneficial and cost-effective programs f dministered by the Veterans Administration
Millions of veterans have utilized these programs to successfully make the transi-
tion from military to civilian life, to enhance their career potential and to achieve
employment goals. The costs of these programs have been repaid by veterans
through their increased productivity and improved earnings capability.

It should be noted that educational assiMince programs for veterans have histori-
cally been to facilitate readjustment to civilian life and to recognize service to the
nation. The G.I. Bill may have served as an inducement for certain individuals to
enter the military but its primary purpose has been to assist. veterans after leaving
the service. .

Mr. Chairman, H.R. 1400, "The Veterans' Educational Assistance Act of. 1981,"
and other similar proposals appear to be' directed at the problems pf recruitment
and retention presently being experienced by the Armed Forces and not at the
current and future readjustment of veterans. These legislative proposals do not
attempt to deal with the educational needs of today's veteran or do they offer
needed improvements in existing programs contained in Title'38, United States
Code.'

Last year PVA testified before this Subcommittee and stated that the needs of
many veterans were not being met by existing programs. We noted the need for
increased emphasis of on-therjob training and for .programs which provided for non-
traditional educational endeavors. These observations were based on the continuing
unemployment and underemployment of many veterans. This situation has not
changed and these needs still exist. .

)
PVA staunchly supports the need for a strong and via American military and

does not contest the concept of using improxed educ:til :.I benefits to recruit
skilled and talented individuals. However, we request ,,,that the Members of this
Subcommittee review the existing educational needs of veterans who have already
served the nation and to address these needs. The creation of a hew program of
educational benefits for 'future veterans will serve as little inducement for enlist-
ment if the obvious needs to today's veterans are not met..

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, a new educational program,
worthy as it shay be, will provide little incentive for men and women to serve the
nation if they are aware that other commitments made to veterans have been
reduced or ignored. Last year the. Nth Coritiess passed Public Law 96-466, the
"Veterans' Rehabilitation and Education Amendments of 1980 " This law provided
for the comprehensive restructuring of Chapter 31 of Title 38, United States Code
This new, comprehensive program was based on the most modern rehabilitation
concepts which upgraded the educational and training opportiihities and services for
America's disabled veterans. This new program has yet to be implemented and the
recently proposed fiscal year 1982 Veterans Administration Budget makes no provi-
sion for it. ,,

Beyond our concerns for needed improvements in existing educational programs
for veterans, PyA has certain reservations as to the potential effectiveness of H R.
1400. The manpower shortages of the military appear to be most critical in the mid-
level enlisted ranks and-is a retention problem rather than one of recruitment. The

i considerations.onsiderations. Recently the Secretary of Defense addressed this issue and

pro educational assistance does not seem to offer sufficient incentive for indi-
vidu Is who have served six, eight, or ten years when weighed against other eco-
nbrnnoted

that improted levels of, pay and other financial motivations were essential if
talented, skilled 'servicemen Were to remain in the militgry. The provision of post-
military\ educational assistance does not address this probleni and could possibly
serve as 'a mitigating factor for \certain individuals to leave the service.

PVA cannot help but be additionallytoncenied that the Department of Defense
wa be the party which benefits most from passage of this legislative proposal.

nesent trends reveal that DOD's,Pu.dget, unlike the VA's, is not severely restrict-
ed. If the "Veterans' Educational Assistance Act of 1981" or a similar proposal were
enacted it seems that additional funding would be made available to the De -

mbnt of Defense but that the Veterans Administration would have to pros,' their
share of the cost frpm funds fore tting programs.

beMr. Chairman and Members of he Subcommittee, PVA feels that the best way to
address the 'problems of recruitment and retention through the use of Veterans
Administration's benefits and programs is to ensure that the needs of today's
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veterans are adequately met. Young men and women who are considering service to
the nation will recognize that the,goverpment is honoring commitments made to
those individuals who have previously served in the Armed Forces and that their-
needs are being met. The authorizations of new programs which require additional
expenditures while there is a reduction of funding for existing programs and serve
ices is not an example which will induce 'service to the nation.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement and I will gladly attempt to answer
o any questions you May have.

I "

77,
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. DUNCAN LAUNTER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

I congratulate the Subcommittee on holding early hearings on Veterans Educa-
tion Benefits, and appreciate very much the opportunity to testify on this most
important subject.

There is no doubt in my min that there is great concern among all our citizens
as to the shape our Armed For are in. Almost daily articles appear in the press
concerning our readiness, our ability to wage war and win, the problem in retaining
key personnel, and in recruiting and retaining the quality individuals so necessary
to the future functioning of our four branches of service.

We have heard of Navy ships unable to go to sea for lack of experienced petty
officers, of Army units rated non-combat ready because of a shortage of noncommis-
sioned officers, of Air Force crew chiefs leaving the service because they are forced
to moonlikht in order to earn enough money tosupport their families.

Last year, the Congress approved pay increases for our military to try to bring
them a bit more in line with their civilian counterparts. It didn't totally take care of
the problem, but it did help. Obviously, pay is of a paramount concern to our ser'ice
personnel.

Another area that is of paramount concern to those presently in our Armed
Forces, or,that may be thinking about joining, is that of education, and I again
compliment the Subcommittee for their wisdom in taking up this matter so early in

ssCongre.
As we all know, the Vietnam-era G.I. Bill went out of business in 1976, with the

provision that those covered under that Act would use their benefits by 1989 or lose
them. Let's face it. A young man or woman who wants, to stay in the service, for
their full term, but wha also want to avail themselves of their educational benefits
have a tough decision to make. In numerous cases, these people are coming down on
the side of getting out, and these are the people that we need to retain the most.

Early this session, I introduced H.R. 815, which will allow eligible veterans to
receive educational assistance during a six-year period following their last discharge
or release from active duty, even though that period extends beyond December 31,

' 1989. However, this is but a stopgap measure, designed to keep those individuals in
the service who would otherwise be forced info the type of decision I just mentioned.

What is needed now is something of-a more permanent nature, and that's why
we're here this morning, and why you have been meeting for the last few weeks. I
haye talked with any number of bosh active duty' and former service personnel on
the subject, and both they and I are convinced that a new Veterans Education
Benefit law would be one of the best recruiting and retention incentives that we can
have.

I know there, are a number of proiosals" that you have been considering, all of
which speak to the same subject, but containing a variety of methods to accomplish
the same goal. I also have-introduced a proposal, H.R. 2399, which in concepts very
simple, and is made up of two basic elementsproviding educational benefits for
our uniformed personnel, or, if he or she elects not to use the benefit, to transfer
them to the children of the family.

Very simply, my bill will provide benefits at the following rate:
(a) $300 a month for a member with at least three years, but less than six years

active service;
0) $600 a month for a member with more than six years active duty, both at

the rate of one month's benefit for each month of active service, with a maximum
entitlement of 36 months.

Reserves will be entitled to one-half active duty benefit, with provision for part-
time use, and-the Reserve mustsatisfactorily complete two years of partitipation in
a Selected Reserve of the Armed Forces.

Additionally, an individual may transfer unused benefits to child or children after
. ten years of active service or after retirement.

Just this past Saturday, I held a foium in San Diego to talk 'about veterans
education benefits, and was overwhelmed at the response demonstrated by San
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Diego's active duty communityl. Scores of military men and women attended the all-
day session, and very succinctly, what they told me was that a new* Veterans
Education Benefit bill would have tremendous influence on their decision to remain
in the service,

Mra Chaiiiian, I believe/my approach is simple, substantive ana covers all of the
areas -*at our military personnel consider necessary in a new Veterans Education
Benefit bill. I think it's a good bill and would hope that you will give it all due
consideration. ,

Thank you again for allowing is time to testify on this most important area
of Veterans Educational Benefi or o icemen and women. J., _

-
COMMENTS FROM G.I. BILL FORUM, HELD MARCH 21, 1981 IN SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

BY REP. DUNCAN HUNTER AND THE FLEET RESERVE ASSOCIATION

"Critical ratings should not be. given any kind Of additional benefits." Petty
Officer 1/c

"The transferability option is of the' greatest importance to we as a retention
incentive." Chief Petty Officer.

"Let's face it. Education is the most att,ractive proposition you can offer a person
in today's world where to live better, you must be better educated." Seaman.

- Eking to the participatory education program was a mistake, and the Gj, Bill
should be brought back 4kS ." Petty Offite.r. 2/c.

"Just .bring back the G.. Bill we had in the first place!" Sgt. Major, USMC.
"This is a good idea you all came up with." Petty Officer 3/c.
"You want better quality personnel in the military, bring back the G.I. BillIt's

as simple as that." Petty Officer 3/c.
"No time limit to use benefits." Seaman.
"The only people who should be eligible are those honorably discharged, or

medically discharged." Petty Officer 2/c.
In 1985, my hitch is up. If we don't get a new G.I. Bill, I'll be gone, so that I -can

take advluitage of the Cold War G.1. Bill. People on welfare are getting a better
living and education than those of us working and protecting their country.' Petty
Officer 2/c.

"The G.I. Bill provides enlisted personnel with an upward mobility, and as a
recruiting incentive, the G.I. Bill is the best thing that we can do." Sergeant 1/c.

"There is more involved here than just the G.I. Bill. tart of it is how to educate .1

7
-74/..1e military." Senoir Chief Petty Officer.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES C. MOSKOS, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY,

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL.

PROS AND CONS OF GI BILL LEGISLATION

Close to a dozen bills have been introduced in the 97th Congress proposing post-
service educationor GI Billbenefits forr military personnel. This reflects the

wing realization that the problems of the all-volunteer force (AVF) will not be
iied by incremental changes of present manpower policies. All services will greatly

benefit from an AVF -GI Bill, but it must be kept clear what a GI Bill can and
cannot do.

The purpose of a GI Bill' is to attract in an equitable manner a cross-section of
youth to serve in the military. Or, to-put it anq.ther.way, a GI Bill is to recruit the
analogue of the peacetime draftee in 'the all-volunteer context. 'The choice is coming
down to a comprehensive and good-faith AVF GI Bill or a returnYto the draft.

A GI Bill cannot simultaneously serve the purposes of both recruitment and
retention. These two goali_should be separated, lest we end up with a convoluted
bill that serves neither. Recruitment must be the overriding intent of a GI Bill. It
may help clarify matters to think of an AVF GI Bill as the functional equivalent of
conscription. For even with a draft, retention problems would persist and have to be
,dealt with on their 'own terms; namely, byy, well constructed career compensation
,.and entitlement packages along with apubliC recognition of the service ethic in the
armed forces.

7

Two general principles should always be kept in mind 'when appraising recruit-
ment and retention proposals. First, recruitment incentives must be kept as simple
as possible (almost as much foethe recruiter's sake as for the recruit). The Other'
side of "flexibility" in. GI Bill proposal& is complicatiOns .for potential enlistets.
Second, reenlistment incentives can.belairly involved with many chbice points. One

r
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will never go wrong .overestimating the grhsp career service members have of
''compensation packages.

A GI Bill will effectively serve recruitment by containing the following provisions:
(1) a tuition component along with a monthly stipend, (2) a benefit for two-year
enlistments, and (3) eligibility limited Co those who receive honorable discharges or
separations. Bills S25 and HR135 contain the vitial tuition provisions and come
closest to meeting the criterion of simplicity. Bill HR1400 has the merit of requiring
a reserve obligation following two-years active duty for GI Bill eligibility.

Three main arguments are raised sigaimit a GI Bill: (1) too expensive, (2) not cost-
effective, and.(3) adverse retention effects. Not one of these stands up to scrutiny.

Too Expenave.An AVF GI Bill will cost in the range of $2 to $3 billion annual-
ly.

CommentAssume a GI Bill that will offer three academic years of educational
support for two years of active-duty service, and four years of benefits for three
years of service. The entitlements would include the costs of tuition up to $3,000 per
academic year,, and subsistinence stipend of $300 per month. The maximum direct
costs of such a GI Bill would-probably be under $1.25 billion a year.(1)

There would be tremendous countervailing reductions in the net costs of a GI Bill
thanks to a lower attrition rate. The data is incontestable that high school gradu-
ates are twice more likely to complete enlistments than are high school dropouts.
The General Accounting Office estimates that each attrition case costs $12,000.
Cut : d I q II : q ult in manpower savings
in excess of $.06 b. lion. Substantial savings would occur in the extra recruitment
outlays now required to enlisthigh school graduates placing in the upper half of the
entrance test distribution. Cost reductions would also result from,less loss time for
unauthorizerd absences and desertions, the reduction or elimination of combat arms
bonuses, the endof present post'service educational benefits (VEAP), and,, most
likely, fewer lower-ranking4service members with families. With these savings, the
net costs of a GI Bill imuld be under $0.4 billion annually.

Mbreover, because members will not be eligible for GI Bill benefits until comple-
tion of at least two years of active duty, there will be no outlays in the first phase of
an AVF GI Bill. In point of fact, the initial two years of a GI Bill program will
result in coresiderable savings in the national defense get.

Not cost -effective. Enlistment bonuses and higher ecruit pay are more cost-
effective enlistment tools than a GI Bill.

Comment.Estimates of the Congressional Btidget Office are that one billion
dollars annually would be required in enlistment bonuses to meet the new atcession
standards set by Congress. Even if costs are comparable, a GI Bill is still to be
preferred over enlistment bonuses. Whereas a GI Bill carries the positive symbolism
of one of America's most successful social programs, enlistment bonuses crassly
emphasize the cash-work nexus. A GI Bill recipient can receive his or her entitle-
ment only,after completion of honorable service, while there is no practical way to
recover bonus money from one who fails to complete an enlistnbnt.

In theory and practice, enlistment bonuses are inextricably linked with the strat-
egy of recruiting at the margin; a GI Bill, theory certainly, in practice to be
determined, seeks to attract a cross-section of youth not previously in the recruit-
ment pool. One way out of thg conundrum of enlistment bonuses versus GI BM may
simply be to offer enlistees an either/or-choice.

As a cost-effective"measure, higher recruit pay also suffers in comparison with a
(I Bills Not only does higher recruit pay aggrevate the tendency to recruit at the
margin, it compounds pay compression within the enlisted ranks, thereby corroding
the status of the NCO corps. Indeed, consideration ought be given to focusing
straight GI Bill benefits on a lower-paid two-year, enlistment track. In any event, as
given in the table at the end of this statement,surveAaf high school youth and
college undergraduates consistently show that GI-Bill type incentives hold greater
appeal than either enlistment bonuses or higher recruit pay for those youth present-
ly not inclined to join the service. (2)

Adverse effects on retention, A GI Bill will increase the retention prtlem where
it hurts most, in the technical military-occupational specialties.

Com ent It must be noted initially that retention losses in technical specialties
have bum snore pronounced since the end of the Vietnam-era GI Bill in 1976. The
obvious conclusion is ,thar future pay raises should be aimed at the NCO grades
rather than applied across the board. Furthermore, unlike enlistment bonuses,'
reenlistment bonuses are proper career incentives because they reflect current
capabilities and past service. There is also historical evidence that some number of
those who would not otherwiSe joi,n the service except for a GI Bill will find
themselves eventually entering the career force. A GI Bill could also create an

\
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ent ly new source of prior-service entrants at the NCO pr officer levels; individ-
u choosing to return to active duty after college or technical training

pecial career provisions in conjunction with, but not a part of, a GI Bill would
complement not undermine retention incentives A cash-out feature in the form of a
reenlistment bodus might be offered in lieu of GI Bill benefits. A career soldier
might take out educational loans for college-age dependents which, can be forgiven
at certain rates in return for reenlistment commitments Or, a career soldier could
use educational entitlements to take a "sabbatical" involving an engineering or
science curriculum for future technical work in the military. Unlike GI Bill benefits
which should be funded by the Veterans Administration, funding of in-service
educational programs properly falls within the defense budget By no means do
educational benefits define innovative incentives necessary to retain the required
career force..

Concluszon.The attractiveness of an AVF GI Bill faces a powerful opposing
force. This is the expansion of federal assistance to college students since the end of
the Vietnam-era GI Bill. In 1980 alone, federal-aid to college students, in the form of
grants and loan subsidies, exceeded $5.2 billion In effect, we have created a GI Bill
without the GI. Even if proposed budget cuts to reduce federal aid to college
students by some one billion dollars are implementedlby no means assured), we will
still confront a staggering sum in competition with a GI Bill In the longer run,
some sort of modest national servieetobligation ought become a prerequisite for
federal college assistance. This is a viewpoint that must be articulated at the very
top levels of our national political leadership.

The immediate task is not to pass some inadequate and Rube Goldberg education-
al package, call it a GI Bill, and then say we have done all we can for the AVF ^The
top priority for military recruitment must be a comprehensive and readily under-
stood GI Bill 'A GI Bill is not a cure-all for what ails the AVF But it is a necessary
step in the right direction.

NOTES

1. The sum of $1.25 billion for total annual costs of the proposed AVF GI Bill is
based on the following calculations The cumulative sum to *given to each person
who uses the GI Bill is estimated at an average of $10,000 per veteran This was the
estimate given by the Veterans Administration for 52020, a GIBill introduced in
the -96th Congress which contained slightly more generous entitlements than the GI
Bill proposed herein. Hearings Before' the Committee on Veterans Affairs, U S
Senate, 96th Congress, 2nd sess., June 19, 1980, p. 25.

Comparative costs with the World War II GI Bill are informative The costs of the
World War II GI Bill came to about $2,500 per veteran (2,232,000 participants at a
total cost of $5 5 billion). Multiply this sum by four to take inflation into account,
and we also come'up with a figure close to $10,000. Because the World War H GI
Bill was much more generous than the Bill proposed herein, the estimate of $10,000
per veteran for an AVF errs on the side of greater than probable costa

In steady state recruitment for a two-million active-duty force, about 375,000
enlistees are required annually. About 20 percent of these will reenlist and assume
apother 20 percent will be lost through attrition. This leaves about 60 percent of
first termersor 225,000 personswho will normally be eligible for the GI Bill
Assume half of theseor 122,500 personswill matriculate in college (a proportion
higher than the national average of 19-20 year olds). $10,000 times 112,500 approxi-
mates $1.25 billion.

2 In order to determine the effectiveness of educational benefits as enlistment
incentives, Congress authorized the recruiting command to conduct an experiment
during 1980-81. Recruiters in specified locales were able to offer qualified enlistees a
non-contributory and generous post-service educational packagean `ultra-VEAP "

At least two difficulties present themselves in trying to generalize from the
results of this "test" to the appeal of an AVF GI Bill. First, a local enlistment
campaign can never match-the positive symbolism of a simple and nationwide GI
Bill.

Second, an operational difficulty is posed by the requirement that only high
school ,graduates who score in the top half of the mental distribution are eligible for
the new educational benefits. This means in practice that the recruiter, lest he
disappoints and loses a potential regular enlistee7 is hesitant to mention the new
educational offerings until after he knows the candidate's aptitude score Caught in
a classic minimax bind, the recruiter pushes the new "ultra-VEAP" mainly to those
candidates who would have probably come through the door anyway. Paradoxically,
then, precisely because the test program is limited to high quality youths, it cannot
be widely used to tap the new pool of recruits for whom it was intended.
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TABLE 1.-EFFECTS OF ENLISTMENT OPTIONS ON MALE YOUTH, 1980

P*

Youth cat** Current pay
$200 moat*
pay increase

Total yoktfik 1.43

truPensitY:
Positive. 1 1.94

Negative 1.18

Quality kxlex 2

Iftgh ,.. 125
Meckum ' 1.49

Um 1.56

White .. 143

Black , 1.43

1.95

2.69
1.57

1.64
2,11

2.01

1.91

1.96
T 1

Nee the sae, the greater the infested propensty to enlist
*Based cm connote index of high schcol grades and number of same/math counts.

Scam Market Fasts, inn. lath Atntyde tra:fung Shay

Youth category
welt

1.91

Prcpertsity:

Positive , 2.50

- Negative. - 161

Quality Index 2
180

MItan. 1.97

Um 1.91

While 1.92

Black. 1.90

Survey conducted fall. 1918. item not eluded in spring. 1980. inv.
Based on corrgoste a* of high school glades and minter of same/math courses.

Some Market Fes. Inc., Icelt,Attitude tracking Study

Quad bonus $5000 tows'

1.90 2.11

2.46 2.72
1.61 1.80

.... 1.75 2.05
196 2.15
1.96 212 at
1.92 2.18
1.88 2.07

Notuntrtutay 1 m Won far 1
° yr sente

1.99 I 216

2.51 2.71

173 1.91

194 2.09

2.03 Niii,
196 2

1.99 2.12
199 2.55

TABLE 2.-EFFECTS OF ENLISTMENT OPTIONS ON MALE COLLEGE STUDENTS, 1980

Wave

Percent."Very likely to pm Army far
2 yrs

Northwestern Morgan State
Unnessity

(11.151) (UM'

Present rend pay . 82
$1,000. monthly pay A 9.6
$2,500 monthly pay 1.4 23.6

4yr GI bits, 12 3 25.7

l Northwestern Msversty prate and predominantty whrte.
Morgan State Untcharly n Nan and histonady Mack.
Tistarplus $500 monthly Skflt

A
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD D. DE COSMO, PRESIDENT, DELAWARE COUNTY
COMMUNITY COLLEGE MEDIA, PA., ACCOMPANIED BY DARRYL W. KEHRER, DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF VETERANS' AFFAIRS, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR

COLLEGES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 4

I appreciate this opportunity to present the viewsef the American Association

of Community and Junior C011eges (AACJC) on H.R. 1400, the Veterans' Educational

Assistance Act of 1981. Accompanying me today is Darryl W. Xehrer who is director
o

Of the Office of Veterans' Affairs for our Association.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Mr. Chairman, rte are most interested in Mr. Montgomery's proposed legislation
for an improved G.I. Bill for the All Volunteer Force. We feel that his legislation
can be a blue-chip investment for our country in terms of recryiting and retaining
quality personnel in the Armed Forces and in terms of providing education and
training opportunities for men and women who have served honorably in the Armed
Forces and its Reserve and Guard components.

We are proud of the fact vtounity, junior and technical colleges -have served
more than 1.8 million Vietnam era veterans under the.G.I. Bill during the past 15

years.

Our specific views on Mr. Montgomery's bill are as follonsan terms of edu-
'eatio.A. benefits and pay/tent method we feel that G. I. Bill education benefits
should be paid directly to veterans or servicemembers, no; to educational insti-
tutions. We propose that a monthly educational benefit of $490 be authorized. We

do not favor a plan whereby the VeterUns Administration would pay all or a high
percentage of a veteran's tuition for college in additiqn to a monthly educational
allowance. We feel that such a payment policy could lead to abuse of the 0.I. Bill
by some educational institutions, as was the case after World War II. Moreover,

reserving part of the-benefits for tuition will not help,recruit well qualified
persons to the Armed Forces and it will reduce the value of the educational benefit
as a recruitment incentive.

We think the Pre-Service Education Program proposed by Mr. Montgomery can be
an excellent opportunity for the Armed Forces to increase enlistments of persons
- interested in earning a two-year associate degree or one-year certificate in a

specialized technology. The skills that young men and women would obtain in these
programs could help fill a serious void of skilled technicians needed by the

. military services.

Educational Leaves of Absence have Considerable merit. They could encourage
more servicememberS to re-enlist by providing them --with timely opportunities to

enhance their Skills withOdt having to leave active duty. It would permit service -

members to finish the second year of an associate degree or the four years of a
°baccalaureate degree as a full-time student after completing other courses as a
part-time student. This opportunity could provide the impetus for enlisted members
to apply for a commission and further their military careerd
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Mr. Chairman, in conclusipn let me comment on our concern about the Veteran's`
Cost of Instruction Program (VCIP). The VCIP, which has'been recommended for re-
cission by the Administration, would contribute significantly to the success of
the All Volunteer Force (AVF).' I am speaking specifically of the outreach, counseling,
retention, career advisement, VA certification and 'other services which veterans of
the AVF will need if they are going to succeed in college. The VCIP program at
about 1,000 schools provides these valuable services. I hope the Congress will
support the continuation of VCIP so that educational institutions will'be able to
provide valuable supportive services to veteran-students and servicemembers of the
All-Volunteer Force.

The World War.II, Korean and Vietnam era G.I. Bill statutes were enacted 'to

help veterans make a positive readjustment to civilian life and to.partially repay
e. a

them for the hardships they incurretin service to their country during a war. Chair-

man Montgomery's bill, and several others which have been introduced in the Senate,

have a more immediate purpose to recruit and retain qualified persons in our Armed

Forces. This is a commendable and reasonable purpose and it is with this perspective

in mind that we view the proposed G.I. gill for the All Volunteer Force.

The Role of Community, Technical and Junior Colleges During the Vietnam Era G.I. Bill

Before I proceed with our comments on the Veterans' Educational Assistance

Act of 1981, I would like to briefly state some facts about Vietnam era veterans

and their use of the various G.I. Bills which have been available to them (P.L. 89 -

358, June 1, 1966; P.L. 90-77:October 1, 1967; P.L. 91 -219, February 1, 1970;

P.L. 92-540, October 1,, 1972; P.L. 93-508, December 3, 1974; P.L. 93-602; Januaryi,

1975; P.L. 94 -502,0ctober 15, 1976; P.L, 95-202, October 1, 1977; and P.L. 96-

466, October 17, 1980).

About 1.8 million Vietnam era veterans who have enrolled in postsecondary

training and received Chapter 34 benefits have attended community, junior or tech-

nical colleges. The remaining tux, .11110e have enrolled in private and public

four-year colleges and universities. There are several resons why so many Vietnam

veterans hate enrolled in community, junior colleges and two -year technical colleges.

ea
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(1) Veterans are fairly representative orthe higher education en-

rollment patterns of older adult students in the-United States, e.g., 41,

about 40 percent of the college students in the U.S. attend public cam-

=unity, junior and technical colleges, about 40 percent attend public

universities, and the remaining 20 percent attend private colleges and

universities.

(2) Veterans frequently choose to enroll in occupgional and tech-

nological programs which are available most often at community, junior

and two-year technical colleges. '

(3) Veterans frequently have needed and benefited from taking

developmental,-remedial and preparatory programs and courses available

at community colleges.

(4) Veterans who need to live with their families and who can only

4
attend college part-time find community colleges to be conveniently

located and more accommodatilia to their part-time schedules.

(5) Community, junior and technical colleges provide excellent

support services to veterans including outreach, retention, counseling,

tutoring, and other services.based on local needs. Many educationally

disadvantaged veterans have found the community college the best place

to start, gain experience, and improve their basic skills.

Another factor is that the American Association of Community and Junior tolleges

and the American Association of State Colleges and Universities have cosponsored for

ten years the Servicemembers Opportunity Colleges (SOC) under funding from the

Department of Defense and the Carnegie Corporation of Npw York. SOC is a nation-

-0 wide network of about 300 colleges and universities that offer' comprehensive edu-

a
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*national opportunities to men and women in the military. Tito purpose of We is

to provide high-quality, off-duty education to members of the Armed Forces while

they are on active duty.

The Problem

Modern day Armed Forces depend upon highly trained technicians and specialists

to be operationll and_effectiVe., Nothing is Were useless and dangerous than a com-

plex weafens system that fails to operate or functions improperly at a critical

moment. Unfortunately, this is an increasingly Common occurance because of an

acute shortage of trained technicians in the Armed Forces. And, to make matters

worse, most of the new recruits have great difficulty in mastering the fundamental

skillet needed to become competent technicians. A reasonable solution to the problem

is a new C.I. Bill containing incentives that will attract and hold better qualified

men pad women in the Armed Forces.

The-Vebereee=Edeearional Assistance Program (VEAP) has not proven an effective

incentive for recruiting persons into the Armed Forces nor as a veterans' education

benefit. The Veterans Administration reports that through calendar year 1979 only

25.1 percent of servicemembers have participated in VEAP. The VA figures also show

that of the 201,723 serytsemembe;s who haveparticipSte46in the prosram,.22.2 per;

cent have terminated their participation and, of this number% 17 percent' hake reqdested

refunds of their contributions. It appears that the major problem with .VEAP is

that it's a contributory program. Many servicemembera, Perricularly the married

ones,have been financially unable to make the monthly contributions to the prograi:

In turn, many often leave the military service without eligibility for educational

bean:Jun under VIA!.
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A. Solution

The military ser9ices are convinced that a peace-time G.I. Bill would be an

excellent incentive for recruiting and retaining quality personnel. Professor

Charles Moskos has reported that a survey of 11,336 recruits conducted by the Army

in September 1974 at Armed forces Entranc( and Examining Stations (AFEES) through-

out the Unite-States found that 24 percent of thbse interviewed would not have

enlisted had there been no C.F. Bill. An additional 36 percent said they were not

certain whether or not they would have enlisted if they had not been eligibile for

educational benefits.

Members of Congress are very concerned about the quality of our manpower in

the Armed Forces, which explains the early introduction in the 97th Congress of

so many bills to reauthorize G.I. Bill educational,benefits fOr the purpose of

4
recruitment and retention. And, judging from editorials and articles in major

newspapers and national periodicals, many other people recognize the problem and

support the enactment of a new C.I. Bill. The question's then become: "What form
et

should the educational benefits t4.e and how much money and length of eligibility

period will it require to enlist and retain adequate numbers of well qualified

people?" In answer to these questions, the Awrican Association of Community and
,

Junior Colleges makes the following recommendations with respect to-establishing

an improved peace-time educational assistance program for vetmerans and members of

the Armed Forces.

Eligibility

We'recommend three years of active duty or two years of active duty and four

years.of Selected Riserve or National Guard Duty. We recommend authority to Rise

educational benefits after serving two years of active duty and while still in

I
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service. We are not opposed to veterans a eryicemembers being"required to

possess a high school diploma or,equivalency in order to qualify for educational

assistance benefits under the G.I, Bill. We\feel that there are adequate bpportunities

for servicemembersleho do not possess a high school diploma to earn a diploma through

the GED program during their enlistment. However, we are aware that many of the

servicemembers who enter the Army and-Marine Corps without a high school diploma

are the ones who serve in the combat arms, e.g., infantry, armor, Irtillery and

combat engineers. These military skills have vir ually no transferability to the

civilian labor market." The servicemen and women w serve bribe combat arms and

then leave the service will greatly need the G.I. B 1. We tecommend that the

military services make a systematic effort to ensure hit-servicemembers have an

opportunity to purpue (ED training while on active dut Furthermore, it would

increase the likelihood the serviceMember would be promo ed and continue on active

dut_

ate of entitlement

We recommend a total of 36 months of entitlement to be ea ned at the rate of

one month of educational assistance benefits for one month of a tive duty cir one

month of. bsnefits for each four months served in the National Cu rd or Selective

Reserve.

Method and amount of payment of educational assistance benefits

We support a monthly educational assistance allowance of $400 per month to

A

help meet the individuals subsistence,lkuition, fees, supplies, books, equipment,

and other educational costs. Although this amount may appear generous in comparison

to some other proposals, it ip below the poverty level and insufficient to totally

support an independent student. We do not support a direct tuition payment to edu-

cational institutions in which tie servicemember 6r veteran is enrolled.
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Hr. Chairman, there are basically two forms of educational benefits. .One form

4hich was used in the World War II is a combination of monthly subsistence
o <

payments to veterans and direct payments to institutions for tuition, fees, books,

and educational supplies. A Congteesional investigatibn headed by the late Olin E.

Teague found abuse of the W.W.II G.I. Bill by some educational institutions. Largely

because of Hr. Teague's findings, subsequent C.I. Rills for Korean and Vietnam era

veterans contained no direct payments to institutions for tuition or other educational

expenses. Instead, they paid the entire educational benefit to each veteran in

monthly bhecks for each month of enrollment is an approved educational institution.

From the government's staodpoiqt this approach simplified auditing the C.I. Sill

prograii because payments,,were-made only to veterans instead of institutions and

veterans.

Hr. Chairman, another important adiantage to using the Korean era and Vietnam

era form of paying educational benefits is recruitment to military iervice. Congress

must be mindful of the coat of a new G.I. Bill and besearching for attract ve

and affordable benefits. Direct paymeht of tuition and fees to institutions will

be a factor in calculating the overall cost of a new bill and it will'reduce the
o

size of monthly payments made directly to veterans. In other words, the more dbllars

setaside for tuition and fees, the fewer dollars available for direct payments to

veterans. Since it is individuals that are being recruited, not postsecondary insti-

tutions, larger payments to individuals are stronger incentives than a combination

of smaller payments to individuals and direct tuition payments to educational insti-

tUtions.

It is also important to consider who the armed Forces'are trying to recruit.

They want high school graduates from the middle quartiles of their graduating high

school. claws, persons who have mastered the basics of reading comprehension, verbal.

j
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and written expression, and mathematical computations and concepts. They want young
4

men and women who can quickly) learn technical skills, who will persevere until, an

assignment is accomplished, and who are interested in advancing into more demanding

and responsible positions. These are persons who will become non - commissioned

officers. Some will re-enlist and become warrant and commissioned officers., Service-

members who serve on active duty for three or more years iod then enroll in a post-

secondary school will be interested in building on their technical training. They

are likely to enroll in institutions that offer a variety Of occupational programs

that award associate and baccalaureate degrees. The majority of these are low-cost,

public colleges. This makes the size of the monthly payment to the veteran much

more important than direct payment of tuition and fees to an institution.

Mr. Chairman, it seems to us that the Armed Fo;ces are not targeting their

efforts toward persons in the highest ten percent of high school graduating classes.

Most often -thoreet-ly-to-college__manhIgh=collt,_

selective institutions. Some will be interested in military service, but as com-

missioned officers. They, wile attend Service Academies or enroll in OfficercTraininz

programs to earn a commission. They are least likely to be interested in joining the

Armed Forces as an enlisted member.

The size of monthly payments is an extremely important consideration. Assuming

monthly payment; are for tuition and other educational expenses, in addition to

subsistence, $400 a month is a minimum figure for a single person. Although this

is greater than'benefits currently paid, benefits that fall fa; short of actual

costs, benefits paid by a new C.I.,8ill would not begin for three years. All

economic signs forecast continued, sizable snnual Lmflaiion rates during the next

three years& It is virtually certain that what cost $342, which is the current

79-430 0-81---11
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monthly payment for a Vietnam era veteran $Jith no dependents, will coat more than

$400 in three years. There should also be an allowance of at least $50 a month for

veterans with dependents. A provision for, increasing monthly benefipg for service -

membersmembers who stay on active duty beyond thxee years, a so-called supplemental edu-
_-

I

cational assistance allowance, would be a Istrong retention incentive and a timely

.

addition for older servicemembers who frequently have more dependents.

We support an eligibility period of /ten years from date of separation from

active dut)%to.use*ducational assintic. I benefits. This ten yeac.delimiting

period is consistent with the time accor ed Vietnam era veterans:

We are pleased with the sensitivlt Mr. Montgomery displays in H.R. 1400 with

respect to veterans whose entitlement v,111 expire during enrollment in an atoved

program of education. In such case, . Montgomery's measure would provide that

the period of entitlement "shall be extended to the termination of such quarter or

semester."' We concur with Mr. Hontgo ery. Federal policy not be such that

we "pull the rug" from veterans whose entitlement expires during the Middle of a

term or semester. ,

Pre-service educational assistants program

We support a pre -serviceleducational assistance program fox those who agree

ie
to fulfill a tour of military s'rvice, i.e., one month of active duty for each

month of educational benefits or four months of Selected Reserve or National Guard

Service for one month of educational benefits.

The pre- service,.program can be an excellent opportunity for theArmed Forces

to increase enlistments of persons who want to obtain a two-year degree in a

specialized technology, such as electronic maintenance, mechanical drawing, computer

a
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science, and construction trades. These people could help fill the void of skilled

technicians whom the military services are having difficulty recruiting_and retaining.

The pre -servide program could perhaps even lead to a two-yea; college junior ROTC

program whichessibly could bi called a Non-Commissioned Officer Training Corps

(NCOTC).

Educational leave of absence . .--

We recommend a one year lea4 of absence for each two additional years of active

duty ikhifh servicemembers will seive. ' .",....)

This option could encourage more servicemembers to re-enlist because of the
.s

opportunity they would have to enhance their skills without havIng to leave military

service. The leave.of absence yould permit the sfrvicemember to finish the second

year toward an associate degree or the'fourth Year tomard°a baccalaureate degree 1

on a full-time basis. This could provide theimpetusjor enlisted members to apply.

r
for a commission which could enhance'their military career.

transfer of entitlement to dependents

1....11

S hapter IV of H.R. 1400 would allow a serviceman or UNNUMIC0 tzamHbpedu-1,

cational enefits to a dependent,child or spouse, after "eight or more but less than

twelve" years on active duty, provided that person has a skill or specialty in

--, which the Secretary of Defense has determined there is a critical shortage of
As

personnel: Similar ideas are suggested in the bills filed by Senators Armstrong

and Cranston.

This approach has considerable merit as 1 way of encouraging servicemembers-to

stay on active duty. Sut there is ;serious problem with the language, "but less

than twelve." We can assume most servicemembers who are seriously considering

.163
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making the military a career enlisted by the time they were twenty. If this is t4

case, why should such a benefit be cut off after twelve years, the very thopwhen

a servitemember's children would Me approaching college age? The effg:t of the

twelve year limitation' is to mike the traigerability4provision virtually useless ,

for most depeetlents._ We kecommendis minkmno,of eight years but no maximum for the

transferability of educational benefits.
wow

Administration and feeding

We recommend that the payment of educational assistance allowances be administered

by the Veterans Administration because VA already has the administrative machinery

and expertise needed to do it. Other proposed benefits, suclinas the pre-service

education assistance program, the transfer of entitlement, the education leave of

absence, and similar provisions should be paid by the DsD.

Veterans' Coat of Instruction Program

Mr. Chailjtp, in closing let me make a final observation. If the Veterans'

Educational Assistance Act of 1981 is enacted into law, many of the postmVietnam

era veterans who benefit from the program will probably have the type of educational

supportive service needs as did the Vietnam era veteran. I am speaking specifically

.0
of the outreach, counseling, retention, tutoring , career advisement and other set-

,

vices now provided through the Veterans' Cost of Instruction Program on approximately
41,

1,006 college campuses. I hope the Congress will look favorabl4n the Veterans'

Coat of Instructiorr Program as you deliberate on theoPY 1982 budget. Regrettably,

the Administration has asked that the $12 million FY'81 appropriatiOn to the Education

Department for the VCIP be rescinded. To'rescind this program Would be disastrole.
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Ninety percent of the VCIP Programs also offer services which are directly

requited by or related to the receipt of educational assistance from the Veterans

administration, such as.the completion and processing of paperwork used to request

such assistance, the monitoring of, course enrollments and academic progress, the

distribution of up-to-date information vital to studdhts enrolling under the G.I.

Bill, academic advisement based on VA requirements, the handling of claims and pay

problems, and liaison with the Veterans Administration and the institution based on

ihdividual needs. We suspect that all of these administfative responsibilities will

have to continue to be provided to make the new G.I. Bill effective.

Although not included in the funding criteria, these programa also serve

dependents of veterans, graduate students, and veterans eligible for benefits under

the VEAP. If the VCIP program is rescinded, funds would not be available to operate

an Office of Vaerans' Affairs.. Ramifications are as f011ows:

1) Delays in payments to veterans could result in financial hardships and

in many cases withdrawal from college. 0

2) Delays in reporting by the institution due to lack of staff and time

factors would increase overpayments and incorrectpaytents to veterans.

3) Reduction of,qualifildstaff, would result in less efficient monitoring

of veteran student progress, and thus less assurance to the Congress and

the general public that the G.I. Bill was being utilized Ofectively and

that funds were being paid for progress toward an educational qbjective.

4) tack of specialized academic counseling for veteran students would result

in the G.I. Bill payments not being used to the best advantage of the

student recipient. k.

For Veterans, the potential losses would include:

1) The institution will not have the resources to peiform certification

a
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functions as quickly as in tie past resulting in a delay of the veteran

receiving edScaeicrnal assistance allowance. Many will not enroll or will

be forced to withdraw from school because of financial constraints.

2) Many veterans will be incorrectly palt or overpaid because the insti-

tution will not be able to monitor and report student status as quickly

as La the past, and no specialized counseling will be available to insure

that course enrollments and academic progress are in lirie with VA

requirements.

3) No counseling will be available that is tailored to the veteran's

experiences or status as a non-traditional student.

n
4) Lack of outreach and recruitment efforts will mean many veterans will

not be informed'of or utilite educational'benefits or available com-

=unity resources.

La4.of an off ice...A0 function as a liaison with the Veterans Administration

will mean that the veteran will have to deal directly with the federal

bureaucracy which is not equipped to provide counseling or assistance

of an academic nature, and many problems will take an inordinate amount

of time to be solved.

Mr. Chairman, the VCIP program is part and parcel of an effective implementation

of an improved G.I. Bill for the All Volunteer Force, I hope this Subcommittee will

support the continuation of it.

That conclude& my testimony. Thank you again for the opportunity to testify
144.010r,'

ben*a thin dintinguishedSubcommittee.

0
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS, EARLY, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, AMERICAN ASSOCI-
ATION OF MINORITY VETERANS PROGRAM ADMINISTRATORS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the.Subcommittee:

I ai'Micholas Early, a member of the Board of Directors'for American Asso-

ciation of Minority Veterans Program Administrators (AAMVPA). thir membership is

comprised of organizations who provide services to Black, Oriiental,.and Native

American veterans. Our organization is one which it designed to meet the needs

of veterans, and represent their interests as an advocate organization concern-

ing the many issues affecting veterans.

Our organization appreciates the opportunity to express our support of

the re-establishment of a noncontributory educational assistance program, which

provides an, effective recruiting tool for the Armed Forces personnel. The G.I.

1011 program has proved to be an effective recruiting tool and readjustment

program for those who have served in the Armed Forces in the 'past years. The

re- establishment of the G.I. Bill will benefit the veterans by making it possi-

ble for him or her to pursue a, training program which provides them With market-

able skills and returns the investment to theTreasury Department. The G.I.

Bill program is one that deserves the serious consideration of this committee.

We have seen the Armed Services fail to meet their enlistment quotas for the

first time in our history. Some of the negative effects of the lacicof a non-
,

contributory assistance program are:

a. A significant number of recruits
would.not join the service if there was

no G.I. Bill.

b. The quality of recruits has dropped
'dramatically and fewer.high school grad-
uates are willing to,serve in the military.

c. Training losses have risen dramatically.

167
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- The manpower probjems_that the Army'experiences stem from the lack of a

non-contributory programwhich will attract quality personnel. A survey of .

Army recruits in March, 1975, showed that one of every four would not have enlisted

without the G.I. Bill. Another contributing factor is failure of VEAP as a con-

tributory program. The minimum VEAP contribution is more than 11% of the entry

level pay. For an E-4, with more than two year3 of serxice, the maximum contribution
/

absorbs more than 13% of his base pay. The contribution reouired by the individual

with a family imposes a severe financial hardship on him.w'Many service person-

nel can not contribute to the program because of the financial condition of

t

their family: Another problem is that the peiton must make payments to the

. . -

program for one year after entering the program. An exceptioq is provided e
. w

fo i the case of a financial hardship. The participation figures.for 1979,.

ytjaittslip while 201,723 individuals-participated in the program, 65,228 (32.2

percent) have terminated their participation., Out of this number 34,882 (17

percent) have requested refunds of their contributfbns. In December, 1979, a

survey revealed that 470 individuals had received benefits (representing 2/10

of one percent of the participants). The low participation rate reflects the

inadequacies of VEAP program as a recruitment tool.

The value of the non-contributory assistance program as a recruiting

and readjustment tool to the individual that is enlisting has tremendous po-

tential. A re-establishment o
./
f a G.1. Bill program will greatly enhance the

abilities of service personnel to enroll in college after completion of their

military service obligation.* The non-contributory program will benefit econo-

mically and educationally disadvantaged minority enlistees. They enter the

military in large numbers,_ specializing in Combat Anns. This occupationis

not a marketable skill which will enhance the veterans employmeht opportunities.

The peacetime G.I. Bill can be a recruiting tool which provides the veteran

with opportunity to learn a marketable skill, making him or her upwardly mobil

v
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after their completion of training. These individuals will greatly benefit

from the economic resources which they will earn through a non-contributory

progr6, to provide a means of defraying the educational cost during the post-

service period. The G.I. Bill progi-am will provide the veterans with the incen-

tive and motivation to enroll in training programs which will, result in the

individual becoming gainfully employed and returning the investment to the

econoly many times over.

160MNPA feels that H.R. 1400 is a program that will provide the incentive

to ,attractohigher quality perosnnel for the peacetime military. The re4stab-

lisDment of noh-contribrtory assistance proposed by Congressman Montgomery

will serve as a solution to recruitment and a retention program, increase the

educational level, retain individuals in the critical skill.areas, and re-

tain the. career personnel who are leaving the,m(litary to avail thmselves

of benefits earned under the.terminated G.I. Bill program.. AAMVPA urges the

:

strong'Consideration' by this committee as a attractive alternative to the

VEAP Program which has proven tobe less than adequate. Some of the features

which makesi the Bill a program worthy of strong consideration by this4committee

are a. A pre-service education to encourage enlistment in the Active -

Duty and Ready Reserve.

b. Supplemental educational assistance for additional service.

**. c. Transfer of entitlement to dependents (authorized for individuals

'with critical skills).

. d. Early enrollment in a program of education while on Active Duty.

...

e. Authority fort additional assistance for members with critical

specialities.
.
For the reasons set forth above, AAMVPA supports the enactment of H.R. 1400.

._.
.

The Ame'rjian Associatia of Minor Veterans Program Adminfstrators (AAMVPA) thanks

this committee for the opportunity to give. testimony in support of K.R. 1400.

The peajetime G.I. Bill is a critically needed program, whith will upgrade the

peacetime military. Thank you very much.

3
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. ROBERT F. COCKLIN, AUS RET., EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY

Mr, Chairman:

I Major General Robert F. Cocklin, AUS Retired, Executive Vice President

of the Association of the United States Army. The Association of the United States

Army appreciates .he opportunity to exprese its VIPW.7 on the subject of edUcational

assistance for recruiting and retention in the Armed Forces.

While extended debate over the issue-of how to obtain needed military
manpower continues, it becomes more apparent that there are no easy solutions

in sight. While our Association is well aware of the recruitment and retention
problems of the other services, WP will confine our discussion to the Army.

Although the Army achieved its recruiting goals in Fiscal Year 1980,
while making up a significant shortfall from Fiscal Yea'r 1979, it did so at a
cost; and that coat was quality. The Army has, for a number of years, had its
strength constrained to that level it was thought it could recruit. Aid' strength

today is substantially below that required for peacetime.manning. The best estimates

of the additional manpower. needed by Army range between 50.000 and 75,000. While

not the specific area of interest of this committee, your consideration of the issue
of educational assistance ought tWfnmiude this disparity.

In the eight years that the all-volunteer system has been In existence, it is
abundantly clear that it has not been successful in providing the manpower needed for

the Total Army. When I use the term Total Army, I mean active, Reserve and National

Guard. It is equally clear that in the all-volunteer environment, duality has been

consistently corproaised iR theinterest of:quantity. The Army has not been Able to

recruit high school graduates in Category in the numbers desired.

There is a direct connection between the decline in quality enlistees and the
termination of the nr Rill (December 1976) and the greatly expanded post-secondary
schooling financial support available from the Federal Government. The charts a,

Iccompanying my suhlarred testimony show this relationship. AS the charts clearly
IhdicIte, all the Services have suffered a loss of high scoring male high school
graduate accessions since the end of the GI gill. It is rho opinion of this Association
that the most serious obstacle to the recruitment of rhp desired numbers of high school
graduates, Category 1-III, i44 the inability of the Army to offer educational benefits
Netter Chan thnse obtainable through educational grants or loans 'From other Federal
agencies, where nn service to the country and little likelihood of i,ursuit in loan

collection is likely. You have heard testimony from Service.renresentatives that the

_current contributory VFAP program falls far short of the goal. There is no overwhelmingly
attractive incentive for the bright young man or woman who is a high school graduate

to enter the Army. \
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Inflation is also very much a part of the student's life. Whatever the
basic entitlement in determined to he, it should have an automatic cost-of-

.
living adjustment if it in to be an attractive incentive. Only minimal payouts are
going to be made before the third year after enactment. Ry then, even the most
inexperienced youth will recognise $250-$1110/month will not provide much toward
coat secondary school coats. The 1981-82 tuition, room and board for state
imiversities is estimated to Average $4,onn while preatigious universities will
top 310,000.

While not a deficiency, there is one element of HR 1400 which I believe
would prove to he an administrative nightmare. That is the pre-service assistance
provision. Fxpesience with unpaid student loans and the high percentage of failure

1 of first term enlisted personnel to satisfactorily complete enlistments seem to

indicate that the Congress would he imposing a very real collection problem on
the Don, I would urge that the reward for honorable service he made after the
service has been performed.

a

This incentive for military service could and should be financed without
increased Federal funding by curtailing programed increases in Department of
Fducation grant and loan programs. In fact, it is AUSA's belief that if theSe
prograrn are not curtailed as proposed by the Administration it is questionable
if any new Veterans Educational Assistance Progran,would Rignificantly improve
the quality of personnel voluntarily entering the service. Not only is no service
required for these other Federal programs and no pay back is required for grants,
but the national direct student loan program reports over $712 million in defaults.

We have developed a system of educational benefits that offers more to those
who do not serve their country than to those who do. In effect, we now have the
Cl sill without chgov

It is time to provide a strong educational incentive to those who would
serve in our armed forces and this bill, with the changes we have suggested, does
that.

Gentlemen, this concludes my statement. For your convenience, I have
attached an outline of the provisions of an educational incentives program for the
Armed Forces.

1 71
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1 72
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1.

2.

AUSA'S VETERANS EDUCATION ASSISTANCE PROPOSAL

Service period

Service' Requirement

Veteran

Active puty

Date of enactment

2 yrs. for 24 mos.
3 yrs. for 36 mos. maximum

1 yr.

3. Entitlement 1 £3 1. ctive duty time
'

4. Maximum entitlement 36 most'

5. Training Complete by 10''yra..7S''fter discharge

6. Benefits $30,0/mo. less than 6 YOS

$600/mo. more than 6 YOS

f Indexed to Consumer Price
Index

Tuition None

7. Selective Supplement by Service Secrttaries Yes

8. Educational loan No

9. Transfer authority Yes, after 10 YOS or within
10 yrs. of retirement

10. Reserve Component provisions 4 Selected Reserve benefits
at 1/2 active duty rate

- 11. Special Provisions

12. Funded by .

174`

Transfer benefits from
Chapt. 32 (VEAP) & 34 (VN EA)
with increased service
obligation

Basic and transfer by VA;
Supplemental by DoD
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by

E. PHILIP RIGGIN, DEPITY DIRECTS
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and
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STATEMENT OF G. MICHAEL SCHLEE, DIRECTOR .

NATIONAL SECURITY - FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMISSION
THE AMERICAN LEGION

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,1RAINING
AND EMPLOYMENT

COMMITTEE ON VETERANS AFFAIRS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 25, 1981

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The American Legion appreciates the opportunity to appear before this

ommittee to present its viewi on legislation which would provide an educa-

tional assistance program for the purpose of aiding in the recruitment and

retention of individuals in both the Active and Reser,/ components of the Armed

Forces.

Before commenting on the provisions'of HR 1400, and other matters

relating to educational benefits for those persons entering military service under

the All-VOlunteer Force program, we would like to point out that The American

Legion was instrumental in the enactment of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of

1944 - better known as the G.1. Bill of Rights - enacted on June 22, 1944. And

the Legion has continued its involvement in the subsequent education benefit pro-

/.

grams which heretofore have beeisolely for the, purpose of the readjustment of vete-

rans returning to ilian life after having served in the Armed Forces, for the

most part during time of war. I have appended a history of the various C.l. Bills

to this statement for the Subcommittee's use and review.

National Security-Resolution .086, approved by the National ExeCutive

Corimittee during its meeting of October 15-16, 1980, mandates The American Legion

to support legislation which would provide education incentives for Active and

Reserve Forces.
v

This resolution cites three examples which might produce the end result

desired, they are:

N.
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1) As a pre-service benefit, a loan forgiveness program for direct

guaranteed educatlZinal loans by the Federal Government 04hiCh would reduce or

cancel such loans through honorable military service;

2) As an in-service benefit, the current 753 limitation on in-service

tuition assistance could be expanded to provide payment of 90% of instructionally

related expenses as well as basic tuition costs or fees in lieu of tuition; and

.0
3) As a post-service benefit, educational benefits patterned after

11/1

Chapter 34, or VEAP programs. could be extended to those who do not avay them-

selves of either the pre-service or in-service programs. I hasten to point out

that these are examples only and are not exclusive of other programs that'may be

recommended to achieve the same end result.

With your'permission, we shall now address ourselves to the measure

presently under consideration.

Section 1 of RR 1400 provides that the Act may be cited as the "Vete-
,

rans' Educational Assistance Act of 1981."

Section 2(a) of the measure would amend Title 38. United States Code,

by setting forth the provisions of new Chapter 30. of which we shall address each

section by number, as it would appear in such chapter of this title.,

Section 1401 correctly sets forth the purpose of the Chapter with the

exception of addressing the legislation as a readjustment benefit. The correct

Purpose of this legislation we believe is promotion of recruitment and retention.

° Readjustment is more appropriately applied to wartime benefits where an individual

Is denied the normal pursuits of life by his involuntary conscription into the

- Armed Forces. We would therefore recommend that the phrase "readjustment" benefit

be dropped from this legislation.

The American legion applauds the drafters of this legislation in recog-

nizing the Total Force Concept. Too often in the past, our Reserve components

o
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ilhave been treated like poor relatives when in fact they provide a large portion

of our 'Mobilized force in th'Ci event of war.'

The Americap.Legion it coggizant of the fact that an educational in-

, °
os

t A
centrve program will not solve alt of the problems facing the All-Volunteer S

4

en Forcer However,I0e do believe that such a program will greatly enhance the '

.

Armed ,C,FCes by providing elarger number of more highly qualified recruits, and

A

by providing the incentive for such,individuals to remain on active duty beyond

n I'°
the initial period of epli,ftmentr or to remain in,the active Reserve Forces or

t
ilir

RationalsGuard.
.

. .

' Sectiop 1402.of the proposal pro:idel the definitionsl as necessary,
. n

**Pertaining totthe new chapter.
. a

. I

Section 1411 establishes the provisions for basic educational assist-

ance for service on active duty by providing entitlement to each individual who
no

is a gA4pluateaof a secondary school or has a high seh9t1 equivalency ceWficate.

and after September 30, 1981, serves at least three years of continuous active

duty in the Armed Forces, or, serves 10 tiOArmed Forces and is discharged or re-

':
--.

leased from active duty, for a service-conneeted,disability, for hardship, or, in.

the case of an individual whii completed not less t4ln 30,month's of active d:ty.

for the .gnvenience of the 3overclornt; and after completing such service is disl

charged with an honorable dischArge or is placed on the retired list. continues.;

a
on active duty without a bfeak .n service; or, is releaed from active duty for

. .

further service in a Reserve component of the Armed Forces after honorable service

on actae duty. The American7legion'findi no opposition to the language included
. VI

in this section.

We voice our support for Section '14t2. It recognizes those* personnel

411O are vial in the event of mobililation in time of a national emergeqcy. Also

oy requiring personnel to serve two years active duty and four years Reserve time

An* e
to be entitledto basic education allowance, it will hopefully insure a steady flow

of experienced personnel to Ihe Stlectep.Reservel.

7 4
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The American Legjon feels that Section 1413 which estabJishes one

month.of educational benefits for each month of active duty, and one month of

begerits,each three months served in the Selected Reserve, is fair and equit-

-.

Purther.'it recognizes the differencesbetween active duty service

service in the Selectid Reserve.

,IC;1

The Am4hcan Legion supports the method of payment and the amount of

stipend c ained 'in Sections 1414 and 1415. However, in view of the two-year

reporti equirement provided.underSection 1457 of this proposal, it is recom-

mendedthat, from time to time, the Coniftress,take.into consideration the increases

in the'cost-of-living'as well 'or the average costs ofeducatiOn, to insure that

he benefits available under thPs chapter.are paid at a realistic level.

. Section 1416 would permit an individual who has completed et least two

years of service on active duty or in the Selected Reserve, who is otherwise

eligible for basic educational assistance, and who regains in the duty status des-

cribed in Sections 1411 and J412, to enroll in a program of education.

Thepovisidhs contained in this section are similar to Subchapter VI

of Chapter 34 of the title, he Predischarge Education Program (PREP). The Ameri-

can.. Legion would not object /o such a proposal, as it is in keeping with the intent

of the legislation and 'could well provide the impetus for the individual to remain

io service.

Section 1421 would establish a supplerintal eriucational assistance pro-

gram for thoseoindividuels eligible for basic educational assistance. and .110 have.

served three or more consecutive years of active duty in addition to the-years of

active duty as described in Section 1411(2)' of the measure without a break in sl.ich

service, Entitlement to the supplemental benefits would also be extended to those

individuals eligible for the basic assistance who after September 30. 1981, have

served two or more consecutive years of active luty in the Armed Forces in addit!on
a

to the years of active duty described in Section 1412(2) of 4e propOsal ane 'our

se

7.6

0-.
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or more consecutive years'of duty in the Selected Reserve in addition to the years

of duty in the ;elected Reserve counted under such section.vithoat a break in ser-

vice. 4o:,paht of any perlot of active duty or duty in the Selecttd Reserve otcur-
,

ring prior to the time eligibilit, is established for basic educational assistance

shall be counted for the purpose of this section.

Section 1422 sets forth the monthly stipend, payable underbSection 1421

at the rate of 5300 for an,approved program of education pursued one full-tipe

basis. Such benefit would be payable .on a pro-rated basis to those individuals%

Pursuing a idts than full-time programiof education.

Section 1423 provides that additional Supplemental assistance, over

and above the entitlement under Section 1422, may be paid to an individual having

a critical military occupational soeciaity wherein the Secretary of Defense con-

siders there to bt a shortage of personnel, providing such individual is otherwise

eligible for basic educational a4tostance. Such assistance may be paid at monthly

rates considered by the Secretary or Defense to be appropriate or necessary for the

purpose of attracting and retaining individuals with such critical skills or

specialties in the Armed Forces. -

WO

It is the opinion of The American tegion that a.supplemental educational
I

a

assistance program, as defined in Section 1421, would encourage those individuals

having fulfilled the original period of enlistment', and who remain inservice as

the result of re-enilsfing, to pursue a career in the Armed Forces, or to remain

in the Selected Reserve, thus accomplishing the'purpose of'this legislation.

We would also support the concept of providing additional supplemental

. .

assistance to those military personnel with critical skills and,specialties, real-

izing the importance of recruiting and retaining such. individuals igo the Armed

Forces. . oir

(
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Section 143if would provide authority to authorize those individuals

meeting the eligibility requirements for basic assistance, having critical

skills or specialties, agd,who have served eight or more but less than 12 con-

secutive years on active duty, to transfer to one or more dependents all or any

part of such mem6er's entitlement to educational assistance under this chapter.

Section 1432 would establish the authOrity.:or the Secretary of De:

fence and the Administrator of Veterans Affairs to pr:escribe regulations pertain-
.

ing to the establishment of eligibility for and the administration of the trans-

fer of educational assistance as described by Section
&W1.'

1 , --

Section 1433 defines the status of dependents to whom entitlement ray

be transferred, as well as the Amitations applying to such transfer authority.

The American Legion has concern about the provision of authority for the transfer-

ability of the educational assistance benefits provided under this Ac: or any

other peacetime G.I. Dill proposal. Such authority would, in our opinion, per-

niciously affect the purpose of such legislation by providing benefits to incivid-

uals, specifically dependents of service personnel, who, bur for enjoyiog the bene-
,....

fits accruing from the Service remnerls eligibility, could qualify. in their tiro

right, for benefits under such a proposal in years ahead. Thus, it is felt tnat a

oroyision of this natur9tould -educe the pool of eligible individuals available

or military service based on the incentive of educational benefits. Additionatty,

a serious look must be gyento the long term cost ofetransferability and the cues-
.

:ion of equity to previous veteran?.

Section 1441 provides authority for the Secretary concerned to enter

into pre-service agreerprs as deseri ed in Section 1442, in which educaciCnal

00
assistance may be prove ed in return for an individual's agreement to perfit1,11 a

sPecified period of obligated Service on active duty or in the Selected Rsserve

Section 1442 defines -such ore-service agreements and sets forth the t0.1,-

1,

gations and responsibilities, of both parties. appertaining :hereto.

o ,
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Section 1443 defines' the eljgibility criteria for pre-service educa-

tional assistance, Section 1444 places a 36-month limitation on such benefits.

'Payable at a rate not to exceed S300 per month for the pursuit of a program of

educatiOn on a full -time basis, Section 1445 establishes the amount of obligated

service at one month of active duty servicefor each month of educationalassis-

tance provided. three months of Selected Reserve service for each month of edu-

catidri provided, or a cor!binition thereof. Section 1446 provides that upon signing

such an agreement, an indidual becomes a member of the Armed forces and shall be
4

placed in the Ready Reserve., and Section 1447 states that the Secretary of Defense

shall prescribe regulations, uniform among the rmed Forces, for the adAimistracion

of the pre-service educatiohal assistance program.

The provisions of the foregoing sections under Subchapter V of 00

measure would saz4sfy, in part, the intent of Resolution t16. and The 4merican

Legion supports the enactment thereof. We feel that given the opportunity to

secure an education prior to service. thus making preparation for more responsib e
v

positions therein, certain individuals would look re favorably toward a career

in the military. .,.,

Section 1451 would set a delimiti rg period of 10 years, similar :o that

0

presently provided under Section 1662 of the title, for the comOetition< a pro-

gram of education under the chapter proposed in this measure. Exceptions have

been included for tnose individuals prevented from pursuing a program of education

prior :o the expiration of the 10 year period by reason of being held capti as

a prisoner of war, or because of a physical or mental dilability,which was not

the result of such individual's own willful misconduct. The American Legion con-
.

curs with the 10 year delimiting date and the provisions relating thereto, as they

apply ro memners of the Armed Forces.

s 2
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Section 1452 places limitations on the mount of educational assis-

tance payable under this Act to an eligible individual, pursuing a program of

education and who is being furnished subsistence, whether in whole or in part

an in money or in kind, 1:11/a 'Federal, State or locargovernment program. This

section also provides that the total amount of monthly educational assistance pay-

able to an individual, under this proposed chapter, who is pursuing a program of

eoucation on le4s than a half -time basis, may not exceed the established cnarges

4

for tuition and fees which the educational institution involved requires similarly

circumstanced non-veterans enrol.led in the same program to pay.

Legion would not oppose such limitations. IP.

The American

Section 1453 would prohibit the receipt of benefits under this chapter

and under Chapters 34 or 35 concurrently in the case of an individual with dual
. .

eligibility. In the event an indivld 1 is eligible for benefits under more than

one chapter, such an individual shalt e cl under wnich program to receive educa-

tional assistance. We have no cojection to such a proposal.
e

section 1454 lists the provisions under current law which shall be"aP-

oliclble under this chapter if enacted. The following Sections of Title 38,
--,

Jn,ted States Code. shall apply' 1663, counseling. 1670. selection of program;

. 1671, application. 1673. disapproval of enrOlIment in certain courses. 1674, Cis

cuntinuance for aisatisf&Ctory conduct or progrels, 1676, education outside the

United States', 15811c), eerti"icaiion necessary to 'eceve oeneflts for flight

training, and 1683, approval of courses Also included are the Provisions of SuO-
,

chaOte,S I and II cf :haoter 36 of the title, dealing with State APoroving Agencies

and m:scel'aneous provisions, respectieely4 The Provisions of Section 1786, zor-

-eSpcnCence courses. are :o Oe excluder from such chapter. These procosals are

-ecessaro 'or the acmibisr.-atior of the program. and we naveno ob;ect,on tnereto.

4
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Section 1455 provides a breakdown of administration and costs of

the proposed educaticnai-pregrams as follows. .except to the extent otherwise.,

specifically provided, the programs shall be administered by the Veterans Ad-

ministration; payments for entitlement under Subchapter II, of the proposed chap-

ter with the exception of entitlement which is used by an individual to whom such

entitlement is transferred under Sybcfiapter IV, or which is used by the- individual
/

earning such entitlement after an election o transfer such entitlement was subse-

quently revoked. shall be made from appropriations made to the Veterans Admilts-
.

:ration. The payments for entitlement earned under the remaining programs under

the proposed chapter, including the aforementioned exception to Subchapter

shall Pe made from appropriations made to the Department of Defense.

As stated earlier, Resolution 436 sets the policy of The ;1merican

Legion in this are'a. 4e are in Igreement that such an educational program snould I

be administered5-oy the Veterans Administration. as that agency has in its current'

en0i0Yraent experienced staff with the expertise necessary to insure that such a

'OnOgnOM is carried cut in an efficient manner ftwever, the foregoing resoiution

recommends to :'e Congress :nat any Such educational incentive program be ertirely

funded Dv tne Department of OCense. The justificaefOn for this recommencation ib

into consideration tne cuts in the Veterans Acmi,:stration

Pudget recently proposed by the Office of Management and 3uCge :. The000ttom tine

;Pat the At; e purpose of such legislation.is to provide anThncentve 'cr

recru entiOn of personnel in the Armed ;or/Es, and pased on tnis

premise. the Lsgicn opcosed to the funding d: any bf the oenefits payao e .rcer

suer an Incentive program througn the Veterans Administration.

Section 1456 previoeS for individual Counseling of a nmemcer of t'

Armed l'orces, upon discharge or release from actrwe duty. by a mec.oer of :ne same,

:ranch of service who is tai-ed irt readjuiZzent counseli-g. Sucn ccuse',ng

sna'' , -elude a d sc s seen o' tne edscatyonal Pewefits available and jn exolanat,dr

the proceo.res for and advantages of af4iliating with :ne Selected Reserve.

yr
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It is the feeling of The'American Legion that such counseling would be advan-

tageous to both the service members and the Armed forces.

Section 1457 requires the Sedretary of Defense and the Administrator
elt

of VeteranvAffais to submit to the Congress at lea;st every two years separate

'reports on.the operation of the programs provided for in this chapter, including

the adequacy of benefit levels in achieving the purposes of inducing individuals

. to enter and remain in the Armed forces and of providing an adequate level of

subsistence to help meet the cost of pursuing a program of education:, whether it

is necessary for the purposes of maintaining adequate levels of well-qualified

active duty personnel in the Armed forces to continue to offer the opportunity

for educational assistance under this chapter to individuals w4 have not yet
4

enteted active duty service; and such recommendations for administrative and legis-

lotive changes regarding the provision of educational assistance. These are admin-

istrative procedures to wnich The American Legion_has no objection.

ik"
Section 2(b) of HR 1 me.400 would and t bles of chapters at the begin-

ning of Title 38, U.S. Code, and at the beginning of art Ill of tne title by inser-

ting the following above the item relating to Chapter 31:
.

. ,

10. All-Volunteer Force Educational Assistance 0-ogram...1401."

Section 3(a) of the measure would amend Section 1508(f)(1)(A) and (3) of

the title by including Chapter 30 in the language of the section. This amendment

would province that in any case ,n which the Administrator determines that a iete-

ran 'is entitled to rehabilitation under Chapter 31 of the title, to the extent that

such ieteran has remaining eligibi,:ty for and entitleregz to educational assistance

benefits under Chapters 30 or 3'4 of the title, such ieteran may elect, as par: 0' a

vocational renabilit4lon program under Chapter 31:to pursue an approved program

of education and recive allowances and other forms of assistance equivalent to

those authorized 'or veterans enrolled under Chapters 30 or 34 of the i" the

administrator approves the,ecucational, professional. or iocational omiective chosen

by such ietirans or suct programs.

la"
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Section 3(a)(2) would amend subparagraph (E1) of Section 1508(f)(1)

by providing that in the event that such veteran makes an election, the terms

and conditions applicable to the pursuit of a comparable prdgram of education

and paymentof allowances and provision of assistance under Chapters 30 and34

of the title egr such a comparable program shall be applied to the pursuit of ---

the approved programif education under Chapter 31.

The foregoing provisions were included in Public Law 56-466 for a

veteran enrolled in the vocational
rehabilitation program under Chapter 31. and

- 0

who has entitlement remaining under Chapter
34, allowing such veteran to elect

to receive benefitsunder Chapter
34 while continuing in the program of vocational

rehabilitation where such veter'an would receive a,greater rate of subsistence as

the result of sua an election, until entitlement under Chapter 34 expires. The

Legion would not object to the inclusion of those service-connected veterans sav-

ing entitlement to the oroPoSed Chapter 30
benefits in this section of Chapter/31.

Section 3(b)(1) of this bill would amend Section 1602(a) of the tit/1e

by inserting and before January 1, 1982," under the definition of the term

"elrgible veteran." Such an amendment would target December 31, 1981 as the final

date that an individual
'entering military service would be eligible to enroll in

the educational program under Chapter 32 (NEAP). Section 3(b)(2) would amend Sec-

tion 1623 of the title by providing that en
the last day of tne month in which an' 0

individual becomes entitled to the asic educational assistance under proposec

Chapter 30, such individual shall become
disenrolled from the program under Chao-

:er 32 of the tithe (NEAP). Seetiorl 3(c)(1) would amend Section 1781 of the title

by including proposed
Chapter 30 among those chapters in the title under which no

ed'ucational assistance illowanCe'iAalloe paid to any
eligible person who is on

, active duty,and is pursuing a course of education
which is being paid for by the

Armed Forces, or bytthe Oloartment of Health
and Human Services in tne case of

the Public 4ealtbe.rvicei or who is attending a course of education or training

1 g6
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paid for under the Government Employees Training Act and whose full salary is

being paid to such person while so training. Section 3(c)(2) would amend Sec-

tion 1795(a)(4) of the title by including proposed Chapter 30 among the list of

educational programs under any two of which the aggregate period for which any

person may receive assistance may not exceed 48 months, or the part-time equiva-

lent thereof. The American legion does not object to any of these administrative

provisions.

Section 4 0 HR 1400 would amend Section '408 of Public law 94-502 by

eliminating all language by which the educational program under Chapter 32 of'the

title (VEAP) may be extended, thereby establishing December 31, 1981 as the last

date in which an individual on active duty in the Armed Forces may initially en-

roll in such program.
a

Section 5 of the measure would amend Section 902(9) of Pubfic Law 96-

342 by striking out "October 1, 1981," and inserting in lieu thereof "October 1

1983," $hereby providing a 2-year extension of the period'in which an individual

may enlist or re-enlist in the Selected Reserve or for service on active duty for

the purpose of entitlement to the repayment ofloanftee, insured or guaranteed

under Part 3 of the nigher Education Act of 1965, o loan made uncer Part E

4
Of such Act. after October 1, 1975, in the manner authorized by such sectfon.

Section 5 would authorize the Secretary concerned to enter into ore-

service educational assistance agreements under Subchapter, IV of, this proposal,

as added by Section 2. effective October 1. 1981. de see no objection to these

amendments.

would also like to -point out that in strongly supporting an educa-

tiara! iocentive Program. The American leg 1n does not believe that it al;ne

solve all tre problems of tne %I1- Volunteer Force. Mor can it begin to achieve

its goals unless time competition from the ever - increasing amount of federal educ.;-

:ion programs are dramatically reduced. while it viii enhance and coSsisly .r-
. .%
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crease the quality of new recruit's, it 'still may not meet full/ the needs of the

services for a cross-section of American youth to operate and man our ever -

incre.s gly complex and sophisticated weapon systems. We concurrently support

additional unding for increased pay and benefits and for improvements in the

All important uality of lifesfactors for the,4rmd Forces.

The Ameri n Legion believes that a return to conscription is inevit-

able. Our posit; is reinforced by American youth demographics for the 1980s.

According to Census'Bureau projections, the supply of 18-year old males will

shrink during the 1980s and 1990s because of the
progressive decline in child-bear-

ing in the 1960s and 1970s. It has been calculated that the military services will

haveyo recruit-one of every two qualified and available males by the mid-to-late

1.9803! Ouring 1980, about one in every four qualified and available 18-year olds

Were recruited. III 0

Ht. Chairman, as we stated at the outset, The American legiOn is lepre-

C

ciative of the opportunity to present its yiews on this important legislation to

this Subcommittee. We will be happy to address any questions you may have at

this time. .

ATTACHMENTS: Resolution 436 Fall NEC, 140

Brief History of "G.I. Bill" Benefits

40"
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NATIONAL EXECUTIVE CONMITTEE NE-TING
THE AMERICAN LEGION - INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

OCTOBER 15-16, 1980

RESOLUTION 436

COMMITTEE: National Security

SUBJECT: EDUCATION INCENTIVES FOR ACTIVE AND RESERVE FORCES

a

SWIPLAS. Congress has terminated theleducatjpn program under Chapter 34 of
Title 38, United States Code, for those patens enlisting in the Armed
Forces of the Unified States on or after 4anuary 1, 1977; and

WHEREAS, Congrelps replaced this educational assistance program with a less
generous experimental contributory program under dhapter 32, Title.38, which

' is known as the Post-Vietnam Era Veteranst-Educational Assistance Program, .

or NEAP," wherein the Federal Government matches on a two- to-one basis the
'deposits by the individual military member to VEAP 1p to $5,4001,and

WHEREASth:ISecretary of Defense Is authorized under this program to contril-
bute additi al unspecified amounts to an individual's VEAP above that
level as a recruiting or retention incentive; and

-----WHEREAS7-only 23.3t of all eligible personnel eti-rollid-fil-VEAP during Ejscal
', Year 1979 and approximately 50% of those who did enroll voluntarily discontin-

ued their participation and Armed Forces officials believe that VEAP has not
proven to be an adequatoWncentive for enlistment or retention in the military
services:0d

a-4
. commended by the President and approved by the Congress that it be continu

WHEREAS, VEAP will automatically terminate at the end of 1981 unless it

and

WHEREAS, the Department of Education now provides without service requirement,
'direct and guaranteed, student loans with minimal interest rates which do not
require repayment to commence until 9 to 12 months after graduation with tom-
olete repayment within 10 years; and

UMEgiS, ill military services are experiencing great difficulty in reEruitingA.
and retaining military personnel and it is apparent that this problem ill worsen
in the 1980s as the number-of 18-year old men decline to 1.7 million in the lat-
ter fart of the decade, thus requirill the services to recruit 50% of all mili-
tary age males who are physically and mentally qualified and who are not enrol-
led in college in order to meet the manpower needs of the services; and

WHEREAS, The American Legion believes that educatitnal incentives play an im-
portant part in the recruitment and retention of personnel, and any attempt to
restrict or delete such benefits as a cost-saving measure would adversely affect
the military services ability to meet their accession and retention 4als; and
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AEREAS, The American Legion believes that the declining numbers of 18-year

old men will likely force resumption of the draft, and will encourage Con-

gress to authorize an education incentive program as a readjustment benefit

Comparable to those that were provided under Public Law 89-358 the so-called

"Cold War leterans Readjustment Act;" dow, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, by the National Executive Committee of The American Legion In regu-

lar meeting assembled in Indianapolis, Indiana on October 15-16, 1980, that

*111: American Legion.urge Congress to enact legislation which would authorize

fund an education incentive program to support retention and recruiting

for Active and Reserve forces, examples of which follow:

(1) As a pre-service benefit, a loan forgiveness program for direct or guaran-

teed educational loans by the Federal Government which would reduce oc cancel

such loans through honorable military service;

(2) As an in-service benefit, the current 753 limitation on in-service tuition

assistance could be expanded to provide payment of 903 of instructionally rela-

ted expenSes as well as basic,tuitioh costs or fees in lieu of tuition;

(3) As a post-service benefit, educational benefits,patterned
after the Chapter

34, or VEAP programs'could be extended to those who do not avail themselves of

8 either the pre-se'rvice or in- service programs; and, be it further

RESOLVED, that The American Legion recommend to Congress that any such educa-

tional incentive program be funded as a Department of Defense function but be

administered by the Veterans Administration since the VA currently has staff

and expertise to administer such a program: 1

.41111

O

3
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BRIEF NISTGRY OF "G. I. BILL" BENEFITS

(Addendum to Staeement by The American Legion
on March 25. 1981)

In response to the Subcommittee Chairman's stated scope of these hear-

ings. I believe it would be appropriate to recite briefly the history of the pre-,

vious G.1. Bills.: The American Legion was very active in the enactment of the

Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, better known as the "G.I. Bill of Rights."

Sixteg days after the 0-Day invasion of Europe, June 22,1944, President Roose-

velt signed this legislation into law. The program, amended by Congress and

extended to the present by the Korean Conflict and the post-Korean Conflict -

Vietnam EOG.I. 8111s, change the entire concept of adult education in the United

States.

WORLD WAR II G.I. BILL

To be eligible for G.I. Bill benefit, a World War 11 veteran had to

serve 90 days or more after September 16, 1940 (and must have entered service

before July 26, (,947, as was lath determined), with other than a dishonorable

' discharge.

Education paym

a

ere made by the Veterans Administration, up to a

maximum of $500 a year, to the educational and training institution for tuition,

books, fees and other training costs. VA also paid the veteran with no dependents

taking full time training a subsistence allowance of up to $50 a month. This was
A

.increased_to $65 a north in 1946 and So $75 a month in 19We> AlloTances for vete-

rans with dependents were higher. There was a S210 a month limit on the WW II

veterans' combined earnings and VA subsistence allowances. Neither of the subsd-,,

quent G.I. Bills had a limit on income.

The 15} million veterans eligible for this program were'entitled to

one year of full-tim6 training plus a period equal to their time in service, up to

a maximum of 48 months of training.

191
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This program ended July 25, 1956. During its.12-year existence, ap-

proximately 7.8 million W 11 veteran
received training, slightly more than 50%

of thgse eligible; 2.2 million in institutions of higher learning, nearly 3.5

millioh below college level; 1.4 million on the joband almost 700 thousand iry

institutional on-farm courses. The total costs of the World War II G.I. Bin

education and training program was $14.5 billion

KOREAN CONFLICT G.I. WILL

Public 4)w 550, the "Veterans Readjustment Assistance
Act of 1952,"

was approved by,the 82nd Congress, and
signed by President Truman on July 16, 1952.

A

To be eligible for Korean G.I. Bill benefits, a veteran
had to have

served-90 days or more after June 27,, 1950 (and must have entered service before

0February 1, 1955, as was later esta4ed) with other than a dishonorable dis-

Zharge.

Or
'A veteran with no dependents taking full time

training received a di-

rect/payment from the VA of $110 Per monthYout of which the-veteran had to .pay

for tuition, books, fees, supplies and other training costs. Allowances fortle-

rans with dependents were higher. The deci?Ton to have veterans pay for their tui.

of
:Ion and nooks was made after Congressional

hearings ditsclosed wide-spread fraud by

colleges ind other institutions under the World War II G.I Bill.

Keen veterans were entitled to G.I Bill education and training for

4 period equal to one and
one-half.times their active service. up to a maximum of

36 months training.

This progradilded on January 31, 1965. During its 12Y year history,

2,391,0D6 our of 5,7f4.000,'or 42%, of
eligible-Korean veterans received training:

1.21.3,000 in institutions of higher learning, 860,000 below college love); 223,000

on the job, and 95.000 in institutional on-farm training The total costs'of the

Korean'conflict C I, Sill education and training program was 54.5 billion.

,
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VIETNAM ERA - POST-KOREAN G.I. BILL

Post-Korea covered the period from February I, 1955 to August 4, 1964,

while the Vietnam Era ran from August 5, 1964 to May 7, 1975.

JPublic Law 358, the "Veterans Readjustment Benefits Act of 1966," was

Passed by the 89th Congress, and signed by President Johnson on March 3, 1966.

The education and training program under this G.I Bill went into effect on0

June 1, 1966.

To be.eligible, a veteran had to serve more than 180 continuous days,

any part of which was after January 31, 1955, with other than a dishonorable dis
charge: Further, for the first time in U.S. military history, servicemen with at

least two years of active duty (changed to 180 days in 1970) were also eligible

for G.I. Bill education and training.

Public Law 93-337, enaclid in July 1974, extended the eight year de-

limitilg date to 10 years.

Originally. this G.I. Bill provided one month of education and train-

ing for 'each month of service, with a maximum of 36 months entitlement. This was
t

changed, effective December 1968, to li months of,entitlement for each month of

service, wilh.18 months of service after January 31, 1955, qualifying a veteran

for the full 36 moAths, if tne military obligation had been satisfied In Decem-

ber 1976, maximum entitlement was extended to months.

A.major cnange in 1967 enabledveterans to take cooperative farm, on-,

Job; flight ang,correspbnpence training. Disadvantaged veterans, those who did
4,? I

not finish high school before entering service, are given full VA benefits while
%,

completing high school witNoteaving any of this assistance charged against :nein
7

entitlement whch can be ..to 'for col'ege or other training.

S". ad
As underithe Korean'Conflict payment of the VA education

alp training assistance allowance is made directly to the veteran, out of ihich is

Paitttuition, fees: books and other training costs. t

79-430 0-811/4--13\

l
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A veteran with no dependents in full-time institutional training rer

ceived 5100 a month from VA under the Bill as first pasted. This-wesincreased

to 5130 a month in 1967; td $175 a month in 1970; to $220 a month in 1972;

$270 in 1974; 5292 in 1976; $311 in 1977, and to the present $327 which becadi

effective October 1, 1980. On January 1, 1981, this amount was increased to s

5342 a month.

During the past 14 years, nearly 5.5 million out of 8.8 million elig-

ible Vietnam Era veterans have entere trainehg under the current D.I. Bill.

Altogether, including servicemen an post-Korean veterans, over 7.6 million

Americans ha/e trained under the present program (these figures are valid through

4
April 1980).

I. Bill usage peaked in 1976 when 2,822,000 trained.

April 1980, there wre 623,489 on the rolls.

As okf, the end of Fiscal Year 1979, the yA had speq,.5 in excess of $30

billion to provide educational assistance under the current 6.1. Biliiducacion

At tne end of

and training program.

Public Law 94 -502, the :Veterans. Education and Employment Assistance
1

Act of 1976," terminated the G.I. Bill, as it was known by 17.6 million veteran -

students since 1944, effective December 31, 1976. Veterans who were in service

before January 1:1,1972, have 10 years after separatfon or until December 31, 1989,

which ever is earlier, to complete G,I. B111 training.

POST-VIETNAM ERA VETERANS -
EDUCATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Those who entered the Armed Forces after 1976 are el.lgib4efor the

"Post;Uetram Era Veter%ns Education Assistance Program" (VEAP2. This,'pro§ram

calls for monthly contributions by service members choosing to participate. The

.

government matches their contributions two-to-one and sets uo a fund roritheir

Post-service training. A maximum of $2,700 can be set aside by the participant'

with government contributing a maximum of S5.400..

194
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Only 23.3% of all eligible personnel enrolled in VEAP during Fis-

cal Year 1979, and approximately 50% of those who did enroll, voluntarily

discontinued their participation.

dr.
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VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE UNITED.STATES

NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE SERVICE

SECETENF . OF

PHILIP R. MAYO, SPEILAL ASSISTANT
NATIONAL ImGTSIATIVE SERVICE

VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE LIMED STATES

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EXCATION, TRAINING AM CIPLOYMNF
COMMITTEE ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS

UNITED STATES HOUSE' OF REPEESENTATIVES

WITH RESPECT TO

LEGISLATION maim TO FROV/DIM FOR EDUCATIONAL INCENTIVES TO

ENHANCE RECRUITMENT AND REIINT7ON OF PERSONNEL FOR THE ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE

.

WASHIN3Blk D. C. " `' "' ' 6-4:
NR. aiAIWAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

MARCH 25, 1481

.
Thank you for the oppOrtunity to present t24 views of the Ve4ens of Foreign

Wars of the United'States with respect to,providing for
educational incentives to

enh.;noe recruit:theta and retention of personnel for the all volunteer force.

. !t. OtairmerWthe:Ar.F.W. recognizes
the underliable need of the Armed Forces

to armlet and retain the necessary =her of qualified personnel into'Service. The

desire to maintain an all vctlunteer force makes meeting
mantaer requirements more 1

difficult, particularly
military*ervice'and.life is viewed with sore disfavor, as

is currently the case. fore, the offering of generous educational benefit incen-

tives for recruitrrent purposes ray be considered a viable means to increase enlist-ents

into the military, and may alsb help resolve the very prssidg problem of
TtLnine a

sufficient number of qualified enli;ted terscenel in a career seatos. is beaming

increasingly apparrl that the educational benefits parikage as provided for in Public

Law B4 -502, the Pcst-Vietnim Era Veterans
Education& Assistance ProgAmp is not Aact-

ing eitherAte quality or quantity of enlisted persormel
into the military that are

necessary to aeoc4lihing its mession.,-with
the"A14,acocrding to Deitartment of

,ntron Al Iry It8 G 200 AV ViAAID V(.10.! H t WSMING10.1- 0 C ZOIY,
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Defense's (DidD) estimates, stall,shcrt of its authorized peacetime strength. It also

appears that the pay /benefits package currently an place for military personnel Ly

not be sufficient to tarn those who are already in servile, with the attrition rate

in the Army, again to DOD, still at a high level, with the -Air Force recently

falling short of its r goals for the first time; and with the Navy forced to

retain ships in port due to,the ack of qualified personnel to man them.

Many acknowledge that some form of ethratirlal incentives ray provide the

needed impetus for incensing the flow of more personnel into our military and to

retaanang a reasonable number of those,personnel in a career status. The fact that

educatial -*benefits have aided veterans of previous conflicts is undisputed, with the

utilizatIon rate for such benefits for vet&rems rangang friam apcmcnciniatel

for the Korean GI Rill to approximately 60 percentef. eta Ers GI Bill; with

tnose benefits contributing substantially to higher tax revenues for our state and

federel governments, and to better 'employment opportirataes far out*Nation's veteimps.

It is reasonable to oonclude, therefore, that similar benefits might aor to those

who rece-vs'educational incentives as a result of their service in our all volunteer

fuzcz, both an terms of advanoement.in the maletIcy, Or an greater opportunities in

civilian pursuits.

On the other hand, Mr. Chairman, cahef:s have Indicated that the monetary

cost of the all volunteer force is too prohibitive and is not keeping pre wip the

rate of escalation in the pay/benefits P.adkage offered in the private sector; that the

military is beectung the employer of last resorts; that recruit:era stresses hav6

brought bc.ie economically distressed plople Into; the military ranks; that the military,

forces are undermanned, undertreaned, and'und4rqualified; that the services are comm

peting One against the other an an effort to ,;ecruit highly qualified enlistees from an

ever decreasing pool of eligibles, and that the only manner no.Which.these problems can

lie resolved is by the return to an equitable draft. A

mr. Caixtiana the V.F.W. views th46 situation as somewhat ironic. In a time

19
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, why reductiOhs in employees, funds, and progrsrrs aMinistered by the VA

Departments of Veterans genefits and Medicine and Surgery) appear imminent, we find

ourselves addressing an; and costly program of educational benefits in ords; to re,

2,..-----

solve the personnel needs of cur military fo , needs which will ultimately be partial7

ly met by that agency. The vari ety erans Educational Assistance Progr141,ProPosals

we have studied wo uld- require seicing over a longer period than any other vetgrans.

ir-
educate program undertakenoter forty -five yeas. We Also find it, ironic that

the VA, under several of the proposals, would be required, to fund sore portion of the

benefits provided for ;.ehen that agency 2; facing the greatest financial stresses ever

while trying to accomodate the needs orveterans of previoUA conflicts, and when the

primary benefit resulting frqa these proposals would accuse to our military forces.

As you know, mr. Chairman, the V.F.W. has historically supported the awarding
. -

orveterans' benefits predicated upon honorable service in the Armed Forces of the

United States during periods,42war and hostility, that to amid such benefits based

upon peacetae woul<rultimately lead to thd dissolution of veterans' benefits.

The voting delegates to cur moss recentiNational Convention, held Zrr Chicago, Illinois,

this past August, in reaffirming,. this position, passed ResolutkELNO. 697, entitled

"Oppose Curtailment or Elimination of Earned Veteran Benefits and Privileges," a copy.
,

of which is appelided hereto. In addition, the V.F.W. has historically opposed the '

0. . '

removal of veterans proirams from the control of the VA. The delegates to cum Gorman-.

tion aisSreaff=med this position by adopting Resolutipn No. 6I1, entitled "Govern-

ment ROorganazatiM," a copy of which is also appended hereto.

We also ststoonsider,, Mr. Chairman, that the possibility of a return to

opnscription f personnel for our Armed Forces is a real one. By authorizing veteran's

educational benefits to be passed on to dependents, in -ceder to induce personnel to

remain in our Armed Forces, as many of. the proposals on this ma/ter do, a precedent may

well be established for providing similar benefits to the dependentsof those who say

beonscripted. Also, the awarding of such benefits may not ultimately enhance the,
a.

1
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attaining of recruiting goals by the Ailed Forces. By educating those who are part of

the pool of eligibles, that pool would be,nurerically diminished, thereby redeng the

mum.
incentives to enter military serOice in order to obtain such benefits. Conseuently,

sulfa provision in th;p program ray. prove to be a self-defeating one.

Accordingly, Mr. Chairman, the V.F.W. is supportive of the concept of insti-

.
rating An educational benefits program for the. purposes of recruitment and retention of

personnel for our'Armed Forces Continued Congressional resolve in supporting the

concept of the all volunteer force requires that the means to make such a plan work be

implemented and not denied. We believe this commitment to the all volunteer force re-

quires that an educational incentive program be ilplemented, and such a plan should

embody a nuc:Jer of concepts. They are:

t 1. that the benefits ascribed to the plan should be fully

t'
funded through the Deuartment of,Eefense, vith the VA

supplying only the personnel (includingstheir bast) to

administer the program;

2. that those currently enrolled in the V.E.A.P. program

and those service members who have eligibility under
4

. the Vietnam Era GI Bill be accorded the opportunity to

papticipate in the new program;

3. that the -61rust of such legislation be aimed primarily

toward the use of the benefits by the veteran himself;

4. that the Reserves and National Guard be afforded the

wINW
opportunity to became eligible, to some degree, for

benefits under such a. program.
4

Mr.'Chairman, this concludes my testimony and I would be happy to respond to

questions you may hSe at this time.

r4
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RESOLUTION No. 811- -GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION

WHEREAS, Public Law 9S -17, the Reorganization Act of 1977, #ants the President of
tfie United States authority to revamp Executive Branch agencies below cabinet level,

,subject to veto by either Nouseof Congress within 60 days; and

WHEREAS, when the President was Governor of the State of Georgia. he attempted to
combine the Georgia State Department of Veterans Service with Alan Resources; and

WHIMS, the Veterans of Foreign Wars has historically opposed the splintering of
veterans' benefits and programs by other departmnts and agencies; now, therefore

4E IT RESOLVED, by-the 81st National Convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of
the United States, that we oppose any proposed Presidential-reorganization or other
plan which would abolish all, or part 6f the functions of the Veterans Administra-

tion, or its programs; consoll e all, or part, of the Veterans Administration and

its programs with any-Other agent or, change the name of the Veterans Administra-

tion or downgrade tha, title of the inistrator; or, which would in any sway, dis-

membAr the integrity of the programs a inistered,by the Veterans Administration.

Pg.

t/ 4

Adoptil by the 81st National Convention of the Veterans of Foieign Wars of the

United States held in Chicago, Illinois, August-15-21, 1980.

"4,
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RESOLUTION No. 697OPPOSE CURTAILMENT OR ELIMINATION 01 EARNED. VETERAN

BENEFITS AND PRIVILEGES .

MOWS, there is a growing trend toward reduction ofthe earned benefits
and entitlements of veterans, their spouses, dependents and survivors which
were explicitly promised or provided b) law or regulation in recognition of
the hardships and dangers of servicc life; and

WHEREAS the erosion of the earned benefits and entitlements are detrimental
to the morale of veterans, active, reserve and retired; and

WHEREAS, the continued. erosion andredUttion of earned benefits and entitle-
mehlOwill adversely affect maintaining an effective and effitient military
force needed for the security of the United States; now, therefore

BE IT RESOLVED, by the 81st National Convention of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars of the United States, that we oppose all efforts by any individual,
group, organization, government office, bureau or agency, or the United States
Congress, to discriminate against a veteran, diScharged under honorable condi-
tions, or teeliminate or curtail in any manner their earned benefits Or
prfirileges.

ti

A

o

Adopted by the 81st National Convention of they Veterans of Foreign Wars of

the United States held in Chicago, Illinois, AugUst15 -21, 1980.
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STATEMENT OF THE

AMERICAN VETERANS COMMITTEE

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT,
.

OF THE HOUSE VETERANS AFFAIRS COMMITTEE ON H.R. 1400,

THE VETERANS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE ACF10h-981.,

AND RELATED BILLS

March 25 1981

Mii.CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

The A.mericon Veterons Committee welcomes the opportunity to testify todoy on
4

p

legislation to enoct o peoce-time GI Bill. We teSiiirarZyreir before the Senote

Veterans Affairs Committee on beholf of-si,chlegislofion, ond are pleased to ogain sup

port the principle of o peoce-time GI Bill. We compsend this Subcommittee for holding

a ,
_

these hearings ond focussing ottention on the need for such legislation which would not

s

only benefit the veter ns involved, bat also the notion os o whole.. We olsope o well- :

designed peace-time GI Bill as a meons of essistinti the All Volunteer Force ottract

more repreientotive cross-section of the notion's youth in meeti g its manpower require-

.
ments. .

AVC has olwoys supported education benefits os o positive meons df ossisting

veterans in returning tecivilion life. Many of our own members hoye utilized past GI

bills and hove ochieved their professiionol stotus os q result of this veterons' benefit.

The AVC plotform states:

a-
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AVC believes that experienge has shown that the federal funds
used to pdy educational benefits for veterari have been repaid
to the Treasury many. times over in ale form of higher income
taxes collected from those whose education, financed by the
GI Bill, has resulted in higher eaEnings.

4VC has always supported the World War II model of the GI Bill--providing

veteran-students separate tuition Ond living allowances. Under this system, the

veteran-student is able to chose the school that best suits his/her needs and talents,

not the one with the lowest tuition.'lloth the Kcr eah and the Vietnom-era GI Bills

provided asingle allotment from which the veteran had to pay tuition and other school

costs, and all living costs' We believe that this kind of system does not permit the

veteran a free choice of schools and that it channels the individual into the lowest-

cost schools, and had urged the World War II system be adopted. AVC therefore en-

dorses the approach of Senator Armstrong's bill, 5.25 and Congressman Benn ' bill,
model

H.R. 135, in' following the World War Ilehich gave separate tuition and living How-
)

antes. Not only is this :" tuition- sensitive" approach more generous to the veteran, but

it also allows a wiler range of options regarding choice of co1ege.

The first 014311 after WOrld War II changed the face of this nation and its edu-

cational profile.. General Omar Bradley reminded the nation of this fact during the

25th anniversary cerebrationof the GI Bill.

The World War II GI Bill was an investment in human beings....
It has paid unparalleled dividends4uit as the currprGI Bill is

#already doing for tine, young veterans of today.....

In the 01, Bill, Congress offered the veterans a valuable stake in
themselves. They took heart in the knowledge that the nation

0

0
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stood ready to backthei,r,ci;ilian O.:Tees in making good. Vet-

. Brans wanted only the fair chance to becpmeself-supporting,
self-sufficient,' self-respecting American citizens....

The GI Bill...provided a uniquely new and different'investment
in the Proven capabilities of our young men and women. It gave
them the freedom to find their own security as confidently as they
had once sought securitrfor the 'nation....

. The GI Bills give our democratic way of life great strength and'
vitality: Today-, as was true twenty-five years ago, it is on
America's fighting men that this nation must depend. Their serv-
ice honors us all, and today, on this Silver Anniversary of the
GI Bill, (salute them all.

As General Bradley Has so eloquently stated, the first GI Bill was an investment

in *non beings. The benefits to the nation frcfm it crl the bills which followed have

been numerous; tangible in terms of talc dollars to the U.S-. Treasury; intangible in the

quality of life enhanced by higher educational attainments and subsequent professional

advgna'ement for milliTs of Americans who passed on these advantages to their Children.

When the Vietnam era GI Bill ended in 1976, AVC felt an opporutnity was lost

thcit would have served the nation as °whole: Like others, we Hoped that the Veterans

Educational Assistance Progradl created in ,1977 to take its place, would be an adequate

.
substitute. The Navy has reported that only 23 percent of the eligibles have partici-

pated in VAP. Other servicesalso report sitiiildipa- rticipation rates. Furthermore,

it has been reported that almost one-third who opt to participate drop out of the pro-

gram. In contrast, the participation rate of veterans in the Vietnam GI Bill is 56.4

percent. (If active duty personnel are included tha rate goes tip to 64.8 percent.)

The rate for the Korean Bill was 43.4,perCerit; for the peace-time cold war version,

ar
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45.5,percent. VEAP has not met the expectations of its designers and taken the place

of a GI Bill.

AVC supports a peace-time GI Bill and believes that the Armstrimg-Berrnett

proposals will best achieve its purposes. We are convinced that a well-designed GI

bill at this time is it; the best interests of the nation. Admiral Zech, testifying before

this Subcommittee last week, summed it up well:

I believe further that an investment in the educational growth of our
young people, those win, volunteer to serve in the military farces,
is an investment not only in the strength of our nation, but, in a
brooder way, in the. future.of our country.

There is an important issue relevant to this discussion of a peace-time GI Bill.

Serious questions about the effectiveness of the All-Valunteeo Farce have beenmisled.

All the militoryservices hove endorsed enactment of a peace-time GI Bill. The two

major problems identified by the tap personnel officers of all the services when they

appeared before this Subcommittee last week were "recruitment" and "retention."

General Meyer, head of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, emphasized that "turbulence" in

the ranks was the greatest deterrent to readiness in the armed farces today. All the

services testifying last week are convinced a peace-time GI Bill would address this

"turbulence" and meet the services' requirements formoreeffective methods alreten-

tion and recruitment.

But a GI Bill should not be expected to lie a panacea for meeting all the ills

of the All-Volunteer Force. The limitations of what a GI Bill can do and should do

must be.recognized. Professor Charles Maskos in his testimany,before this Spbcommittee
_ .
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questions whether a GE Bill can simultaneously serve the purposes of both recruitment

nand retention. We agree with Professor Moskos that a GI Bill can serve as an effec-

tive recruitment tool. It is possible that with a more representative mix, some re-

tention problems will be ameliorated also. But we calf attention to Senator km-
,

strong's warning that "a newGI Bill is not the answer to all our military manpower

problems, but it can be the answer to our recruitment problems--if we don'tpverburden
,

the GI Bill by trying to make it do too much." Furthermore, we believe that a GI Bill

must be simple and easily understands . Complicated formulas of differing eligibili-

;ies for different kinds and terms of service may discourage the prospective consumers

and limit its appeal.

The military services and astute observers believe that educational benefits

are an incentive for recruitment, particularly of middle-class, college-bound youth

that are now almost totally unrepresented in the armed forces today. All the services
. .

repotted an upsurge of enlistments ih the months befo;e the Vaihamsera GI Bill of

Rights expired in 1976. A peace-time.GI Bill would provide a more representative

military force because it would attract higher numbers Ale school graduates and

education- motivated youth. Furthermore, the services foresee 6 lower attrition rate

with this kind of representation. Admiral Zech predicted that with this richer mix

of high school groduates, there would be eventually a reduced demand for accessions.

Lower.attrition rates would be azs indirect benefit of the recruitment potential of a

peace-time GI Bill.

a
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Clearly, a more representative military force is desirable, bath practically and
, .

philosophically. We have raised questions about the representativeness of the All-

Volunteer Force in the past, and whether it was desirable to have only a narrow seg-
.

ment of the population bear the burden of military service as is the situation today.

Under the current workings of the AVF, the less educated, the less advantaged, are

fulfilling this role. AVC raised this question before: what are the implications fora

society that excuses its privileged and better-educated from sharing in.the defense of

the nation? The services have given ample testimony as to their interest in having a

more representative force with a richer mix of high school graduates and upper per-

centile enlistees.

Arguments have been made against passage of a peace-time GI Bill that it is

not cost-effective and that it is too expensive. We think that Professor Maskos in his

testima'ny demonstrates this is not the case.

We also share the view that retention problems should be mainly addressed by

other means. We recognize retention as a real problem, one that is crucial to the

41- effectiveness of the Ready Force. The questions of adequate pay, boiling, medical

(-1
care need to be addressed. But also questions of esprit de corps and the institutional

framework of military service are ones that !lava yet, to be explored. We believe it '

would be self- defeating however if the proposed GI Bill would seek primarily to deal

with these other areas of concern.

AVC therefore urges enactment of a peace -time GI Bill using a World War II

model and supports legislation along the lines of the Armstrong-Bennett bills.

N
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, TESTIMONY OF GABRIEL P. BRINSKY C.

AMVETS National ServiCe & Legislative Director.

To The

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAININg AND EMPLOYMENT

THE HOUSE VETERANS COMMITTEE

March 25, 1981

.-

AMVETS appreciates the opportunity to appear before this Sub-Committee

to express its views on HR 1400 which would amend Title 38, United Stites

Code, to establish new educational assistance programs for veterans aftd for

members of the Armed Forces.

, In testimony during the 960 Congress before Sub-Coninittdes of .the

House Veterans Affairs Committee., AMVETS expressed the view that while

'4"1"..)

we were sympathetic to the pro of the military in the recruitment

and retention of personne1,4hiT:was trictly a matter for the Armed

Forces and veterans benefits admini erect by the Veterans Administration

.should not be resorted to in order obtain the desired goals. It was

then, and it continues to be, our opinion that veterans benefits should

17olebe utilized as a means to scOve or

;

correct problems which are strictly

military in nature or origin.

We have no quarrel with the concept and purpose of HR 1400. Our

objection to certain provisions ,pf the Bill is more philosophical and

academic in nature rather than substantive.

HR 1400 is not a veterans' Bill and it is not an Armed Forces Bill.

It is a mixture of both. We strongly favor a veterans' educational

assistance bill and we would have no objection if a periphefil benefit
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accrued to the.Armed Forces which would aid it in tts recruitment and

retention of persodnel, Still, in our opinion, it should be a veterans'

bill consistent with addin the mold of past legislation and should be

administered by the Veterans Administratjon:

This it not a veterans' bill. I will not refer to its specific

provisions withwhich'l am sure that this Committee is eminently

familiar. Broadly, it would provide certain benefits for peace time

service which were never available heretofore to those who had served

in time of war. Its obvious pUrpose is to,assist in the recruitment and

retention of military personnel than the creation of an additiohal vet-
, --

erans' benefit. The supplemental educatidnal assistance for additional

servic e, the transfer of entitlement to dependents, and the preservice
I

educational assistance programs, are purely divorced from any prior

concept of veterans educational benefits.
V

\

It is the viemrof AMVETS that there is a,need for a veterans edu-

cational bill., Such'legislation should be consistent and within the

realm of past veterans' educational'osistance programs. Should the

military by reason of having difficulty to recru'it'andltaintain personnel

in the Voluntary Armed Forces desire to adchauxilliary benefits, it

should do so under separate legislation. 'Thus, it should leave intact

the conceptual role of the Veterans Administratiop of administeringk 4.

benefits solely for veterans. Under this bill, the authotity of the

Veterans Administration would be expanded to administer the members

of the Armed Forces,and preservice non-veterans, as well.

O

AMVETS traditionally has zealous}) advocated the retention of the

administration of 'veterans benefits in the Veterans Administration. We

have opposed any erosion of this function. As d corollary, we prefer

79-430 0-81--14
209 .
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that its role not be extended beyond the
administration of current

clearly defined veterans' benefits. For changes in either direction

could result in the erosion of the present lines of demarcation to the

point that the Agency would lose its entity as the Veterans

Administration.

. This having been said, AMVETS has no substantive quarrel with

HR 1400 and except for the reasons stated has no objection to its

emictment.

A

This concludes my remarks. Thank you.

A
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I au lee Hughes, Director of Education of the Marine Corps Institute

I am-a,forder Marine.Corps officer and teacher and have recently

completed niy seventeenth year of service with MCI -- the,last 6 years as

Director of Education. A

I am not giving a policy statement for the Marine Corps, but after being

involved in all aspects of training by correspondence for over 17 years, I

think that I am eminently qualified to speak about correspondence training in

the Marine Corps and in the armed-forces.

Today ther4 are over 800,000 U.S. military personnel enrolled in

correspondence courses covering several thousand subjects ranging from the .

Industrial College of the Armed Forces to the operation and employment of the ,t

M -60 machinegun.

For some servicemen and women, correspondence training is the.primary

mean$ of acquiring training. For example, the Marines of the Marine Security

Battalion alstgned to United States embassies all over the world are among the

biggest users of MCI courses.
.

11
The Marine Corps thinks highly enough of correspondence training to add

up to 50 points to composite scores (used for determining promotion

. eligibility) for completing courses. In addition, the management of the ,

correspondence course program and the unit completion rate are items that are

'inspected by the Inspector Genera) of the Marine Corps in his annual unit

inspections.. t

Correspondence study is an integral part of the training of all military

services. A seryice.man or woman becomes accusteMed to the correspondence

method of study:, It is self-paced and an effective method of learning'. It

seems to me that it is quite natural for a former service person to look to

continue this method of stud when.he or she returns to the civilian world.

a
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Whether it is a course from an PHSC accredited school or ,pne of the numerous:

acadeq2c courses offered by over 100 of our major universities, there is a

large population which feels at home" with the home study method of learning.

1 feel' that these people should have the right to continue their..education,

A using the .1. Bill benefits that they have earned, at an,accredited

correspondence school. What better way to accomplish the provitions of

section 1416 of the proposed Veterans Educational Assistance Act of 1981 than

to allow a service person to use the G.1. Bill to further his or her education
0

by correspondence study while continuing to perform his or her military duties

no matter where he or she is stationed. I strongly, urge Jour positivf

consideration for retaining the right to study by correspOndepce as an option

' in the 07l. Bill

'tKd

0.
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o SOME FACTS
"ON CORRESPONDENCE STUDY

1. According to-studies by the National Center-for Education Statistics; home study
tuitions are considerably less than those of resident schools. Further, under the
current G.I. Bill, home.study students are paid only 70% of the tuition amount --

not a monthly stipend.

2. Eliminating correspondence training from the G .1. Bill will force servicemen
and veterans inteluteher cost residential schools. Since attendance at resi-

dential schools costs more, any savi--`7igs realized by cutting out home study

will bconullthed.

3. 'Veterans studying by correspondence under the current G.I. Bill are paid only
70% of the cost of tuition and are paid only after they have completed their lessons.
This "after the fact" payment method.makes overpayments impossible.

4. Correspondence schools provide entry 1everli)12: training m skill areas of
critical national value: electronics technology, computers, engmepring top-
'ics, etc. Correspondence study is often the "last chalice" school for yeteran.s.

.

5. Correspondencertraiming is a top choice of active duty service persons:
over one thiltto? tht Vietnam era service persons chose home study as a

method for study. . -
'

6. Correspondence training is effective. The largest supplier of home study courses
is th; U.S. military.. The isarious armed services train over one million sin;
*dents a yeai using this cost effective.method:.

Correspondence training helps getno'n-productive /at pfOductive
veterans into-useful civilian jobs fast. Courses.are practical and vocational.
Home study has long been used by business_ond industry for internal personnel
training. The nation's economy benefits with every; technician trained by this

method.

a

I

8. Correspondence courses reach out to train veterans who are geographically
isolated, homebound by war injuries, or unemployed and unwilling to attend
resident schools with people who are many years younger.

\

k.
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STATEMENT IN BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL. HOME STUDY COUNCIL

I am John F. Thompson, President of McGraw-Hill Continiiing,Education Center

of Washingtpn, D.C. I am the Vice Chairman of the Accrediting Commts'sion of the

National Home Study Council. I have also served as the NTC President In ..114y

I will cipplete my twentyfiftt; year of service in home study ecl;ication,

.1"

Before final action is taken on correspondence study-in the G. Bill. I urge that

careful consideration be given to this statement and to the distinguished record

home study schools have achieved in helping veterans and active-duty persons.

. .
Xhe Home Study Field

I submit this statement convinced that home study has really helped veterans,

Itls an educational method that is better understood by veterans and the every-

day man-on-the-street than by most professional educators, legislators and reg-
.

ulators. It is an unusual combination of educational product and service that is

used,,by people to fill their educational needs. Home study is used in many ways,

but by large it is the. kind of education that appeals to people who can't or

won't.take advantage Of more conventional educational Methods.

Today, more than three million Americans are enrolled in home study course",i
., It is estimated that since 1900 some 50 million Americans have taken homelltudy

Sourses.

NHSC schools offer more than 500 different academic and vocational courses by_
o .

1'-
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mail, such as: accounting, appliance repair, automotive mechanics, business

administration, electronics, hotel-motel management, microcomputers, loclksmithing

surveying, and hundreds of other courses. Some unique courseware not'offered

in resident schools. All of these courses make use of specifically written texts and

quite often include recordings, sample matgrials, nd practical "hands on" training

'Course lengths range from one to four years. The vast majority of schoio.ls enroll

aold teach students entirely through the mails.

ss

Over the years home study schools can point to a solid record of achievement in

providing valuable service to the nation and to many veterans who, without

the benefits of home study, would surely have bgen denied an opportunity for edu-

cation or training. Since the founding of the first private home study school in

1890, these schools have continued to meet. a need not met by traditional education.
is

More importantly, we should rellize that, if we are to attract highly qualified.men

and en into the military today -- and keep them in the service home study

training sh uld certainly be one benefit which is offered to them. Why? Because,

as the data show, home study is a top choice of active ijjity people.
AL:

Home study has been an ideal educational alternative for service persons and

/veterans ;including:

* the home.bound.individuals -- who, because of society's barriers, lack pf
transportation, or a handicap, cannot take advantage of local educational

- 2 -
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resources. Students may be in hospitals or prisons -- but they can continue
their educations nonetheless.

the geographically isolated the individuals whose primary source of edu-
cational opportunity may well be the school which Uses the postal system.
Tens of thousands of active duty service people over the years have fit this
classification.

the busy adult}-,NHSC surveys reveal that the typical hofne study student
is in his or her mid-thirties, beyond the age when most of us receive,oUr
formal schooling. Many returning veterans, linable igdevote their' tinie to
classroom study, opted to study by mail while they strUggled to get re-estab-
lished in society, start a family and -eapiThdi est living while still trying
to gain -- or update -- a salable civilian skill. - - ..

The National Home' Study Council

The National Home Study Council, founded in 1926 under the cooperative lead r-

shipof the Carnegie Corporation of New York and the National Better Busin s

Bureau, is tystially refereed to as the NHSC. It is a non-profit educational asso-
;

cation of more than 90 accredited home study schools. Although the NHSC is

nationally
i

known and its Accrediting Commission is nationally recognized, it is

relatively small when compared to most other educational associationit NHSC
, .

schools are located in 23 States and the District of Columbia. The association is

financed entirely by dues paid by members.. While the Council is a non-profit

cation,Weiit receives no financial assistance of any kind from the government.
. t

N
. .

The independent rrineltnember Accrediting Commission of the National Home study ^

Council was established in 1955, shortly thereafter, it gained the approval of She

. U.S. Department Of Education as the "nationally recognized accrediting agency"

21 8
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for home study schools,. The Accrediting Commission includes five public mem-

bers (representatives from the fields of indtistry, postsecondary education, busi-

ness, government, and counseling), and four members from the field of home

Study education.
. ,

Home Study and the Veteran

For the veteran or active duty person, home study has long been an accepted way

ofkicquiring a career skill in a convenient, effective way.

During the late 1960's and early 1970's, of all active duty servicemen using their

G.I. Bill benefits. over half of tEem used their benefits to enroll with a correspond-

is ence school. The barriers of time Ind space did not prevent these people from

preparing to make a smooth re-entry into the peacetime work place. Home study

was there to help them. And it did!

lirfact, a publication entitled "Veterans-Benefits Under Current Edification Pro-

grams (IB 04- 77 -1)," published by the Veterans Administration. reported the

following:

- More than 1.1 million veterans, and service personnel have studied corre-
spondence, courses during the period 1966-1976. This represents 17.8% of
the total of all G.I. Bill students enrolling in all types of schools.

More than 33% (or 240,198) of the service personnel on active duty using
G.I. Bill benefits enrolled in correspondence courses.

- rl'he report states: "Almost all correspondence training has been taken at
schools other than colleges: In fact, 99.2% of the students studiedwith
private home study schools . . . the vast majority of them with NHSC schools,

- For peacetime post-Korean veterans, mo an 3% (or 324,510) of the stu-
dents elected to studylty corre nce. Statterans Administration:

60
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"The relatively high incidence of correspondence training among trainees
who are peacetime post-Korean conflict veterans probably reflect& the fact
that for many of these older, more established veterans correspondence is
the only type of training flexible enough to fit their more rigid family and
job requirements."

In the 1980's, we face new challenges as a nation: preservIng our liberty by

maintaining a strong defense posture. The key asset to a strong military is to

have a cadre of educated, talented people. And, if we ever hOpe to get the best

qualified people into our military -- and keep them there -- home study training

must be offered as a benefit.

The Benefits and Advantages of Home Study

One o£ the central advantages of the home study method has been its flexibility.

In a 1976 Veterans Administration report, Senate Conimittee Print No. 49 (94th

Congress) entitled, "Training by Correspondence Under the G.I. Bill," it was

stated: ma%

Correspondence training has a much lower average cost than other types
of training. And correspondence training is convenient. Potential train-
ees, who would have to give up their job or suffer some other inconvenience
to take other types of training, can often use their spare time to .take cor-
respondence training, as can many service personnel whose duties preclude
other types of training. In addition, correspondence training has the attri-
bute of less foregone earnings than other types of training because it can be
taken in the trainee's spare time. It, therefore, requires living expense
subsidy in addition to tuition.

Other factors explaining the grupttlarity_stl__,Iorneittidy include:

1., Home study is one of the lowest cost types of
-fon.

In a1976 National Cen-

ter for Education Statistics Report, "Learning a Skill Through Correspondence

. \
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A similar 1978 study by NCES affirmed this wide gap.

a
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it was stated: "Correspondence programs cost less, on the average, than

those taken in residential schools. In 1976, the average charge for all cor-

respondence programs was $698 and $1,693jr non-correspondence programs."

2. Home study is a valid educational alternative. More than two dozen research

studies over the past 50 years have shoWn that ". . . the research seems

clearly to indicate that correspondence students perform just as well as,, and

in some cases better than, their classroom counterparts." (Source: Corre-
N't

spondence Study: A Summary Review of the Research -and Development

Literature by David E. Mathieson, 1970).

3. The single largest supplier of home study in the world is the U.S. military.
At

To active duty personnel, home study training is an integral part of every

career person's training portfolio. For example, the tctension Course In\
tute of the U.S. Air Force enrolls over 300,000 students. The Marine Corps

Institute enrolls some 100,000 students. The U.S. Army enrolls over 280,000
.,

students and has over 2,000 courses. Other service correspondence schools
o .

include the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Coast Guard. Most of these schools have

been'operating for 50 years or more.
o

0

The Air Force, Army and Marine Corps correspondence schools are all ac-
.

. /
credited by the Accrediting Commission of the National,Home Study Council.

The military has identified correspondence study as one of the most cost ef-
.

ficient training methods available.

?21 '
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4. The Federalteovernment is the single jargest supplier and user of correspond-

ence instruction iri the United States. In 1973, nearly 2 million students were

enrolled by government agency correspondence schools.; almost 501s of the

home study student, body in America,

a

Federal agencies with correlondence-schools include the Federal Aviation

Administration, the U.S. Depariment of Agriculture, the Department of Trans-

portation, the U.S. Postal Service, and the Office of Personnel Management,

to name,a few.

. - .
The government has found home stud}t.to be a flexible, effective teaching

method which has been proved to be both economical and "controllable" in
.2. <1 /

terms of educational content and levelof educational quality.

5 In a 1976 Stanford University research project entitled, Home Based Educa-

on, funded by the National Institute (II Education, the following major co

elusions were reached:

The "large numbers" of students taking the wide variety of courses by cor- -
respondence "provide adequate testimony tothe need for home-based (cor-
respondence) education." , -

Correspondence instruction is relatively inexpensive and "it, will continue to
have a robust future for the rest of this century."

Budget Considerations.

The Achkinistration and Congress are.laudably seeking ways to cut the budget

in an equitable fashion. But, should correspondence training be a part of these

budget cuts?

222
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I
We believe ,the answer is "NO." T. o summarize our position, we submit that

respondence study is:

- the least expensive method for job training requcring the least expenditure
of funds.

one of the mo °pular forms of education among active duty service eo-

ple gen ally, and hence, a powerful inducement for enlistmeht and reten-
,-tioi.

effectivea highly cost effective way of providing useful, critical skills to veterans
as demonstrated by the heavy of home study by the military.

able to train thousands of veterans outside the classroom walls, where month-
ly benefits for a one year electronics program ruin up a larger tab, as shown,

below:

Electronics Technology Courses
(Veteran with 3 Dependents)

Home Study Residence (full-time)
76$ x$1,200 tuition = $840 paid by 12 months x $493 = $4;056 costs paid

government. by government.

It's simple arithmetic. The Federal Goveripment"would save $3,216 on just

this one typical case.
,..-

hicapable of creating the cost over-runs as seen in residence institutions,
since holae study students are paid only after the fact.

Preserve 'Home Stry for a Strong America

We submit that home study schools have done the nation a service by providing

high quality career vocational training to oiler one million veteran If anything.

htfinZ study should be commended by Congress for helping to reach out and en-
-4e,

hance the employability of veterans who might never have taken any other avenue

toward employability. Ai

- 8 -
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We submit th if Congress asks the students who took courses if they had bene-

i
pted, the overwhelming response would be "YES.",

We submit that correspondence training has, for over three decades, helped

underemployed or unemployed veterans, disabled or isolated veterans, and

colder or disadvantaged:veterans, and opened the door to educational opportunity

to them.

We submit that home study benefits will help attract qualified people into the

military.

We respectfully submit that it is in the nation's best interest that Congress encour-

aiegreater participation by veterans in correspondence training -- to put more

people back to work to get the country going again. v...

We face a need in our society to provide our veterans and%servicel:leople with

`more ways to obtain specific, job-related training.,i We must make better use of

alternative forms of educatiOn like home study which are, by their nature, well-

, eqtppecl to fill critical gaps in our educational system.

Home study will continue to Irow in the military, in the government and in civilian

circles because there will be future generations of people who won't be able to

report regularly to a passroom to learn, but whe, nonetheless , need and deserve

.the right to study on their:owri, wherever they wish, at their own learning pace.

3

0 America needs home study as never before, and Congidss should support this edu.ca-
;

tionally effective, energy efficient, 1pw cost way to train people.
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I appear before you as a private citizen. It is my hope that I can

,s

provide ypu with some information that may help persuade this subcommittee

as to the, need for and benefits of new military education legislation.

,My interest in the subject you are considering goes back many years.

At the present time I am a consultant (non-paid) to the Commandant of the

Marine Corps for equal
/11 opportunity and related personnel matters. In

this capacity, I visit -najor Marine Corps bases at which I meet, over a

period of 2 -3 days, with small groups of, officer and enlisted personnel.

My conclusions on military education legislation are based on my

interest in military personnel matters, and on my Informal discussions

221i
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,STATEMENT OF JAMES D. HITTI,E, BRIG. GEN., U.S. MARYNE CORPS (RET.)

Mr. Chairmlp:

My name is James D. Hittle. I am a retired Brig. Gen., U.S. Marine ,

Corps.

with these groups. '

Briefly here are my conclusions:

Our armed services today are faced with two big problems: First, s
4

the failure to attract into service enough people of high mental standards;

and second, the failure to retain in service e'nough of those who do meet

higher mental standards. t firmly believe thatte new GI Bill could help

solve these dual problems. i.

But it must - and I emphasize this point - be the.right,kind of a

GI Bill.
.

AS I see it, here, in brief is what is needed, in a new GI Bill: _

1. The serviceman should not have to leave 'the serviCet as in the

past, to use his full time educational entitlements. They should be

available to him even "After a service career. 1

2. The entitlements should be transferable to either the spouse or
. _

'child: The retention problem would be alleviated by making the transfer

g 2 5
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rights available only after a fixed number of years of'service. Sixteen
"""---.

years seems a reasonable figure.

To avoid rare abuse of the transfer rights, "instant children" by

last mtnute adoption should be.disqualified. A reasonable safeguard

provision would require legal child status for two years in order to

benefit from transfer rights.

Educational transfer rights would be accurately tuned to one of the -

most serious problems facing the service family today - the high cost of

a college education. In spite of the recent and projected pay and

allowance increases, most service families are still barely able to keep

up with the cost of everyday living.

To save out of current income enough for a child's college education

surely isn't possible for the av2rage service family. Yet,'for most

servicemen, like most civilians,, their hope and ambition is to see a

child through college.

A 16-year transfer requirement would clearlyand firmly, require

a career commitment in return for a §oyernment-paid college education
. .

for a serviceman's child. It's only fair to the government and the
r.

individual, but it could well be, in view of the exodus of expensively

trained officers, NCO'p and petty officers from the` service, one of the

best dollars and cents investments from the government's standpoint.
4110

In-short, I firmly believe a new GI Bill would'he attract people

with higher mental standards into service, and w transfer rig ts it

would be 4 powerful reason for many of them staying in the service. Thus

it would meet, to a-Significant degree, he present need to get such

people into service, and then getting the ,to stay in service.

.in milFeceot di;cussions with junior officers and enlisteds, I founds'

them. intensely interested in such educational transfer entitlement.V'

Those with families said it would be a major factor in deciding "to go

I.

OS.
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for 20 or mote."

The reaction was pretty well,gUmmed up when a,Marine sergeant said,

almost in amazement,. "Do you mean that if I go for career I could put

my daughter through college?" That in itself tells why Congress should,

.pass a GI Bill with transfer rights.

1.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

O
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INYTICECCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished Committee, I am Robert H.

Nolan, National Executive Secretary of die Fleet Reserve Association, The FRA

is'a service organization comprised of 148,000 career enlisted personnel

and commissioned officers with prior enlisted service in the U. S. Navy, Marine

110

Corps and Coast Guard. As a retired Navy Chief Petty Officer, it is my privilege

to present their views on the subject of an educational benefit incentives

program to attract and retain personnel in our Armed Services.

I believe my testimony today 'is rather unique among that which you are

'receiving. That is because it is based entirely upon the views expressed by

thirty-nine active duty personnel representing approximately 200,000 of their

contemporaries in the military commands homeported or stationed -in the.greater

San Diego, California area. The thirty-nine active duty members appeared before

0
the G.I. Bill Forum last Saturday, 21 HaTER 1981 in S&Diego. The forum was

co-sponsored by U. S. Representative Duncan L. Hunter and the Fleet Reserve

Association to learn what those directly affected by the passage of this legis-

lation think would attract and retain military peisopnel. The witnesses ranged

from persons in pay grades E-4 with three years of service to E-9 with thirty

years of service. jr: almost every case. each witness was serving as the spokes-

man for his contemporaries expressing the views of a ship's crew, an air wing

or the personnel of a Naval, Marine or Coast Guard. command, One witness was

Sergeant First Class Todd, U.S.A., a veteran of 27 years, who is currently one

'of the U. S. Army's recruiters in San Diego.

PRESENTATIOil

Mr. Chairman, I appeared before this Subcommittee on 29 July 1975 as it

considered the wisdom of extending the maximum education benefits from thirty-

six to forty-five months and setting a new termInafiod date for veteran's

iiaucational benefits. He were the only career military organization to appear.

We cited the then current law:

'
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"Section 1662(a), Chapter 34, Title 38, United States Code: (a) No educational

assistance shall be afforded_an eligible veteran under this.e4pter beyond

the date 10 years after his last discharge or release from active duty

after January 31, 1955."

The FRA's testimony was in full support of retaining that provision of law.

We stated, The Fleet Reserve Association contends that the military

careerist who qualifies as a wartime veteran is entitled to receive the same

veteran's benefits as do those veteran7 who do not pursue a military career...If

his veteran's benefits are abrogated, it could well give our career personnel

zause for concern as to whether they should reenlist or seek an education...

Such a breach of faith is not a firm foundation on which to build the desired

All Volunteer Force."

Time has proven the FRA's fear Were well grounded as you have received

testimony from°the personnel chiefs of the Services that forty percentOf those

leaving military service state their primary reason for leaving is to gain a t

4
colfege education prior to 31 December 2989. This exodus of experienced military

manpower and leadership will continue to increase as 31 Dedember 1989 draws

closer if, the law is not changed.

THE G.I. BILL FORUM PREPARATIONS .

In preparation for the C.I. Bill Forum, 6,000 copies of the attached

C.I." Bill Forum Testimony Guide" were distributed to the Navyls Command Chief

Petty Officers and Career Counselors, the Marine Command Sergeants Major and

the Coast Guard Command Enlisted Advisors in the San Diego area. This enabled

military personnel to know what proposals the Congress is considering and to

intelligently prepare for their appearance before the C.I. Bill Forum Panel.

U. S. Representative Duncan L. Hunter, Dr. Glenn Beardmore, Vice President of

Administration of National University and Dr. Patricia A. Watson, Director of

Academic Services of the University of San Diego and myself were the panelists.

Hr. Robert Emmerichs, Professional Staff Member of the House Aimed Services

Committee was present as an observer.

23-0
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THE CONCENSUS OF THE TESTIMONY RECEIVED

Congressman Bunter and the Fleet Reserve Association are publishing a

detailed report.on the G.I. Bill Forum. However, to assist this Committee

its deliberations, the following ip a summary of the key points of testimony

receiloat the forum.

THE hCRTH OF TIE VETERANS EDUCATION
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, 'NEAP"

All witnesses testified that the "VEAP" was a dismal failure as an educational

incentive plan. They did not believe its latest improvements would improve its

acceptability. Several career counselors testified that the only time a person

contacted them about VEr was to withdraw from the plan. They set the percentage

of those who remain in NEAP at about 5 percent. Another witness classified theme'

increase of VEAP benefits as "a band-aid approach". In answer to the question, 4

"What motivated you to participate in VEAP2". Personnelman ihird Class J. A.

Valdez, U.S.N. of the Naval Air Station at Miramar s ated, "It is better than

nbthing, sir." The audience applauded his\stateme t.

ELIGIBILITY PROVISIONS PROPOSED

All thirty-nine witnesses fully supported a educational benefits

progr based on a two-tiered concept which woul 'apply to:

l. All who remain in or enter the Armed. rtes and complete a minimum of

\one enlistment of honorable service and IS ELIGIBLE FOR RE-ENLISTMENT.

2. The exception to the reenlistment eligibility would bfor those

released for military disability with an honorable discharge.
...

3. They felt 1t-is equitable and absolutely necessary to provide education

.benefits po persons serving a'comb4mBEGI: of active duty and Selected

Reserve or Watiopal Guard service under lengthier terms but to assure

Reserve and Guard personnel a college education.

4. They are absolutely opposed to granting benefits to persons separated

administratively "under honorable conditions" ortdishonorably discharged.

5. The witnesses wbre unanimous that -;he new law should have a stipulated

limiting date after the service member's last discharge or release

*231
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from active duty.
0

6. The witnesses were unanimous that those service =members ate qualified

.under. he Cold War G.I. Bill and subsequently qualify under the new

law hay the option of eleCting benefits under one of-the two laws.

7. The major ty of the witnesses believed the new law should be retroactive

to 1 January 1977.

EDUCATION 815/MEFITS OF ED

The witnesses were,of the unanimous opinion that a

benefits based on length of

retaining service periontlel

1. The overwhelming

two-tiered program with

serviCe'effered the best basis litr:attriicting and

The following are the main points of their testimony:

jOrity recommended and supported a non-contributory

plan.

2. They were adamanet opposed to linking education benefits to,militery

_skills. They said critical skill retention can tie achieved more

econonlcally by other means causing less dissension in She ranks.

3. The vast majority believed that maximum benefits should be earned in.

eight years of service,

4. All witne were in agreement that any program should be monitored

accurat to assure individuals are receiving an education thus,

preserving the program's integrity.

THE TRANSFERABILITY OPTION

The option that sparked the greatest amount of comment was the proposal, of

_transferability of benefits to the sponsor's spouse and children. While the

overwhelming majority of witnesses testified there would be no.real,retention

incentive without the transferability option, there were others that felt the

earned educational benefit should be transferred to dependent children only

and not to the spouse. When those who stilted /opposition to the"transierability.

proposal were asked their reasons, they replied, they felt the cost of the

provision may harm the chances of a new law being eracced. All witnesses were

in agreement that the option 6f the transferability should be left to }he service

.>4
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a
member alone and ant the respective local courts. All witnesses were of the:-

opinion the transferability option should only be earned after xiin,imum of

ten years orsereice.

otha.mceosED amens

The witnesses expressed solid support for theothei proposed options contained

in the various bills introduced to date, such as:

1, Pte - service educational entry program, and

2. ''Eacational lk,an forgiveness for a specified period of service obligation.

jh SERVICE EDUCATICN4L PRCGRAPS

Every witness had praise for tne various in-service education programs end

felt they should be stren honed andilffer:ublicized. However, the Navy

witnesses emphasized t ; majority 'A the in-service education program; are of

little value to the S'ailor while he is serving aboard Ship, in a submarine or

deployed in an aircraft olApg. The programs' maximum benefits are attained,

largely,during the shore duty tours. 111 witnesses agreedlthat In-Service G.I.

Bill benefits should be paid in the same manner and amounts as is paid to the
±

.1444*Niparated veteran.
t I

antausteN

Every witness'stressed the value of'education benefits as a viable means

to attract and retain personnel-for our Armed Forces.. They expresed.the

opinion there is pothing h offering young Americans an education in

exchange for mIlitiry service. Indeed,'some stated this would enhance the

military in the eyes of the American public, asWell as enhancing the military.

Fot all oflteSe reasons, the Fleet Reserve'Association subscribes to the

majOritf views expressed at the G.I. Bill fbrum and will actively support the

9
enactment of an }educational benefits incentive program that embraces the pro-

visionh recommended at the G.I. Bill Forum.

lie appreciate the opportunity to express these views today. We love and
o

respect our representative form of government. That is why we.spes nd the major
..±. .

.

4,,,, ,. ,

portion of our adult lives to defend and perpetuate it. Oln.behaff of my 148,000
±_ .

Shipmates and familAns, I thank, you, 4r. Chairman. '.

I

et. ,
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USN *. USMC * USCG

o.o

via the U.S. Rep. Hunter/ FRA G.I. Bill Forum!

G.I. DILL F0RM1 TESTIMONY GUIDE

U.S. Representative Duncan Hunter (H -CA), of California's 42nd U.S. Congressional

District (a portion of, San Diego and Chula Vista), and the Fleet Reserve Association

are co-sponsoring a G.I. BILL FORUM to learn what the views of enlistecLpersonnet,---

are regarding the provisions of a new peacetime G.I. Bill. The open fotum will be

held in the Town and Country Room of the Town and Country Hotel, 500 Hotel Circle, in

San Diego, California from 0900 to 1630 on Saturday, 21 March 1981. The Forum will

consist of volunteer active duty personnel presenting
testimony to a Panel on what

provisions of., law should be in a successful and effective peacetimpG.I. Bill.

The t'anel will consist of U.S. Representative Duncan Hunter, former U.S. Rep-

resentative Bob 4ilson, the Fleet ReservB
Association's registered lobbyist, National

Executive Secretary Robert M. iolan, U.S.N. (Retired)', and recognized experts intthe

field of education
...-

The Panel will be soliciting active duty
personnel's opinions on such questions

as

1. What educational benefits de you feel will attract and retain qualified

personnel in our Armed Forces'

2. What mix of military service for education
benefits would you deem to be

fair'

3. 4hould you have the option of transferring your
earned education benefits

to your dependents'

4 'low much time after release from active duty should bl granted to pursue

an education'

5. Should equal education benefits be granted foylCeserve service,as for

active duty service?

U. S. Representative Duncan Hunter is a member f the U.S. House of RepreaentatiOes'

Committee on Armed Services. He is also a member of he House Armed Services Subcommittee

on filitary Personnel and Compensation which will pass on the provisions of a peace -

tine G.I Bill. Therefore, your views will be presented to that SubcAmmittee during

itvieliberations on the subject. You are invited to attend the forum on 21 March

1981 and especially' invited to present the views
of your Shipmates on this, key legis-

lation.

To assist you in preparing for your appearance
before the G.I. BILL FORUM we

have attached a brtlf analysis of the current eight bills which have been introduced

in the Houseitnd Senate to establish anew C I. Bill. Please review their provisions

2 3.1
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and see how they differ. Very possibly, you may believe a lam should be enacigd

that contains provisionsfromcach of these bills. Please give us your thoughti;grui

tO rationale for the provisiofis you deem important.
-1*

We suggest to you that you choose one witness to represent your ship, station or
base and present the testimony. In this manner, we can make the most of the limited

time available and the panel can hear the maximum number of witnesses. Please use

the attached testimony guide in preparing your testimony in advance. Vali will turn .

your Statement in to Congressman Hunter at the completion of your testimony, it will
serve as a 'reference for him when he returns to the Congress. You,may wish to make
a'copy of it for yourself to keep. Your prepared statement should not exceed four

3 1/2' x 11 sheets of paper typed double-spaced on one side only with normal margins.

Please keep your statement brief and concise so as"to assure there will be ample time
for the Panel members to discuss the points or yobr statement with you.

You should begin your statement be6ore the C.I. Bill Panel by stating your name,
rate or grade, Branch of Service, yea s of service, present duty station and billet
and the organization or group you ar representing as outlined in the spaces provided

on the next page.

.Please restrict your testimony
The Panel's time is limited and th
by the Congress-early this year,
now so that he may act in your be

O
bject of a new peacetime C.I. Bill.
C.I. Bill legislation will be acted on
resentative Hunter desires your input

eturns to Washington, D.C.

Congressman Hunter and the leet Reserve Association sincerely thanks you'for
your attendance and participation in their C.I.BILL FORM.

In Loyalty. Protection and Service,

,4) J. ThtecuLl
ROBERT W. NOLAN

o National Executive Secretary

^.3

A

Mr.
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USN * USMC

SOUND OFF 111
via the' U.S. Rep. ktioter/ FRA G.I. Bill Forum!

STATEMENT TO THE S. BILL FORUM PANEL

a

P RATE

BRANCH OF SERVICE

DUTY STATICN

'YEARS OF SERVICE

o

v
REPRESENTING
NO. OFTCRSCNNEL

. t
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t.T.S. Sen.

rfAristrong

PL7PP:',

S26

Sin.

;',Fressler

f(ikr,o)

It
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ELIGIBILITY TUITION STIPEN,

After 24 months Pull cost
27 months to makof
caeca. For each-- $2,500 per
month thereafter year.

1 month assistance.
Max 36 months.

/Star 24 months
'one for one assii -
tante. combat or
critical skills,.

1 112 months
assistance for 1
month service.
Max 45 months.

8 Critical military
skill. After 14'
'month* service

18 soothe assis-
tance. Next 12
months service

lit:,
',WII11aa S.

Zoe4c)*
6 Wachs asils-

,

tante. Fourth,
12 month service 4

12 months'assis -

tent,. Won=critical
military 41411.

.

After 24 months r
service 12 '

;41
ann.. There- .

after.4months
service- 1.m6ntfis

-assistance. 'Sex w, , ,

'3kmonthealiiar._
tante. %

o. t

NO

$230 per month

Single: 8342
Married: $407

Married;' $464
2 Dep. Each

additional de-
pendent $29.4

NC* . Same as
Pressler

o

46

ANALYSIS OF G.I. BILL

SUPPLEMENTAL
STIPEND

After six.years,
contributory pro-
gram matched on a
2 to 1 basis. Max
of $30300.

May increase ;ouch-
ly stipend by re-
ducing entitlement
period.

LEGISLATICN-

''RESERVEESERVE ASSOCIATION
m *Awed p....ems u u usca

:/..

/TRANSFERABILITY RESERVES

Contributory program
transferable to
spouse or children.

After 8 years of
active duty trans-
ferable 'to spouse

or children.

, NO

2 3 7

I.

IL

DELIMITING FLNDING

NO ' .... 10 years from Department of
discharge or Defense

-release from
active duty.

Yes, 1 month
entitlement
(or 2 months
iervice.'Max
36 months.

No

co

10 y rs .from

la discharge
o release
ron active

duty.

L

s

Veterans
Adminis-
tration

10 years from Department of

last discharge Defense

or ;please
fro! active '-

duty.' ,

usu. um. Lisc G
SOUNDC.F10 CONROE

t
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ELIGIBILITY

After 36 *ant
service 18
months. Assts

1;4E110 Y. tame thereafter
Narear . 104onths *sets-

- tenor-4%1,month
-service: liesi'36

months.

After 24 service
36 momilue -

.8'..Sea. ranee. Ibis 36

Ilsineond

(t-SC)

re,

. Z.-

114: 135 After 24 months
Y service 36:

4-pr 4;44: months assis-
Pharlelb 8. canoe. Nis, .

peUnott , 36 sodas....

*40 '

rnarror

..,. ,
..-4'1 SURKEKENTAL

'TUITION '^'STIOEND STIPEND TRANSFERABILITY

$1,300 per $400 per month. NO Yea.transferable to
year'.

spouse or child.

NO $400 per month. NO Tie. transferable
after 8 years active
duty to spouse or
Child.

83.000 or
tuition

and feces.
whichever
-is less.

$300 per month.

238

RESERVES CELIMITING FINDING

NO 6 years after
discharge-or
release from,
active duty. ,

Veterans
Adminis-
tration.

Tes,'after, 10 years after Veterans
four yearif-1. last discharge Adainis-
month service .1. or, release from tration
1 1/2 month active duty.
assistance.
Max 36 months.'

Ths.:provides 10 years after Veterans
for cancellation last discharge Adifale-
of federal loans or release from tration
for service in active atty.
selected reserve
or 1RR.

um dime LOCX3*-SORPOIF10 COMP
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, ELIGIBILITY TUITION

S-417 After 3 yeari
36 months assist-

.0.S. Sen. cane 0.',2 years
7 Alan active duty 4 ...-

it' Cranston years reserve.

(0-CA) commitment'.
36 months assis-
tance. Benefits
would besua-
pended if failure
to meet commit-
ment.

H.R. 1400 After 3 years
36 months assis -

U.S. Rap. tante oe 2 yeart

0..V. . active duty-plus
Montgamety 4 yelrs National

(D-M5) Guard or Selected
Reserve. Max 36
months absistance.

utpeT

$20 per month.
Max $9,000.

NO $250 per month.

USN: !MAC Ledi

SOUND OFF 10 CONES!

$1*

SUPPLEMENTAL
STIPEND ,

TRANsFERAbiLirt

After 4 fears, with

4 years ,reserve can- .

:lament, add $375 per

month. can be accel-

erated ta,$500 a
month for a total of
$750 per mouth-basic .

and supplement roc
six years a we duty.

Yes, after 10 years
active duty to-de-
pendents bead on
the discretion of
the Secretary of
Defense.

RESERVES

6.

DELIMITING FUI314

. Yes, see, 10 years from' Veterans

eligibility laic discharge Adminis..

and.suppla: or release from tration for

mental *trend. active dutp basic seals=
tante. DOD

for supple-
mental stipend.
ta,event of
tranafer DOTJ

funded.

I. .
$300 per month situ' Yea, between 8 and 'Yes, see

6 years active duty 4 12 at discretion of eligibility

plus 8 years In f Secretary of Defense.' and supple -

Selected Reserve dr
mental stipend

National Guard.

4.

' 239

also extends
for 2 years

the authority
to pay Federal
Student loins in

exchange for
service in the

reserves.

Veterans

Adminis-
tration
would pay

adminis-
tration

costs and
basic assis-
tance of $250
per month.

Supplehental
,stipend would
be funded by
DOD.

Prepared bytthe National Security and Foreign -

RelationeDivesion of the American Legion

4 .
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROSEMARY LOCKE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL MILITARY WIVES

National Military Wives- Assopiation, Inc.

Mr. Chairman; distinguished members of the committee,

I am Rosemary Locke, president of the National Military Wives

Association. ',I have had the pleasure of attending both of your vet-

erans' educational assistance hearings list week and I appreciathe

complexity of,ithe subject. If the legislation is designed to recruit

and retain a Career military force, then the National Military Wives

Association believes that some form of transferability to spouses

and children l.s essential.

majority of memb s who reenlist or remain are married.

While it is usually true hat the military recruits a single

person, the

Of the total force including. recruits, 50% in the Navy are married;

in the Army 55.5% and in the Air Force 66.67.: Both Air Force and

Navy studies show that spousal support of the military career played

a significant role in the setvicemember's decision to remain in

uniform. 'Married Navy members achieved. promotion more rapidly" the

"study concluded, and "the family thus seems to contribute to, instead

of ditratt frbm, a Navy membeesAperformance.". The study recommended

that career-counselors meet with both the Navy member and his spouse

to discuss advoincement possibilities and benefits a Navy career offers'

several months before reenlistment decisions must be made.

I think that we can safely say that the decision to remain in

servicelis a family decision and commitment, too. But what about

today's 'service family? Since 1972 inflation-and pay caps have

'-caused active duty pay to fall behind civilian wages by 207.. Even

last yearls pay,ralse of 11.7% allowed the military family to barely,

keep up with that year's inflation. Certainlj, the military community

is appreciative of the improvements which came from the Nunn-

Warner' and Fair Benefits legislation. "Still: many of our families

are struggling just to meet daily living expenses.

.0

.



Military mobility compounds family financial problems. Each

year military,familiea spend over one billion dollars out of their

own pockeelfrfor-authorized moves. This can'eost a family of four

at'least $1400, for a eross-country move and they will be asked to

move on the average of every two-and-a-half years. Over a20 or

--30-year-carter-the-smount-is-staggerfag7

To help suppliment the family's income, more military wives

are working outside of the home. But here again, the military

family comes up short. DOD figures show that military wives con-

sistently earn less than their civilian counterparts and their

unemployment retie are double. Because of their husband's military

status, they are considered transient workers which usually pre-

cludes them from norniii advancement. Some Coast Guard wives found

that it was easier toiebtain employment if they said their husbands

worked for the pepareMent of Transportation rather than the Coast

Guard. The-vile who wishes to continue her education is often

faced with paying expensive out,-af--,s,tate tuition, or' -if she be-

comes a resident of the state to which her husband is'assigned,

must wait the appropriate amount of time to neet.residency require-

ments. This usually does not permit her enough time to complete

a degree before her husband is reassigned.

Childrerimay pay the highest toll in this mobility. Not

only must_they leave behind the familiarity of home and friends

but they must conform to teaching methods which may vary dramatic-

ally from state to state. In an Air Facce study only about one-

half of married couples see the Air Force as a "good environment"

for raising children. The percentage was even less fivorable for

thqse stationed overseas. ' ,
'Still, military families try to make a home wherever they

are assigned,'quickly becoming. involved in community activities.

Younger couples, especially, want to,shareln the responsibilities

of parenting. This is particularly difficult dUring long periodEi

of separation. With the return of the servicemember,-stressful

situations majaccur when authority and. responsibilities are

again divided among family members. At a recent symposium .the

-2- 2



role of the Army family was explored by wives from bases within

the United States as well as overseas. This impact statement

might just as easily have been made by many wives from the 'they

services:"There is a perception by many that we are powerless to

make decisions regarding significant life events that impact dir-

ectly on us when our Spouse is.in the Army."

Possibly it is bust because of thlse difficlilfies that mili-

tary people are so family oriented, as noted by Senator Warner

last Thursday. They have a strong desire to provide a good edu-

cation for their children and despite moves work tirelessly with

teachers and schools td help their children excell. However,

many families have been discouraged to find that despite the high

Scholastic Aptitude Tests scores received by their youngsters,

few scholarships are available to them. Yet, classmates with

similar scores are eligible for scholarships becauSe their par- ;

ents are employed by compaRies offering' scholarships to employees'

dependent children.

What is that military parent to do when faced with the pain-

ful decision of remaining in military service -- which ma$ allow

him little opportunity to assist in his children's college edu-,

cation--or leaving for a higher paying civilian job whichwi

-ehSgle him to prolAde a better lie for his family?

Many are making that painful decilion. They are leaving,

possibly turning down key career develving assignAents because

of family considerations? it is difficult to disaate with their

decision, however, it does have a demoralizing affect on the re- b
oaining military codhunity to see d-level leaders leav-

ingin orde to take care of f tions.

- Eor theae ilies who rem servile, providing a

college educatfoil-for their children can be ,extremply.diff ult.

Again, mobility and financ'al, Considerations compotnd i te-
.

ation. Either the studen t(gpve with parents frin location

to location Ltending local ofteges or return to the Flo state

of residence in order°5o tak ,odvantiO off..stateunii/ersitiess,

These students are often unable to'seturn "jlome" d4ring Ch tmas.'

and summer breaks due to 6x0ensive ti-avgl costre ,

41,
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A transferability provision in the educational assistance

legislation would piovide the career military member and his

-family options: It would say,to the member, you have earned this

benefit and you may use it as you choose. It would be a_positive

__statement to the military familysthat their contributions to the

nation are acknowledged and appreciated, It could enable the

member to remain serving his country and yet meet a most impor-

tant responsibility to his family--the education of his children.

The National Military Wives Association favors transfera-

, bility to all dependents, spouses and children. We are opposed

to a transferability limited to.just those dependents of service-

members with critical skills. That would reduce the morale of a

military community because it would be perceived that some dep-

endents would be receiving preferential benefits.

We alscifavor transferability at the 10 year point. The

8_to;10
1
year point is a critical period in the family's decision

to remain or leave the service,:a time in which the realities'of

military life are most evident: 'imposed mobility, gpequent

separations, and- comparatively low pay, Transferability at that

point would be immediately attainable. A wife might complete her

educatidh, increase her earning capability,,and thereby improVe

the family's circumstances. The setvicemember would have already

served at least two-and-a-half years for each school yeamtkearned.

Finally, if the legislation is aimed at retention of career-

ist, the benefit must be truely available to him. All too often,

benefits such as 30 days leave,free medical care and space avail-

able travel are advertizel, idt the careerist is not able to

take full advantage of them, Transferability would make this

legislation,' reality, not an empty enticement.

I would very much like to commend this committee,ron its

willingness to hold hearings in the military, community, It affords

--servicemembers a rare opportunity to express their views on

legislation which is of vital importance to them. I also wish to

expreas'the gratitude of the National Military Wives Association

for providing us the opportunity to express our views on this very
.

'important legislatio

-4-
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAX J. BEILKE, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, trilE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR UNIFORMED SERVICES

Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, 1 welcome

the opportunity to present the views of the National Association

for Uniformed Services to this distlnguis ed panel.
%

The National Association for Uniformed Services (NAUS) is

unique in that our menbefthip represents all ranks of career and

non-career service personnel and their wives and widows. Our

membership Ocludes active, retired, and reserve personnel of all

seven uniformed services: Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coast

Guard, PubliC Health Service, and the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration. With such membeship, we are able to

draw Information from a broad base for our 'legislative activities.

The attention and interest this subcommittee is showing

relative to the revival of free education benefits for veterans

demonstrates Its responsiveness to the needs and desires of our

, .

young people who serve in defense of our country. IncidentallY,

I urge you to include the Coast Guardg National Guiril and Reserves

4 '.
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at all times-when.conductinghearings on veterans' educational
r

programs,

Any veterans' educational assistance program should have

as a primary object, readjustment ca the veteran upon Leaving

the military service. It's immaterial whether 4the veterae'l

leves,the militaly alter 3, f3 or 23 years of honorable service,

'because two factors remain unchanged; the individual Is a veteran,

A and the need for readjustment is present. The degree of: readjust

ment may vary, but iTila need for it still exists.

Same-do not need readjustment; other do. What is the value

of additional education benefits to highly skilled militari,

people who can transfer their skills, villich are In demand, to the

Clvillan market? It does not mean as much as it does to the

lesser skilled individual who needs education tolSecame employable.

How many nuel ar experts, which are In short supply in the Wry

will use the'r education benefijs_or will even need them. Now

.cons4der t cletk, typist, Infantry soldier, or truck driver. To

each one ducatlon is of more importance because it increases his

h- employabil y and earnings.

The value the services of educational benefits ls in their

4

,

inducement of people to Volunteer. Increased enlistments is an

added quantity in such a program, but not its primary purpose.

Another value is their contribution to retention, but retention

should not be the overriding reason' for establishing an educational

assistance program. In short, the added benefits this program

would give to enlistment and retention are valuable secondary

a
objectives, and not primary ones.

fi 245
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The number of proposals that are now before this Congress

are too numerous and varied.to comment on at this lime, Evefyone

seems interrt1on structuring a new veteranit educational program.

Yet, and I'm -being overly simplistic,:if four basic changes- were

made in the curr aster 34 of Title 38, USC, we would have et

workable and un tandabie educational program, administered by

an already experienced agency on 'the application of its provisions.

The four basic changes referred to are:

I. Remove the delimiting date.

2. Remove the requirement that individual must have

entered the service before January I, 1977.

3.* Replace the 110 day service requirement with°73p days.

4. Replace the maximum 45 month entitlement with 36 moths.

Chapter 54 of Title 38 USC contains the basicdoridat for a

very fine
#

veterans' educational assistance program. If Congress

makes buta few modifications to that program, it will haie

established workable GI education bill. Modifying Chapter 34

will take less tinwthan sifting through all the bills that have

been introduced trying to establish anew program. Historically

We know the GI Bill established by Chapter 34 is workable, Scale

of the provisions of recently proposed GI bills leave doubt:as to

?heir workability. The Chapter 34, Veterans' Educational Assistance,

has performance, usage, and cost records. We have only speculation

and assumptions relative-to these factors aNIthey concern new'

proposals.

Proposed continuation of Chapter 34 will automAcally bring

some criticism for giving soLcalled wartime benefits to peacetime'"

veterans.

a
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We'have heard enough rhetoric about peacetime veteran and

wartime veteran. It is time t' end opposition of education

benetits for peacetime veterans simply because wartime veterans

-were given similar benefits years ago. Many wartime veterans

faced no greater hasards,than , eacetime veterans. Can we

-classify those who participated in the Iranian hostage rescue'

attempt or the Marines held hostage as only peacetime veterans?

She here wants to tell the survivors of,thoseWho died at

Desert 1 that their loved ones deserve less from their governmen

than wartime veterans?

Statistics from the Vcterans Administration indicate that 1/3

of those in the military during the Vietnam conflict actually

served'in vietnam. Therefore, two of every three Vietnam veterans

could be classified as peacetime veterans.

Wheli'it comes to a.GI education bill, itis time to end this

squabbling. ,F6r educational benefits, let's treat all veterans '

the same.

Much has been made concerting the value of educational benefits

on the recruiting effort.

."The main reason soldiers join the Army is to secure veterans'

ededational benefits, according to an Army survey.otiirst-term

.troops." This quote from Army Times', March 12, 1979 from a February

1977 survey conducted by the Military.1ersonnel center.

Earlier, The Defense Manpowei Commission (DMC) in Its April,

'1976 report-entitled, "Defense Manpower: The Keystone of National

Security," pointed out that educational opportunities for military.

\personnel have been identified by surveys as major attractions for
o

quality accessions, Most important are post-high school programs

24.7 ,
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which include certllicate levet vocational and technical program§
S a 4

and degree programs tram associate 6 graduatg tellers'. .

''.
The GI 'Bill has been given credit' for the ,relative reeriltinl

.

success in the active forces duringg, the, late stages of 1976.''

`

Likewise, the retention value'has alsOTheen'disctlisad at

- '

same length.
.. 4, 4

On March 12, 1981, the Congresfidn.a.-Budget Office (CB4101",

testifying before the tiat.Ional SeFunaty, and Vetergns.Takk'fitrc

e A .

of the Committee op' the Budget;.U.S. House of Representatives
-,...."'', A '

stated "CM estimates that thosig:p4 inor4Olkei, lemaintaime
t -.

s '

future years by irant)0 pax;ralses 14'1' keep rocg...ff,h thos.c.in --

,..,
, Z-Z,s

the private sectors MIA gricrease mirpstsrs of cireerisis. (Careerists

f f ," ,. &.:.. -,,. .

are defined as those personnel with More than:lour yeaMs.Of mVitacg, .

, -, r 4e: ,...i, ,

service.) Total numbers of enlisted careerists should rise from I-" -",',

about 7b5,000 at the end of fiscal year 1980 to about 866,000 by

the end of,1986. Given these Increases, by the end,of 1982 every

service--except the Navy--would meet the career objectives It

established last year. The Navy would meet' ,its objectives by

1984."

"The recruiting figures, with its sharp increase prior to

the tenninvion of the old GI Bill do not necessarily support

retention. Here the GI Bill clearly supports our recruiting effort,

not the retention effort."

On March 17, 1981 the Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel,

Committee on Armed Services, U.S. Senate held hearings on military

compensation. The subject of education did not come up until it

was introduced by Senator 4ohen. It appears that if educational

benefits' were of such importance to retention, they would not have

S
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been overshadowed by military pay, variable housing allowances,

and change of station reimbursements. ,-

Pay increases will serve better as a retention incentive

than will education. Most experts who study the problem seem

to agree that retention suffers more from low service pay than

does recruitment. The opposite seems to be true of educational

benefits. Therefore, it seems feasible to have education as a

>
recruitment devise, and then increase pay for those with 4 or

-

,

more years service to retain them.

Everyone wapts to make the service career attractive and all-

seem genuinely concefned about it. Have we, however, oforgotten

two of the most important factor.s that attract, anyone to ansy

cWreer. These factors are job satisfaction and retirement

benefits. I submit tQ you, If you:Want to keep AKA's in the

service, give them back their authqiity, responsibility and show

them proper respect. This will go a long way toward job satisfac-

tion. Next, in addition to providing adequate pay, quit tampering

or threatening to tamper with their retirement benefits. r

The proposal to make educational benefits transferable gives

same cause for concern. We in NAUS wonder if it has been thoroughly

evaluated.

If transferability were enacted today, how would it help the

NCO with 13 or 16 years service? Will past years be counted toward

the years required to establish transferability? If not, will

another 8 to 17 years,service be required? If so, I doubt many

will stay a number of years beyond 20 simply to establish

transferability.

0
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What about transfer of benefits few those without a spouse

or chi rem? Are we going to establIsan "insured intetesi",

category like re__ aid for the Survivor Benefiot Plan?
,

;
A

In the two
militrpperso n family., will both husband and

.

wife be able to transfei their eligibility, totaling .72 monthsj, .

to one child?

How will a divorce court gook at cransferabiliilty? ,Can a

jodgenin a iLiVorce ecsdri legally order the
veteran to transfer

this benefit?
°.

How will IRS view
transferability? Will they consider it a

gift or inherit ce and tax,' as such?

The criteria for se on of thosep4mitted lo tansfer

. .

.

benefits should be spelled out more clearly. Recently.Maj/Gen

Thurman, Commanding Generaof the'U.S: Army Recruiting Command,

suggested that Congress should give a "benefits edge" to Army'

personnel. The purpose w6Uld beto give' 6my recruiters Assistance

in meeting enlistmorit quotas.
NAUS belleyses problems woUld,atise

if-identical transferability were
deqiedNavy, Air Force; Marine

Corps, or: CoAt Guard'imembers who serve in'the same job categories

as their An'ry counterparts

AR 1400 proposes transferability
at some point between 8 and

12 years service for those with critical skIlla: What about the

individual who serves sevend4Ars in a critical skill, only'to be

transferred or have the
skillsdeciaredon-critical pcior to

completing eight years? What about the individual who doesn'

serve in a critical
skill until after l2 years service? '

0
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Under the current program, considerably. less than 101% of

eligible veterans,use entitlement, and those that do, at.lessithan

100% of makiMon entitlement. Trinsferability Would probably move

both close to 100% at ; great cost. ( 1
e

0
If a veteran were allowed to transfer education entitlements,

why not other entitlements? .

Is the basic purpose, of HR 1400 to' educate the veteran or

his depbndents? Thirty-Siovonths of eligibility could came close

to enabling three peOpie to get associate'deves. Is this:the

intent of Congress? I ,

These are some of the resivatiorts NAUS has on the transferability

provision. We would need satisfactory answers.to these qdestions

before we can support transfer of education entitlements. However,

transferabilirrof a contributoilf,program could be supported readily,-

NAUS also supports an ,inservice educational leave of 'absence

A benefit program patterned..after the old "bootstrap" program.

The U.S. News and World Report recently reported that ROTC. ,

tripled in 1980, and increased by 10 percent total enrollment to

almost 70,000. As tuition cost increase, ROTC becomes a better

deal. INROTC, it's four years of college, then four years of
IP

active daty.

Veterans'educational prqkrams turn thIS around -- service, 'then

education. ROTC is attractive from the standpoint that service In

return for education is performed as ri.junior'officer, not as'a

junior enlisted person. Pay and benefits are considerably different.
.t

The current shortage of NOO's and CPO's cannot be solved by an

education program or a,draft. If the services are short such

personnel today,,,they will still be short tomorrow because we carshirt

fill those vacancies overnight. The vacancies can be filled only

by those now moving up through the ranks, or by enticing those who
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got out to came back in. Can they be enticed to retutn by a nem

GI bill? They believe the "rug was culled out from undet them"

once, will they take another chance?

MAUS believe% the need for sane form of a GI Educational*

Assistance Togram is clearly evident. The recent increase in

interest, wgile years late, Is welcomed by all those' concerned about

this nations defense, and in particular by those interested in the

manpower 'Ppect. The attention given educational assistance

today should have been given years ago. However, today we are not

testifying to assign blame to this footdraggIng, but to end It and

help obtain legislation for educational assistance as' soon as

possible.

Educational assistance is a veteran's benefit and Congress

should look at its in that light. If auxiliary benefits sUchas a

better educated population, increased individual earnings, Increased

tax revenues, and Increased. enlistment and retention in the Armed

Forces, then let it so be. Let's not lose sight of the fact that

thlt.committee and the rest of us here today are charged with

the welfare of this nation's veterans.

Before I close,N1low me to quote VA Administrator Max Cleland

as reported In the U.S. News & World Report of June 16, 1980;

'
"Unfortunately, four wars In this century have given. the VA

plenty to do for She rest of the century. Barring any more wars, I

still see a major Increase in the need for health care for aging

veterans and for, Inirial sites for former sei.vicamen. I also see a

'griming need for a peacetime GI Bill, not only to better serve our

veterans but to offer more of an inducement for future volunteers

for the'armed forces."

1 am prepared at this time to answer any questions you may have.

4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD L. HARLOW, EXRCUTIVE DIRECTOR, AIR FORCE
SERGEANTS AssocuerioN

Mr. Chairman, distinguisheemembers of the cqmmittee;

I am Donald L. Harlow, Executive Director for the Air Force

Sergeants AssOciation, representing 156,000 enlisted men'

and women and their dependents.

I appreciate the opportunity of coming before this distinguished

committee to state our concern on an important program designed

to obtain, lustain and retain those highly qualified men and.,1

women essential to the mission effectiveness to our United

States Air Force.

'Having been provided with sufficient information on the

Veterans Educational Assistance PY ogram (VEAP), and its

lack of acceptanCe by members of the Armed Services, I will

forego any further comment on that program.

As you so eloquently stated id your opening remarkatjhe

hearing on Saint Patrick's Day, the purpose of.these heerings

is to come up with a type of educational program. that will
.

P.rovide,a readjustment for veterans Opon their separati n

from the Armed Forces; enhance recruitment of those maJ,ower
e .

resources essential to our all-volunteer services, hitt to alao.

retain those key Personnel in critical specialities.

The provisions of the legislation introduced by_the Honorable

-G. V. "Sonny" Montgomery goes even further in provIdin, an

253
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opportunity for those who would leave the Armed Services after

their first enlistment, to serve in other components of the

Total Forces, the Reserves.

While all the lvarious pieces of legislation are designed to

fulfill the requirements associated with the acquisition and

retention of men and women for our military services, and each

of the bills include some new and somewhat unique features, we

do have questions pertaining to the philosophy of the Congress,

in relation to the priorities
established in the field of

education.

Unquestionably, there will be mdth,anguish by members of the

Congress over the cost to the American taxpayers on any

educational bill that will eventually - hopefully - be approved

by the Congress in reaching ids objectives in support of our

Armed Services. Yet, our association has been conarned over

the billionspf dollars
made available to young men and women '

e

'

of America who have obtained guaranteed loans and/or grants

to attend colleges and
universities, malty of whom have never

repaid such vivernment loans.

Many of these young people come from middle -class families

having earnings up to'$26,000
in addition to othir assets,

yet these same young people have no obligation to serve this

* nation in any way rhatsoeyer.
The', question in our minds is

jtst where is the Driority beineplaced in relation to our'

National requirements?

r.
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It has been reported that some.2 million stddents, or one out
.

of every five,' now get such loans under a program IfSeralized,

in 1978.

Whatever legislatiOn is filially approved to fulfill the

essential requirements-associated with the-build-up of our

Total Force, it is questionable as to any Educational Asiistance

Act being effective, as long as the open end guaranteed loqn

and grant rograms remain in existence,.06 the extent now

available.

We are aware of President Reagan4s proposal to reduce expendi-

tures in the gudi-anteed loan/grant program, but until the

Congress properly aligns such educational benefits with service

to our'nation, monies allocated to any military educational

incentive kill, we' fear, will do little to reach our objectives.

Mr. Chairman, there is no question as to the desirOility of

oa good, cost-effective, educational program to 'enhance tie

attractiveness of young men and women to e in our defense

forces. Whatbver pro .r Ily approved must fulfill

all the requirements'outlined in youjr opening statement and

to further enhance service in our reserve forces for those

who do not, or who cannot, by virtue of manpower ceilings,

continue to serve beyond their initial enlistment.

.9
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This concludes my statement and again I thank ynu for ,

this opportqnity. I now stand ready to respond to any

'questions you or your distinguished
colleagues may wish

. .

to pose.

0 0
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS BONNER, PRESIDENT, WAYNE STATE UNIVERSIT
Elm Rom MICR.

,Good morning M. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I

am Dr. Thomas Bonner, President ofVO4ne State University in

. Detroit, Michigan. I am accompanied today by Dr. Robert

Gluckstern, Chancellor of the University of Maryland at College

Park and Chairman of the National Associetion of State

Universities and Land Grant Colleges'-committee on Vetespns

Affairs. NASULGC is composed Of 140 institutions enrolling more

than 301 of all students in higher education. Along with

Michigan State and The University of Michigan, Wayne State is one .

of the three largest educational institutions in Michigan. We

have the state's largest medical school (which, in turn is a part

of the nation's Jarnest primary health care center),. one of

America's largest university law libraries, and one of the

largest computer Centers anywhere. We have more than 5,000 class

offerings, and over 600 degrees being offered in nine different

colleges and schools.

The reinstatement of a GI Bill has both prdfessional and

personal appeal to me. As President of an urban university with

more than 33,000 students I am interested in any legislation that

will enhance the ability of our youth to pursue, higher

education. On the personal side,. I am one of those who otherwise

would not have been able to afford to continue their education.

The korld War II GI Bill made possible my:education at the

University lof Rochester and at Northwestern University.

TheArmed Services are increasingly becoming more` and more

dependent on highly trained technicians and specialtstS to be

effective and operational. Many of the new recruits have a great
.

79 -4Z0 0-81--17
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deal of difficultly in mastering the fundamental skills needed to

become competent technicians. Additionally many high y trained

servicemembers are leaving the Armed Services either for better

paying jobs in the private sector or for the more act active

opportunities for advancement offered by the private ector. A

reasonable solution to these problems is anew GI Ail containing
V

incentives that will attract and hold better qualifies men and °

women. Historically, education'benefits are the best incentives

`.for these purposes.

We understand that the GI Bilk before this commi3c ee is

designed to confront both the-problems of recruitment na

retention. Therefore, I will first address the issue f the use

of education benefits for recruitment purposes and the the issue

of the use of education benefits for retention purpos

Finally, I would like to address the issue of, the GI ill as

student financial aid.

For education benefits to be a realistic inducem nt to

enlist, they m I st be meaningful and have a relatively short

4estment period. Any vestment,petiod that extends b yond three

yefs would lose its attractiveness to potential rec uits. White

H.R. 1400 has a vestment period of three years, it o ly offers a.4

stipend of $250 per month for up to 36 months. The only schools

that would make financial sense for the recruit to =ttend would

be community colleges. Under H.R. 1400 a cecruit ould have to

devote 6 yeats of his or her life to the Armed Services before he

or she would be entitled to somewhat more meaningful education

benefits of.$550 per month. The benefits must be both at a

qt,
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meaningful level and be attainable within a reasonable period of

time to be a real incentive for the individual hdaded toward a,

,four year college program to enlist in the Armed Services.

It is our understanding that one objective of the GI Bil). is

to provide incentives to the population headed toward a four year

college program: Consequently, in strupturing the education "-

benefits the commi4ee may wish to consider the cost of a college

`A education today. While a generous stipend is atibtetive, month*

payments are not timely for meeting one of the college student's
k,

e--*major expenses: tuition. We suggest that the cOmmittee considee

structuring the education benefits to include a tuition

component. Wayne's annual tuition rates are between $1400 and

$1500 for undergraduates and graduate and higher for graduate and

professional students. A "percentage of tuition' formula has

been proposed in another bill, however, such a formula will tend

to penalize students who with to.attenl-pgiolic,colleges and

universities because they will not be able to enjoy the maximum

benefits to which they are entitled. Benefits that include

both a tuition component and a monthly stipend should prove-to be

attractive incentives for enlistment to individuals considering

?our year education programs.

In structuring education benefits the committee should also

take into consideration the fact that many veterans have family

responsibilities at the time that they are able to take advantage

of their education benefits. Consequently, many are forced to

look fOr nontraditiOnal approaches to college eduCatiqp whigh
N,

will allow themto pursue full-time employment. This situation'
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raises two issues that the committee should confront in any GT

legislation. Firstpthe issue that many cannot"complete°a

bachelor degree piogram in 36 months and se ond, the issue of
(/,

seat time.

It is becoming increasqfiglyr,common that individulls do not

complete bachelor degree programs in 36 months. Many individuals

lose credits when they transfer schools. Others find that the4;
e

programs such as architecture take longer than 36 months to

....!complete. Finally, individual who are forced to pursue their -

education on a part7time basis will inevitably take longer tha

36 months to complete their programs. We recommend that the

committee include in the legislation a mechinism lAiereby the

individual can earn up to 48 months worth of education'

benefits. We also recommend that students who pdrsue their,

education part-time should be entitled to .utilize the maximum

benefits available to them over the length of their education

_program.

The seat-time problem has had a significant impact at Wayne

State University. Our weekend collegegrgram was inaugurated

several years ago. It was welcomed as a good piece of academic

planning; neatly packaged7to fit the needs of adult workers in

metropolitan Detroit. 'since the program was initiated shortly

after the end of the Viet Nam War, won immediate favor with

returning GIs who quickly spotded the advantages of the

( innovative curriculUm. Instead of classes during the traditional

day and early evening houri, the Weekend college offered an all

new approach to education specifically planned around the working

AEU
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and dom4stic responsibilities of the returning veterans.

Ttfe program, offered each standard academic quarter,

consisted of three integrated and related unit-subjects of.four

credit-hours each.. °The three-part format included weekly

classroom workshops (four hours Deng), five televised lectures

each week, and two twd-day weekend conferences--along with

regular reading and writing assignments throughout the quarter.

In all, a sound academic program measuring up to all dards of

the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools and of

iichigan's department of education, and to those of the Veteran's

Administration for'eligibility for GI benefits.

This new approach to higher edimation ran into a gigantic

snag ik,1976, when the V.A. suddenly amended its regulations to

require 12 class-hours of "contact-time"ceach and every week of

the academic term in order for the veteran to receive full

benefits. It was a devastating blow to the veterans because it

meant, in effect, that since the Curriculum was concentrated in

fewer sessions of longer duration, those on the GI Bill, though °

still able to contine in the program, received 30 percent Tess in

benifits. Eligibility for full benefits depended not on the

total number of class-hours in the term but on the, number o516

hours offered and the "seat time spent in class each week. The

university, faced with what it felt to be a serious attack on its

academic jurisdiction, challenged the V.A. ruling in court.

Since taking this action it has become-clear that the V.A.

will respond most r4ily to direction from the Congress.

Consequently, we recommend that language be included in the

79-430 0-81-18
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.1/4legislation that willsallow the accredited institution to
,

determine the.amount of credit students should 'receive for

educational programs they follow. The granting'agen6y.stmuld not

make that determination. The4V.A,.. should not be allowed to,impose'

arbitrary and capricious standards on accredited institutions

which have followed their own rigorous internal approval
la

procgdures before establishing their progrAls. The impotition of

varbitraryand capricious standards only distorts the education

process and does not enhance the V.A.'s ability to evaluate

pro§rms for the Purpose of paying veterans their education

benefits. To.avoid the development of these types of arbitrary

standards, the V.N. should be at least encouraged if not

mandat;d, to develop Yegulations in cooperition with khe
.0 40,*

Department of Educatiop and the higher eddcation community.

If there is discomfort by federal agencies in vesting

responsibility fon determining the status of students with

institutions of higher education, a system of appolntipg .

qualified mediators would be far predferable than the existing.

unilateral and capricious procedures of theSe agencies.

Impartial panels could be selected by such prestigious national

agencies tas the Department of Education or the American Cduncil

oniEducation.

One final point on the issue of education benefits for

recruitment purAses: any stipend provided should allow a

differential for those veterans withfamily obligations.

Retention problems as they-relate to education occur for two

reasons. Either the'servicemembers.Want to further their own

262
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education and feel that it cannot be done4hil,s on active duty or

the servicemembers feel that they cannot provide adequately for

their children's college education on a,military salary. A leave

of absence might satisfy these individuals who want to further

their own education. The leave of absence program in S.25 might

work very well. It allows servicemembers to draw Basic Allowance

for Subsistence and Basic Allowance for Quarters, if eligible for

The'contributory program of S.25 would also work well' with

a leave, of absence program.

The transferability of education benefits to dependents

proviSTOns in H.R.1400 goes towards s ving the problems of -those

individuals who want to put money away for their children's

college educations. The one major drawback of H.R. 1400's

transferability is that it lacks certainty. Since

transferability is dependent on being in a critical skills

position, servicemembers have no guarantees that the skill they

are being trained for will-be "critical" when they want to

transfer their education benefits to their dependents. We

recommend that language be added which would ensure that once an

individual is trained for a critical. skills position he or she

will be allowed to transfer the education benefits as long as
4

they meet the other requirements of transferability.

S.25 and H.R. 1400 both require' he servicemember to serve a

specified period of time befor$ the benefits can be

transferred. S.25 requires contributions by the service member,
A

H.R. 1400,does not. There..is a cost factor involved in choosing

between these two approaches. It is had to predict 'the costs of .

4
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each proposal, howeve!, because of the difficulty in anticipating

usage. The contribution approach may be less costly than the

"free" transfer,ubut there seems to be sufficient restrictions on

the H.R. 1400 transfer to dispute this contention.' The "free"

transfer is a greater incentive to stay in the Armed Services

than the contributory approach. 'Today's economic situation,

however, might dictate that'the contributory approach be followed

rather than an albeit` restricted entitlement.

Finally, I would like to address an kssue of great concern

to me that has been raised by the introduction of Bill

-
pioposals in a time of tremendous budgeting.cutting. The

to,education benefits of the GI Bill should be in addition to and
4

not instead of other student financial, aid programs. The

benefits offered by any of the proposals being considered by thii

or the other body would be meaningless without the Doei-lability

of other student financial aid. Should the GI Bill become the

sole "student financial aid program this country would in fact

have a compulsory. military service for anyone interested in going

to college who is not independently wealthy. Such a situation

would be inequitable and would inhibit the development of the ,

fine minds of this country.
I

Thank y ou again for affording me the opportunity to appear,

before your committee I would be happy to answer any questions

,,that you may have.
0
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARY ANN KIRK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR CITIZEN-
SHIP EDUCATION

my,

e

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

Committee, for. this opportunity to testify on H. R. 1400.

Hy name is Mary Ann Kirk. I am, Executive

Director of the Center for.Citizenship Education., The
.

Center for Citizenship Education is a private, not-for-:

profit corporation regiltered in the Distriot of Columbia.

It was formed to answer a growing need and concert.' for

a ?concentrated effort to strengthen our schools and.

institutions to educate for responsible citizenship in

the context of a contemporary America:4111e heart of our

4.
organization is the deep belief that all citizens must

have accbss to positive, self-fulfilling citizenship

experiences through education, partiCipation and service

opportuniiieP. It is through these gifts of democracy, we

t .

believe, that individual fulfillemnt is realized and the

destiny of a great country is advanced.

The Armed Segvices has attempted to meet its

-manpower needs by Offering itself as `competitiye em-

ployer in a national job market system. The idea has been

that the Armed Services will offer jobs that will appeal

I 265
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to job seekers in terms of self interest. Predictably that idea will fail.

It has failed. The proposed pay increases and additional benefits, including

the education benefits offered
by H. R. 1400, )Ostified as they are, will

,also fail. Self-interest
alone is nit sufficient basis formilitatp service.

Iehererilly, that service offirs the possibility of hardship and danger for

khich money cannot alone bean adequate reward.

Military Service should be presented as a special way of accepting citizen-

ship responsibility within a nation-wide moral climate that describes such

.responsibility as everyone's duty.

The nation is ready for that sort of moral change. Every Gallup and Harris

Poll indicates great public interest in citizen involvement. More and more,

Americans are recognizing that we must levate social values over immediate

self interest. We must see life in terms of responsible relationships.

The Center for'Citizenship Education is dedicated to the,propositioiT that

citizenship values must be taught and must be lived. Those values must be

expressed in service opportunities for all
of us, in shcool and out, in

.

every community in our land.

Therefore, the Center forCitizenship.Education
endorses the concept

expressed in the amendments to H. R. 1400 proposed\by Harry J. Hogan, retired

attorney, now actively serving many non -profit organizations, including the

Center for Citizenship Education.

°posed Amendment to Section 1401 would describe the purpose of

. 1400 to be that of giving recognition to
members of the Armed Services'

their acceptance of military service as an
expression of citizenship res-

..

ponsibility.' It lists military service beyond the temporary job status.

71e,Amendoent adding Section 1458 describes voluntary community service -

as an alternative mode for acceptance of citizenship responsibility. It performs

the socially-necessary function of relating military service to community

A
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service opportunities throughout the rest of our society. It pulls us

all together. In doing so it relates our community service everywhere in

the nation to military service responsibility accepted by those of among us in

Armed Services.

The reward in education benefits to an individual for community service is0.

50. percent of that given for military service, The difference is justifiable,

in our view, because of the immediate need for personnel in the Armed Services

and because of-the greater flexibility in individual access to the community

service optioh.

The Amendment gives to ACTION the responsibility for certification that:

any given community service program meets a qualifying-service standard. The

-objective standard is-that set for programs under Title I of the Domestic

Volunteer Service Act. Those programs include VISTA, the University Year In

Action, and other speCial purpose programs. Decisions on allocations on

appropriated funds will be made by the 'Armed Services. The necessity of making

those decisions.will open up a direct discourse between the Armed Services

and the higher education institutions. The allocation decision will give

shape and direction to the necessary public dialog on national purpose.

That dialog is presently distorted by the emotional heritage of the 60's.

The inclusion of community associations as program participants will orient

the decision making to the social needs of the 80's, i.e. the shape of

citizenship 'through service opportunities to meet today's needs.

ifte Center for Citizenship of Education stands ready to assist in the

development of community service opportunities under this program. We are

confident of our ab,ility and those of others in the volunteer sector and

in the educational community to meet the nation's needs.

2 67
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AMENDMENTS TO HR100

1. Amend Section 1401 by adding a subparagraph as follows:

: "(4) to give recognition
to members of the Armed Services

for their acceptance, of
military service as an expression

of citizenship responsibility."

2. Add Section 1458 as follows:

"Section 1458. Educational Assistance for Community* Service

a. Each individual who has completed one year of

service in.a qualified volunteer community service

program shall be eligible for basic education as-

sistance under Title I. That eligibility is offered

in recognition of the acceptance of'such service as

an alternative epxression
of.citivnship responsibility. /

t
The rate of assistance for full-time service shall be

. one-half the rate of assistance set for military

service and the rate for part-time service'shall be

proportionately less. A community service program may

be sponsored by colleges or universities jointly or

separately, in arrangements with community associations,

as part of'or independently of Federal, state or local

government programs. The community service program

shall qualify annually for participation by obtaining

the certification.by'ACTTON that such program meets

the objectives of Title I of the Domestic Volunteer

Services Act.

r
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b. The total of individual entitlements for benefits

shall be limited to $50 millions per annum., Alloca-

tion of proportions of that amount among programs

shall b(ai determined by the Armed Services."

*1.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WADE WILSON, PRESIDENT, t...HEYNEY STATE COLLEGE, PA., ON
BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

The American Association of State Colleges and Universities is

deeply' interested in R. R.' 1400 and otard'omparable legislation.

Our colleges have educated hundreds of thousands of veterans after the

past three wars. We are also working close with other higher education

'groups and wish the armed services, administering the Servicemembers

0ppotunity College (SOC), which provides college opportunities to

servicemen and women all over themorld. ;

We will comment today briefly on H. R. 1400, with tome remarks`

also about Sen. Armstrong's S. 25 and Sen. Cranstons S. 417.

I. Veterans Benefits

We generally approvesof the approach'of H. R. 1400, providing $250.

a month in basic benefits and an additional $300 a month in supplemental

benefits for longer periods of service. We have doubts about whether

these benefit levels are adequate to provide for the costs of ebllege today,

however. We also feel that the lack of dependency allowances will

discourage many servicemen from enlisting,

We do not share Sen. Armstrong's belref, in testimony before this

.Subcommittee on Hatch 17, that paying 80 bee cent of tuition up to a

maximum of $2500, in addition to a $250 subsistence alloAnce, is a

desirable way to attract peopll to the military, or to help them attend

private colleges.

V
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It is based on the erroneous idea that paying lower, benefits to the

Large majority of veterans likely, to choose a'Tiublic college anyway

.s
(about 80 per cent of all student?, now attend public colleges, more

In most ;gees) will "encourage" them to choose a far more expensive

private college, where their additional costs will be much higher. This

is simply a way of discouraging qualiilpd people from enlisting, and

does nothing to help private colleges. Nor, of course, do we believe

public colleges are "low quality." \,.

6 IR,

II Educational Incentives. for Military Service

Several very innovative ;dens have been suggested in H. R..1400 and S. 25,

among other bills, to recruit and retain highly qualified people.

1. Pre-ServiEe)ducation. The proposal to give people 36 months of

college at 5300 a month if they agree to serve /a the military afterward is

a boldly innovative suggestion, and deserves very careful review. We would

like to know how many -such enrollments are envisioned, and other, details

ab6ut this iddh.,

'-/. Transferability. Careful consideration 'should be given to ideas

to make,possible transfer of educational benefits to a spouse,or dependent

after 8-10 years of duty. (We do not believe thts"should be ended after 12
. -

years, as propOsed in H. R. 1400). We are not cer4in that ,t`n§ benefit should

be limited to critical skills es defined by the Secretary, and we believe it

should-be open to those in service now, not simply to newcomers.

2
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3. Eddcational leaves. We like Sen. Armstronlesides of educational

leaves of up to one year, followed by two years of.dety, as a further

way to retain and upgrade qualifikd personnel.

In pears', we complfmemrthe Committee on its votk. We would like

to work with you, Ind we urge that other educators as well as the military

be consulted as this new legislation goes forward.

. -
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PULL STATEMENT

I am, President Wade Wilson of Cheyney State College, Pennsylvania,

a member of the Board of Directors of the American Association of State

Colleges and Universities. Our organization, which includes 341 colleges

and universities enrolling about 2.4 million students, has a very strong

interest in both peacetime C. I. Bills and programs for additional educational

incentives for the armed services.

We are deeply interested in these i'ssues as educators uto.have served

many millions of veterans after the past three wars, and because we operate

a special program, the Servicemembers Opportunity College (SOC). SOC is

a program which we operate in conjunction with the American Association

of Community and Junior Colleges, many other higher educational associations,

and the'armed services. Its purpose is to provide high-quality oft-duty

education to members of the armed services, allowing them to work toward

completion of college programs while on active service.

We will furnish the Subcommittee with additional information on the

SOC program.

L would like to comment today on some broad areas of concern which we

share with both others in higher education and with many spokesmen for the
4%1

military, both about a possible new G. I. Bill and about educational incentives

for the military. I will comment largely on H. R. 1400, the bill filed by

1
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the Chairmen ofthis committee, Rep. G. V. Montgomery (MI), but I

will Also comment briefly on some points in S. 25, filed by Senator William

Armstrong(c)) .andSa, 4T7, filed by Sen. Alan Cranstont(CA).

At this moment our organization is not finally committed to any bill.

We wish to consult further with our Committee on National Service and our

Committee on Federal Relations, and to review all these proposals with

specialiits in vLerips affairs, and military affairs.

There are, however, some general principles whist, any such legislation
. -

will wish to ;aka into.consideration. I will address myself fir.st to

Veterans benefits and secondly 'to issues of eduCational incentives for she

,military., What follows is a somewhat simplified analysis.

C>

I. Veterans Benefits

H. R. 1400 provides two hers of veterans' benefits, with a possible
1

third tier under certairCcircumstances. In ttis,ltifis similar to many

other bills.

1. A basic benefit o?'$250 a month is paid to any veteran who serves

at least three years in she armed forces, or who serves two years plus four

years in the selected reserve. There are exceptions for those.whoare disabled

on duty or receive early,discharges for hardship and some other reasons. The

.

benefit is phid on the basis of one'month benefits f!Or one monditof active°

duty, and one month for three Eoeths of reserve duty, with a maximumrof

36 months.

O
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' 2. A supplemental benefit of an additional 5300.a month is paid to

anyone completing six years oeactive duty or four years of active duty
a

and eight,yeara of reserve duty. In ocher words, such an individual would
. . . ,

.reteiteLi550 a month in all.. .
-

e' .

...
' 7:,

.
.

.. .

.0. iheri isfa "third tier" of benefits fo members with critical
'

specialties or skills as defined by the Secretary of Defense. They may

Feceive additional, benefits at a level determined by the Secretary in.addition

to'whatevei' basic or supplatental benefits they say have. .
... .

271
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4. Comment. The principAl question raised by this approach is whether
16

the proposed bentfit'levell are adeq,Liate. today (1980-19311 the cost of the

average public two:-year college to which a sudent'cosmutes, according to the

College Scholarship Sdrv?ce, is about 52753 a year, including a tuition of

about $464. The cost of a pUblie four -year residential college or

metivetsivA is about 53409. including 5706 tuition. Costs of private colleges

ate such higher for exasple, 56082 including 53279 tuition at,a residential

four-year college. Proprietary schools now average about 52500 a year for

tuition and/b6gts only.

Further, all college costs -- tuition, room, and board are rising at a

rate of 10-12 per cent per year. Costs of public colleges in almost all the

hAgher-tuition states in the Northeast and MIT\West are considerably

- higher.
-
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indeed,,an earlier study of Vieolnelliteran participation in the G. I.

Bill, =drat the request of Congress, found that veterans were such less

)111fe.* to attend college at all in high.public -tuition states like

Pennaylumaia, Massachusetts, and Michigan than in low-tuition,statee

like California or Texas.

Not Onlyare,benefit levels low, especially for those with only the

"basic" benefit, but there is `no dependency allowance, as there was in all

previous G. I. Bills. There is every reason to believe that most veterans

.

in the years ahead, like most Vittnatiand Korean veterans,, will marry

and have children soon after leaving the service, if not while ma active

duty. Low benefits combined with a lack of a dppendency allowance
.

will make this program that ouch less attractive, and may not bring in the

large *cumbers of more q*allfied men and women which the services want to

recruit.

5. A comment on " tuition sensitivity." SenatorArmstrong, in testimony

,,- before this subcommittee on Mardi 17, said that he favors not a flat grant

approach so many dollars a month for both subsistence and tuition but a
6

subsistence payment of $250 a month plus 80 per cent of tuition up td a

maximum of $2500 a year, an approach "sensitive" to higher tuition; in his

words.

Ee gave AS a reason the following: "First, a tuition-sensitive G. J.

bill will ampeal to a higher -,ivality young man. The overwhelming

preponderanct of Vietnam-era 0. I. Bill ugers attended'Oomunity colleges,

4
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because that's all that makes sense under a stipend-only formula. We want

to attract these young men and women into the armed forces, but we

also want to attract the young man who wants to attend Stanford, or Notre

Dame." (Emphasis added.)

a #

We believe that these statistics are partly incorrect and in any case

unjustified. It is our impression that a Substantial proportion of all

Vigthamt-era'veterans who attended college attended four=Year colleges, including

about twenty per cent who went to private c4eh.

It is true that any attended ccugunity colleges. There were several

reasons. One was that these colleges were less expensive and veterans

benefits were very low until the last few years. Another was that nary

veterans weie married and working, and wanted to attend a commuting college,

often part-tAme. Another was that many wanted the technical and vocational

course% offered at community colleges, or wanted to save money by taking the

t
first two years at such colleges and then transferring to a four-year college.

Last, we do not agree in any case, that only "low-quality" students attend

community coeges or public four-year colleges.

The "80 per cent" figure presents a different problem. It is our

understanding that originally Senator Armstrong planned to offer a

flat maxi.= of $2500. He was persuaded that an 80 per cent fIgurevwould

hake ,private colleges "more attractive" to veterans, or rather public

colleges less attractive. This is part of a long-standing controversy

e
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some public And priv*ate college spokesmen about whether federal benefit

levels, In student aid, G. I. payments, or tuition tax credits, should be

held down at public colleges to try to encourage students to go to

private colleges.

The argUMent here is as follows. If there is no 80 per ceneformula,

brit simply a fitat maximum of say $2500, a student at a public cou'r -year college

will receive about $700 at current rates tnd a student at a Private

college the full $2500. Both students will receive $250 aMonth for .0*

subsistence, so that both will be con idetably short of the amount needed

to attend college.

However, it is argued,. if the payment is 80 per cent of, tuition,

the public college student will get $560 while the private student will still

get $2500 (since practically all private colleges charge over $3000-) The

ka

argument is that if the ublic student learns he can "only" getip60 instead,
0

of $700, he will decide "that t he "night as All" go to the private college--

Aere,to be sure, he will get $2500,0but will need large 18ditional sums to

finance the total cost of his edu.cation. This is elide -in-Wonizland

logic, as we have pointed out cony times to our private college colleagues.

I

.4

What the 80 per cent figure does is simply'penalize the gre9roajority

of veterans, giving them less coney and making enlistmenl that arch more

attractive, It does nothing to-oake private colleges core attractive.

Those.veteratts who wish to attend private colleges will still be able to get.'
I

student Lill under the Education Depdrtment programs .additional grants, work -

AltwAY. and loans - -aSsuming that these programs are continued, as we believe Congress

will decide.

274
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In conclusion, we hope that the Conskess will support a peacetime

C. I. Bill along the general lines proposed by H. R. 1400 and similai

bills. We hope that benefits will be adequate to attract qualified people,

and that depenarby allowances will be provided. We do not believe that a

benefit based on '80 per cent of tuition" or any percentage figure will

do anything except discourage,young people from enlisting at all.

.

II. Educational Incentives for Military Service

H, R, 1400 includes a nuftbet of very interesting proposals to encourage

not only the enlistment but the retention of qualified people by the military.

We would like to comment briefly on these, and also on a few other ideas

suggested by Sen. Armstrong and, others.

1. ?re-service Educati . One of the most innovative suggestions in the

bill is Subchapter V, which creates anew program of pre-service education, /

under which someone could enlist in the services and receive 36 months
1...\

of education at $300 a'month, provided that he or she agreed to serve

afterward on active duty or in the reserve. The exact conditions of service
ti

would be worked out by the Secretary of Defense through regulations.

. Such arrangements have long been used by ROTC programs and for sore

medical education programs, of course. As far as we know. they have never

been seriousIX proposed for other types of service. We do not know whether

the. number of people who might be allowed to enlist 'in this way, and other

details, have been fully worked out. It would'be helpful to know whether

4
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,01*

the committee sees this :Lea relatively small-scale Program, on a pilot basis,

Or something broader. It would be interesting, to know whether enlistment might

be limited to certain educational fields say, engineering --or whether

this is thought as open to students in any field.

We believe that such questions should be explored; and the reaction of the

arced services sought, before suchda program is adopted. However, it does

have interesting possibi:ities. , At

Z. Transferability. Subchapter. IV of H. H. 1400 would allow a service-
-

man or woman to transfer educational benefits to a dependent.(child or spouse)

after "eight or more but less than twelve" years on active duty, provided

that peon has a skill or specialty in which the Secretary of Defense has

deteralned there is a critical shortage of personnel.

Similar ideas are suggested in the bills filed by Sens. Armstrong

and Cranston.

This approach appears to have considerable merit as a way to encourage

career military to stay in service and provide for the education of their

spouses or children. We have problem with the language "hut less than

an do not see why It would not be far preferable to set a minimum

r of y rs7rsay eight to ten. "Jh should such a benefit be cut off

:ter years, the very tine when a serviceman's children mighn be approaching

college age?

8
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We are also concerned about limiting this benefit to critical skills

as defined by the Secretary., If the intent is to encourage many capable

people to continue service beyond eight years and perhaps for 20 years, it
es

.woyld appear that everyone should be entitled to this benefit.
0

Sc shoqid also be extended to those already in service, not limited

to newcomers. Ibose already on duty for a certain number of years shodld

have the sax. opportunities, along with the other educational benefits

provided in this legislation.

3. Educational leayes.*neelcellent idea which appears in Title II

of the Armstrhng bill, S. 25, calls forleducational leaves of up to one

year for servicemen to pursue educational objectives, provided they agree

to serve for two years after the leave. 'It is our understanding that Sen.

Armstrong intends, hat not more than such leaves be made available to

any individual. There would, of course, regulations by the Secretary

which would determine how =any such individuals could go on leave at any

,ti=e, and provide for cancellation of leaves in case of national emergency.

Such. arrangements are extended to =any officers now, as the Co=mittee

knows. Many are able to obtain advanced daSrees, Master's and Doctor's,

and are better equipped both for military duty and for -their postservice careers.

Extending this program =ore broadly appears another good way to'retaim°

and upgrade qualified men and women.

9
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In conclusion, we believe that these bills include man; good suggestions

for educational incentives. ;le urge again that the detaili and possible

ramificatipns of an

1

proposals be carefully explored both with educators

aNrwith the armed ervices:
'

..--

There ars a number `Of minor and
technical questions about H. R. 1400

which we will not try to deal with here, in detail. Here are some questions

we would Ilke to take up later with Committee staff:
0

3,. Will this program be accompanied, as is now the case, by other

educational programs which nake it possible for servicemen to complete their high

school dnlomas equivalency certificates?

Hazy disadvantaged but high-potential people in the services,will be cut

off from college benefits unless they
have the opportunity to complete ftigh

school. .
(

...:

2. Will this bill cover on-the-3ob training, like
previous G. I. Bills?

We believe that the military needs =any
qualified technicians as well as

"generally intelligent" people, and the former group may be better served

by some. form of OJT or technical 'training than college.

1

3. What is meant by the phrase in Sec., 1411 <1) and elsewhere that the

benefits are open to each individual
who "is'a graduate of a secondary s hool

or has a nign school
equivalency certificate, as determined by the administrator"

(of the Veterans administration).'

10
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Under current law as we underst4na it,
civilian educational agencies,

in each state administer the equivalency
Program.' We trust there is no

attempt to have the federal government impose
its own conditions on this

program, Which serve* hundreds of thousands of civilians and military personnel

each year.

4. What is the meaning of Sec. 1452, which says that a veteran's

benefits v be reduced to the cost of tuition and fees if he, while

pursuing as educational program, is "being furnished subsistence.

Whether in whole or in part and in money or in kind, by an entity of the

United States or of a state or local government."

We take this probably to =eat that 'a person an'active military duty,

receiving subsistence, may not receive benefits' worth more than tuition

and fees, and possibly that a person who is incarcerated =ay not receive furthe

aid, either. However, this phrase could be taken to mean that a veteran who

received federal student aid or state student aid wduld also have his C. I.

benefits reduced. Many veterans, having iiitted incomes, will ProbablY

e.l

oe eligible for federal or state grants, ligoatudy, and loans. assume

that Congress does not wish to penalize this group, and urge clarification of

this point.

In conclusion, we appreciate this opportunity to testify. and

wish to oe helpful to the Co=mittee in any way wecan.
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-ADDENDUM

I. Participation of Vietnam -era veterans by type of institution

Pages 4-5 of the AASCU testimony
presented to the Subcommittee on March 25

cites a study made in 1973 at the request
of the House and Senate Committees

on Veterans Affairs,
dealing with participation by type

of college and by

in the era G. I. Bill.

The study referred to is House
Committee Print No. 81, House Committee

,ontVeterans Affairs, September 19, 1973. This was made by the Education)

Testing Service for the Congress.
Dr. John P. Mallen, now Vice President

for Governmental Affairs at

Council fort the study.

CU, served as a member of the Ad Hoc Advisory

P

The study found that the
distribution of veterans at different /types

4
of institutions in the Vietnam

era, using the year 1972-73, was no markedly

V
different framtchat of the non-veteran population:

Four-year public

Two-year public

Private

tl

Veteran College Students All College Students

42%
48%

39%
29%

19%
23%

Source: Op. p. 39.

In other words, it is not correct to say, as one UnicedStates Senator

[

did in testimony to this
Subcommittee on March 17, that "the overwhelming

284
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preponderance of Vietnam -era G. users attended community colleges."

Most attended four-year colleges, and many attended private four-year colleges.

r

The slightly greater number of Vietnam era veterans at community colleges

compared to all college students can be easily explained by the fact that most

high school students who went directly to college were deferred from military

service, and that this included a great many students who were more likely

to be able to afford four-year colleges. Other factors also explain why some

veterans chose community college4ts,As covered ie the AASCU testimony.

A growing proportion of all students, veterans and non-veterans alkie, have

chosen public colleges, including community colleges, over the past twenty

years, 'for many reasons.

IT. Participation of Vietnam-era veterans by state. ;

The ETS study also found a remarkable difference in participation in

the G. I. Bill by state. They were convinced that this was dun,largely tothe

ve

u.:IY

low level of G. I. benefits theri paid, and the considerably higher

t [ion levels at public colleges in 1some states compared to other states.

4 Generally, there was considerably lower participation in the Northeast and

Middle We than in the South and West.

---- For example, in Pennsylvania, as of April, 1973, only 16.4 per cent of

all veterans had ever used their benefits, while in California" 37.0% had
AO

done so. There was and is a tremendoUs difference in public-- college elation

charges between Pennsylvanikand California. Pennsylvania that year ranked

' 46th among the 50 states in G. 1. gill usage while, California ranked first.

4
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Here Are data foriall the states represented on this subcommittee, with

the names of the Congressmen:

Congressman State % G. I. BillSUse Ranking in U. S.

,Edgar PA 16.4 46

Edwards CA 30.7 1

....

Leath TX 25.7 17

Boger Tx _ 20.4 30

Diichle SD 28.7 10 t

-
0

litGramm ; TX. V 25.7 17

Hechler MA 19.8 33

Wylie OR 16.8 45

Sawyer HI 23.0
i

19

Jeffries KS 26.2 14

Smith, D. i OR 30.0 5

gource: Op. cit., p. 40.

AASCU, these statistics and a similr pattern can be found for G. I.

Bill usage for other years--indicate that adequate benefit levels'should

be provided in any new G. I. Bill--and Also that states should make an effort

to keep down their tuition levels at public colleges for both veterans and

non-veterans. Otherwise, federal benefits are worth less-- 'terans from

Pennsylvania or 2iassachusettspr Ohio simply do not have the same opportunities.

after discharge as those from other states.

A
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Amnrcsn Asscc.asorp4t State Cc' eisges and Uruversnes One Dupont uca Sue 700,1Nestincfico. D C 200X 12°2)223 7070

27 April 1981

The Honorable Robert W. Edgar
United States House of Representatives
Room 407
Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

t Dear Representative Edgar:

When President Wade Wilson of Cheyney State College testified before your
subcommittee on March 25, you.expressed an interest in the fact that relatively
few Vietnam era veterans in Pennsylvania and many other states in the Northeast
and Middle West used their education benefits. compared to veterans in the
South and West.

Our testimony (Appendix A aid B), especially the Addendum, pointed this

out. In one year studied, Pennsylvania ranked 46th amonI the fifty states in
the percentage of veterans who had ever used their educational benefits, while
California, for example, ranked first. A study made by the Educational Testing
Service stated that a principal reason for this is that the southern and
western states generally charged much lower tuition: and that as a result a
veteran in one of the high-tuition states simply did not have the/same opportunity

to attend college. $'

.4You asked for f&rther inforibation on this, as well as data on tuAon at
state colleges and land-grant universities in each state.

I did not previously have the chahce to get the data you requested to you.
I an supplying it in this letter and its appendices. and will be glad to

discuss'the matter further Oith you Or your staff. For several years I directed

'a project to encourage more Vietnam-era veterans to use their benefits, and
this is a subject.in which I have a keen interest.

I beliTve the main conclusion to be drawn from this'Infotsation is that a
basic G. I. monthly benefit of $250. with no dependency allowance, as proposed
in H. R. 1400, is simply tooilow. If veterans are to have a reasonable opportunity

to attend college -- at the least, a four-year or trio -year public college in theft'
own state -- benefits, should be considerably higher.

.s. -,

'It is difficelt to set an exact figure, but it would appear that a benefit
of at least $450 a Month is necessary to enable many veterans to attend college
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in the Northeast and Middle West, especially if ve assume that this program will

not'begin for three or four fis years, and that costs will increase

substantially with inflation as hey have in the 'Piet.

I will try tor summarize the principal points:

0

1. There is no question that veterans in most states which charge higher
' public-college tuition used their benefits to a substantially less degree)

than those in lower-tuition states. On this, please see Appepdix C, which
reproduces several paps from the 1973 Senate Committee Report Number 18, 1973,
published by the Senate Committee on Veterans Affairs, pp. 37-39. Identical

information appears in (louse Committee Print Number 81, 1973 (pp. 39-41).

2. Today, in most states, tuition as well as room and board (or off-
campus living costs) are substantially higher, but in the same ratio. That

is, generalliSFosts at public colleges in the Northeast and Middle Nest (and
a fey other states) are considerably higher than costs in the South and
Southwest.

,For the current academic *ear (1941-81), the total cost of the. average
two-year public college to which the student commutes is estimated by the
College Scholarship Service to be about $2753, including a tuition of $414.
The cost of a four-year public residential college is about $3409, including
$706 tuition. Costs of private colleges are much higher, of course -- fay
example, $6082 including $3279 tuitlion at a residential four -year college.
Proprietary schools now average about $2500 a year for tuition and books only.

More important, these are averages -- considerably higher in most
Northeast and Middle -West states. Costs are rising each year -- reports so

, far indicate that many public four+Year colleges will raise tuition (and often
room and board) by an additional 15 to 25 per cent in the,fall of 1981, and
probably a further percedtage in years to come.

3. In a Febraury 12 press release (Appendix 0), AASCU pointed out that
about twenty.:five states would be especially hard hit by proposed reductions

for FY 81-82 in federal student aid. These were the states in which, in the
current year, tuition for in-state undergraduates at least one state college
or univeapity was $800 or higher. A number of other.states had tuition

approaching $800 a year. At such institutions, total costs are often $3,000-$4,000.
The level of veterans beneffts,'as well as student aid, is likely to. determine

whether many students can attend college at all.

4.4 Appendix E lists the tuition at the highest-charging state college
and land -grant university in each state. (The distincttons between members of

the American Association of StAte Colleges and Universities (AASCU) and that
of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC)
depends for the most part on the extent bf graduate and'professional programs

offered.
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5. Appendices F and C are the full surveys of student charges at AASCU
and MASI= members for 158041:

' If there is further information ve can take available, please let usknow. We are very inceresied.in seeing the revival of a G. I. Bill, as well
as the other feature related [o recruitment and retention which are proposed.

Sincerely.

Vice ,ire

JPM/Jdm

cc: Frank Stover, Deputy Chief Counsel, House CoosLittee on Veterans Affairs
Richard Fuller, Professional Staff Member, House Committee on Veterans Affairs
Petei Sroka, Minority Subcommittee Counsel

Mallon

ident for Governmental Relations

The above-mentioned material'is retain'edign'the
Committee files.
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